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Tempting Fate

Introduction

Surveying the devastation in Japan after World War II, the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey concluded that “no more forceful arguments for
peace and for the international machinery of peace than the sight of the
devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have ever been devised.”1 The
world quickly sought to make sense of the “absolute weapon.”2 Yet
the power of the two bombs unleashed in 1945 would pale compared to the
thermonuclear variants that would follow. The sheer speed and destructiveness of nuclear arms seemed to constitute a “nuclear revolution,”
destined to upend international politics.3 Any country that lacked a nuclear
arsenal would ﬁnd itself vulnerable, unable to prevent becoming the target
of a nuclear strike by threatening retaliation on the same scale.
Despite these weapons’ awesome power, though, countries without
nuclear arms have not shied away from challenging and resisting nucleararmed states. In 1948, less than three years after the United States had demonstrated its willingness to use nuclear weapons, the Soviet Union
blockaded Berlin, directly challenging the American nuclear monopoly.
The Soviets then stood ﬁrm for nearly a year against US efforts to undermine that blockade. Two years later, the young People’s Republic of China
attacked US troops in Korea. Egypt and Syria combined to launch a massive assault on Israeli forces in October 1973. Iraq ignored US threats in
1990, and Serbia did likewise in 1999. In 1979, nonnuclear Vietnam fought a
war against nuclear-armed China. The list goes on. According to one widely
used conﬂict list, there have been sixteen wars between nuclear weapon
states and nonnuclear weapon states from 1945 to 2010 and hundreds of
lower-level militarized disputes. During that same period there were nineteen wars between states with no nuclear weapons. In other words, wars in
which one side holds a nuclear monopoly occur about as often as those
between states where neither side has nuclear weapons. Moreover, the nonnuclear weapon state (NNWS) frequently starts the trouble. In other cases,
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the NNWS could have ceded to the demands of the nuclear weapon state
(NWS) without giving up its rule or territory. Instead, it resisted.4
Why has the “absolute weapon” so frequently failed to impress states
without it? This type of conﬂict is puzzling for both deterrence and compellence explanations. Bernard Brodie, whose early writings served as the
foundation for thinking about nuclear politics, and whom nuclear strategist
and Nobel laureate Thomas C. Schelling called “the dean of us all,” wrote
that “certainly a monopoly of atomic bombs would be a sufﬁciently clear
deﬁnition of superiority to dissuade the other side from accepting the gage
of war unless directly attacked.”5 After the Cold War, Robert A. Pape argued
that “when nuclear capabilities are completely one-sided . . . if the coercer’s
capability is relatively unlimited, coercive success is virtually assured.”6
Addressing the United States speciﬁcally, James J. Wirtz highlights that
theory predicts without “the constraints of mutual assured destruction or
in some cases the possibility of even weak retaliation in kind, the United
States and its allies should enjoy great success in deterring weaker states or
compelling them to comply with their wishes.”7
In perhaps the most important statement on the nuclear revolution,
Robert Jervis argued that mutual vulnerability induced restraint.8 He recognized that if one party gained a nuclear ﬁrst-strike capability—if one
side could completely eliminate the opponent’s arsenal—the situation
would be vastly different. Yet his key insight that vulnerability induces
caution can be applied to nuclear monopoly. The extreme vulnerability of
an NNWS facing a nuclear opponent should encourage restraint. That
danger should deter the NNWS from acting against the NWS. To be sure,
the NWS might use nuclear weapons as a shield with which to conduct
aggression against its hapless nonnuclear-armed opponents.9 Yet even
then states without nuclear weapons should give in to all but the most
extreme demands rather than risk a conﬂict in an environment of intense
vulnerability.
A number of studies support these theoretical expectations by showing
that nuclear superiority has historically provided political beneﬁts. These
include both deterrence (preventing an adversary from acting) and compellence (causing an adversary to change its behavior).10 Historian Marc
Trachtenberg and political scientists Keir Lieber and Daryl Press have all
found that US nuclear advantages relative to the Soviet Union in the early
Cold War provided signiﬁcant beneﬁts during crises.11 Beyond the American case, Kyle Beardsley and Victor Asal argue that states with nuclear
weapons facing nonnuclear opponents tend to prevail—by which they
mean “either gaining concessions or having an opponent back down from
its demands”—and prevail quickly. As they conclude, “the immense
damage from the possibility of [nuclear] escalation is enough to make an
opponent eager to offer concessions. Asymmetric crises allow nuclear states
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to use their leverage to good effect.”12 Erik Gartzke and Dong-Joon Jo show
that nuclear weapons provide broad bargaining advantages to their possessors.13 And Matthew Kroenig ﬁnds that states with larger nuclear arsenals than their opponents tend to win crises. As he puts it, “States in a
position of nuclear superiority are more likely to issue compellent threats
and to achieve compellent success.”14 If correct, then complete asymmetry
in nuclear capabilities should provide substantial beneﬁts.
Even those that contend nuclear weapons are poor tools for compellence generally accept that nuclear weapons are nevertheless useful for
deterrence. Thus, Matthew Furhmann and Todd Sechser argue that the
“ability to destroy does not necessarily convey the ability to [compel],”
but add that nuclear weapons are “useful for deterrence . . . as weapons of
self-defense, they are irreplaceable.”15 Indeed, they ﬁnd that simply
having an alliance with a nuclear-armed state provides beneﬁts against
would-be challengers.16 If an alliance with a nuclear state helps, one
would expect that actual possession of a nuclear weapon would deter
nonnuclear opponents.17
The coercive beneﬁts of nuclear weapons are also at the center of strategic explanations for nuclear proliferation. According to these arguments,
states facing large security threats will seek nuclear weapons. Such arguments therefore rest on the view that nuclear monopoly matters.18 If a nonnuclear state faces a nonnuclear opponent with superior conventional
capabilities, then building a nuclear arsenal to manufacture a condition of
nuclear monopoly can offset that danger and provide bargaining leverage.
Conversely, if a nonnuclear state faces a nuclear-armed opponent, then
acquiring a nuclear arsenal is beneﬁcial because it eliminates nuclear
monopoly. That allows the formerly nonnuclear state to deter nuclear
strikes and counter efforts at nuclear blackmail. As Mao Zedong noted in
1956, China needed a nuclear weapon because “in today’s world, if we
don’t want to be bullied, then we cannot do without this thing.”19 In other
words, nuclear monopoly provided a potential compellent advantage to
China’s nuclear-armed opponents that Mao sought to offset.
In sum, theory and evidence from a wide range of studies make NNWS
belligerency toward nuclear rivals puzzling. Why, then, do states without
nuclear weapons confront nuclear-armed opponents? A simple explanation
would be that these conﬂicts occurred because no one believed nuclear
weapons would be used. To begin with, I show that nonnuclear weapon
states frequently did take their opponents’ nuclear arsenal into consideration. Moreover, such an explanation is unsatisfying because it does not
answer the more interesting questions: why would leaders believe that
nuclear weapons would not be used in certain situations? What factors lead
NNWS decision makers to discount the prospects for nuclear use and be
willing to challenge or resist a nuclear-armed opponent?
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The Argument
I argue that the nonnuclear weapon state is able to act because it can take
advantage of various strategic and material inhibitions against the use of
nuclear arms to minimize the likelihood of a nuclear strike. In essence, the
NNWS identiﬁes red lines and gambles that, by its not crossing those
lines, the costs of nuclear weapon use for the nuclear-armed opponent
will outweigh the beneﬁts. The precise strategies available and pursued
by the NNWS will vary across cases. In general, though, the more militarily capable the NNWS is relative to the NWS, the more difﬁcult it will
be for the NNWS to reduce the incentives for nuclear strikes. This forces a
powerful NNWS to behave in a consistently constrained manner, and
wars in nuclear monopoly will tend to occur only in the face of large
power asymmetries favoring the NWS. My argument thus shows that
nuclear weapons are neither irrelevant, as some argue, nor do they dictate
state behavior. There are a variety of tools available to an NNWS to challenge, resist, and even win limited victories in a war against nuclear
opponents.
States without nuclear weapons can focus on raising the costs or lowering the beneﬁts of nuclear use for the NWS. There are real material and
strategic costs to using nuclear weapons that constrain nuclear-armed
states. These include the possibility that nuclear use destroys valuable
objectives, harms friends or neutral states, generates diplomatic backlash
from those not directly affected, expands a conﬂict to include new actors, or
encourages nuclear proliferation. The NNWS can manipulate many of
these factors in different situations to further raise the costs of nuclear use.
For instance, the NNWS may seek out third parties to restrain the nucleararmed opponent. The greater the danger to the NWS, the larger the beneﬁts
of using nuclear weapons, though. As beneﬁts go up, a set of costs that
were sufﬁcient to dissuade nuclear use at one point may no longer do so.
The NNWS can therefore also prosecute the conﬂict in a way that it believes
will not create large dangers for the nuclear-armed opponent. This lowers
the stakes for the NWS and reduces the likelihood of a nuclear strike. The
key for the NNWS is to act so that some level of costs from using nuclear
weapons sufﬁciently outweighs the beneﬁts. I discuss these costs and beneﬁts of nuclear use as well as NNWS strategies in much more detail in the
next chapter.
The stronger the NNWS is, the more constrained it will have to be; the
weaker the NNWS, the more options it can pursue, subject to its own conventional limitations. The claim that wars are more likely when the NNWS
is conventionally weak is counterintuitive. Yet the basic logic is that the
larger the conventional threat, the greater danger the NNWS poses and
the fewer conventional options the NWS has to offset that danger.20 This
raises the beneﬁts of nuclear strikes for the NWS. As such, a powerful
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NNWS must sharply limit its behavior to signal restraint and reduce the
incentives for nuclear strikes. This is not to claim that it is great to be weak.
A weak NNWS faces its own challenges and must weigh the likelihood of
success in a conventional confrontation. Numerous factors aside from
nuclear weapons will inﬂuence whether a militarily weaker NNWS will
act or escalate during a conﬂict. The point is rather that a conventionally
weak NNWS can ﬁght a war against a nuclear opponent if it believes it
has a plausible pathway to a favorable settlement precisely because it
poses a smaller overall danger to the NWS. Because the NNWS poses a
smaller danger, the beneﬁts to the NWS of using its nuclear weapons are
lower. This in turn makes it more likely that the costs of nuclear weapons
use will outweigh the beneﬁts. In other words, a militarily powerful
NNWS must behave very cautiously; a militarily weak NNWS has more
room to maneuver.
My argument leads to four main predictions. First, wars involving a conventionally powerful NNWS relative to its nuclear-armed opponent should
be rare. Those wars that do occur in nuclear monopoly will tend to be
fought between states with large conventional military disparities in favor
of the nuclear-armed state. Second, the NWS should not face major dangers
to its territorial integrity, critical military assets, and regime survival during
wars in nuclear monopoly. Third, during political disputes, the NNWS
leadership will focus on strategic factors that it believes will result in the
NWS deciding the costs of nuclear use outweigh the beneﬁts. Finally, my
argument predicts that the NNWS should then act in a consistent manner,
confronting the nuclear opponent in a way that limits the incentives for the
NWS to execute a nuclear strike.
My argument addresses the conduct of political disputes and wars
rather than which side starts the conﬂict. First, as outlined above, a large
amount of theory and evidence suggests that nuclear monopoly provides
coercive—that is, both deterrence and compellence—beneﬁts. Yet conﬂict
in nuclear monopoly is fairly common. My argument seeks to address
both aspects of this puzzle.
Second, the NNWS faces the prospect of nuclear strikes when it elects to
challenge rather than accept an undesired status quo and when it refuses
to make concessions necessary to avoid a ﬁght.21 This is not to claim there
is no meaningful distinction between deterrence and compellence. It is
likely more difﬁcult to get an adversary to act rather than not act. As
Kroenig points out, though, “it is one thing to argue . . . that compellence
is more difﬁcult than deterrence. It is quite another to claim . . . that nuclear
weapons do not inﬂuence compellence at all.”22 The relationship between
many of the costs of nuclear strikes for the NWS is contingent on the
nature of the dispute and proposed consequences. For instance, both a
deterrent and compellent threat that promise to overthrow a government
and liberate its people for noncompliance with a demand generate the
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same costs to the NWS for nuclear use, namely that such a strike would
harm the people to be liberated. To be sure, it would be unsurprising that
an NNWS would, to borrow from Brodie, accept the gage of war if suddenly attacked. Yet in most cases there were clear opportunities for the
NNWS to avoid a ﬁght.
Third, many disputes contain elements of both compellence and deterrence, with different actors making the ﬁrst move at different points in the
dispute. Kelly Greenhill and Robert Art highlight that “compellent actions
are often undertaken in a crisis by a coercer in order to shore up its deterrent posture.”23 Additionally, Trachtenberg points out that in “the real
world . . . wars are often not simply ‘started’ by one side, and the distinction between defender and attacker can be very problematic.”24 For
instance, Iraq invaded Kuwait knowing it would invite some form of US
response and then resisted US demands. Focusing on the dispute, rather
than its initiation, shows how the shadow of nuclear weapons inﬂuenced
Iraqi decision making over the course of the conﬂict. In several cases examined in this book, NWS policies intentionally or unintentionally created
intolerable situations for the NNWS, blurring the line between offensive
and defensive action. Relatedly, different conﬂict lists apply different criteria for initiation, and the authors themselves identify reasons one could
code a dispute multiple ways.25 Deﬁning the status quo is often problematic, particularly in disputes where it is in ﬂux. The participants themselves will frequently disagree on what constitutes the status quo. “What
one considers an innocent deterrent,” writes Richard Betts, “the other may
see as a pernicious compellent.”26
I limit the scope of my study to situations where there is a political dispute between states. I avoid cases where an NNWS takes no action at all
because it is so weak that it lacks any options to redress its grievances. In
addition, if the NNWS has few interests at stake in an issue or no disagreement at all with a nuclear-armed state, then my argument does not apply. If
the NNWS had little incentive to act in the ﬁrst place, then it does not matter
much if the NNWS possessed remarkably effective strategies to minimize
the likelihood of a nuclear strike.
Previous studies suggest that in asymmetric conﬂict the weaker party
will possess strong motivations to act.27 In the cases that I examine, the nonnuclear weapon states were highly resolved. In many of the cases the
underlying political trends or actions by the nuclear-armed state were
directly or indirectly threatening to the NNWS, which led to that high
resolve. For example, US policies toward Germany following World War II
created major concerns in the Soviet Union. With those concerns came an
intense interest in reversing those policies. Similarly, the status quo facing
Egypt after the Six Day War proved intolerable to Egyptian leaders. As
I show, though, high resolution alone was not sufﬁcient to cause NNWS
leaders to ignore nuclear weapons.
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At the same time, the cases I examine in detail are ones in which the NWS
had a demonstrated interest. Though in some cases the NNWS may believe
the NWS will not act at all, and therefore discount nuclear weapons, in
many it is clear that both sides have interests at stake. For instance, in 1950
the United States was already ﬁghting in Korea when China intervened.
One could doubt American commitment to the Korean Peninsula in the
spring of 1950; one could not by the fall of the same year. In 1973 Israel had
already fought to acquire (1967) and then hold on to (1969–1970) the Sinai
Peninsula. The key is that the NNWS avoids posing a major danger to the
NWS’s survival or creating a situation that can lead to large additional
losses beyond the immediate dispute.
This book focuses, then, on how the NNWS probes the limits of the nuclear
shadow, and how conventional military forces inﬂuence the likelihood for
escalation. In practical terms, this means that the universe of cases to which
this argument applies is not all possible interstate interactions but rather
existing disputes. In social science terminology, an NNWS has already
“selected into” some form of confrontation with a nuclear-armed opponent
by challenging or resisting the NWS. I do not seek to explain the underlying
factors that cause an NNWS to oppose an NWS in the ﬁrst place. As noted,
existing research suggests that weak actors who select into conﬂicts are likely
to be highly resolved and have some baseline ability to act. These expectations are borne out in the case studies discussed in this book, with the NWS
pursuing policies that create large strategic and domestic problems for the
NNWS that then contribute to NNWS determination to act. However, I do
not examine cases where nothing at all happened to fully demonstrate that
states without an intense interest and baseline ability to act do in fact not do
so. My argument instead accounts for the planning and behavior during disputes, including those few that escalate to wars. Despite these limitations,
this book nevertheless covers a large number of important cases.

Implications for Scholarship and Policy
Understanding confrontations in nuclear monopoly has important implications for scholars and policy makers. To begin with, it helps clarify the role
that nuclear weapons play in international politics. How far does the
nuclear shadow extend? Much of what we know about the role that nuclear
weapons play in disputes is limited to when both sides have them. This is
not surprising, given the reasonable focus on the US-Soviet nuclear standoff
during the Cold War. Today a great deal of attention goes to the nuclear
relationships between the United States and China and between India and
Pakistan.28 Even work that explicitly deals with nuclear asymmetry often
focuses on cases when one country has a large qualitative or quantitative
advantage over another nuclear-armed power.29
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The core claims of the nuclear revolution build from situations when
both sides possess nuclear weapons. According to these arguments,
mutual nuclear vulnerability makes crises and war unlikely, favors the
preservation of the status quo, and ameliorates the security dilemma.30 In
short, mutual vulnerability reduces many of the traditional external pressures in international politics. This situation is thought to be relatively
durable because it is difﬁcult for any state to gain a meaningful advantage
against a nuclear-armed opponent. These claims were never universally
accepted.31 Some argued the political effects of nuclear weapons were
oversold, others that nuclear advantages could be made meaningful, and
still others that normative conditions generated discourses that led
nuclear-armed opponents to internalize mutual deterrence as the appropriate behavior for their status.32 Recent work by historians and political
scientists using a variety of methods and armed with access to new archival
and quantitative sources has further qualiﬁed and challenged several of
these contentions.33
The nuclear revolution nevertheless offers a plausible account for some
basic observations. Most notably, joint nuclear possession seems to deter
nuclear strikes and reduces the chance for major war between two nucleararmed states. Fortunately, there has yet to be a single instance of nuclear
use by one nuclear power against another. There have also been, at most,
two minor conventional wars directly between nuclear-armed states: China–
Soviet Union in 1969 and India–Pakistan in 1999.
The stability-instability paradox can help explain why low-level conﬂict
continues.34 The basic argument is that two nuclear-armed states are mutually deterred from using their nuclear arsenal and thus freed to ﬁght lowlevel conventional wars and stumble into crises. This potential limitation of
the nuclear revolution depends completely (by deﬁnition) on joint nuclear
possession, thereby excluding cases of nuclear monopoly.
Left unexplained in these formulations is conﬂict in nuclear monopoly.
Yet, as noted above, this type of conﬂict poses a puzzle for many existing
explanations of nuclear politics. This book contributes to the understanding of the role of nuclear weapons in international politics by focusing
exclusively on the comparatively understudied dynamics of nuclear
monopoly, joining a small number of works that deal directly or indirectly
with conﬂict in that context. It builds on, extends, and challenges portions
of these studies that address aspects of NNWS behavior. I do not claim to
provide the only explanation for the dynamics of nuclear monopoly. My
aim is more limited: to expand on existing treatments to provide a fuller
explanation for conﬂict in nuclear monopoly. To that end, I turn now to the
relation between my argument and some of the most prominent studies in
this area.
Insights from normative arguments help explain conﬂict in nuclear
monopoly. By themselves, however, they are at best incomplete. The basic
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normative claim is that states do not use nuclear weapons because there is
a norm that arose over time proscribing nuclear use.35 As a result, NNWS
leaders do not take nuclear use seriously and feel free to confront a nucleararmed opponent.36 As a complete explanation for conﬂict in nuclear
monopoly, what I term the “strong norms” claim, this argument is seriously
ﬂawed. Referencing the nuclear nonuse norm, T. V. Paul asks rhetorically:
“If there existed neither an explicit legal ban nor a deterrent capability to
prevent possible nuclear retaliation, what else could explain the belief
among decision makers of nonnuclear states that nuclear weapons would
not be used against them in their impending conﬂict?”37 As I show, a great
deal of other factors help explain decision making in nonnuclear states. To
be fair, Paul recognizes that “other possible political and strategic constraints” may operate, though he does not develop these in any detail. Similarly, Michael Gerson writes that the reason states without nuclear weapons
“are not intimidated by an opponent’s nuclear capabilities” is “due in part
to the perceived impact of the ‘nuclear taboo.’”38 Yet there is no effort to
explore the other “parts” that inﬂuence NNWS decision makers. Paul Huth
and Bruce Russett argue that, at least in extended deterrence situations,
NNWS leaders do not think nuclear use is credible because “normative
inhibitions associated with this disproportion [of nuclear destruction] made
it absurd to consider nuclear use a real possibility.”39
Others provide even fewer qualiﬁcations. In the most important book on
the nuclear taboo, Nina Tannenwald concludes simply that “because of the
taboo, a nuclear threat against a nonnuclear state is no longer credible.”40
The former US national security adviser McGeorge Bundy made a similar
point when he noted that as a result of the tradition of nonuse, “no government without [nuclear] weapons needs to be easily coerced by nuclear
threats from others, because both history and logic make it clear that no
government will resort to nuclear weapons over less than a mortal question.”41 There is often little effort to demonstrate that NNWS leaders relied
on normative factors; the mere fact of conﬂict is taken as evidence that the
norm must be at work.
If the strong-norms claim is correct, NNWS leaders should simply identify nuclear nonuse norms as the reason that nuclear weapons would not be
used and be willing to confront a nuclear-armed opponent. Leaders may
not even discuss their opponent’s nuclear status at all if they have internalized the belief that norms constrain nuclear use. The taboo should also
operate regardless of relative conventional capabilities. The case studies
and pattern of war in nuclear monopoly makes clear that these claims do
not hold.
Yet normative factors are not irrelevant, even if they are not a comprehensive explanation for conﬂict. NNWS leaders may believe that international opinion might lead to negative consequences for the NWS in the
form of diplomatic blowback, sanctions, or even active support for the
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NNWS following nuclear use. This would particularly be the case if nuclear
use resulted in large numbers of civilian deaths. Indeed, this is consistent
with views that harming civilians—even by conventional means—should
be avoided.42 NNWS leaders at times highlight such considerations when
deciding how to confront nuclear opponents. They may even attempt to
manipulate international condemnation to minimize the risks of nuclear
strikes. They do so in the belief that this type of negative blowback will
create a strategic disincentive for nuclear use even if the NWS was willing
to internally set aside normative considerations.43 My argument incorporates this insight by highlighting how evolving norms can generate strategic consequences that the NNWS can leverage. In short, the NNWS can
use norms instrumentally. The focus on normative factors occurs alongside
consideration of material and strategic issues.
A number of studies highlight how various costs of nuclear use, force
structures, and interests inﬂuence the effects of nuclear weapons. For
instance, Sechser and Fuhrmann identify several similar costs to explain
nuclear compellence failures.44 Vipin Narang shows how nuclear-armed
states facing conventionally powerful militaries are more likely to see the
beneﬁts of nuclear use as outweighing the costs and adopt corresponding
force postures and doctrines. Moreover, wars in those situations are unlikely
to occur.45 Still others contend that states will confront a nuclear-armed
opponent when they have a much larger stake than their opponent does in
the issue.46
I go beyond these existing studies in several ways. First, I focus exclusively on these dynamics in nuclear monopoly. As such, I consider additional costs and beneﬁts of nuclear use and show that many of the costs
others identify have implications for both deterrence and compellence
when only one side has nuclear weapons. Second, this book demonstrates
that wars involving NNWS militaries with strong conventional capabilities
relative to their nuclear opponents will be rare in nuclear monopoly, regardless of the speciﬁc force posture. Most importantly, I am able to demonstrate in a number of cases that NNWS decision makers explicitly considered
various costs and beneﬁts of nuclear use across discrete types of nuclear
deployments. Finally, I show that even if the NNWS has a greater relative
interest in the issue, that does not mean it ignores the possibility of
nuclear use.
Beyond nuclear politics, some perspectives claim that power asymmetries dampen conﬂict by clarifying who will win. For example, Geoffrey
Blainey argues that many wars start because both sides believe they could
win.47 That type of mutual optimism is more likely when both sides have
similar capabilities, because each can entertain hopes of victory. This insight
is at the center of the inﬂuential bargaining model of war, which, as Dan
Reiter notes, predicts conﬂict when there is “disagreement over the balance
of power.”48 War thus becomes less likely when power asymmetries
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increase, because the balance of power is clear. Numerous quantitative
studies ﬁnd support for the relationship that war is less likely as power
imbalances increase.49 The inverse prediction is also true, that states are
unlikely to ﬁght if they expect to lose. These dynamics still exist in nuclear
monopoly, with many weak states seeking to avoid war because they would
lose, but they are counterbalanced by the reluctance of militarily powerful
nonnuclear states to ﬁght against an NWS.
Turning to more practical considerations, the world is no longer dominated by the superpower standoff between the United States and the Soviet
Union. Many actual and potential conﬂicts involve states without nuclear
weapons in confrontations with states that have nuclear weapons. Since
2000 alone, the United States has used or threatened force against Iraq, Iran,
Libya, North Korea (nonnuclear prior to 2006), and Syria. Russia has
invaded the territory of two of its nonnuclear neighbors. Israel continues to
have serious disputes with actors, all nonnuclear, along its border. Although
nuclear use in any of these conﬂicts is unlikely, any time conﬂict occurs, the
risks of nuclear use increases. Understanding the dynamics of these conﬂicts can help minimize the chances that the world witnesses its ﬁrst nuclear
detonation in combat since 1945. A better understanding of conﬂict in
nuclear monopoly is thus hardly a trivial matter.
If states without nuclear weapons simply ignore such weapons, then
nuclear-armed states face an uphill battle convincing such opponents that
nuclear weapons might actually be used. This can create a space for NWS
policy entrepreneurs who argue for potentially dangerous policies to demonstrate credibility, such as delegating launch authority, forward deploying
nuclear assets, or investing in a new generation of more “usable” nuclear
weapons. A nuclear force rendered virtually incredible might also cause
adversaries to misinterpret red lines for actual nuclear use. Such miscalculation could result in catastrophe.
Finally, if nuclear weapons only deterred nuclear strikes, with few other
political consequences, this would strengthen calls for global nuclear-zero
arguments.50 After all, what is the point of keeping a weapon that everyone
knows no state will ever use? Ridding the world of nuclear weapons would
achieve the same effect as mutual nuclear deterrence—preventing someone
from striking you with a nuclear bomb—without the risks of nuclear
accidents.
The rest of this book develops my argument and assesses the predictions
against the historical record. I then return to broader implications for
nuclear strategy and politics in the conclusion.
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The Strategic Logic of Nuclear Monopoly

The crux of the argument is that there are costs and beneﬁts to any use of
nuclear weapons. A state without nuclear weapons contemplating confronting a nuclear-armed opponent can take advantage of this situation.
As long as the nonnuclear weapon state believes that it can maintain a situation in which the costs of nuclear use for its opponent outweigh the beneﬁts, it is able to take action. The NNWS essentially sets its own “red lines”
and gambles that those lines are below the red lines for nuclear use by the
nuclear weapon state. In many situations the NNWS will actively seek to
manipulate the red-line threshold by pursuing strategies it believes will
further reduce the beneﬁts and/or increase the costs of nuclear use. In
other situations, the preferred strategy of the NNWS will already exist
below the red line, and it will not need to alter its behavior. The exact mix
of strategies varies across cases. All else equal, though, the more conventionally capable the NNWS is militarily relative to the NWS, the more constrained the behavior of the NNWS will be. As such, conﬂicts are likely to
escalate to war only when the NWS possesses a large conventional military advantage.
The opponent’s nuclear arsenal is not the sole determinant of NNWS
strategy or behavior. Similarly, my argument does not predict that a conventionally weak NNWS will rush into war. A state without nuclear
weapons may avoid ﬁghting because of the conventional military balance,
the level of international support it enjoys, its domestic situation, cultural
features, and even individual personalities. The argument is simply that
the NNWS will act below the threshold it identiﬁes, and that a conventionally powerful NNWS must behave more cautiously.
To construct this argument, I ﬁrst identify the main beneﬁts and costs of
nuclear use. I initially focus solely on nuclear weapons, ignoring conventional capabilities and strategies. This provides a baseline treatment of the
nuclear environment that both the NWS and the NNWS confront. Next,
I use this baseline to outline NNWS strategies to reduce those beneﬁts
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and/or raise the costs of nuclear use. I pay attention to both deliberate and
inadvertent pathways to nuclear escalation. As long as the NNWS believes
that the costs outweigh the beneﬁts of nuclear use, it has a space to act.
The third section incorporates the role that the conventional military balance plays in inﬂuencing the costs and beneﬁts of nuclear use. Having
built the argument in three stages—abstract nuclear monopoly, NNWS
strategies in nuclear monopoly, and the role of the conventional military
balance—I then present its main predictions. In the following section I discuss how I assess the argument. I conclude by summarizing the core
claims of this chapter.

Costs and Beneﬁts of Nuclear Use
Nuclear weapons promise nuclear-armed states various beneﬁts in a dispute. I use the term “beneﬁts” to refer to the military and political utility for
the nuclear-armed state of a threatened or executed nuclear strike. The discussion on nuclear-weapon effects necessarily informs decision making
prior to strikes because leaders can assess the likely consequences of nuclear
use.1 The relative efﬁcacy of nuclear versus conventional strikes inﬂuences
the scope of the beneﬁts. At the same time, there are costs associated with
nuclear use that go beyond the typical costs associated with using force.
The rest of this section outlines both elements.
b e n efits o f nu clea r u se i n mo n o po ly
The core beneﬁt of threatening or using nuclear weapons for a nucleararmed state is to improve the likelihood of attaining a favorable settlement.
The beneﬁts of a nuclear strike depend on the conventional alternatives
and the military and political situation. Failure to appreciate this point
might lead one to conclude that nuclear weapons would always be used in
the absence of a strong legal or normative prohibition. There is no speciﬁc
beneﬁt from a nuclear strike if the mission can be performed equally well
by a conventional alternative. Any costs associated with nuclear use would
then be sufﬁcient to dissuade such a strike. Additionally, the higher the
danger to the state and the worse the military situation, the greater a state
beneﬁts by using nuclear weapons to attain a favorable outcome. Inhibitions on the use of force decrease as the likelihood and consequences of
defeat increase.
The NWS can threaten or execute several types of nuclear strikes. The
two most basic are punishment and denial.2 In brief, punishment seeks to
harm or threaten the opposing population. Depending on the situation,
that hardship will cause the adversary to not undertake some action, cede
to political demands, or stop ﬁghting. The victim government may see the
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destruction visited on its society and accede to the desires of the NWS.
Alternatively, the population may itself rise up to demand their government implement (or not implement, in the case of a deterrent threat) the
policies the NWS seeks. Punishment was the primary logic behind the
American decision to use nuclear weapons against Japan in 1945 in hopes
of compelling Japan to surrender.3 By contrast, denial strikes target the
opponent’s military capabilities to block the adversary’s ability to successfully prosecute its campaign. Denial threats seek to deter any action or
compel acquiescence by convincing the opponent its military strategy will
not succeed. The two categories will sometimes blur, but they are important
to keep analytically distinct. In addition, nuclear-armed states may contemplate using limited strikes to de-escalate a dispute or to catalyze third-party
involvement. I discuss each option in turn.
Nuclear weapons offer an effective, if gruesome, tool for punishment
strikes. Most basically, nuclear weapons are very destructive.4 Accuracy is
not particularly important when targeting a large urban area with a
nuclear device. The overpressure generated by nuclear detonation is sufﬁcient to destroy most civilian structures kilometers from the blast center.
Individuals near the blast will also be exposed to lethal radiation. The heat
from the blast, combined with high wind speeds and debris, create ﬁrestorms that cause even greater devastation. As Lynn Eden notes, depending
on the conditions, the ﬁre could “generate ground winds of hurricane
force with average air temperatures well above the boiling point of water.”5
To be sure, a low-yield ﬁssion weapon would not completely destroy a
large city. Hills and other geographic features can shield people otherwise
near the blast. Yet even comparatively low nuclear yields can have devastating effects. The 15-kiloton blast at Hiroshima—current US intercontinental ballistic missiles have warhead yields of 300 to 335 kilotons—created
a ﬁre that “covered an area of roughly 4.4 square miles and burned with
great intensity for more than six hours after the initial explosion. Between
70,000 and 130,000 people died immediately from the combined effects of
the ﬁre, blast, and nuclear radiation.”6 Faced with the prospect of such
destruction, the pressure to cede to the adversary’s political demands is
intense.
Nuclear weapons are also useful at destroying vital civilian infrastructure. Dams, ports, large rail centers, and other critical components may
withstand conventional attacks not powerful or accurate enough to do sufﬁcient damage. For instance, Secretary of State Dean Rusk told President
Lyndon Johnson in 1965 that Israeli ofﬁcials believed that a nuclear weapon
would provide Israel “a capability to bomb and release the waters behind
the Aswan High Dam. Destruction of the Aswan Dam would require a
nuclear warhead; bombing with high explosives could not be counted on to
do the job.”7 An earlier State Department report in 1964 highlighted that “a
single well-placed nuclear device would bring a sheet of water 400 feet
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high cascading down the narrow Nile valley where the entire Egyptian
population is concentrated”8
States can carry out punishment campaigns with conventional weapons,
of course. Naval blockades and scorched-earth land campaigns can devastate civilian populations. The advent of air power in the early twentieth
century provided a powerful new punishment tool. For instance, on March 9,
1945, the United States launched a massive ﬁrebombing attack on Tokyo.
The raid burned 15.8 square miles and killed an estimated 84,000 to 100,000
Japanese.9 Advances in precision-guided munitions can cripple infrastructure to impose suffering. During the 1991 Gulf War, precision bombing
avoided directly targeting civilians but destroyed electrical and water facilities. Nina Tannewald highlights that those strikes caused “vast numbers of
civilian deaths due to infectious diseases, and lack of food, water, and medical care.”10 Conventional punishment campaigns have occasionally been
successful, though they often require major ﬁghting to ﬁrst degrade the
adversary’s military capability and can take a long time to result in the
desired effects.11 Moreover, prior to hostilities target-state leaders frequently believe they can outlast limited air strikes.12
The key distinction with nuclear weapons is economy and speed.
A single weapon is enough to do what can otherwise require a large number
of strikes. A state need not outﬁt an aerial armada and command the skies
to threaten or inﬂict severe punishment. Developing stealth and precisionguided technology and overcoming enemy air defenses is not necessary to
impose widespread hardship.13 In a conventional world, intercepting most
of the adversary’s aircraft or missiles allows the population to escape
destruction. In a nuclear world, intercepting most of the adversary’s aircraft or missiles still results in devastating destruction.14 Moreover, nuclear
strikes can occur in a matter of minutes and in many cases are on platforms
that offer coverage of the entire enemy territory. As Christine Leah puts it,
“It is the sheer destructive power, and the speed at which that power can be
dealt, that make nuclear armed missiles unique.”15 In a conventional situation, then, leaders may be willing to roll the dice and press ahead or not
give in to demands. “Wars start more easily” in a conventional world, Kenneth Waltz argued, “because the uncertainties of their outcomes make it
easier for the leaders of states to entertain illusions of victory at supportable
cost.”16 By contrast, faced with the prospect of immediate nuclear devastation on at least some part of their society, those same leaders and publics
are more cautious.
Nuclear denial strikes possess many of the same advantages of speed
and economy. They allow an outnumbered or outgunned actor to radically
increase its units’ ﬁrepower. Nuclear weapons would be particularly
useful against massed enemy formations. Nuclear strikes in an operational
role can interdict the adversary’s ability to bring up reinforcements and
supply frontline units. During World War II, various American leaders
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were already speculating along these lines. In 1943 General Leslie Groves,
head of the Manhattan Project, and his advisers discussed using a nuclear
weapon against “a Japanese ﬂeet concentration” in harbor.17 Following initial uses at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Lieutenant General John Hull noted
nuclear weapons might be useful at “neutralizing a division or a communication center or something so that it would facilitate the movement
ashore of troops.”18 More recently, Pakistan is widely believed to have
adopted a nuclear posture that envisions battleﬁeld use of nuclear weapons
against Indian conventional forces to offset Pakistani military inferiority.
As Vipin Narang argues, Pakistan’s status as the “conventionally weaker
power” led it to integrate nuclear weapons into its military doctrine and
adopt “an asymmetric escalation posture that attempts to credibly deter
conventional attack by threatening the ﬁrst use of nuclear weapons against
a large-scale Indian conventional thrust through Pakistan’s vulnerable
desert and plains corridor in Sindh and Punjab.”19 Though in the latter
example both sides possess nuclear weapons, the essential logic applies in
nuclear monopoly.
States can also use nuclear weapons in a strategic denial role, such as
targeting the adversary’s industrial production so that it cannot sustain its
military forces. American planning against the Soviet Union in the early
postwar period called for targeting industry to degrade the Soviet ability to
wage war.20 Another target set is the staging areas for the adversary’s military forces. For example, conventional cratering of runways may not do
sufﬁcient damage over large enough areas to make the runways inoperable. Nuclear strikes, by contrast, are more likely to successfully destroy
runways and can be used against hardened aircraft shelters.21
Nuclear weapons are especially valuable in destroying hardened and
buried targets.22 This is particularly true if weapon accuracy is limited. In
those cases, larger yields compensate for reduced accuracy. Strategic studies
tend to focus on targeting an adversary’s hardened nuclear forces.23 In
nuclear monopoly, the NNWS possesses no nuclear assets to attack. Yet
conventional missiles, aircraft shelters, artillery units, communications and
command centers, and other military targets that the adversary may
harden, bury, or dig into mountains still pose difﬁculties for conventional
weapons.24 For instance, experts debated whether even the most powerful
US conventional weapons could destroy the deeply buried Iranian nuclear
facility at Fordow.25 Particularly when speed is critical, nuclear weapons
may offer an attractive alternative against such targets.
The increased destructive power and speed of nuclear-armed missiles
offer advantages against mobile targets relative to conventional alternatives. During the 1991 Gulf War, the United States tasked approximately
one thousand “Scud-patrol” sorties alongside ﬁfteen hundred strikes
against Iraqi ballistic-missile capabilities. There were no conﬁrmed
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destructions of Iraqi Scud missiles.26 As Charles L. Glaser and Steve Fetter
note, though, “On many occasions U.S. forces located Scud launchers in
Iraq, but without enough precision to allow a successful attack with the
conventional weapons available. Nuclear weapons have a much larger
radius of destruction against mobile missiles, which would make relatively
unimportant any lack of precision.”27 Similarly, Austin Long and Brendan
Green argue that “uncertainty about target location matters much less
when using fast nuclear weapons rather than much slower ﬁghter-bombers
armed with conventional weapons.”28
Limited nuclear use against a military target or isolated area may have
little immediate effect but instead serve as a warning. In this sort of “escalate to de-escalate” scenario, the nuclear state derives beneﬁt by signaling
to the NNWS a willingness to use nuclear force. Such a signal conveys that
now that the nuclear threshold has been breached, any additional action
can result in more substantial denial or punishment strikes. As Caitlin Talmadge writes, “Nothing says ‘you’ve crossed my red line’ quite like a
mushroom cloud.”29 Because this ultimately rests on the threat of additional
denial or punishment strikes, it can be folded into the general denial and
punishment discussion above.30
Nuclear-armed states might also believe that nuclear weapons can provide a catalytic beneﬁt. In this scenario, the NWS threatens to or actually
detonates a device, likely in a remote area, to spur third-party involvement.31 The third party can support the NWS through direct engagement,
furnishing of supplies, or pressuring the NNWS. There is some evidence
that Israeli leaders performed various operational checks on their nuclear
arsenal in the 1973 October War to spur greater US involvement.32
This is unlikely to be a major factor in NNWS decision making in nuclear
monopoly, though. First, as Narang argues, since third-party intervention
is only probabilistic, the NNWS may believe it can achieve limited objectives before any outside help occurs.33 As I argue below, an NNWS is likely
to pursue limited objectives in the case of nuclear monopoly; this would
thus not harm its strategy. Second, a catalytic strike is unlikely to cause any
immediate, direct harm to the NNWS, and therefore the NNWS will be
less concerned by such a strike. Third, this strategy is an option only if the
NWS has a capable third party willing to intervene on its behalf. When
facing an NWS such as the United States, the Soviet Union/Russia, or
today’s China, any ally coming in on the side of the NWS will be unlikely
to tip the scales, because any potential ally would be much weaker than
the NWS. Finally, in some cases the NNWS will prefer third-party involvement, seeing it as likely to restrain any additional nuclear use by the NWS
and allow the NNWS to continue to pursue its objectives at the conventional level. For instance, Egypt deliberately informed the United States of
its planning during the October War both because it believed the United
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States could exercise a restraining inﬂuence on Israel, and because Egyptian leaders understood US involvement was ultimately necessary to
realize Egyptian goals.
c o sts o f nu cl ea r u se
There are real military and political costs to nuclear use. Not all costs
discussed below are present in equal measure in every circumstance; some
work at cross-purposes.34 The key point is that some will always be present,
and efforts to avoid one set of costs involve trade-offs that can lead to
others.
First, the physical characteristics of nuclear weapons deployed by most
states throughout history have made it difﬁcult to limit collateral damage.35
Nuclear strikes are likely to destroy or irradiate valuable territory, resources,
and populations.36 As Austin Long writes, “The vast power of all but the
smallest nuclear weapons is likely to produce signiﬁcant collateral damage
if used against targets in any but the most remote and uninhabited locations.”37 As noted above, even yields in the low kilotons directed against
urban centers can create devastating ﬁrestorms.38 Ground bursts of nuclear
weapons will cause radioactive material to mix with particulate matter, creating long-term health hazards. Inaccurate delivery platforms necessitate
larger yields for nuclear devices to guarantee target destruction. Strikes
against hardened military targets with such delivery platforms are therefore doubly destructive, requiring ground bursts and large yields. In cases
of geographic proximity, the radiation may directly harm the NWS’s own
territory or that of its foreign bases and allies.39 Battleﬁeld use cannot avoid
these complications. As John Mueller points out, “when one considers the
impact of nuclear weapons in combat situations . . . of special concern
would be the messy problems presented by fallout and radioactive
contamination—particularly because many battleﬁeld applications would
require that the weapons be groundburst.”40 Terence Roehrig makes a similar point, noting that nuclear weapons, “including tactical nuclear
weapons, contaminate the battleﬁeld and greatly complicate the military’s
ability to conduct follow-on ground operations.”41
Allies, adversaries, and neutral states not involved in the initial dispute
that found themselves harmed or believed themselves likely to be harmed
by nuclear use would oppose nuclear strikes.42 This opposition can result
exclusively from the material self-interest of these states. Depending on the
nature of the nuclear strikes, terrain, and weather, nearby states could
suffer the aftereffects of nuclear fallout. Nuclear strikes could also create
large refugee ﬂows that destabilize neighbors. As Matthew Fuhrmann
notes, “The presence of refugees from neighboring states increases the likelihood that a country will experience political turmoil and armed conﬂict.”43 At the least, states forced to admit refugees are likely to blame the
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nuclear state for creating what many will perceive as an additional burden.
Nuclear use that expanded the scope of ﬁghting could endanger states. For
instance, in 1950 some of America’s European allies worried that nuclear
use in the Korean War could expand the conﬂict to involve the Soviet Union
and then spill over into Europe at a time when NATO defenses were very
weak.44
Opposition from third parties can range in intensity. On the low-intensity
end, states opposed to nuclear use can seek to oppose or isolate the NWS
diplomatically, frustrate NWS goals in international institutions, reduce
cultural and educational ties, or expel NWS citizens from within their borders. Allies of the NWS can exert intra-alliance pressure on the NWS, move
toward a neutral stance, or deny territorial access for NWS military forces.45
Moving to mid-intensity, states can sanction the NWS economically by limiting trade, freezing NWS ﬁnancial assets, or undermining the NWS currency. At higher levels of opposition states may begin to support the
threatened or actual target of the nuclear strikes with economic and military aid. At the extreme, states may decide they must intervene militarily
against the NWS. For example, the Soviet Union proposed intervention in
the October War to save the trapped Egyptian Third Army. It is likely, then,
that the Soviet Union would have intervened had Israel resorted to nuclear
weapons.
The destructive nature of nuclear weapons also means that they will
almost always expand the level of violence in the conﬂict.46 If the NNWS is
not defeated, this could encourage it to expand the geographic scope of the
conﬂict. Nuclear use might also cause the NNWS to use chemical or biological weapons. Any expansion in the geographic space or weapons used
represents a potential cost to the NWS. In addition, strategic or tactical
nuclear use that expanded the level of violence would necessarily introduce uncertainty on the battleﬁeld. Leaders generally seek to avoid such
uncertainty, preferring to ﬁght with known, conventional capabilities if
possible.47
Thus, paradoxically, one of the beneﬁts of nuclear weapons—their
destructive ability—can become one of their chief costs. To be sure, the
destructiveness causes more harm to the victim. But that destructiveness
also greatly complicates operations for the NWS. If the goal is regime
change or to liberate a people, it makes little sense to irradiate those people.
If the political dispute involves territory or resources, destroying the territory or resources is counterproductive. If the purpose is to safeguard one’s
own homeland or an ally’s, nuclear use on that territory against enemy
military forces will hardly be appealing. Likewise, a nuclear strike that
poses as much danger to one’s own troops as the opponent’s is not a particularly attractive option. To be sure, if the danger to the NWS is great
enough, the NNWS may fear that the NWS would use the weapons even
knowing there would be signiﬁcant destruction. In that case the beneﬁts of
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eliminating a great danger would trump the costs. The point is that destructiveness can act as a brake on nuclear use in many situations; the NNWS
can realize this and act accordingly.
These costs associated with destructiveness will not be present in every
case, of course. Targeting military forces in isolated locations is less likely to
harm civilians or neighbors. Recent advances in guidance and information
processing allow states to substitute lower warhead yields without sacriﬁcing effectiveness.48 As I detail below, improvements in accuracy that
allow conventional weapons to perform missions previously accomplishable only through nuclear-weapon use reduce the latter’s beneﬁts in the
ﬁrst place, allowing the other associated costs to loom larger. The key issue
is that in most cases throughout history, and for most states today, nuclear
use carries with it the prospect of destruction that can prove counterproductive to the interests of the NWS.
Limited strikes that minimize destructiveness may prove ineffective,
diminishing beneﬁts and allowing other costs to grow in import. For
example, in 1990, Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney inquired about
nuclear options against Iraqi military forces. A sizable number of tactical
nuclear weapons—reportedly seventeen—was required to signiﬁcantly
damage an Iraqi military unit. As Colin Powell later noted, “If I had any
doubts before about the practicality of nukes on the battleﬁeld, this report
clinched them.”49 One or two strikes against military targets, even when the
NWS had a large technological advantage, were thought to be ineffective. If
an adversary had few valuable military targets, or fought with guerrilla
methods, then limited nuclear strikes might do nothing to impede its military effectiveness. Similarly, one or two very low yield weapons detonated
against urban targets that did not destroy those targets could avoid some of
the destructiveness costs but at the expense of failing to cause the adversary’s collapse. The bottom line is that there are tradeoffs between various
levels of destruction; a movement one way or the other can generate higher
costs or lower beneﬁts.
The second set of costs that NWS leaders must worry about concerns the
long-term challenges nuclear weapon use may create. Nuclear weapon use
might spur other states to develop nuclear capabilities. Those proliferating
states may one day use their newfound nuclear capabilities to harm NWS
interests. At the least, more nuclear actors reduce NWS freedom of action in
global politics and increase the number of states that can inﬂict signiﬁcant
harm.50 The United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union, among
others, have all worked at times to constrain proliferation, particularly in
areas where they could project conventional power.51 “One effective nonproliferation strategy is to make the world think that nuclear weapons are
utterly useless,” writes Fuhrmann. Successful nuclear weapon use could
“cultivate the opposite perception—that possessing the bomb allows one to
get their way in international relations.”52 This would also undermine
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international efforts, such as the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, to prevent proliferation. Nuclear use that encouraged more states to get the bomb
would therefore be a major cost. This mechanism is similar to, but distinct
from, arguments that nuclear use would set a negative precedent by violating a shared expectation for nonuse.53 The argument here is simply one
of emulation. States in an anarchic system that witness nuclear use providing major beneﬁts will be more likely to believe nuclear weapons will
offer them utility—if only to deter nuclear use—and seek to acquire their
own nuclear arsenal.54 Emulation might also make it more likely that other
states use nuclear weapons in future disputes.
Alternatively, NWS leaders may fear that nuclear use would be ineffective. Ineffective nuclear strikes would demonstrate the weakness of a state’s
ultimate deterrent and potentially encourage more challenges. For instance,
historian John Lewis Gaddis notes that during the Korean War one major
US concern cautioning against nuclear use was that “the enemy might keep
coming, and so obvious a demonstration of the bomb’s ineffectiveness
could impair its credibility elsewhere.”55
Finally, nuclear use would violate norms against harming noncombatants and against using nuclear weapons speciﬁcally.56 Though the strength
of noncombatant norms and the nuclear taboo are sometimes overstated,
they are not nonexistent.57 States unharmed materially by a nuclear strike
might impose various sanctions to punish an NWS for violating these
norms.58 This opposition would take many of the same forms discussed
above, such as diplomatic maneuvering, economic retribution, and even
support for the nuclear victim. Domestic public opinion in the NWS itself
might mobilize against the state’s leaders for using nuclear weapons. And
public opinion in third parties could pressure their own leaders to take
some action against the NWS.
p r eci si o n gu ida n ce a n d th e li mi ts o f t he
b e n efits- co st s ca lcu lu s
Have improvements in weapon accuracy and information processing
fundamentally transformed the costs and beneﬁts of nuclear use?59 Is the
discussion of nuclear beneﬁts and costs hopelessly outdated, without relevance for today’s world? On close examination, these dynamics of nuclear
monopoly remain valid for three reasons. First, it is important to note that
not all nuclear-armed states have developed and exploited this technology
to the same degree. One should be cautious in generalizing to all nuclear
monopoly situations as a result. Additionally, an effective conventional military technology at one point in time may be offset by future adversary
adaptation or technological innovation.
Second, even the most sophisticated conventional weapons cannot yet
perform all missions as effectively as nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons
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can visit larger amounts of devastation in shorter periods of time. Precision
strikes can disrupt water and power facilities, but if a state cannot maintain
such strikes, then the target can repair those facilities or ﬁnd substitutes to
supply civilian needs. Civilians living near a precision strike’s target will
survive; those same civilians are likely to be killed if the target is destroyed
with a nuclear weapon.
Nuclear strikes continue to offer beneﬁts against hardened facilities or
where intelligence limitations preclude precise knowledge of target locations. Conventional prompt global-strike missiles may be able to hit a
target quickly but cause insufﬁcient damage in a short enough period to
lead to the desired outcome.60 Moreover, such strikes require an intricate
support network, including, Dennis Gormley writes, “highly accurate and
swiftly gathered intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination, rigorous mission planning, precise knowledge of the target’s aim points (i.e.,
its vulnerabilities), post-attack damage assessment capabilities (to determine whether damage objectives have been achieved and whether additional strikes are necessary), and ﬁnally, an agile command-and-control
system to manage these complex, interconnected tasks.”61 A breakdown in
any one stage can leave the target intact. To be sure, nuclear weapons
require support and can fail as well. The greater destructive power means
that such failures are less likely to leave the target intact relative to conventional alternatives.
States that lack sufﬁcient platforms to overcome enemy air or missile
defenses will continue to see utility in a class of weapons that can inﬂict
signiﬁcant harm even if most such weapons are intercepted. Stealth is not a
panacea, either, simply because stealth does not make aircraft invisible.62
Against a capable adversary, even stealth platforms will suffer attrition.
Faced with that prospect, nuclear strikes that increase the certainty of success despite losses remain attractive.
It is undeniable, though, that improvements in accuracy and information
processing have increased the number of missions formerly reserved for
nuclear forces that can now be accomplished by a conventional alternative.
As former commander of the US Strategic Command General C. Robert
Kehler notes, “While not practical as a large-scale replacement, the combat
performance of conventional U.S. forces over the last two decades showed
that precision strike capabilities could provide viable options in certain scenarios and against certain targets where nuclear weapons were once seen
as the best (in some cases the only) choice for the president.”63 There remain
some beneﬁts of nuclear use, but those beneﬁts have shrunk.
Third, to the extent the scope of nuclear beneﬁts has declined, this has
been offset by the reduction in costs of nuclear use. Increased accuracy and
information-processing power allow states to reduce the nuclear warhead
yield while still achieving the objective. This reduces the likelihood of collateral damage, removing a powerful cost that constrains nuclear use.
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Indeed, many worry that increases in accuracy make nuclear use more
likely as a result.64 States can now contemplate “clean” nuclear strikes. The
implications for the likelihood of nuclear use in monopoly are therefore
mixed. To the extent that there exists a conventional platform that can
promise the same mission performance, the beneﬁts of nuclear strikes necessarily decrease. At the same time, technological advances reduce the
potential costs associated with nuclear use. Since it is not clear which factor
dominates—reduced beneﬁts or reduced costs—the ultimate effects are
indeterminate.
This is not to say the beneﬁts and costs are ﬁxed for all time. If technological advances allow conventional weapons to perform all missions as
effectively as nuclear weapons, most of the beneﬁts of nuclear weapons, at
least in nuclear monopoly, drop out.65 Similarly, if nuclear strikes could be
conducted in a way that created no collateral damage, one of the most
potent costs would no longer apply. Much of the analysis presented here,
while still potentially an accurate description of the past, would be less
useful. Yet as long as there remain beneﬁts and costs with the use of nuclear
weapons, nonnuclear states will be faced with assessing the likelihood that
such weapons will indeed be used.
s u m m a ry
There are beneﬁts and costs to threatening or carrying out nuclear
strikes. The beneﬁts center on attaining a more favorable political settlement. The costs include destruction that frustrates the NWS’s own goals
and generates greater opposition, encourages proliferation, or proves ineffective. The NWS will be willing to endure those costs provided that the
beneﬁts are large enough. If the beneﬁts shrink—if nuclear use does not
shift the political outcome sufﬁciently in favor of the NWS from what the
NWS could accomplish with conventional weapons—then the same level
of costs will be enough to dissuade nuclear use. For an NNWS facing a
nuclear-armed opponent, then, the critical issue will be whether it believes
that its opposition will create a situation where the beneﬁts of nuclear use
outweigh those costs. The conventional military balance and NNWS strategies play an important role in such an assessment. I therefore turn to
those issues next.

Nonnuclear Weapon State Strategies
The NNWS has a number of policy levers it can pull in an attempt to
minimize the risks of a nuclear strike. The NNWS will not pursue each
policy in every case. Indeed, if the NNWS has no capacity to harm the
NWS—if it is very weak—it is unlikely to need to do anything to reduce
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the likelihood of nuclear use (of course, the NNWS is also very unlikely to
attain its objective in such a situation). While the precise mix of policies
will therefore vary from case to case, the NNWS is likely to pursue some
combination that raises the costs or lowers the beneﬁts of nuclear use.
Doing so manipulates the political and military situation facing the NWS.
In the rest of this section I ﬁrst outline NNWS policies that can reduce
beneﬁts. I then discuss ways the NNWS can attempt to raise the costs. Not
every factor is subject to manipulation, but enough are to provide a wide
menu to an NNWS.
non nu clear wea po n state strategi es
t o reduce ben efi ts
An NNWS can reduce the beneﬁts of nuclear use against it via two key
mechanisms. First, it can reduce the danger that it poses to the NWS.
Second, it can seek to reduce the damage of limited punishment or denial
strikes. I outline each in turn.
The level of danger the NNWS creates for the NWS looms large in governing the beneﬁts of nuclear strikes. The lower the threat the NNWS poses,
the lower the incentive of its foe to use nuclear strikes to remove that threat.
As the danger the NNWS creates for the NWS increases, other strategies to
reduce the beneﬁts or raise the costs of nuclear use may no longer be sufﬁcient to offset the immediate beneﬁt of nuclear strikes. The NWS is likely to
prioritize the immediate beneﬁts of nuclear use when facing a massive
threat and worry less about additional costs that might occur later. In
essence, the NWS will discount the future and focus on the short-term
necessity of reaching the future.
The NNWS can directly inﬂuence the amount of danger to the NWS by
limiting its aims and the means by which it confronts the nuclear-armed
opponent. In many cases, this will not require the NNWS to alter its
behavior; the NNWS is simply unable to do more. At other times, the
NNWS will need to deliberately alter its strategy to minimize the danger to
the NWS. The NNWS leadership gambles that it will not create a military
necessity for the NWS to use nuclear weapons or create a use-it-or-lose-it
scenario for the nuclear opponent.
To begin with, the NNWS can direct its challenge to isolated areas, signaling limited intentions. Such challenges provide a natural stopping point
that does not create further dangers for the NWS. These “thresholds” or
focal points, to borrow from Thomas Schelling, represent “ﬁnite steps in the
enlargement of a war or a change in participation. . . . Any kind of restrained
conﬂict needs a distinctive restraint that can be recognized by both sides,
conspicuous stopping places, conventions and precedents to indicate what
is within bounds and what is out of bounds.”66 The NNWS can commit to
pressure an area without automatically expanding demands. If the NWS
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makes the desired concession in that isolated area, it will not result in a
major defeat, an untenable security situation for the NWS, or necessarily
invite additional challenges—the presence of any of which make nuclear
use more appealing. For example, geography provided the Soviet Union an
ability to threaten Berlin, isolated deep within the Soviet zone, in order to
pressure the United States without needing to challenge US forces in
western Germany. The Soviets could credibly signal they had limited intentions by focusing on an area completely inside their occupation zone. In
1982, Argentina attacked islands thousands of miles from the British homeland. There was no danger Argentina would keep going to threaten other
British territory.
The NNWS can also limit its aims and means in any ﬁghting. The precise
scope of the limitations will vary because war “may be limited in a great
many ways and degrees.”67 There are nevertheless several speciﬁc actions
the NNWS should be expected to avoid regardless of whether it behaves
offensively or defensively. Most importantly, the NNWS will avoid threatening the very survival of the NWS, its ruling regime, or the destruction of
the NWS’s conventional military ability to protect itself. This reduces the
beneﬁts for early nuclear escalation because the NWS does not need to
stave off destruction. By contrast, facing destruction or being unable to contest the NNWS effectively at the conventional level increases the beneﬁts of
using nuclear weapons to avoid defeat. The NNWS can inﬂict costs on the
NWS and is likely to attempt to destroy a portion of the NWS’s conventional forces to do so. Indeed, a key part of the strategies adopted by Egypt
in 1969–1970 and 1973, China in 1950, and Iraq in 1990–1991 was to kill
NWS soldiers. By imposing those costs, the NNWS hoped to cause the
NWS to negotiate or quit the ﬁght. The key for the NNWS, though, is to
limit the destruction to ﬁelded forces in a way that does not open the NWS
homeland to conquest. This generates an interesting dynamic: the amount
of damage the NNWS can inﬂict on the NWS increases as the danger it
poses to the NWS’s homeland decreases. Thus, in 1950 China could envision destroying entire American divisions, in part because doing so would
not provide China with the ability to threaten the survival of the American
state or its ruling regime. Egyptian leaders in 1973 expressly conveyed to
the Israeli leadership, through the Americans, that they had no intention of
advancing deep into the Sinai, let alone threatening pre-1967 Israeli
territory.
The NNWS will also avoid operations to destroy its opponent’s nuclear
arsenal. The beneﬁts of nuclear use increase if a state fears that it will be
unable to rely on its nuclear arsenal in the future. In other words, if the
NWS believes that it is in danger of losing its nuclear arsenal, it has an
incentive to use the weapons now for fear that it will not be able to use
them later. To be sure, the lack of a nuclear arsenal for the NNWS removes
some of this dynamic for the NWS.68 Conventional military campaigns that
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endanger the nuclear arsenal, command and control, or conventional military forces supporting the NWS’s arsenal can nevertheless pose a signiﬁcant danger to the ability of the NWS to execute a nuclear strike.69
Even if the NNWS does not deliberately target the nuclear forces of the
NWS, it can inadvertently threaten their survival through certain types of
military operations. In the face of “large-scale conventional attacks on
nuclear forces or their supporting structure,” Barry R. Posen argues, “the
salience of nuclear forces for the conﬂict is raised inadvertently, before the
imminent loss of the stakes that precipitated the conﬂict raises the nuclear
specter.”70 Though this type of inadvertent escalation logic has been discussed primarily in situations of joint nuclear possession, aspects are relevant for nuclear monopoly. Talmadge argues that a state that found its
nuclear arsenal under duress might use nuclear weapons “to halt the components of the opposing conventional campaign that posed the greatest
threat to the target’s nuclear forces. Nuclear weapons could achieve these
effects more rapidly than conventional forces.” In addition, “a state might
engage in limited nuclear escalation to try to generate coercive leverage,
signaling its resolve to make the opponent pay signiﬁcant costs until the
counterforce campaign was either suspended or completed.”71 In nuclear
monopoly, the concern would be NNWS conventional counterforce
capabilities.
The claim that the NNWS will avoid efforts to destroy its opponent’s
nuclear arsenal may seem counterintuitive. After all, if the NNWS can eliminate the opponent’s nuclear arsenal, doesn’t this guarantee that the NNWS
will not suffer a nuclear strike? The problem is that in most cases the NNWS
is unlikely to be able to quickly and completely destroy the opponent’s
nuclear arsenal. For example, Keir Lieber and Daryl G. Press modeled a
conventional attack against twenty ﬁxed missile silos by US B-2 bombers
using GPS-guided bombs. “If GPS signals were not jammed, an attack
would destroy most of the silos and have about a 50–50 chance of destroying
them all. . . . If an enemy can jam GPS signals near the target, the odds of
destroying all 20 silos with current bombs are essentially nil.”72 Such a scenario represents a best case for an attacker that possesses advanced technology that most countries—including the United States in the past—lack,
against a small number of ﬁxed targets, with minimal efforts to interdict the
air strikes. To be sure, mobile platforms are more vulnerable to conventional strikes because mobility comes at the cost of hardening. Yet mobility
and other forms of concealment increase the intelligence demands on the
attacker attempting to eliminate the nuclear forces.73 Unless the NNWS is
able to completely eliminate the NWS’s arsenal and ability to deliver
nuclear weapons before the NWS can respond, which at least historically
and in the near term is very unlikely, then posing a large conventional
danger to the nuclear arsenal is dangerous. True, the NNWS will attempt, if
it is able, to intercept any incoming nuclear strikes. The key distinction is
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that intercepting strikes means that the NWS has already acted, and the
NNWS is attempting to minimize damage rather than launching a strike
designed to destroy the adversary’s nuclear arsenal.
Any ﬁghting need not be limited for both sides. As Robert Osgood points
out, “limited war is not only a matter of degree but also a matter of national
perspective—a local war that is limited from the standpoint of external participants might be total from the standpoint of local belligerents, as in the
Korean and Vietnam wars.”74 In nuclear monopoly, the critical distinction is
the amount of stress placed on the NWS. The ﬁghting may require signiﬁcant effort for the NNWS.
The NNWS will frequently rely on defensive strategies. Ivan ArrequínToft identiﬁes such a strategy as one that seeks “to damage an adversary’s
capability to attack by crippling its advancing or proximate armed
forces.”75 The defensive strategy can rely on both mechanized and guerrilla operations.76 Mechanized operations focus on using cohesive armed
forces to degrade and destroy the enemy forces through a series of battles
at a set line or through defense-in-depth. Guerrilla warfare centers on
small units ﬁghting over dispersed areas to undermine the adversary’s
control of the population; there is a lack of clearly deﬁned battles and front
lines.77 In both cases, the NNWS limits its aims and reduces the danger to
the NWS by not harming the nuclear opponent’s nuclear arsenal, conventional reserves, or territory directly. With the NWS not facing major defeat,
the beneﬁts for nuclear use decrease. Guerrilla warfare also offers few military targets for the nuclear-armed state, further reducing the beneﬁts of
nuclear use.
The NNWS need not ﬁght entirely defensively. It can also execute a limited offensive. In order to do so, the NNWS must manufacture a local superiority against the nuclear opponent, often relying on the element of
surprise to offset the intrinsic advantages enjoyed by defenders.78 The
NNWS then launches an offensive with the purpose of taking some small
objective and switching to a defensive posture. John Mearsheimer notes
that once the original attacker switches to the defensive, the burden for
starting a war “is transferred to the [original] defender. The assumption is
that the [original] defender would not start such a war and that therefore
the conﬂict will remain limited.”79 In essence, the NNWS hopes to present
its nuclear-armed opponent with a fait accompli, signal limited aims, and
thereby reduce the beneﬁts of a nuclear strike. Thus, in 1973, Egypt planned
to take only a few miles east of the Suez Canal and then seek negotiations
with Israel. In 1982, Argentina quickly took the Falkland Islands and settled
into a defensive posture while calling for new talks.
Limiting ﬁghting reinforces a general tendency in international politics
for inducing restraint by the opponent. Carl von Clausewitz recognized
this propensity when he wrote that in real war, as opposed to war in the
abstract where each side would quickly use all the force at its disposal, the
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“smaller the penalty you demand from your opponent, the less you can
expect him to try and deny it to you; the smaller the effort he makes, the
less you need make yourself.” Moreover, “anything omitted out of weakness by one side becomes a real, objective reason for the other to reduce its
efforts, and the tendency toward extremes is once again reduced.”80
The second mechanism to reduce the beneﬁts of a nuclear strike centers
on NNWS efforts to minimize the effects of limited nuclear strikes through
civil defense measures, the hardening of valuable civilian and military targets, or the dispersal of military forces. For example, before the 1991 Gulf
War, Iraqi leaders explored evacuation procedures in the event of an American nuclear strike on Baghdad and believed dispersing their military forces
would minimize the danger of a nuclear strike. Similarly, leaders in the
Soviet Union, China, and the United States have examined and implemented civil-defense measures when facing potential nuclear strikes.81 In a
general sense, these efforts serve as a hedge for the NNWS. In an anarchic
international environment, it makes some sense to prepare for the worst
possible outcome. Even if the NNWS believes that nuclear use is unlikely
given the cost-beneﬁt ratio, it may nevertheless see prudence as the highest
virtue.
In addition, the NNWS can hope this reduces the likelihood of a nuclear
strike. If nuclear use is unlikely to inﬂict sufﬁcient costs on the NNWS
given adequate preparations, then the beneﬁts of executing the strike for
the NWS decrease. That is, if a nuclear strike cannot signiﬁcantly harm the
NNWS population or military forces, such a strike is unlikely to deter or
compel the NNWS, because a strike beneﬁts the NWS little. To be sure, the
NWS may then threaten escalation or carry out more widespread punishment or denial strikes. In those cases, though, the NWS is likely to incur
additional costs associated with widespread destruction. The NNWS is
gambling that the NWS would only be willing to incur such costs if it
gained signiﬁcant other beneﬁts.
non nu clear wea po n state strategi es t o r a i s e c o s t s
Leaders in nonnuclear weapon states can seek to raise the costs of
nuclear use for their nuclear-armed opponent by expanding the conﬂict in
response to nuclear use. As Fred Iklé argues, governments exhibit a natural tendency “to refrain from escalating a war if they expect that the military gains of increased violence would be canceled out by the enemy’s
counter-escalation or by the intervention of other powers on the side of
the enemy.”82
The NNWS can manipulate the level of violence by threatening to use its
own unconventional weapons. The most commonly recognized way to
raise the costs of nuclear use is to threaten nuclear use in retaliation. This
type of nuclear deterrence is, by deﬁnition, not available to a state that does
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not possess nuclear weapons. However, NNWS may possess biological or
chemical weapons, the so-called “poor man’s” atomic bombs.83 This logic
says that faced with the threat of weapons that can do damage beyond an
initial explosion, the nuclear-armed opponent will be reluctant to use
nuclear weapons.
This type of action obviously comes with a risk: by inﬂicting greater
damage on the NWS or its allies, the NNWS increases the military beneﬁts
of nuclear use. The distinction between ﬁrst use and retaliation resolves this
tension. The NNWS is threatening the latter, not the former. Unconventional weapons will be viewed as a last resort; indeed, most nonnuclear
weapon states are likely to identify this as a red line not to cross ﬁrst. For
example, Iraqi leaders in 1990 recognized that using chemical weapons
might invite American nuclear retaliation. They simultaneously hoped that
the threat of an Iraqi chemical response to nuclear use would constrain the
United States. In addition, the destructive power of chemical and biological
weapons is not similar to that of nuclear weapons. Such weapons are
largely ineffective against prepared military forces and are useless for counterforce operations targeting nuclear weapons. Thus, the incentive of an
NWS to eliminate the chemical or biological weapons of an NNWS is
smaller than the incentive it would have to eliminate the nuclear arsenal of
another, opposing NWS if it believed war inevitable.84 Nor does the NWS
leadership face a use-it-or-lose-it dynamic for fear that if the NNWS used
unconventional weapons, the NWS would then be unable to fall back on its
own nuclear arsenal.
The NNWS can also deliberately court external actors to constrain the
NWS. The logic is that the NWS will be less likely to use nuclear weapons if
it believes other actors will either directly intervene in the conﬂict or otherwise sanction the NWS. At times, these may be formal or informal allies.
For instance, Chinese leaders sought greater certainty of Soviet air support
prior to making their ﬁnal decision to intervene in the Korean War in 1950.
At other times, though, the NNWS will rely on allies of the nuclear-armed
state itself to restrain the latter. Egyptian leaders believed that the United
States exercised a great deal of inﬂuence over Israeli actions and pointed to
that relationship as a constraint on Israeli nuclear use.
The NNWS can also seek to leverage nuclear nonuse norms by diplomatic and media means to constrain the NWS. In doing so, it hopes to shift
public opinion in the NWS or other states that will raise the prospects of
some type of sanction in the event of nuclear use. That sanction can take the
form of diplomatic isolation, economic retaliation, or even the legitimation
of the use of force against the NWS. The constraint is direct when inﬂuencing the NWS’s citizens. It is indirect when targeting other publics,
hoping that they lobby their own leaders to pressure the NWS to exercise
nuclear restraint. In other words, the NNWS is using normative factors
instrumentally to impose additional costs on the NWS.
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s u m m a ry
Leaders in states without nuclear weapons confronting nuclear-armed
opponents can recognize that nuclear monopoly provides incentives and
disincentives for nuclear strikes. This creates a space within which the
NNWS can challenge and resist its nuclear opponent. It also provides
opportunities for the NNWS to further reduce the likelihood of a nuclear
strike by increasing the costs and/or reducing the beneﬁts of nuclear use.
The NNWS can pursue policies to challenge and resist the NWS that it
believes fall below the threshold for nuclear use where beneﬁts begin to
outweigh costs. At times, this will require the NNWS to do very little; the
costs will simply outweigh the beneﬁts, given NNWS capabilities and
behavior. At other times, the NNWS leadership will believe it must actively
seek to raise costs or reduce beneﬁts. It can reduce beneﬁts by taking steps
to lower the danger of any action to the NWS and minimize the effects of
nuclear strikes. It can raise costs by threatening to expand the scope of the
conﬂict to include additional unconventional weapons or third parties. The
nuclear balance alone does not determine precisely what actions the NNWS
will select. The point is simply that the NNWS will act in a manner in which
its behavior falls below the nuclear-use threshold.

The Conventional Military Balance
The conventional military balance looms larger in nuclear monopoly than it
does when both sides have nuclear weapons. Analysts have argued that in
situations of joint nuclear possession, which side has more conventional
military forces does not matter because the nuclear shadow means that
ﬁghting simply invites mutual nuclear suicide.85 In nuclear monopoly,
though, the absence of a nuclear capability for the NNWS removes a major
beneﬁt of nuclear use: staving off a potential nuclear strike. There is no
need for the NWS to use nuclear weapons early in any conﬂict in a counterforce strike to eliminate a nonexistent nuclear arsenal. By contrast, an NWS
facing another NWS has incentives to strike early if it believes that escalation is inevitable, in order to eliminate the opponent’s ability to strike with
nuclear weapons. “Even if one cannot knock out all of the other side’s
weapons,” Jeffrey Knopf argues, “the possibility of destroying some of
them before launch might still look like the best option. Losing two or three
cities is a terrible disaster, but it is not as bad as losing ﬁve or eight or ten
cities.”86
The NNWS’s conventional strategy and military capabilities are therefore the main sources of danger to the NWS. I addressed the conventional
aims and means in the previous section. Here I focus on the underlying
military capabilities. All else equal, the greater the danger, the more likely
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the NWS is to use nuclear weapons, because the beneﬁts of eliminating a
large danger are greater than the beneﬁts of eliminating a small danger. The
greater the conventional capabilities of the NNWS relative to its nucleararmed opponent, then, the more it must restrict its behavior. That is, the
more it must limit its aims and means. In practice, this means avoiding
actual combat. Conversely, the weaker the conventional capabilities of the
NNWS relative to the NWS, the further the NNWS can push its opponent.
A weak NNWS can challenge or resist to the point that a dispute escalates
to war. For instance, the Soviet Union had to exercise greater restraint when
confronting the United States in 1948 than China did in 1950.
t h e relati o nsh i p to restra i n t
A militarily powerful NNWS must exercise greater restraint than a
weaker NNWS for four reasons. No one reason by itself is decisive; taken
together, though, they create a powerful inhibition against escalation for
the NNWS. First, a powerful NNWS will create more difﬁculties for the
NWS to execute military missions with conventional forces and, at the
extreme, can defeat the NWS militarily. The NNWS will be in a position to
deny the NWS’s conventional platforms military success. For instance, a
weak NWS may be unable to overcome NNWS air defenses to conduct militarily meaningful conventional air strikes. Knowing this, the NWS is likely
to eschew conventional options and rely instead on nuclear weapons. More
ominously, a powerful NNWS can threaten to quickly overwhelm or seriously degrade the nuclear-armed state’s conventional forces. This confronts
the NWS with the very real prospect of major military defeat. In this situation defeat occurs because the NWS loses its conventional forces, not
because the beneﬁts of continuing the struggle are low. For example, the
United States saw little possibility of using conventional weapons alone to
defeat the Soviet Union in 1948. As such, US planning explicitly incorporated nuclear weapons. By contrast, US planners knew that conventional
military forces could defeat Iraqi forces in 1991; the debate centered on how
costly such a victory would be.87 In one case the choice was framed as victory or defeat in a critical region of the world, in the other it was how much
victory would cost. Beyond the US case, Narang shows that states facing
powerful conventional adversaries are likely to directly incorporate nuclear
use into their military planning.88 In sum, when the NNWS is powerful, the
tradeoff between nuclear and conventional military efﬁcacy leans toward
nuclear, raising the beneﬁts of a nuclear strike.
Second, it is difﬁcult for a powerful NNWS to signal limited intentions.
A weak NNWS can manufacture a local advantage to achieve some limited
gain but still credibly commit not to expand the scope of the conﬂict to
threaten the nuclear state’s survival or nuclear forces. The reason is simple:
the weak NNWS lacks the physical ability to do so. True, a powerful NNWS
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may be in a better position to execute a limited offensive than a weaker
actor. The problem is that a powerful NNWS has an incentive to bluff,
feigning limited intentions to avoid early nuclear retaliation before
expanding the scope of the conﬂict to a point where nuclear strikes are ineffective or counterproductive.89 Indeed, conventionally powerful states have
incentives to make large demands.90 Nuclear-armed states will therefore
discount signals by a powerful NNWS to limit their aims and means. As a
result, a powerful NNWS must engage in greater efforts at costly signaling
than a weak NNWS.91 One critical way to do this is for the NNWS to avoid
military preparations that would put it in a position to seriously harm the
nuclear-armed opponent. By not preparing for a major conﬂict, the NNWS
reduces danger to the NWS and leaves itself vulnerable should the conﬂict
escalate. A state planning to escalate would be unlikely to deliberately place
itself at such a disadvantage. The nonpreparation thus serves as a credible
signal.
Third, a powerful NNWS poses a signiﬁcant danger to the NWS’s arsenal.
As noted above, threats to the NWS’s nuclear arsenal increase incentives
for nuclear use by creating a use-it-or-lose-it dynamic. NNWS conventional
operations will tend to avoid the NWS’s arsenal, support forces, and command and control as a result. Yet a powerful NNWS generates a danger
simply by virtue of its superior military capabilities. Indeed, in many ways
a powerful NNWS ﬁnds itself in the worst of all possible worlds. It is strong
enough to pose a legitimate threat to the NWS’s arsenal over a relatively
short time. This creates a motive for the NWS to use nuclear weapons in the
event of a war. At the same time, for reasons outlined in the previous section, the NNWS is unlikely to be able to completely eliminate its opponent’s
nuclear arsenal in a single or even series of rapid preemptive strikes before
the NWS can retaliate in some manner. This provides an opportunity for
the NWS to use nuclear weapons once ﬁghting starts. The result is another
nuclear brake on a strong NNWS’s willingness to ﬁght.
Fourth, a powerful NNWS is more likely to create situations that lead to
unintentional or accidental nuclear use by an NWS opponent. This follows
in part from the steps the NWS may take against a powerful NNWS as discussed above. For example, directly incorporating nuclear weapons into
military planning or making them ready to use in the event of conventional
hostilities requires several actions that make unauthorized and accidental
nuclear use more likely. These include the peacetime or intra-crisis dispersal of nuclear weapons and the delegation of launch authority. This necessarily gives more individuals the ability to use nuclear weapons outside
central direction.92 To borrow from Harry Truman, “some dashing lieutenant colonel” may now be able to execute nuclear strikes.93 A powerful
NNWS is more likely to generate a false alarm that a nuclear arsenal is
under attack. A weak NNWS is unlikely to possess the capability, given
NWS military forces, to attack a nuclear arsenal even if it wanted to do so.
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Reports of attacks on nuclear facilities would therefore be discounted or,
even if believed, unlikely to generate concern that a counterforce attack
capable of eliminating the nuclear arsenal was under way. The NWS is
more likely to believe that a powerful NNWS is capable of executing such a
strike and may be attempting to degrade the NWS’s nuclear arsenal.
t h e relati o nsh i p to a d d i ti o na l strat e g i e s
The conventional balance has its most direct effect on limiting the
NNWS’s conventional aims and means for several reasons. To begin with,
as noted earlier, an NWS that can perform a task equally well with a nuclear
or conventional weapon will rely on the conventional weapon if there are
any added costs with nuclear use. A weaker NNWS will pose fewer challenges for conventional tasks, reducing the beneﬁts of nuclear strikes and
allowing other costs to loom large. Additionally, as the immediate danger
to the NWS increases, a particular level of costs may no longer be sufﬁcient
to offset the beneﬁts. Limiting the scope of its actions is the most direct
route to offset the danger created by an NNWS’s conventional capabilities
that can inﬂict major defeat, complicate signaling, and threaten the NWS’s
arsenal.
By contrast, the effect of the relationship between conventional capabilities and the other NNWS strategies to minimize the dangers of nuclear
strikes is either smaller than the link to restraint or it reinforces the leverage
of weak actors. This pushes the conventional balance’s inﬂuence on the
scope of NNWS aims and means to the fore. Dispersing forces and population is not very expensive, so neither strong nor weak states have much
advantage. Iraq was able to devise a rudimentary command and control
system for its mobile missiles during the Gulf War that frustrated the much
more powerful United States. Even skilled non-state actors have been able
(on a smaller scale) to make effective use of dispersion, cover, and concealment.94 A powerful NNWS may be in a better position to harden targets,
thereby reducing the beneﬁts of nuclear strikes. At the same time, a weak
NNWS is likely to have fewer targets that necessitate nuclear strikes,
reducing the costs of securing those sites as well as the beneﬁts to the NWS
of nuclear use in the ﬁrst place. Very poor and technologically deﬁcient
states are unlikely to develop unconventional weapons, but the barriers to
such programs are modest. In a comprehensive analysis, Michael Horowitz
and Neil Narang ﬁnd only “weak evidence that GDP per capita and GDP
per capita squared are positively associated with a greater risk of chemical
weapons pursuit.” According to their data, states such as Egypt, India,
Syria, Yugoslavia, and Zimbabwe all acquired chemical weapons during
periods when they were weak.95
A stronger NNWS has advantages and disadvantages in leveraging outside support to act as a restraint on nuclear use. A third party (or parties)
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has its own incentives to counterbalance powerful nonnuclear weapon
states more than weak ones because the former are greater potential threats.
External actors that may otherwise want to prevent nuclear use might delay
intervention on behalf of a powerful NNWS, willing to allow a conﬂict to
evolve if it weakens a powerful NNWS. That in turn reduces the threat to
the third party itself or promises greater inﬂuence in the future. By contrast,
a weak NNWS presents a much more limited threat to third parties. Precisely because the danger is smaller, a third party interested in arresting
nuclear use is more likely to threaten intervention early in a conﬂict. In
addition, a weak NNWS is better positioned to confront an opponent with
the prospect that outside intervention will change the nature of the war.
A powerful NWS has an incentive to avoid widening the conﬂict and creating a perilous situation. A weak NWS already faces a perilous situation;
the threat of third-party involvement is a less effective tool for a powerful
NNWS as a result.
Finally, a nuclear strike against a weak NNWS is likely to be seen as a
more egregious violation of nuclear nonuse norms than such a strike
against a powerful adversary. It would invite greater international and
domestic sanctions. George Quester speculates that the international
“shock” over nuclear use “would be much less” following a very destructive conventional war.96 A powerful NNWS would be in a better position
to ﬁght such a conﬂict. Scott Sagan and Benjamin Valentino ﬁnd that
American public support for nuclear strikes increases rapidly with the
danger to US forces in a hypothetical conﬂict.97 To be sure, many other
factors would inﬂuence the reaction to nuclear strikes against a nonnuclear opponent. And a weak NNWS that inﬂicted large losses against a
nuclear opponent would have to fear nuclear strikes (which returns to the
importance of managing aims and means). All else equal, though, states
that cannot decisively defeat a nuclear-armed opponent can rely more on
normative inhibitions.
t h e peri ls o f wea kn ess
While a weak NNWS can leverage a number of strategies to minimize the
risks of nuclear strikes, this does not mean that it will rush headlong into
war against a nuclear opponent. To begin with, if there is no underlying
political conﬂict, then it does not matter if the NNWS is conventionally
weak and able to devise brilliant plans to minimize the risks of nuclear use.
There is simply no reason to ﬁght. Similarly, if the NNWS is satisﬁed with
the diplomatic trajectory during the dispute, then it is unlikely to rush to
war. For example, Egypt secured American involvement in negotiations
with Israel following the October 1973 War. As such, Sadat preferred to
avoid ﬁghting as diplomacy led to a series of agreements, in ﬁts and starts,
that culminated in the 1979 peace treaty.
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A weak NNWS may wish to avoid ﬁghting and concede early in any dispute if it believes that it lacks a conventional strategy or sufﬁcient domestic
or international support to attain its political objectives. An NNWS that
lacks any plausible chance for success is unlikely to act even if it were conﬁdent that nuclear weapons would not be used. As noted, the NNWS will
tend to pursue only limited offensives or defensive strategies. This requires
that the NNWS be able to manufacture local superiority at the point of
attack or face the NWS on or near its territory. If neither condition holds,
then war is unlikely. Even with these limitations, my argument highlights
that there are more opportunities for a weak NNWS to stand ﬁrm in a dispute than for a powerful NNWS. A powerful NNWS, even if it believes it
could succeed in a conventional conﬂict with an NWS, must curtail its aims
and means because they pose a greater danger to the NWS, thus raising the
beneﬁts of nuclear use.
s u m m a ry
A conventionally powerful NNWS is more likely to be able to block NWS
conventional operations, more likely to inﬂict major defeat on the NWS,
less likely to be able to signal limited intentions, more likely to deliberately
or inadvertently threaten the NWS arsenal, and more likely to generate
dynamics that lead to accidental or unauthorized nuclear launch. As such,
a powerful NNWS must fear nuclear strikes and is more likely than a weak
NNWS to signiﬁcantly limit its aims and means during any dispute with a
nuclear opponent.

Predictions
My argument makes four main predictions. First, wars should be rare when
the NNWS is militarily powerful relative to the NWS. A powerful NNWS
can still confront a nuclear-armed opponent, but it will face strong pressure
to restrain its behavior and avoid actual ﬁghting. Most wars involving a
powerful NNWS relative to an NWS opponent will be “selected out” of the
system as the powerful NNWS seeks an alternative solution.98 Second,
those wars that do occur in nuclear monopoly should not pose a danger to
the survival of the NWS or its nuclear forces, or involve major combat operations on its homeland.
Third, during confrontations, NNWS leaders should discount nuclear
use because they believe the costs to the NWS of using nuclear weapons
outweigh the beneﬁts. The NNWS cannot know the precise threshold for
nuclear use, and aspects unique to each situation matter. As a result, not
every case will feature the same discussions as the NNWS probes the limits
of the nuclear shadow. But there should be evidence that the NNWS
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assessed strategic factors that inﬂuence the costs and beneﬁts of nuclear
use. In terms of beneﬁts, discussions are likely to focus on the dangers that
the NNWS actions pose for the nuclear opponent. If the NNWS is very
weak and ﬁghting entirely defensively, there may be little discussion at all.
Yet this is not solely the product of capabilities; even a weak NNWS must
worry if its forces begin inﬂicting serious harm on the nuclear opponent,
because this raises the beneﬁts of a nuclear strike. Additionally, if costs of
nuclear use are very low, then even modest beneﬁts might be sufﬁcient to
create incentives for nuclear strikes. In terms of costs, the NNWS can focus
on how nuclear use would be counterproductive for the nuclear state. Some
costs are intrinsic to the situation. For example, Iraqi leaders believed that
US nuclear strikes that damaged oil wells would harm US interests. States
not blessed by geography cannot rely on such a constraint. Other costs are
subject to NNWS manipulation. Importantly, if the NNWS fears that the
beneﬁts of nuclear strikes will outweigh the costs, its leadership should
identify additional strategies to pursue to reduce beneﬁts or raise costs. In
some cases, the NNWS will have to do very little. In other cases, it will
struggle to bring beneﬁts below costs and have to constrain its behavior
accordingly.
Finally, NNWS behavior should coincide with this planning. That is, the
NNWS will act within the red lines that its leadership identiﬁes. The NNWS
need not pursue every means to raise the costs or decrease the beneﬁts of
nuclear use. But there should be evidence that it takes the nuclear balance
into consideration and behaves in a manner it believes will not invite a
nuclear strike.

Assessing the Argument
I rely on cross-case and within-case analysis to assess my argument. Speciﬁcally, I examine whether there is general congruence between power asymmetries and war in nuclear monopoly. I also examine process evidence to
determine if NNWS leaders factored nuclear weapons into their decision
making, the rationale they identiﬁed as to why nuclear use was unlikely, and
if their behavior matched that planning.99 By themselves, the case studies
and cross-case comparisons have a number of limitations. By including both
I am able to assess more observable implications, increasing the conﬁdence in
the overall ﬁndings. In the rest of this section I discuss each approach.
wi th in -ca se ana lysi s
The case studies combine congruence methods with historical process
tracing. In terms of congruence, I determine if the wars observed were
fought when the NWS possessed a large conventional military advantage.
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I focus on military power at the outset, because the core logic of the argument centers on whether the NNWS poses a large military danger in the
short term that requires nuclear weapons to offset. Even if the NWS has
more latent power, such as a larger overall economy or greater energy, iron,
and steel production, that advantage may not have time to manifest itself
before the NNWS is able to defeat the NWS’s conventional forces.
I use quantitative and qualitative measures for military power. I rely on
military spending and levels of economic development as the main quantitative indicators.100 For qualitative indicators, I examine how participants at
the time, and how historical assessments, characterized the military balance. In cases where multiple conﬂicts occurred I include performance from
past confrontations to inform this assessment. Thus, Egyptian performance
in the 1967 Six Day War cannot be used to code the military balance for that
war but can be used to inform the assessments of the balance prior to the
1969 and 1973 wars. Where possible, I also assess the ability of the NWS
and the NNWS to perform complex operations and tactics.101
The case studies also employ historical process tracing. Historical analysis is used to inform the coding of military capabilities and provide general background for the cases. Process tracing then also examines the steps
to see if the key actors behave and talk in a manner consistent with the
argument’s underlying logic. This also allows examination of possible confounding factors that may be inﬂuencing decision making or factors that
can mask the inﬂuence of nuclear weapons in the conﬂict.102 I rely on
internal meetings, military orders, and actual behavior during each conﬂict.
Importantly, the planning and conduct must be consistent. For instance, if
the NNWS leaders plan for a major offensive that threatens the survival of
the nuclear-armed opponent but are only able to execute a limited offensive, this challenges my argument. Nor is my argument supported if the
NNWS leadership plans for a limited offensive but expands the scope of
operations as opportunities emerge, without taking other measures to minimize the risks of nuclear use.
Process evidence is particularly important in establishing the causal
import of my argument. All explanations for conﬂict in nuclear monopoly
explicitly or implicitly rest on the NNWS discounting the likelihood of
nuclear use. The key issue is why states would discount the likelihood of
nuclear use. For instance, Narang claims that nuclear weapon states with
catalytic or assured retaliation force postures are less likely to deter conventional assaults because adversaries will not fear force postures aimed primarily at drawing in third parties or deterring nuclear strikes.103 Most
normative arguments only investigate the role that nuclear nonuse norms
play in causing an NNWS to believe nuclear weapons will not be used.104
My argument does not claim these explanations are incorrect; I directly
incorporate several of their insights. Process evidence can establish that
these alternative explanations are insufﬁcient by themselves, however.
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c a se selecti o n
I examine four disputes in detail: the Soviet Union versus the United
States (1945–1949), the People’s Republic of China versus the United States
(1949–1964), Iraq versus the United States (1979–2003), and Egypt versus
Israel (1967–1979). These cases provide several sources of leverage for my
argument. First, three of the cases involve an NNWS confronting a nucleararmed opponent with a small number of nuclear weapons. One might
expect state leaders to take large nuclear arsenals more seriously. If NNWS
leaders still take nuclear weapons into consideration even when the NWS
possesses limited destructive power, it is reasonable to conclude they
would do so when the nuclear opponent could draw on a larger number of
weapons as well.
Second, the nuclear weapon states in these four cases are both democracies. Theory and intuition suggest that nuclear nonuse norms are more
likely to constrain democracies than autocracies. This is not to argue that
autocracies do not adopt or recognize various norms, merely that they are
less likely to do so than their democratic counterparts. Selecting democracies therefore biases the cases in favor of ﬁnding evidence that norms alone
inﬂuenced NNWS decision making.
Third, the cases are diverse. This allows me to determine if the argument’s key features were present in each case while other factors change. If
different leaders in different time periods facing arsenals of varying size,
sophistication, and force postures all identiﬁed strategic factors that inhibited nuclear use, this suggests the importance of those dynamics. This
approach has several drawbacks, but these can be compensated for by other
parts of the analysis.105
Fourth, the Egyptian-Israeli case appears as a major outlier for my argument. After all, Egypt consistently had at least as large a military as Israel
and a much larger overall population. Egypt could also rely on the support,
albeit tepid at times, of Arab allies and the Soviet Union. A careful inspection of this case is therefore imperative. As I show in chapter 3, though,
Israeli conventional capabilities consistently outstripped those of its Egyptian rival. The case is in fact consistent with my argument.
Finally, in each case the NNWS could avoid a major conﬂict. That is,
these are not cases where the NWS simply attacked its nonnuclear-armed
opponent. A direct assault against a weaker opponent fought on NNWS
territory that led the NNWS to ﬁght would be consistent with my argument. The NNWS would be ﬁghting defensively, pose little danger to the
NWS, and the location of the operation would create challenges to nuclear
use. But those are easy cases and not particularly surprising. More interesting are cases where the NNWS confronted the nuclear-armed opponent or had the opportunity to give in to demands without risking its
regime or territory.
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c ross- ca se ana lysi s
The cross-case analysis seeks to supplement the within-case analysis by
examining the generalizability of two key predictions. It cannot conﬁrm or
refute the basic argument on its own, but shows it can plausibly account for
additional cases. First, I compare the conventional balance in wars in
nuclear monopoly to the conventional balance in wars without nucleararmed states. I show that wars in nuclear monopoly are fought when conventional capabilities are more unbalanced than they are in wars between
two or more nonnuclear-armed states.
Second, the cross-case analysis demonstrates that wars in nuclear
monopoly pose limited danger to the NWS. My argument predicts that in
nuclear monopoly, the NNWS will not pose certain dangers to the nucleararmed state. There is not an obvious comparison in wars with only conventional states—it is not clear which side should limit its behavior—but we
know that in some wars involving only conventionally armed states, one or
both sides have faced major threats to their territory and regime.106 This
provides an implicit background comparison: if we never or very rarely
observe nuclear-armed states facing this type of danger, then one can infer,
albeit with limited conﬁdence, that nuclear weapons play a role in that
outcome.107
This chapter developed a framework to account for conﬂict in nuclear
monopoly. It began by outlining the beneﬁts and costs of nuclear use in
nuclear monopoly for the NWS. This established the strategic environment
that the NNWS confronts. NNWS leadership can act so long as it believes
that the costs of nuclear use for its nuclear-armed opponent outweigh the
beneﬁts of nuclear use relative to conventional military alternatives.
The more militarily capable the NNWS is relative to the NWS, the more the
former must limit its behavior. As a result, wars in nuclear monopoly will
tend to occur when the NWS has a large conventional military advantage.
In all confrontations, the NNWS will highlight strategic factors that inhibit
nuclear use and, when necessary, seek to reduce the beneﬁts and raise the
costs of nuclear use for the NWS.
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Iraq versus the United States

On August 2, 1990, Iraq launched a massive surprise attack on Kuwait.
Within forty-eight hours, Iraq effectively controlled the country. Saddam
Hussein and his lieutenants undertook this action despite the expectation
that the United States would oppose the invasion and respond in some
way. Iraq subsequently resisted US efforts to compel Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait. Iraqi documents captured after the 2003 US invasion make it clear
that the Iraqi leadership took the US nuclear arsenal very seriously. Why,
then, did Iraq invade Kuwait knowing it would invite some form of American response, and subsequently resist American demands? This is particularly puzzling because Iraq’s own nuclear program was progressing
rapidly. Had Saddam Hussein waited a few more years he might have possessed his own, albeit limited, nuclear deterrent.1
Iraqi leadership believed that as long as the conﬂicts were kept limited,
the United States would be unlikely to use nuclear weapons for fear of
incurring strategic costs that would outweigh the beneﬁts it could expect
from nuclear use. From the perspective of the Iraqi leadership, the domestic
and international situation was bleak and growing worse in 1990. Iraq
attacked Kuwait in an effort to redress these problems and then settled into
a defensive posture to await the American response. Even though Iraq was
a relatively weak actor, Iraqi leaders considered the possibility that the
United States might use nuclear weapons if Iraq inﬂicted large losses on US
forces and the Americans were unwilling to seek a negotiated settlement.
Consistent with my argument, Iraqi leaders recognized that in such an
eventuality the beneﬁts of using nuclear weapons might increase. The
Iraqis sought external support but, ﬁnding it lacking, focused on the potential costs that reduced the incentives for the US to use nuclear weapons,
such as the destruction of valuable targets, particularly oil, and Iraqi use of
chemical weapons against American regional allies. Iraqi leaders also
hedged by preparing for a possible nuclear strike in the event they
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misjudged the threshold for nuclear strikes. In 2003, Iraq was willing to
concede to most American demands but ultimately chose to ﬁght when it
was clear that the United States would settle for nothing less than regime
change. Faced with the destruction of the regime, Iraqi resistance is less
puzzling. I therefore focus on the 1990–1991 case, only brieﬂy outlining the
background to the 2003 war.
This chapter draws heavily on private conversations within the Iraqi
government, from documents captured by the United States after the 2003
invasion. In addition to relying on published collections of these documents, I also examined several hundred pages held at the Conﬂict Records
Research Center in Washington, DC. These sources provide an invaluable
insight into the inner workings of a dictatorial regime. They also demonstrate quite clearly that the Iraqi leadership factored US nuclear capabilities
into their decision making, particularly in the lead-up to and prosecution of
the 1991 Gulf War. I supplement these sources with American interviews
with key Iraqi ofﬁcials from the 1980s through the 2000s. For instance,
I include unclassiﬁed interviews the FBI conducted with Saddam Hussein
in 2004. Finally, as in the other chapters, I also rely on secondary accounts
and American documents to explain additional aspects of the case.
The rest of this chapter presents the argument in three sections. First,
I review the nuclear and conventional military balance. Second, I discuss
the background for Iraqi behavior during the period of American nuclear
monopoly beginning in 1979 when Saddam Hussein was ofﬁcially Iraqi
president, focusing most heavily on events in 1989–1991. Finally, I examine
Iraqi behavior and views on the American nuclear arsenal, ending with a
summary of key points from the chapter.

The Military Balance
The United States had an atomic monopoly against Iraq throughout
Saddam Hussein’s tenure as Iraq’s leader. In addition, the US conventional
military advantage was very large, and Iraq had no way to strike the US
homeland.

t h e n uclea r b a la n ce
Though the George H. W. Bush administration drastically reduced the
number of deployed nuclear weapons during its term (see table 2.1), the
United States maintained an obvious and overwhelming nuclear capability.
The US possessed nuclear platforms capable of striking any part of Iraq.
Iraq had no defense against such capabilities.
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Table 2.1 US nuclear weapons, 1979–2003
Year

Total nuclear
warheads

Strategic nuclear
warheads

Estimated total
yield (megatons)

1979
1980

24,138

11,088

5,696.34

24,104

10,768

5,618.86

1981

23,208

10,464

5,382.91

1982

22,886

10,291

5,358.89

1983

23,305

10,610

5,232.47

1984

23,459

11,308

5,192.20

1985

23,368

11,590

5,217.48

1986

23,317

12,314

5,414.54

1987

23,575

13,685

4,882.14

1988

23,205

13,080

4,789.77

1989

22,217

12,780

4,743.34

1990

21,392

12,304

4,518.91

1991

19,008

9,300

3,795.94

1992

13,708

8,280

3,167.88

1993

11,511

7,528

2,647.31

1994

10,979

7,688

2,375.30

1995

10,904

7,248

2,300.00

1996

11,011

6,862

2,301.50

1997

10,903

6,286

1,935.88

1998

10,732

6,236

1,937.13

1999

10,685

6,298

2,016.05

2000

10,577

6,298

1,982.17

2001

10,526

5,380

1,982.17

2002

10,457

5,092

1,752.32

2003

10,027

4,848

1,698.32

Sources: Department of State, “Fact Sheet: Transparency in the U.S. Nuclear Weapons Stockpile,” April 29,
2014, https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/225555.pdf; “Estimated U.S. and Soviet/
Russian Nuclear Stockpiles, 1945–94,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 50, no. 6 (1994): 58–59; Polmar and
Norris, U.S. Nuclear Arsenal, 258–59.
Note: I estimated yields for 1995–2003 based on warhead counts and yields from the Nuclear Notebook
series published by the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. For variable yield warheads I used the highest
yield.
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t h e co nven tio na l ba la n ce
The United States possessed a very large conventional advantage against
Iraq. The US was far more economically developed than Iraq. In 1989, US
per capita GDP was at a nearly 6:1 advantage and would grow to greater
than 10:1 in the next decade (ﬁgure 2.1). The overall American economic
advantage was even larger, as American GDP was always at least ﬁfty times
greater than Iraqi GDP. The US had a larger overall military than Iraq as
well (ﬁgure 2.2). That advantage grew after the Iraqi defeat in 1991. Not
surprisingly, the US economic edge meant that US spending per service
member was much higher than Iraqi spending. True, not all US troops were
deployed or were able to be deployed in the region, whereas Iraqi troops
were concentrated in Iraq (and in Kuwait brieﬂy in 1990–1991). More
importantly, though, Iraq had no power projection capability that would
allow it to strike the United States or even American interests and allies
outside the region. In 1990, the Iraqi navy was estimated to have ﬁve thousand sailors serving primarily on ﬁve frigates and thirty-eight coastal and
patrol ships that included six corvettes and eight Osa-class missile boats.2
By contrast, the US could, and did on multiple occasions, deploy armies
numbering in the hundreds of thousands in the area. Its naval and air forces
also allowed the US to strike Iraq from platforms and bases hundreds and
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Figure 2.1 Economic ratios, 1979–2003
Source: Gleditsch Expanded GDP data version 6.0 (September 2014), http://ksgleditsch.com/exptradegdp.
html.
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Figure 2.2 Military ratios, 1979–2003
Source: Correlates of War, National Material Capabilities, version 5.0, http://www.correlatesofwar.org/datasets/national-material-capabilities.
Note: Iraqi military expenditures estimated for 2002–2003 using 2001 data.

even thousands of miles away from Iraqi territory. In short, the US could
strike Iraqi territory at will; Iraq had no equivalent capability.
The US qualitative advantage was equally decisive. On the eve of the Gulf
War, the average age of US weapons was twelve years ahead of Iraqi equipment, a historically large gap.3 The US military was a professional organization capable of implementing effective force employment techniques. The
Iraqi military had gained experience during the Iran-Iraq War. Much of that
skill was wasted, though, as Saddam began reinstituting coup-prevention
practices after the war that strengthened his control of the regime and
country at the price of battleﬁeld effectiveness.4 Indicative of the US advantage, the debate within the United States prior to the 1991 Gulf War was not
about whether the US could defeat the Iraqi military conventionally or if Iraq
posed a threat to the American homeland. US victory in any conﬂict was
overdetermined. Rather, the debate centered on how costly victory would be
for the Americans.5 Thereafter the situation only worsened for Iraq.6
The Americans were largely content to rely on their conventional advantage and did not seriously integrate nuclear options into their planning even
prior to the 1991 Gulf War when the Iraqi military was more formidable
than in 2002–2003. My argument focuses on NNWS decision making and
does not attempt to explain the decision making in the NWS. I do not seek to
test my argument against US nuclear policy. The point is simply that the
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limited US discussion of nuclear weapons underscores the US conventional
advantage and lack of military necessity for nuclear strikes. This is not to say
there was no nuclear-related discussion. In January 1991 Secretary of State
James Baker issued a veiled warning to Iraq that chemical weapon use might
invite nuclear retaliation.7 In addition, Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney
asked Pentagon planners, “How many tactical nukes are we going to have
to use to take out an Iraqi Republican Guard division?” Those inquiries were
prompted, as Cheney later put it, by a desire to know if the US got “into a
situation and we have to follow through on our threat, what’s that going to
look like?”8 Analysts reportedly replied that seventeen nuclear weapons
would be necessary for each division. Overall, though, interest in nuclear
options was low. Colin Powell, then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
recalled that he brushed off calls for nuclear planning: “Let’s not even think
about nukes. You know we’re not going to let that genie loose.”9 Former US
national security adviser Brent Scowcroft wrote that during a meeting of
senior ofﬁcials “no one advanced the notion of using nuclear weapons, and
the President rejected it even in retaliation for chemical or biological
attacks.”10 This was not a closely guarded secret. For instance, the Los Angeles
Times wrote on October 2, 1990, that US military ofﬁcials stated that the
“United States has placed no nuclear weapons in Saudi Arabia or surrounding countries and has no plans to use them even in response to an
Iraqi attack using chemical or biological weapons.”11

Dispute Overview
The core concern of Saddam Hussein was maintaining his regime. Saddam
had gradually accumulated power during the 1970s, culminating in his
ascension to the presidency on July 16, 1979, following the resignation
(willingly or not) of Ahmad Hassan al-Bakr.12 As Phil Haun writes, the Iraqi
dictator’s “dominant and perpetual concern was for his political and personal survival.”13 True, Iraqi leaders at times harbored broader regional
ambitions. Saddam sought to place Iraq, at least at the rhetorical level, at
the center of a new pan-Arabism following the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty
in 1979.14 Iraq also occasionally joined efforts to confront nuclear-armed
Israel before and after the 1968 Ba’athist takeover. That support was always
limited, and Iraq was a small player as others states, usually Egypt, were at
the center of those confrontations. Moreover, Saddam explicitly argued that
without nuclear weapons a major confrontation with Israel would be too
dangerous. In such a war, Saddam mused, “Israel is going to say, ‘We will
hit you with the atomic bomb.’ So should the Arabs stop or not? If they do
not have the atom, they will stop.”15 As Hal Brands and David Palkki note,
Saddam “believed that an Iraqi bomb would neutralize Israeli nuclear
threats, force the Jewish state to ﬁght at the conventional level, and thereby
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allow Iraq and its Arab allies to prosecute a prolonged war that would displace Israel from the territories occupied in 1967.”16
Throughout the 1980s Iraq avoided confrontations with the United States.
Iraq’s deadly war with Iran provided Saddam little room for maneuver
elsewhere. Iraqi leaders continued to harbor doubts about US intentions,
though. Those fears were reinforced by the Iran-Contra scandal involving
US weapons sales to Iran, which Saddam worried portended a long-term
danger. But Iraq also relied on several forms of US support during the war
and did not perceive an immediate threat.17 That situation changed at the
end of the 1980s.
Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990, expecting that the United States would
oppose the operation. True, Iraqi leaders may not have predicted the full
scope of the US ground campaign, but they did consider military action a
strong possibility. In short, the Iraqis were not deterred for fear of US retaliation. As Dianne Pfundstein Chamberlain concludes, “Saddam anticipated
an American response to the annexation. That is, he knew that the United
States had a lot of raw military capability and was likely to use it against
him, but he chose to invade Kuwait anyway.”18 Tariq Aziz, the Iraqi foreign
minister and longtime Saddam conﬁdant, later stated that “we had no illusions that the Americans will not retaliate against being in Kuwait because
they knew that this was a conﬂict between the two of us—Iraq and the
United States.”19 After conquering Kuwait, Iraq then resisted US compellent demands to withdraw, choosing instead to ﬁght a war.
Two factors pushed Iraq to action. First, Iraq’s economic situation deteriorated following the Iran-Iraq War, with little hope for improvement.
Despite a slight improvement at the end of the war, the trend quickly
reversed itself. Iraqi per capita GDP was lower in 1990 than in 1980.20 To
complicate matters, Iraq owed at least $80 billion to its neighbors. The Iraqi
government dedicated 22 percent of its budget to service this debt by 1989.
Saudi Arabia was willing to restructure the terms. Kuwait, however, elected
to use the issue as leverage to settle long-standing disputes.21 A decline in
world oil prices was also cutting deeply into Iraqi revenue. Though global
oil prices had recovered somewhat at the end of the decade, they were well
below prices from the end of the 1970s (ﬁgure 2.3). Saddam maintained in
2004 that “at the end of the [Iran-Iraq] war as Iraq began the rebuilding
process, the price of oil was approximately $7 a barrel. . . . Iraq could not
possibly rebuild its infrastructure and economy with oil prices at this level.
Kuwait was especially at fault regarding these low oil prices.”22 The poor
condition of Iraqi infrastructure left the regime unable to increase oil production to offset the lower prices.
Second, there was fear that foreign collusion spearheaded by the United
States sought to destabilize the regime. Iraqi leadership became convinced
that the United States was urging Kuwait to deliberately undermine Iraqi
stability.23 In May 1990 the Iraqi General Military Intelligence Directorate
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Figure 2.3 Oil prices per barrel, 1979–2003
Source: Quality of Governance Standard Data (January 2018), Ross Oil Prices, https://qog.pol.gu.se/data/
datadownloads/qogstandarddata.

(GMID) reported that both “the United States of America and Britain are
trying to create a political climate suitable for directing a hostile strike
against the country.”24 This reﬂected Saddam’s thinking, as he reportedly
told the GMID deputy director in March that “America is coordinating
with Saudi Arabia and the [United Arab Emirates] and Kuwait in a conspiracy against us. They are trying to reduce the price of oil to affect our
military industries and our scientiﬁc research, to force us to reduce the size
of our armed forces.”25 As Aziz explained several years later, “We started to
realize that there is a conspiracy against Iraq, a deliberate conspiracy
against Iraq, by Kuwait, organized, devised by the United States.”26 USKuwaiti military cooperation reinforced Iraqi paranoia. Saddam recalled
that the “visit of US General [Norman] Schwarzkopf to Kuwait also provided further conﬁrmation” of nefarious American intentions.27 The US
ambassador to Iraq April Glaspie reported in March 1991 that the Iraqis
were “quite convinced that the United States . . . was targeting Iraq. They
complained about it all the time. . . . Day after day, the Iraqi media since
February [1990]—literally every day—was full of these accusations. And
I think it was genuinely believed by Saddam Hussein.”28
The worsening economic condition and perception of increasing US hostility caused Iraq to bring the issue to a head. Without action on its part,
Baghdad feared, external forces would continue their efforts and lead to the
collapse of the regime. Aziz recalled that “when we came to that conclusion
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[that there was a conspiracy] then we started thinking of how to react
against the future aggressors on Iraq.”29 Failing to act would result in the
collapse of the regime or force Iraq to ﬁght in the future under worse circumstances. Saddam likened Iraq’s situation to “an army standing before a
landmine, when they stop, the artillery will ﬁnish them. [T]o overcome the
landmines, they must pass it as quickly as possible and not stand before it.
It is the same thing with the International [community], if we were to stop,
we could be exposed to the death of our regime.”30 In 2003 he told FBI
interviewers that Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990 to “defend by attacking.”31
Taha Ramadan reiterated this line of thinking in a Revolutionary Command Council (RCC) meeting after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
Imagine if we had waited two years, and the Gulf oil policy had continued
as it is. Iraq is $50 billion in debt and the price of oil does not meet 50% of
our even minimal needs. . . . The Western states and America decided to
stop exporting technology to us after April 1990, and America stopped agricultural facilities [subsidized exports to Iraq] in March 1990. . . . How were
we going to maintain the loyalty of the people and their support for the
leader if they saw the inability of the leadership to provide a minimal standard of living in this rich country? . . . If death is deﬁnitely coming to this
people and this revolution, let it come while we are standing.32

These were genuine and widely shared concerns. To be sure, many
internal reports and statements were inﬂuenced by what the authors
thought Saddam would want to hear. There was nevertheless real debate
on a number of issues in the RCC; yet most members subscribed to the
basic thesis that the United States was a growing source of danger. While
there was hope for a positive relationship at times, Iraqi leaders had developed a widely held narrative that the US had worked to undermine the
Ba’ath regime in the past. Moreover, the Iraqis’ complaints had a basis in
real events, even if their conclusions were ultimately ﬂawed. Iraq’s economy
was suffering, Kuwait was proving obstinate, and the United States was
gradually—though still with only a light footprint at the time—increasing
its military presence in the region and its ties to various Gulf states.33 Given
the tendency for individuals, including those in the United States, to at
times take basic data and draw elaborate, and false, conspiratorial conclusions, it should not be particularly surprising that Iraqi leaders, accustomed
to distrust, did so as well.34
Iraq subsequently undertook several policy initiatives. In July, Saddam
demanded Kuwait pay $2.4 billion for a disputed oil ﬁeld, $12 billion for
depressing oil prices, forgive Iraq’s $10 billion debt, and agree to a longterm lease of Bubiyan Island.35 Kuwait refused, triggering the subsequent
invasion in the early morning hours of August 2, 1990. Saddam tasked the
elite Republican Guard with the operation. They did not disappoint. In
under forty-eight hours Iraq effectively controlled the country.
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As noted, Iraqi leaders expected the United States would react in some
way. They did not believe they had received a “green light” from Ambassador Glaspie in a July 25 meeting. The Iraqi version of the meeting released
to Western media quotes Glaspie as stating that the United States had “no
opinion on the Arab-Arab conﬂicts, like your border disagreement with
Kuwait.”36 The American record, by contrast, notes that the “border question” referenced the speciﬁc location of the border, with Kuwait allegedly
claiming an additional twenty kilometers. The issue was not control of all
or even a large part of Kuwait. Furthermore, Glaspie “made clear that we
can never excuse settlement of disputes by other than peaceful means.”37
Three days later, Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger instructed
Glaspie to inform Saddam that President Bush believed “that differences
are best resolved by peaceful means and not by threats involving military
force or conﬂict.”38
Several additional pieces of evidence point to the conclusion that
Saddam suspected some type of US opposition. First, there has been no
record found (at least so far) of Saddam or his lieutenants discussing the
Glaspie meeting prior to the invasion.39 Such an absence of discussion
would be odd if the meeting had ﬁgured prominently in Iraqi decision
making. Nevertheless, an absence of evidence is hardly conclusive; it
simply may not have been recorded. Second, and more directly, on the
same day as the Glaspie meeting, the Iraqi GMID reported that “the United
States declared that it would intervene to help Kuwait if there was any
serious threat.”40 Indeed, the whole premise of the Iraqi concern was that
the United States was aiding and emboldening Kuwait. It would have
made little sense, then, for Iraq to believe that the United States would
abandon Kuwait. Tariq Aziz admitted as much in 1996, stating that Glaspie
“didn’t tell us anything strange. She didn’t tell us in the sense that we concluded that the Americans will not retaliate. That was nonsense you see. It
was nonsense to think that the Americans would not attack us.”41 Third,
Saddam most likely agreed with the GMID and Aziz’s assessment. As he
told Glaspie on July 25, he understood that the United States “can send
planes and rockets and hurt Iraq deeply.” At some point, though, the
danger to Iraq would compel action.42 After the invasion, Saddam told the
Yemeni president that Iraq had taken into consideration the possibility of
American naval and air strikes and later told his advisers that the United
States might institute “a complete boycott” and “strike us in the air, land,
and sea—everywhere.”43
Though the United States had not issued a speciﬁc deterrent threat,
then, the more general American deterrent had failed.44 After the Iraqi invasion, the US quickly began deploying forces to the region to deter any further Iraqi aggression while simultaneously compelling Iraq to leave Kuwait.
The US also mobilized a worldwide coalition of states to meet those ends.
Over the next few months various United Nations resolutions ratcheted up
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pressure on Iraq, culminating in UN Security Council Resolution 678 on
November 29, 1990. That resolution authorized the growing US-led coalition to “use all necessary means” to force Iraqi withdrawal if Iraqi forces
did not leave Kuwait by January 15, 1991.45
Direct American compellent efforts initially failed. Saddam and his lieutenants believed that even if they withdrew from Kuwait, the American
military threat would remain. As Saddam remarked to Soviet presidential
adviser Yevgeny Primakov on October 6, even if Iraq agreed to withdraw
from Kuwait, “you cannot bring an end to the American siege of Iraq.”
Any ﬂexibility on Iraq’s part would be an invitation to continued “bargaining and blackmailing.”46 Part of the Iraqi obstinacy stemmed from the
fact that the US lacked sufﬁcient conventional ground forces in the region
early in the crisis to physically evict Iraqi troops from Kuwait.47 Moreover,
Iraq launched several diplomatic offensives with the hope that they might
undermine the burgeoning US-led coalition and lead to some settlement,
which I discuss in more detail in the next section. Yet by January it was
clear that the diplomatic effort had failed and the United States had sufﬁcient forces to launch an assault. The Iraqi fears remained focused on the
continuing danger the US posed even if Iraqi forces withdrew. “We have
no guarantees if we withdraw,” Saddam told Yemeni ofﬁcials on January 14,
1991. “Why should we surrender at the last moment?”48 Withdrawal would
not improve the economic situation or end the American threat. On the
other hand, as Haun notes, “Standing up to the United States . . . would
enhance his [Saddam’s] standing within Iraq and the Arab world and
might present him with a political victory, even if it resulted in a military
defeat.”49
Iraq was initially willing to endure air strikes, but by mid-February 1991
its resolve was cracking. On February 15, Baghdad announced publicly for
the ﬁrst time a willingness to withdraw from Kuwait, but the Iraqi leadership attached a number of conditions unacceptable to the United States. Yet
those conditions evaporated with time. Tariq Aziz traveled to Moscow to
meet with President Mikhail Gorbachev on February 18.50 On February 22,
Aziz agreed that Iraq would “withdraw all of its troops immediately and
unconditionally from Kuwait.”51 Having stood up against US airstrikes for
nearly a month, Saddam had grown less concerned about a retreat causing
domestic problems. Moreover, even if the United States remained in the
region, Iraq’s army now faced the prospect of elimination inside Kuwait.
Confronted with the danger of losing an important tool to maintain internal
order and defend against external threats, the Iraqi leader was willing to
leave Kuwait.52 Saddam continued to express misgivings about a rapid
withdrawal, but seemed to endorse the agreement. “It is better to withdraw
the troops yourself, instead of the enemy doing it for you!” he told his lieutenants on February 23.53 Gorbachev relayed the Iraqi decision to President
Bush that same day. “In Baghdad, an ofﬁcial statement has been issued that
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agrees to full and unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait as speciﬁed in
the U.N. Resolution and that it will happen from Kuwait City in 4 days.
That is to say we have a white ﬂag from Saddam Hussein.”54
On February 22, though, President Bush had demanded that Iraq complete withdrawal in forty-eight hours, beginning at noon on February 23.
Two factors were critical in the American decision.55 First, the United States
was unwilling to allow Iraq to withdraw with its army intact. If Saddam
was not decisively defeated, the thinking went, Iraq could simply start new
hostilities at any time. This would necessitate a large and open-ended
American presence in the region. Second, Saddam’s earlier decision to
destroy Kuwaiti oil production to disrupt coalition air operations convinced the Americans of Iraqi duplicity. In response to coalition incursions
on February 21 and 22, the commanders of the Iraqi III and IV Corps implemented part of the oil-as-weapon plan.56 President Bush argued that “if
there ever was a reason not to have a delay or wonder if they are acting in
good faith, this report [of Iraqi destruction of the Kuwaiti oil ﬁelds and production system] is one. It has been presented to me as authoritative and it is
very disturbing. I don’t know how this man [Saddam Hussein] can continue to talk peace through the Soviets, and still be taking these kinds of
actions.”57
The US demand created a new danger for Iraqi leadership. Forty-eight
hours would not be enough time to evacuate Iraqi heavy equipment from
Kuwait. Postwar estimates concluded that Iraq would have had to abandon
half its tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery. This, in turn, would
have dramatically weakened Saddam’s ability to fend off any subsequent
attack by the United States or other regional actors as well as threaten the
regime’s control of the country. In other words, Saddam was willing to
withdraw his army to protect the regime, but the American terms seemed
to negate that option. Saddam therefore reafﬁrmed his willingness to accept
the Soviet terms while rejecting the Bush ultimatum.58
The coalition ground attack, after what the Iraqi leadership believed was
Iraq’s offer for unconditional withdrawal, conﬁrmed to them their reading
of American intentions. “We now know the conspiracy is not only to free
Kuwait, but also to occupy Iraq, remove the regime and destroy everything
we have worked for,” Taha Muhyi al-Din Ma’ruf stated during a meeting
with Saddam on February 24.59 In a separate meeting that same day,
Saddam agreed, stating that the “Americans’ objective is to [destroy] Iraq in
its entirety, including its willpower.”60 After the war, Saddam declared that
the United States had failed in its goal of destroying the Iraqi regime. This
formed part of the basis for his claims that Iraq had won the war.61
The relationship from 1991 to 2003 was ﬁlled with tension and low-level
disputes. Iraqi actions during this period were primarily limited probes,
and after 1998 the depth of Iraqi weakness contributed to even more
restrained behavior. Iraqi leaders opposed Operation Provide Comfort in
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April 1991, an American humanitarian effort backed with ground forces
and aircraft enforcing a no-ﬂy zone in northern Iraq to aid the Iraqi Kurds—
though at that point there was little Iraq could do.62 Baghdad subsequently
worked with local Kurdish factions at times, routing the American-backed
Iraqi National Congress in northern Iraq in September 1996.63 Iraq protested the imposition of a no-ﬂy zone over southern Iraq in August 1992
but could do little more. The US-led efforts did not prevent Iraq from exercising control over the Shi’a-dominated South, reducing Ba’athist motivation to act. Iraqi leaders frequently frustrated efforts by the UN Special
Commission for the Disarmament of Iraq (UNSCOM) and the International
Atomic Energy Agency. The former was tasked with overseeing the identiﬁcation and elimination of Iraqi chemical and biological weapons, while
the latter focused on the nuclear program.64 In November 1997 Iraq
expelled UNSCOM inspectors. The ensuing crisis did not subside until
February 23, when UN Secretary-General Koﬁ Annan and Tariq Aziz
signed a memorandum of understanding for access to speciﬁc Iraqi sites.
Iraq again interfered with inspections in late 1998 following UNSCOM
requests for “implementation of a more aggressive weapons inspection
program.”65 The challenge to American-backed inspections led to Operation Desert Fox, a series of air and missile strikes against Iraqi targets. Only
later did it become apparent that these strikes nearly caused the regime to
collapse.66
Tensions ﬂared again following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks
by al-Qaeda against the United States. Though Iraq was not responsible for
the attacks, the George W. Bush administration almost instantly began
planning for an operation against Iraq. Iraq agreed in September 2002 to
allow inspectors into the country “to remove any doubts that Iraq still
possesse[d] weapons of mass destruction.”67 Saddam was willing to concede to American demands for access and admit that he no longer possessed weapons of mass destruction (WMD). He was not willing to step
down, however. For their part, the Americans were ill-disposed to believe
the Iraqi leaders’ newfound openness. A decade of obfuscation and lack of
reliable intelligence after Operation Desert Fox contributed to American
skepticism. While key ﬁgures in the Bush administration did believe Iraq
had some form of a WMD program, attacking Iraq was by that point a key
part of the administration’s broader grand strategy.68 On March 17, 2003,
Bush delivered the ﬁnal ultimatum: “Saddam Hussein and his sons must
leave Iraq within 48 hours. Their refusal to do so will result in military conﬂict commenced at a time of our choosing.”69 Saddam elected to resist,
gambling that the United States might only use air strikes or, at most,
occupy the southern portion of Iraq rather than incur the full costs of regime
change and occupation. This offered Saddam some small chance of
remaining in power rather than ceding to US demands for regime change
that guaranteed his removal and (likely) his death.
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The Role of Nuclear Weapons
Iraqi behavior throughout this period conforms with my argument. The
underlying political dispute, Iraqi conventional military limitations, and
geography explain much of Iraq’s confrontation with the United States
throughout the 1979–2003 period. At the same time, precisely because Iraq
posed such little danger to the United States, war was possible. Moreover,
as I detail below, Iraq did factor the US nuclear arsenal into its decision
making at several critical points. Iraqi leaders displayed an understanding
that as the damage they inﬂicted on US forces increased so would the
potential beneﬁts of nuclear strikes. So long as the beneﬁts of nuclear use
remained low, the Iraqi leadership gambled that various costs would be
sufﬁcient to prevent the Americans from using their nuclear arsenal.
I focus on the 1990–1991 Gulf War in this section. During the post–Gulf
War crises in the 1990s Iraq never undertook any major military action
against the United States. In 2003, Iraq fought entirely on the defensive. In
that case, moreover, the stated purpose of the United States to liberate the
Iraqi people meant that it would have made little sense to use nuclear
weapons in areas that would harm the population to be liberated; nuclear
use would have been counterproductive to the political goal. Iraqi weakness in 2003, after a decade of sanctions, also made nuclear weapons militarily unnecessary. In short, the beneﬁts of nuclear use were obviously low,
and the costs—in destroying parts of the country the United States hoped
to liberate—were obviously high.
ir a qi beh avi o r
In 1990 Iraq pursued a policy that posed no danger to the US homeland
or nuclear arsenal. Iraq would launch a limited offensive to take Kuwait
and then shift to a defensive posture. Iraqi control of Kuwait would not
shift the global balance of power. Though there was some concern within
the Bush administration that Iraq would attack Saudi Arabia, Iraq could
credibly commit to halt its advance because it would have faced much
greater difﬁculty invading and occupying even a portion of Saudi Arabia
while holding Kuwait. Iraq planned for the Kuwait invasion using the
strictest secrecy measures to avoid inviting an early American and international response. The Iraqi army chief of staff General Nizar al-Khazraji
recalled that “the invasion was staged by the Republican Guard forces
without my knowledge. It came as a surprise to me . . . [when] I was
informed of the situation.”70 Saddam explained the need for stealth to his
subordinates on August 2, noting that former Iraqi leader Abd al-Karim
Qasim had been too transparent with his intentions to press claims on
Kuwait in 1961. This allowed the British to deploy troops to Kuwait and
block the Iraqi move. Iraq would not repeat the mistake.71
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Iraq’s actions matched its planning. The invasion was carried out quickly
and with few casualties.72 Saddam summed up the operation on August 7:
“All that we wanted as a command was for the military operation to be carried out and then to prepare ourselves for a defensive posture under suitable circumstances. I say our timing was more than suitable. First, the
operation went very quickly. Second, control of the situation was comprehensive. Third, we had ample time to prepare a defensive posture.”73 Once
the invasion was complete, Iraq moved quickly to legitimize its conquest. It
annexed Kuwait on August 8, and then on August 28 declared that Kuwait
was Iraq’s nineteenth province.74
To encourage some form of negotiated settlement, Iraq developed a
defensive posture. In his detailed study of Iraqi decision making during the
Gulf War, Kevin Woods referred to this as “a ‘pufferﬁsh’ defense.” Saddam
reasoned that “you don’t have to be bigger than your adversary, just big
enough to give your enemy pause.”75 Saddam based this strategy on his
perception that the United States was casualty-averse. In February 1990 he
stated that “we saw that the United States, as a superpower, departed Lebanon immediately when some Marines were killed.”76 This trait led the
United States to be overly dependent on air power, which Saddam privately denigrated. “I mean, what will they do if they engage in a ﬁght?” he
asked rhetorically on August 7. “All they can do is bring their airplanes and
start bombing: boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom. So what? . . . Give
me one instance when an airplane has settled any situation. . . . Their
bombing will increase the number of refugees.”77 As the American campaign unfolded, Saddam continued to rest his dwindling hopes on American sensitivities. When an aide suggested that inﬂicting ﬁve thousand
casualties would result in victory, Saddam interrupted him, saying, “Five
hundred. . . . I told my soldiers four [Iraqi soldiers killed] to one [American
soldier killed].”78
The strategy for the defense of Kuwait followed the basic defensive logic.
In the three months following the invasion, Iraq expanded its armed forces
and set up defensive positions in Kuwait. As the US buildup in the region
continued, Iraq began to reconsider its strategy. To that end, Iraq shifted to
a defense-in-depth posture in mid-November. The Republican Guard had
already fallen back, ready to act as a reserve force and plug any gaps should
coalition forces break through the lines.79 At the same time, Iraq did not
undertake military activities against the coalition during the lead-up to the
air campaign. Saddam was determined not to give the coalition an excuse
to strike early.
The brief exception to the defensive strategy occurred on January 29,
1991, with an attack against the lightly defended Saudi Arabian town of alKhafji. Iraq had been unable to inﬂict any meaningful damage against its
adversaries during the ﬁrst two weeks of coalition air strikes. This frustrated the basic Iraqi goal of inﬂicting casualties on the Americans. “It is
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better that we attack the enemy while we still have our capability,” the Iraqi
chief of staff argued. He added that “the main purpose” of the raid “was to
drag the enemy into engagements with ground formations in the most
expeditious manner or the fastest way possible.”80 The assault began on the
evening of the twenty-ninth, with Iraq forces brieﬂy occupying al-Khafji on
the thirtieth before withdrawing. In the end, the Iraqi military suffered
major losses, with little apparent gain, though the Iraqi leadership considered the battle a major victory.81
Iraq also sought to raise the costs of any American action. This was done
largely to forestall any US assault and provide time for a diplomatic solution. Yet if the United States avoided any assault, it would also necessarily
avoid a nuclear strike. The more actors that Iraq could turn against the US,
moreover, the higher the potential price the US would pay for any nuclear
use. In the months immediately after the invasion of Kuwait, Waﬁq alSamarra’i reported that Saddam described his strategy as “holding on to
the elephant’s trunk”—in other words, waiting and drawing out events.82
The efforts by the United States to create an “international atmosphere” for
hostilities might fail. “We don’t have atrocities that will evoke humanity as
time passes by. On the other hand and as time passes, the human grasp
languishes with regard to hostility,” Saddam argued on August 7.83 Two
months later he claimed that “the purpose of prohibiting some foreigners
from leaving the country [Iraq] is to increase the obstacles for the wicked
enemy’s intentions, especially the American ofﬁcials . . . [and] to gain some
time.”84 Taha Ramadan reﬂected Saddam’s thinking that time might play
to Iraq’s advantage. “Time is not on the side of the Americans or those
calling for a war,” he noted in October, “because the later they are—the
more the coalition disbands—and international opinion is now leaning
towards peace.”85 Aziz suggested that the United States would not risk a
war shortly before Christmas because “the president who brings corpses to
his country at Christmas time will be skinned alive in the US. . . . If a war
happens, they know it would not end between November 15 and
December 15. It would not end in one month and they know it.”86 Ramadan
adhered to his position in late November, optimistically claiming that
“now we have supporters. There is a peace movement in Europe and
America. . . . There is a crack in the economic sanctions and the people are
starting to send stuff [to us].”87
Iraq contemplated pressing France and the Soviet Union to delay and
perhaps restrain the United States. “As I have shared my opinion with
you,” Aziz counseled, “deducing that the Soviet Union has no interest in a
war of this manner happening and at this large scale.”88 The Soviets were
not altruistic, he argued, but might act to prevent hostilities out of sheer
self-interest. Izzat al-Duri argued at the same meeting that Iraq should
focus on France, stating that “European countries hide behind the French
position if they want to compromise and take a more conciliatory stance
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toward us, or to distance themselves from the American sanctions.”89
Others placed emphasis on France as well. “Of any country in the Security
Council outside of the United States or Britain which would be able to prevent the war it would be France,” noted Ramadan. He added that “France
is able through its contacts to inﬂuence two or three other countries [like]
Italy, Germany, [or] Spain.”90 In the end, Iraq failed to ﬁnd sufﬁcient outside support to constrain the United States or intervene on Baghdad’s
behalf.
Finally, two other Iraqi policies would inﬂuence the potential costs and
beneﬁts of nuclear use for the nuclear-armed opponent. Iraqi leaders
refrained from using chemical or biological weapons for fear it could provoke American escalation, choosing instead to hold their unconventional
weapons in reserve in the hopes they might serve as a deterrent. The Iraqi
leadership also undertook several costly exercises to minimize the effects of
a nuclear strike against their cities. I discuss both of these policies, and their
links to the US nuclear arsenal, in the next section.
Much of the Iraqi regime’s behavior—its limited offensive moves and
search for outside support—is congruent with my framework but would
likely have occurred with or without the American nuclear monopoly. As
I argued in chapter 1, nuclear monopoly allows weaker states to pursue
strategies that invite a response but do not create a major danger to the
nuclear-armed state. In other words, nonnuclear factors could drive large
parts of Iraqi policy precisely because that policy would not create
large enough beneﬁts from nuclear use to offset the costs to the United
States of a nuclear strike. Iraqi planning centered on its limited offensive
into Kuwait and then a shift to a defensive posture that posed no direct
threat to the United States. Iraq’s actual behavior during its initial assault
on Kuwait and then in its resistance to the United States matched its planning. At the same time, Iraq leaders were cognizant that their strategy
rested on inﬂicting losses on the Americans. As those losses mounted, so
too might the beneﬁts of nuclear use. As I show in the next section, Iraqi
leaders gambled that the United States would be reluctant to use nuclear
weapons given the various costs and beneﬁts of nuclear strikes in this type
of conﬂict.
ir aq i n uclea r vi ews
The evidence indicates that the Iraqi leadership factored the American
nuclear arsenal into their decision making in a manner consistent with my
argument. This ﬁnding is particularly surprising, because no country had
used nuclear weapons for forty-ﬁve years, and the United States had
refrained from nuclear use in the Korean and Vietnam Wars. Yet the Iraqi
leadership frequently referenced US nuclear capabilities and undertook
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costly preparations in response. They hoped that they could ﬁght conventionally, were determined not to use their own unconventional weapons
ﬁrst, and thought that by holding those weapons in reserve they could
deter nuclear strikes. If that failed, they hedged by implementing various
civil and military measures to minimize the impact of nuclear strikes. The
reason they discounted early American nuclear use centered primarily on a
strategic logic: that such use would be counterproductive to US interests in
the current situation.
Iraqi elites discussed the American nuclear arsenal frequently throughout
the crisis. Saddam privately informed the Yemeni president in August 1990
that “we considered that America and Israel . . . may attack us by the atomic
bombs. . . . We are ready for that.”91 During a January 1991 conﬁdential
meeting with Yasser Arafat, the Iraqi president boasted to his guest that
they had carefully considered confronting the United States, including the
“case of [America] bombarding Baghdad with atomic bombs.”92
These Iraqi debates explicitly took American cost-beneﬁt considerations
on nuclear use into account. In other words, as the military beneﬁts of
nuclear use increased, so too would the likelihood of an American nuclear
strike. “I know if the going gets hard, then the Americans or the British
will use the atomic weapons against me, and so will Israel,” Saddam
explained.93 At an October Revolutionary Command Council meeting,
Iraqi leaders considered the likelihood and timing of a US attack. During
the meeting, Izzat Ibrahim al-Duri, a member of the RCC and Saddam’s
inner circle, argued that “we must also expect that the United States could
hit us with a nuclear bomb, because the United States . . . cannot imagine
our situation, cannot fathom how a little country stands in deﬁance in
front of the United States and dares to challenge it and to win.” He then
added, “It is possible that if the United States hits us and after six or seven
months did not get the result and saw that the war is going to start tearing
the [American] people apart, it is possible that it will use nuclear bombs to
strike two or three cities.”94 That is, the Americans might escalate to nuclear
use if US losses (and thus the beneﬁts of ending those losses) increased
and the US had not withdrawn after enduring casualties as the Iraqi
leaders hoped.
There was an obvious problem with the Iraqi strategy of inﬂicting casualties on the Americans to force negotiations, then. If the US did not negotiate, nuclear use would become more likely. The Iraqis never fully
resolved this problem. Part of the reason they were willing to run such a
risk was their belief, discussed earlier, that inaction could result in the end
of their regime. But another reason was the nature of the conﬂict and costs
associated with nuclear use.
The Iraqis had not simply resigned themselves to nuclear strikes.
A speech draft for Saddam Hussein dated August 12, 1990, focused on
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comments by “Samuel Nan” (likely Senator Sam Nunn of Georgia), that the
United States would not rule out using “tactical atomic weapons” in
response to Iraqi chemical attacks.95 Though the focus was on tactical
nuclear weapons, the document contains insight into Iraqi thinking more
broadly on what might constrain US nuclear use.
The document raised three possible reasons the US might not use nuclear
weapons. Each centered on the costs of nuclear use for the Americans. The
ﬁrst highlighted a reputational concern consistent with normative nonuse
arguments, while the second and third focused on material considerations.
First, “international public opinion for today is not the same as it was
during the 2nd World War. . . . If America was the one to start using such
weapons, they will be dragged down to a lower degree on the ladder of the
force centers and international inﬂuence.” Second, any ﬁghting would “be
inside the operation ﬁeld of one of the biggest oil ﬁelds in the world. The
pollution would harm the world’s economy and ultimately it would cause
America an enormous horrifying crisis.” Third, “What is more important
than these other two factors, is that America knows or at least can realize,
that Iraq has weapons that could match their tactical weapons and that Iraq
is able to respond to such usage . . . by retaliating against their forces or
retaliating against Israel. . . . If Iraq was forced to conduct a self defense
against such a massive assault, Iraq will not hesitate to use whatever he has
in regards to weapons in order to slam the attack back.”96
There are a number of reasons to take these arguments seriously. To
begin with, the Iraqi leadership spoke of the US interest in petroleum and
believed it to be a powerful inﬂuence on US policy. They also frequently
highlighted the utility of their unconventional weapons. As Benjamin Buch
and Scott Sagan report, “Saddam viewed chemical weapons as a ﬁnal
trump card, to be held in reserve to deter American or Israeli use of chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons and to prevent coalition forces from
marching on Baghdad.”97 At a December 29, 1990, RCC meeting, Dr. Sa’dun
Hammadi counseled that the Iraqi leadership should calm public anxiety
by rebroadcasting foreign reports about Iraqi biological weapons to inform
“our citizens that we are not ﬁghting the enemy with empty hands but
with weapons.”98 Indeed, Iraqi leadership publicly and privately asserted
that Iraq would use every weapon in its arsenal in an attempt at deterrence. The targets included Saudi Arabia, Israel, and US forces in the
region.99 To be sure, Saddam recognized that chemical weapons were not
equivalent to nuclear weapons.100 Yet when discussing the American
nuclear threat with his military advisers, he noted that “the only things
I have are chemical and biological weapons, and I shall have to use them.
I have no alternative.”101
This is not to say that the Iraqis would use the weapons ﬁrst. While they
sought to inﬂict US casualties, they were hesitant to use every weapon in
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their arsenal to do so. At a meeting in November 1990, Aziz cautioned that
using chemical weapons “would give them [the Americans] an excuse for a
nuclear attack.”102 During the second week of January 1991, Saddam stated
that Iraq would use chemical weapons “only in case we are obliged and
there is a great necessity to put them into action.”103 After the war, Iraqi
ofﬁcials told the United Nations Monitoring, Veriﬁcation, and Inspection
Commission that “these weapons were only to be used in response to a
nuclear attack on Baghdad.”104 Richard Cheney, serving as secretary of
defense in 1991, later recalled that the Iraqi military intelligence leader said
after the war that Iraqi leaders understood that if they used chemical
weapons the “allied troops were certain to use nuclear arms and the price
will be too dear and too high.”105 While Cheney attributed this to veiled
American threats, Aziz’s comments occurred before Secretary of State Baker’s implicit warning on January 9, 1991, which suggests that Iraqi leaders
had already come to this conclusion independently.106 This is consistent
with the argument advanced in this book that states without nuclear arms
will probe and set their own red lines when confronting a nuclear-armed
opponent.107
Iraq’s behavior matched its planning. In mid-January 1991 Saddam
informed his advisers that Iraq would soon strike Israel with “conventional missiles.” He added, “I mean we will use the other warheads, you
know, in return for the warheads they use.”108 On January 8, the commander of Iraq’s surface-to-surface missiles, Lieutenant General Hazim
Abd al-Razzaq al-Ayyubi, received instructions to use biological and
chemical weapons “the moment a pertinent order is given, or in the event
of a massive strike against Iraq.”109 Kevin Woods found that Saddam
“personally made clear to al-Ayyubi that conventional weapons would
be the ﬁrst response option in case of a Coalition attack. In case this last
piece of guidance changed, Saddam dedicated a trusted bodyguard to
manage a special code word communication system with its own dedicated radio and phone network to ensure communication with the missile commander.”110
The conceptualization of the chemical arsenal as a deterrent force
becomes more apparent when placed alongside Saddam’s decision to delegate authority for burning the Kuwaiti oil ﬁelds. While there is some evidence that Saddam provided predesignated launch orders for chemical and
biological weapons, discussions of this option centered on a response to
nuclear strikes. “Despite the purported predelegation of launch authority
for missiles with chemical and biological warheads in the event of a nuclear
strike on Baghdad,” conclude McCarthy and Tucker, “Saddam Hussein
probably retained release authority for the tactical use of these weapons
during the Gulf War.”111 By contrast, the Iraqi leadership viewed the smoke
from burning oil as a valuable battleﬁeld ally, capable of disrupting
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coalition air operations.112 It was thus not a strategic deterrent. During a
January 13 meeting, an aide sought clariﬁcation on the scope of the
operation:
Male 1: Sir, concerning the oil installations being prepared to be
destroyed, there is an order from Your Excellency to blow up these
installations in case of a certain degree of danger, or we can wait for an
order from Your Excellency. However, Sir, because al-Wafra is near the
[Kuwait / Saudi Arabian] borders, Your Excellency has given the local
commander the authority to blow it up whenever he believes there is
danger. Now, Al-Burgan and the navy remain. Would they be included
according to the situation, or—
Saddam: According to the situation, according to the situation. . . . You
could decide this according to the situation in the ﬁeld of
operations—113
During the war the oil ﬁelds burned; the chemical weapons remained
unused.
The Iraqi claim that nuclear weapons had political utility and that their
unconventional arsenal could deter nuclear use also matched longer-term
thinking and behavior. Throughout the 1980s Iraq had pursued chemical,
biological, and nuclear capabilities. In March 1979, Saddam explained that
in a hypothetical war with Israel, “we will hear the Americans threatening
that if we don’t stop our advance, they will throw an atomic bomb at us.
Then we can tell them, ‘Yes, thank you, we will stop. What do you want?’
‘Stop and don’t move, not even one meter, otherwise we will throw an
atomic bomb on you,’ they reply. We will state that we have stopped, but
we have not given up.”114 In addition, Iraq recognized the value of an
unconventional deterrent against nuclear-armed states. “According to our
technical, scientiﬁc, and military calculations, [Iraq’s chemical and biological weapons are] a sufﬁcient deterrent to confront the Israeli nuclear
weapon,” Saddam said in July 1990.115
The Iraqis also instituted costly military and civil defense procedures to
hedge against US nuclear use. This would potentially reduce the effects of
nuclear use and thereby the beneﬁts to the United States and (marginally)
reduce destruction should all else fail. This provides further corroboration
that Iraqi discussions on US nuclear capabilities were not simply idle conversation but had a direct effect on Iraqi behavior.
There is some evidence the US nuclear arsenal inﬂuenced Iraqi force
disposition. The commander of the Republican Guard, Lieutenant General Aayad Futayyih Khalifa al-Rawi, made special note of potential battleﬁeld nuclear use. He recalled that Iraqi leaders “called in the Chemical
and Biological Weapons Commander and requested that he give us a
plan to defend against a nuclear and biological attack. [A]s it turned out,
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the American forces had within their arsenal [in Saudi Arabia] Pershing
missiles which have nuclear warheads. We studied these missiles and
their effects carefully and decided on a wide deployment.”116 The United
States had already destroyed most of its Pershing missiles at this point in
connection with the 1987 US-Soviet Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty,
and there is no evidence the US had any nuclear-armed Pershing missiles in the area.117 The Iraqi focus on dispersing ground forces to reduce
nuclear effectiveness was reasonable (if likely unnecessary). Colin
Powell recalled that it was difﬁcult to estimate how many tactical nuclear
weapons would be necessary to destroy a single Iraqi Republican Guard
division because the answer depended on the Iraqi deployment. As Jon
Meachem notes, “If the Iraqi troops were thinly spread along a long
front, it would require more; if they were more densely massed, it might
require fewer.”118
The Iraqi regime also undertook extensive civil defense preparations to
deal with a nuclear attack.119 For instance, a Ministry of the Interior memo
described the purpose of the High Committee for the Evacuation of
Baghdad as “preparing an evacuation plan for the city of Baghdad in the
event that nuclear weapons are used suddenly.” During a series of meetings from October 17 to October 20, 1990, the committee explicitly considered “the impact of a 20-kiloton nuclear bomb on the city of Baghdad.”120
On December 21, there was a large-scale evacuation drill in Saddam City
(Sadr City), a suburb of Baghdad.121
This planning was not done to enhance Iraqi morale. Indeed, top ofﬁcials began to worry that the information was damaging the Iraqi will to
resist. For instance, at an RCC meeting on December 29, Ali Hassan alMajid raised the issue of “what is happening in Baghdad with regard to
civil defense awareness. There is an explanation about the effects of
atomic, nuclear bombs, its efﬁcacy, what does it do, how many people will
it kill and how many people will it decimate. All of this awareness is
frightening people and instilling fear. . . . We do not have to do that; we
only have to provide awareness about preventive measures of such
bombs.”122 Izzat al-Duri agreed: “We do not have to explain what the
bomb will do; we do not have to explain what the effects of chemical
weapons are . . . we can explain only the preventive measures.”123 After
criticizing his lieutenants for harming morale, Saddam pushed for a simpler option. “We should decide on the evacuation plan and tell them that
every citizen should befriend a rural citizen, just in case the war expands
and we are forced to evacuate. We should not explain to the citizen what
the atomic bomb will do.”124
Iraqi elites were not alone in thinking that the United States was capable
of nuclear attacks. After one particularly large explosion on January 28,
1991, both the Soviet and the Israeli governments contacted the United
States to ask if the Americans had detonated a nuclear weapon. A few days
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later another large explosion prompted a British soldier to announce on the
open radio that “the blokes have just nuked Kuwait.”125 If allies and neutral
parties could conceive of the United States using nuclear weapons in the
dispute, it is not surprising that Iraqi leaders in a direct adversarial role did
the same. Moreover, as noted earlier, US ofﬁcials as senior as the secretary
of defense inquired privately about nuclear options.
Iraqi behavior is congruent with my argument. In an intense political dispute, Iraqi leadership took actions they believed would fall below the
threshold of nuclear use. Most of the limitations that Iraq exhibited were
due to its own weakness; it could do little more. For Iraq as a weak actor,
war with the United States was possible precisely because it would pose
such a low danger to the United States. Even then, Iraqi leadership incorporated the US nuclear arsenal into their decision making in 1990–1991. That
confrontation is the most important to examine because it involved Iraqi
military action that Iraqi leaders believed would invite some form of US
response, and US compellent demands did not center on Iraqi regime
change. In 1990, Saddam and his lieutenants held their own unconventional
weapons in reserve and discounted an American nuclear strike because of
the high strategic costs that such a strike would impose on the United
States. They also undertook various civil defense measures to minimize
losses from nuclear strikes. Fortunately, the Americans had little intention
of using nuclear weapons and did not face a need to resort to nuclear use.
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Egypt versus Israel

On October 6, 1973, Egyptian military forces launched a massive assault
against Israeli positions on the eastern side of the Suez Canal. Simultaneously, Syrian forces attacked the Golan Heights. In both cases the Arab
armies performed competently, inﬂicting some of the worst defeats on the
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) in Israel’s history. Only a few years earlier,
Egypt had launched a sustained low-level campaign of artillery barrages
and commando operations against Israel. Why did Egypt risk such a largescale assault in 1973, coordinated with another state, against an adversary it
knew to possess nuclear weapons? Why was Egypt willing to use military
force for over a year from 1969 to 1970?
Egypt had an intense political dispute with Israel centering on the Sinai
Peninsula that Israel captured during the 1967 Six Day War. Egyptian
leaders settled on force when diplomatic and military trends seemed to
make recovering the Sinai less likely. Conversely, when the diplomatic situation improved after 1973, particularly with more direct American
involvement, Egypt avoided military action. Egypt’s strong interests,
rooted in recovering territory, did not cause its leaders to ignore the Israeli
nuclear arsenal. They believed that so long as they executed only limited
campaigns, the beneﬁts to Israeli of using its nuclear weapons would be
low. At the same time, Cairo sought to raise the costs of Israeli nuclear use
by developing its own unconventional weapons and relying on the superpowers, in particular the United States, to constrain Israel. Thus while the
Israeli nuclear arsenal did not deter a conventional attack, it is not the case
that Egyptian leaders ignored the Israeli nuclear arsenal in 1973.1 In short,
the Israeli nuclear arsenal was neither all-imposing nor irrelevant. As I
show, there is clear evidence that Egypt took Israeli nuclear weapons into
consideration throughout this period. They took actions to offset that
advantage and were able to discount the likelihood of Israeli nuclear use
given the cost-beneﬁt factors associated with nuclear use. In other words,
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my argument helps explain why leaders believed that nuclear weapons
would not play a large role, which allowed other factors to drive decision
making.
This case is also important to examine because it is the one instance in
which aggregate material indicators suggest that the nonnuclear weapon
state was as conventionally capable as its nuclear-armed opponent, and yet
war occurred. These measures therefore seem to contradict my argument,
which predicts war is unlikely in such cases. As I show in this chapter,
though, Israel’s conventional military capability was in fact far superior to
that of its Egyptian opponent. The case is therefore consistent with my
broader argument.
I focus primarily on the Egyptian-Israeli dispute following the 1967 Six
Day War in this chapter. The most thorough accounts of the Israeli nuclear
program contend that Israel completed a deliverable nuclear weapon
immediately prior to the war.2 As such, the nuclear arsenal could play only
a limited, if any, role in Egyptian decision making. I discuss the 1967 war in
the conclusion chapter and appendix B.
The evidence presented in this chapter comes from a variety of
sources. The conclusions remain tentative, owing to the lack of direct
access to Egyptian documents. I rely heavily on declassified conversations between American and Egyptian officials. This method offers some
utility in gauging leader intentions. I also draw from memoirs and later
accounts of events from participants, including those from Egypt, the
Soviet Union, and the United States. Finally, I rely on a number of secondary works, themselves frequently based on interviews or limited
access to documents, to better develop the picture. The evidence is nevertheless less complete than in other chapters. While it is clear that
Egyptian leaders factored Israeli nuclear weapons into their decision
making, it is difficult at times to link a specific behavior to nuclear
issues.
The rest of this chapter unpacks my argument in three main sections.
First, I review the basic military balance. Next, I provide the background to
the dispute. In the third section of this chapter I discuss Egyptian behavior
and views on Israeli nuclear weapons. While the core focus is on Egypt,
I brieﬂy address the Syrian offensive in 1973 as well. I conclude with a short
summary of the evidence.

The Military Balance
Israel has never publicly acknowledged possessing nuclear weapons. It is
therefore necessary to demonstrate that Egyptian leaders understood that
Israel possessed nuclear weapons during this period. Next, I discuss the
conventional balance. While in some rough indicators of power the two
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sides appeared equivalent, a more ﬁne-grained analysis demonstrates
that Israel had a large conventional advantage throughout the period.
t h e n uclea r b a la n ce
Israel had nuclear monopoly relative to Egypt beginning in 1967.
According to Avner Cohen, who has done the most extensive work on the
Israeli nuclear arsenal, “On the eve of the [1967 Six Day] war Israel ‘improvised’ two deliverable nuclear explosive devices.”3 The arsenal expanded
from there. Using estimates of plutonium production from the Dimona
reactor and various US intelligence reports, analysts have constructed rough
estimates for the size of the Israeli nuclear arsenal over time. Based on these
sources, Israel likely increased its arsenal at a rate of about two warheads
per year during the 1970s (table 3.1). Estimates for warhead yields are more
difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Sources suggest Israel was capable of producing weapons
with yields in the range of ten to twenty kilotons during this period. I use
these estimates to provide a rough estimate of the total Israeli nuclear yield,
also in table 3.1, though these numbers should not be taken as precise.4
Table 3.1 Israeli nuclear weapons, 1967–1979
Year

Warheads

Estimated total yield
(megatons)

1967

2

0.02–0.04

1968

4

0.04–0.08

1969

6

0.06–0.12

1970

8

0.08–0.16

1971

11

0.11–0.22

1972

13

0.13–0.26

1973

15

0.15–0.30

1974

17

0.17–0.34

1975

20

0.20–0.40

1976

22

0.22–0.44

1977

24

0.24–0.48

1978
1979

26
29

0.26–0.52
0.29–0.58

Sources: Hans M. Kristensen and Robert S. Norris, “Global Nuclear Weapons Inventories, 1945–2013,”
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 69, no. 5 (2013): 75–81; Elbridge Colby, Avner Cohen, William McCants,
Bradley Morris, and William Rosenau, “The Israeli Nuclear Alert’ of 1973: Deterrence and Signaling in
Crisis,” CNA, April 2013: 22. See also note 4 in this chapter.
Note: Estimated yields based on 10–20 kiloton warhead yield.
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Israel’s delivery capabilities evolved as well. In 1967 the ability to deliver
a nuclear device was limited. Yitzhak Ya’akov, the Israeli Defense Forces
colonel in charge of weapons development in 1967, later relayed that Israel
contemplated using “Super Frelon” helicopters to explode a nuclear device
for demonstrative purposes.5 Had Israel contemplated a nuclear strike
against an adversary, one delivery candidate was the French-made Vautour
light bomber, because of its payload and range abilities. The Vautour’s estimated range allowed Israel to strike targets deep inside Egypt; Israeli Vautours struck distant Iraqi air bases in the Six Day War.6 In 1968 the ﬁrst
American-made A4-Skyhawk achieved initial operating capability. Though
Israel privately committed to not use American-made aircraft to carry
nuclear weapons, analysts viewed the A4 as a likely nuclear delivery platform until the arrival of the American-made F-4E Phantoms. These aircraft
were ﬁrst deployed to strike into Upper Egypt in January 1970. The Israelimade Jericho I missiles (based on an earlier French design) had an estimated range of 500 kilometers and were deployed by 1972 or 1973. Initial
guidance difﬁculties limited any availability in 1972. During the 1973
October War, though, there were reports that Israel conducted an operational check of its Jericho missiles and that some Israeli leaders, notably the
defense minister Moshe Dayan, may have pushed for additional options.7
There is substantial evidence that Egyptian leaders were aware of Israeli
nuclear weapons. It is not the case, then, that Egyptian leaders behaved
provocatively toward Israel because of a mistaken belief that Israel lacked a
deliverable nuclear capability. Egyptian presidents Gamal Abdel Nasser
and Anwar Sadat both publicly acknowledged the existence of Israeli
nuclear weapons.8 Mohamed Heikal, the inﬂuential editor of the newspaper Al-Ahram and a conﬁdant of Nasser, later wrote that in 1969 Nasser
told Libya’s Muammar Gaddaﬁ that Israel likely possessed nuclear
weapons.9 Some suggest that Soviet intelligence had penetrated Israeli
defense and intelligence ofﬁces in the late 1960s, gained knowledge of
Israeli decisions relating to nuclear weapons, and passed that information
to its Arab allies.10 Whether that occurred or not, the Israeli nuclear program was not a well-kept secret. In July 1970, the New York Times reported
that “for at least two years the United States government has been conducting its Middle East policy on the assumption that Israel either possesses an atomic bomb or has component parts available for quick
assembly.”11 During a meeting with President Richard Nixon in 1973, Haﬁz
Ismail, the Egyptian national security adviser, “pointed out the development of long-range missiles and atomic weapon research going on in
Israel.”12 A few days later, in meetings with US national security adviser
Henry Kissinger, Dr. Haﬁz Ghanim, a member of the Central Committee of
the Arab Socialist Union, raised the possibility of limiting Israeli nuclear
arms, implying that Israel already possessed a nuclear stockpile.13 Finally,
based on conversations with Syrian ofﬁcials on the eve of the 1973 October
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War, Murhaf Jouejati reports that Egypt’s ally “Syria, of course, knew that
Israel has a massive nuclear capability.”14
Egyptian leaders were also aware of advances in Israeli nuclear delivery
capabilities. In January 1966, the New York Times published an article discussing Israeli intentions to purchase intermediate range ballistic missiles
from France. Within Egypt, the move was seen as further evidence of Israel’s desire and growing ability to deliver a nuclear weapon.15 Egyptian
leaders also closely followed the Israeli acquisition of nuclear-capable aircraft, including the French Mirage and American-made Skyhawk and
Phantom. In May 1973, Ismail raised the issue of nuclear weapons and
delivery capabilities with Kissinger, highlighting the “enormous data about
political and technical aspects of the employment of atomic weapons [that]
are being forwarded to Israel.” Kissinger asked Ismail from where he
believed Israel was receiving this information. Ismail replied simply, “From
the United States.”16
The concentration of its population along the Nile River made Egypt vulnerable to even a few nuclear weapons. A US State Department report in
1964 highlighted that “of all the countries of the Near East, the UAR [Egypt]
is the most vulnerable to nuclear attack. A single, well-placed nuclear
device would bring a sheet of water 400 feet high cascading down the
narrow Nile valley where the entire Egyptian population is concentrated.”17
Egyptian leaders were aware of the danger.18 This potential was not a
closely guarded secret. “Lower level Israeli ofﬁcials,” Secretary of State
Dean Rusk informed President Johnson in May 1965, “speak frankly about
Israel’s strategy toward the United Arab Republic: a) surface-to-surface
missiles targeted on the Nile delta, and b) a capability to bomb and release
the waters behind the Aswan High Dam. Destruction of the Aswan Dam
would require a nuclear warhead; bombing with high explosives could not
be counted on to do the job.”19 Israeli air superiority, most vividly displayed
during the deep penetration bombing raids beginning in January 1970,
demonstrated a clear ability to execute such a strike.20
t h e co nven tio na l ba la n ce
Aggregate material indicators can obscure the Israeli conventional military advantage. The Composite Indicator of National Capabilities (CINC)
score, a commonly used measure for power, indicates that Egypt was more
powerful than Israel throughout this period.21 Israel had less than half the
measured capabilities of Egypt in every year from 1967 to 1979; in ﬁve of
the years, Egypt had greater than a 3:1 advantage. According to this measure, then, the NNWS had a large conventional advantage when it fought
two wars against the NWS. This challenges my argument, which posits that
war in nuclear monopoly is likely to occur only when the NWS has a large
conventional advantage.
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Figure 3.1 Economic ratios, 1967–1979
Source: Gleditsch Expanded GDP data version 6.0 (September 2014), http://ksgleditsch.com/
exptradegdp.html.
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A closer examination of the military balance, though, reveals that Israel
possessed a persistent advantage relative to its regional neighbors,
including Egypt. In economic development, a good predictor of military
success, the Israeli power advantage was decisive. Israel’s per capita gross
domestic product (GDP) advantage grew from more than a 7:1 advantage
in 1967 to nearly 12:1 by 1973 (ﬁgure 3.1). This allowed Israel to extract a
great deal more from its society than Egypt and ﬁeld a more effective military force. Even with Egypt’s much larger population, the overall size of the
two economies were similar. It was not the case, then, that Egypt could
simply overwhelm Israel with a larger total economic base. This allowed
Israel’s qualitative advantage in economic development to be decisive.
In military power, the balance appears roughly equivalent using indicators for total troops and spending per soldier. Egypt had a lead in the total
number of soldiers, though this advantage was a modest one (ﬁgure 3.2).
Even that advantage may be overstated. Estimates from the International
Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) report that Israel’s fully mobilized military actually outnumbered the fully mobilized Egyptian military in ten of
the thirteen years from 1967 to 1979. Israel could thus ﬁeld a military at
least as large if not slightly larger than Egypt within forty-eight to seventytwo hours of mobilization.22 The Egyptian chief of staff Saad El Shazly conceded that “we had no real advantage in front line forces. No less than 58
percent of our vast total were not ﬁeld troops.”23 Israel possessed a consistent advantage in spending per soldier, hovering around a 2:1 advantage
and approaching a 3:1 advantage in 1973.
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Figure 3.2 Military ratios, 1967–1979
Source: Correlates of War, National Material Capabilities, version 5.0, http://www.correlatesofwar.org/
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The Israeli advantage is more apparent in a qualitative and ﬁne-grained
assessment of the conventional balance. The Egyptian military was not a
professional ﬁghting force in 1967. Field Marshal Muhammad Abd alHakim Amer, the leader of the Egyptian military at the time, treated the
armed forces as his “own personal ﬁefdom,” where personal loyalty was
more important than military competence.24 The army was plagued by
poorly organized command structures that had difﬁculty even communicating with one another in battle. Compounding this problem, low-level
ofﬁcers lacked initiative. The 1967 Six Day War dramatically conﬁrmed
Egyptian military ineptitude and set the stage for estimates of the military
balance thereafter. “The Egyptian army,” writes Kenneth Pollack, “was all
but obliterated during the Six Day War.”25
Israel’s advantage was thus very large for several years as Egypt rebuilt
its military. Following the debacle in June 1967, Nasser sacked Amer and
asserted more direct control over the military. Other high-ranking ofﬁcers
were arrested, tried, and sentenced. All told, Nasser’s reforms led to the
removal of eight hundred to a thousand ofﬁcers, fundamentally remaking
the ofﬁcer corps. The command structure was rationalized to eliminate
duplicate chains of command, reduce military ranks for various commands,
and centralize power. The ratio of ofﬁcers with a college degree went from
less than 2 percent in 1967 to 60 percent by 1973.26 While necessary for longrun success, the reforms would take time to have their effect. By the end of
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1969, Nasser knew that his military still posed little threat to Israel. Egypt
was thus much weaker than Israel when it launched the War of Attrition
in 1969.
The 1969–1970 War of Attrition took a toll on Egypt’s military. The war
did give the Egyptian military valuable experience in ﬁghting Israel in sustained combat operations. Yet it necessarily degraded Egyptian ﬁghting
forces as they were still struggling to rebuild. Ultimately, the Israeli military
eliminated enough of the Egyptian defensive capabilities that the Egyptians were forced to turn over defense to the Soviet Union.27 Unable to even
effectively defend itself, Egypt posed little offensive threat to Israel during
the next few years.
The Egyptian military did perform admirably during the 1973 October
War. Risa Brooks characterizes the Egyptian offensive operations across the
Suez Canal as “one of the most remarkable campaigns in military history.”28
The operation demonstrated marked improvements in the Egyptian military from the experiences of 1967 and 1970, although it must be noted that
many regarded the operation so highly precisely because the baseline of
expectations for the Egyptian military was so low. The key question for my
argument, though, is the extent to which the Egyptian military posed a
major threat to Israel.
The answer remains that the Egyptian danger was limited. To begin with,
internal Egyptian assessments prior to the 1973 assault conﬁrmed that the
Israelis maintained decisive advantages in armor and air power. Any
attempt at maneuver warfare in the open Sinai would be disastrous. As
such, Egyptian elites recognized that they lacked the power projection
capability to threaten pre-1967 Israeli territory, or even to advance deep
into the Sinai.29 This fact was widely recognized beyond Egypt. Indeed,
part of the reason why the Egyptian 1973 assault proved surprising was
that Israeli intelligence did not expect the Egyptians to start a war they would
militarily lose.30 In addition, Egypt continued to face difﬁculties implementing effective force employment critical to success on the modern battleﬁeld.31 This reduced the Egyptian military threat to Israel. Ryan Grauer
and Michael Horowitz ﬁnd that Israel partially implemented the modern
system at the operational and tactical level in 1967, while Egypt managed
to only partially implement it at the operational level and failed to do so at
the tactical level.32 Moreover, as John Mearsheimer points out, Israel was
capable of launching a breakthrough and exploitation at the operational
level in 1967, a fact key leaders recognized.33 In 1973, Grauer and Horowitz
conclude, Egypt had failed to adopt the modern system at all at the operational or tactical levels, while Israel had fully adopted its tenets at both
levels. To be sure, implementation of the modern system during war cannot
be measured prior to the ﬁghting. Yet the consistent Israeli advantage in
this regard underscores the qualitative difference, and past performances
can inform later assessment. Moreover, effective implementation of the
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modern system requires heavy investment prior to war, which can be
observed by opponents at the time. Egyptian and Israeli performance indicates that Israel was training its military in this way prior to conﬂict,
whereas Egypt was not. This is what one would expect, given the difference
in levels of economic development between the two states.
True, Egypt could count on regional support against Israel. These alliances did not add markedly to Egyptian power or offset the Israeli conventional advantage, though. The 1967 war demonstrated that even when
facing several adversaries at the same time, Israel enjoyed a decisive military advantage. Israeli pilots also proved themselves capable against Soviet
opponents (who were better equipped and trained than their Arab allies)
during the 1969–1970 war. Perhaps most importantly, the Arab states were
never able to coordinate effectively against Israel, degrading their ability to
aggregate capabilities.34 And while Egypt received aid from the Soviet
Union, that was offset by US support to Israel.35
For its part, Israel apparently did not integrate nuclear weapons into its
military planning. “With Israel’s decisive victory against the Arab coalition
in the 1967 war,” argues Vipin Narang, “Israel’s conventional superiority
was established as its primary deterrent.”36 The Israeli conventional advantage, increasingly underwritten by the United States, reduced the danger
that Egypt and other Arab states could pose and with it the beneﬁts of
nuclear use. This allowed the costs to Israel of nuclear use to loom large.
I discuss the conduct of the wars in 1969 and 1973 in more detail below.
Here it is sufﬁcient to note that the Egyptian threat in 1969–1970 was very
limited; there is little evidence that Israel considered nuclear use. In 1973,
the scope of the danger to Israel was larger, and Egypt took additional steps
to signal its limited intentions. Israel’s defense minister Moshe Dayan considered a nuclear threat or demonstration, but Golda Meir and other Israeli
leaders ruled out nuclear strikes. As noted earlier, at most Israel ordered a
series of operational checks of its Jericho missiles. This was likely done as a
signal to the United States that it should speed conventional resupply.37
Had the danger to Israel increased, then the Israeli leadership might have
considered more direct measures against Egypt and Syria.
In sum, Israel possessed a meaningful conventional advantage throughout
this period. Israel had a larger advantage in per capita GDP that was not
counterbalanced by an Egyptian advantage in overall economic size. The
two military forces were roughly similar in size, yet Israeli troops possessed
a major qualitative advantage over their Egyptian opponents.

Dispute Overview
The totality of the 1967 defeat shocked the Egyptians. Prior to that, President Nasser had entertained broader ambitions in the region, drawing on
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Arab nationalism to exert inﬂuence.38 After the defeat, Nasser’s ambitions
were signiﬁcantly curtailed. He initially resigned, only to resume power
following public demonstrations clamoring for him to return. His focus
then settled on overturning Israel’s occupation of the Sinai Peninsula and
regaining control of the Suez Canal. The closing of the canal had deprived
ﬁnancially strapped Egypt of critical revenue. According to one estimate,
the loss of the Sinai cost Egypt $400–500 million annually.39 Firing across
the canal continued sporadically throughout 1967. In October, Israel struck
another blow against the Egyptian economy by destroying oil reﬁneries in
Suez City in retaliation for the Egyptian sinking of the Israeli destroyer
Eilat. Additionally, fully 60 percent of the Egyptians who lived along the
Suez had been relocated to the Nile Valley, causing severe economic and
social turmoil.40 Beyond the economic and strategic implications, most
Egyptians felt a sense of humiliation and deep animosity toward the Israeli
occupation. President Richard Nixon would later recall that when he visited shortly after the war, he encountered “a residue of hatred among their
[Israel’s] neighbors that I felt could only result in another war.”41
It did not take long for war to occur. Egypt initiated sustained hostilities
against the Israeli positions across the Suez Canal on March 8, 1969. These
included a series of artillery barrages and limited commando raids into the
Sinai to disrupt Israeli military operations.42 Two factors converged to convince the Egyptians it was necessary to act. First, the diplomatic impasse in
resolving the status of the Sinai seemed to increase. The former US diplomat Richard Parker relates that in June 1968 Ashraf Ghorbal, then chief of
the Egyptian Interests Section in Washington, complained that “an entire
year had passed since the June War began and that there had been no movement on the withdrawal issue. [UN Security Council] Resolution 242 had
passed, [Gunnar] Jarring had been appointed, and there had been no
results. How long will this stalemate be permitted to go on?”43 Parker
recalls similar sentiments expressed by the Egyptian foreign minister a few
months later: “A year had passed and nothing had happened. Egypt would
not acquiesce in the indeﬁnite occupation of its territories.”44 As Nasser
explained on January 21, 1969, “We must realize that the enemy will not
withdraw unless we force him to withdraw through ﬁghting. Indeed, there
can be no hope of any political solution unless the enemy realizes that we
are capable of forcing him to withdraw through ﬁghting.”45
Second, Israel began construction of the Bar-Lev Line, a series of fortiﬁcations along the Suez Canal named for the Israeli Defense Forces chief of the
general staff, Haim Bar-Lev. Completed on March 15, 1969, the defenses
included forts, trenches, sand walls, and artillery and tank posts. It provided a formidable barrier to any future Egyptian assault. Moreover, it signaled that the Israelis were treating the Suez Canal as a permanent border,
reinforcing a sense that diplomatic efforts were failing. “As the Bar-Lev
Line fast became a reality at the beginning of 1969, Nasser confronted a
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difﬁcult strategic situation,” writes George Gawyrch. “Prospects for any
serious diplomatic movement were slim indeed. . . . Egypt could ill afford
to allow both the diplomatic and military fronts to remain frozen for an
indeﬁnite period.”46 By February 1969 Egypt considered the destruction of
those fortiﬁcations “vital.”47 On top of the new fortiﬁcations, President
Johnson announced the sale of advanced F-4 Phantom aircraft to Israel on
October 8, 1968.48 The conventional military balance, already unfavorable
to Egypt, seemed to be dramatically worsening.
Throughout the War of Attrition, the United States put forward various
initiatives to end hostilities. The most ambitious US effort was the Rogers
Plan, named for the US secretary of state, William Rogers. The plan called
for an Israeli withdrawal from Egyptian territory in exchange for an
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty and future negotiations on the Palestinian
issue. The Egyptians were skeptical; the Israelis ﬂatly rejected the initiative.
Soviet rejection of the plan provided the ﬁnal nail in the cofﬁn for Rogers’s
initiative.49 As the war plodded along, the United States responded to new
Egyptian peace overtures in May 1970 by increasing contacts and proposing
a cease-ﬁre on June 19. Nasser explained to the Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev that the settlement would give Egypt time to recover and improve
its defenses for future diplomatic and, if necessary, military initiatives. “In
other words, we exploit that period to reinforce our positions?” Brezhnev
asked. “That is true,” Nasser replied. “But it would also beneﬁt us politically, and prove that Egypt and the Soviet Union were working for peace.”50
The new cease-ﬁre went into effect in August; Egypt immediately used the
time to move antiaircraft units forward in violation of the agreement.51
Following Nasser’s death on September 28, 1970, Anwar Sadat became
Egypt’s leader.52 He also took over its problems. The Egyptian economy
remained stagnant, Egypt was dependent upon the Soviet Union for
defense, and Israel remained entrenched on the east bank of the Suez Canal.
Sadat shared the general commitment to retake the Sinai. He devoted considerable time to that end, making a number of proposals. Through intermediaries he privately urged the Americans to “tell the Israelis to take this
Suez Canal proposal very seriously.”53 To Secretary of State Rogers he
explained in May 1971 that “I don’t want to bother Israel. . . . I’ll sign an
agreement. . . . I just want my land back.”54 In October 1971, the Egyptian
foreign minister Mahmud Riad told the US national security adviser Henry
Kissinger in a private meeting that “the position of Sadat was now very difﬁcult; he [Sadat] would agree to any reasonable settlement as long as there
was some prospect of getting Egyptian territory back.”55
The concern for the Sinai went beyond the Egyptian political elite. The
ongoing Israeli occupation remained deeply unpopular among the Egyptian public and threatened Sadat’s regime. As Donald Neff points out, following the cease-ﬁre ending the 1969–1970 War of Attrition, the “reminders
of no war-no peace added to the frustrated, depressing atmosphere
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gripping Egypt, and to Sadat’s problems.”56 The popular mood did not
improve with time. For example, in January 1972 university students demonstrated against the regime on campuses and in the streets, calling for
military action against Israel. Egyptian leaders subsequently closed the
universities and used military force to end the demonstrations. Mothers of
arrested students carried signs reading “Send our sons to Sinai, not to
Egyptian prisons.”57 When Haﬁz Ismail met with President Nixon in February 1973, he took care to point out that “30 months of ceaseﬁre was no
reason for congratulations. The ceaseﬁre was becoming a burden and a
strain, and that it was necessary either to break it or to establish peace.”58
The root causes of war in 1973 were thus the same as in 1969: perceptions
that diplomatic efforts were proving counterproductive, and Israeli military improvements. On the diplomatic front, the burgeoning US-Soviet
rapprochement seemed to relegate the Egyptian-Israeli problem to the
back burner. This would deprive Sadat of the superpower pressure on
Israel he believed necessary to attain a settlement. Egypt’s relationship
with the Soviet Union grew more strained as the latter moved toward
détente with the United States. The Soviets consistently provided less military hardware than Egypt desired. In addition, the Soviets counseled that
Egypt should avoid provocations toward Israel.59 True, the Soviets provided additional arms in March 1973, but they continued to press Egypt to
avoid any military action while providing no new diplomatic initiatives.
For the Egyptians, the Soviets seemed unwilling or unable to take the political steps to make progress. The Soviets, Sadat complained, were “being
passive and handing over all initiatives to the Americans.”60 Over time,
Sadat became convinced that the root cause of Soviet wafﬂing was a desire
to avoid a regional conﬂagration that could strain US-Soviet relations. In
May 1972 Murad Ghaleb, Egypt’s minister of foreign affairs, told Yugoslavian president Josip Tito that Sadat feared the Soviet Union would reach
agreements with the United States that would be “at the expense of the
Egyptians” or that would relegate the Middle East to a “question of secondary importance.”61
The outcomes of two superpower summits in 1972 and 1973 seemingly
conﬁrmed this impression. Addressing the Middle East during the May
1972 summit in Moscow, the United States and the Soviet Union reafﬁrmed
support for UN Security Council Resolution 242 adopted in the aftermath
of the 1967 war and called for a “military relaxation in that area.” The statement was “a violent shock to us,” Sadat said. In his view, Egypt “lagged at
least twenty steps behind Israel and so ‘military relaxation’ in this context
could mean nothing but giving in to Israel.”62 Sadat subsequently summoned the Soviet ambassador to Egypt, Vladimir Vinogradov, and
informed him that “I have decided to dispense with the services of all
Soviet military experts and that they must go back to the Soviet Union
within one week from today.”63 The Soviets departed shortly thereafter.
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After another banal statement by Brezhnev and Nixon in June 1973, Ismail
Fahmy informed Sadat that “the superpowers were contributing to the
maintenance of the ‘no peace, no war’ because a permanent settlement in
the Middle East had low priority for them. Détente was likely to make this
priority even lower, as the two superpowers would now be preoccupied
with safeguarding their rapprochement.”64
Egypt’s entreaties to the United States also seemed to elicit no favorable
developments. The joint US-Soviet statements suggested that the United
States was unwilling to upset relations with the Soviet Union or Israel to
aid Egypt. Even the dramatic expulsion of Soviet advisers elicited no progress. Ashraf Ghorbal recalled that the Americans gave Sadat “a note saying
‘bravo,’ but that’s all he got.”65 Frustrated Egyptian ofﬁcials consistently
highlighted the non-change in US policy with the Americans in 1973.66
Indeed, the immediate American response focused on assuring the Soviets
they had not colluded with Egypt to force the withdrawal of Soviet forces.67
Ismail’s meetings with Nixon and Kissinger in February 1973 reinforced
Sadat’s disappointment. “If we don’t take our case in our own hands,”
Sadat complained, “there will be no movement, especially given Washington’s ridiculous ideas evidenced by Haﬁz Ismail’s trip.”68
The second factor that inﬂuenced Egyptian decision making was the perception that the military situation was reaching a critical juncture. US support
to Israel dramatically increased after 1970 (ﬁgure 3.3). For instance, US military loans increased from $30 million in 1970 to $300 annually in 1972 and
1973.69 True, Nixon attempted to use arms transfers to prod Israel to negotiate
in the summer of 1971.70 That occurred behind closed doors, though, and US
aid after 1971 was still much higher than it had been before 1970.
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Figure 3.3 US economic and military obligations to Israel, 1967–1973
Source: US Agency for International Development, “Foreign Aid Explorer: The Ofﬁcial Record of U.S.
Foreign Aid,” Country Summary, https://explorer.usaid.gov/data.html.
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The Egyptians frequently pointed to unequivocal US support for Israel as
harmful to negotiations. Foreign Minister Riad complained to Kissinger in
October 1971 of “the insistence by the United States on maintaining Israeli
superiority and therefore depriving Israel of any incentive to come to an
agreement.”71 Sixteen months later, Ismail told Nixon that “Egypt did not
understand the U.S. policy of balance of force. This policy permitted Israel
to hold on to Egyptian land. . . . At one time, the Soviet Union was in Egypt,
but the Soviet Union has now left and Egypt saw no further genuine motive
for its [US] support of Israel.”72 Adding to Egyptian frustrations, a short
time later word leaked of another US-Israeli arms agreement.73 From the
Egyptian point of view, the Americans seemed to have no interest to facilitate a settlement without a disruption of the status quo.
By 1973 the military trajectory was decidedly negative for the Egyptians.
“We see the [aircraft] deliveries [to Israel] extending through ’74, ’75 [as]
very revealing,” Ismail explained to Kissinger in May. “We see the technological assistance to be given by the U.S. military to the military industry of
Israel [as] a very dangerous policy. Because it means that maybe in a couple
years’ time the U.S. can restrict its deliveries but Israel at that time will be
able to maintain its balance of force and then the U.S. will come and say we
cannot inﬂuence Israeli policy.” To drive the point home, he later added
that “it is not only a question of a provision of the most complicated, most
sophisticated armament which some people say that even American allies
don’t get; it is also that question of industrial capacity, and our concern [is]
that in a couple of years Israel will defy any approach towards peace.”74 In
the near future, Israeli conventional capabilities would so dwarf Egyptian
forces that military action by Egypt would be completely impossible. That
would remove whatever small leverage Egypt had to prod Israel to
negotiate.
So the two factors—diplomatic impasse and military change—were converging during 1972 and into 1973. It was at this point that Sadat settled on
military action to break the stalemate. “It was impossible,” he noted in his
memoirs, “for the United States to make a move if we ourselves didn’t take
military action to break the deadlock.”75 As Sadat put it at the time, “The
time has come for a shock. . . . Everyone has fallen asleep over the Mideast
crisis. But they will soon wake up to the fact that Americans have left us no
other way out.”76 It would not take much. Sadat had long believed that
even limited military action could beneﬁt Egypt. “I have to shake up the
world and draw its attention to this problem,” he explained to senior Soviet
ofﬁcials in March 1971. “I need to gain only ten centimeters of land east of
Suez. That is all.”77
US and Soviet leaders were aware of Egypt’s growing desperation.
Brezhnev, who had been counseling Egypt to avoid military action, warned
Nixon on June 23, 1973, that they “must put this warlike situation to an
end. . . . If there is no clarity about the principles we will have difﬁculty
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keeping the military situation from ﬂaring up.”78 Nixon parried the Soviet
leader, but privately he shared Brezhnev’s concerns. In February, Nixon
responded to a suggestion that additional delays would not “be disastrous
for US interests” by writing, “I totally disagree. This thing is getting ready
to blow.”79 The United States nevertheless made little effort. While open to
Egyptian overtures, Kissinger stuck to a delaying strategy. Kissinger hoped
that this would increase Soviet-Egyptian tensions as well as convince
Egypt that it had no choice but to make concessions. In 1973, Kissinger
believed that the Egyptians were still hedging on the issue of full peace
with Israel and pointed out to Brezhnev that it was “hard to convince Israel
why they should give up the territory in exchange for something they
already have [a cease-ﬁre], in order to avoid a war they can win.”80
Egypt launched its offensive on October 6, 1973. The ﬁghting continued
for three weeks, ending on October 26. Though Egypt suffered a military
defeat, Sadat was successful in generating greater American involvement.
From the Egyptian point of view, the political trajectory on the Sinai
Peninsula then began moving in a positive, albeit uneven, direction. As
such, Egypt refrained from large-scale military action against Israel. On
October 29, 1973—just days after the war—the two sides met at the 101st
kilometer of the Cairo-Suez Road. Shortly thereafter they reached an agreement on supplying the trapped Egyptian Third Army, exchanging prisoners of war, and starting disengagement talks.81 Kissinger, by then
secretary of state as well as national security adviser, directly engaged in
the negotiations. From 1973 to 1975 the United States put heavy pressure on
Israel to offer concessions to Egypt and withdraw in a series of steps from
the Sinai Peninsula. On January 18, 1974, Israel agreed to withdraw twenty
kilometers east of the Suez Canal. Egypt maintained a foothold to place
troops on the eastern bank of the canal, allowing Sadat to claim gains from
the war. An international force was also put in place to separate the two
sides. The Sinai II agreement followed on September 1, 1975. Israel withdrew farther into the desert, and Egypt allowed “the installation of an
American observation station that could be used by Israel.”82 In May 1977
the rightist Likud Party came to power in Israel. Through back channels,
the new Israeli prime minister conveyed to Sadat that he was interested in
a peace agreement with Egypt. The Americans again became heavily
involved with the process, allowing the Egyptians to hope for a favorable
diplomatic outcome in the near future.
In 1977 Sadat expressed a willingness to travel to Jerusalem. Israel subsequently extended an invitation, and Sadat addressed the Israeli Knesset. In
doing so he essentially recognized Israel. Following his trip to Jerusalem,
the Israelis agreed to further political and military negotiations. When
negotiations bogged down, the new US president, Jimmy Carter, invited
leaders from both sides to meet at Camp David. The two sides began talks
on September 5, 1978. The United States remained deeply involved, with
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Carter engaging in his own shuttle diplomacy over the next year, placing
pressure on both sides to reach an agreement. The diplomatic efforts
reached fruition with the March 27, 1979, signing of the Egyptian-Israeli
Peace Treaty.

The Role of Nuclear Weapons
The underlying political dispute and Egyptian concern with diplomatic and
military developments pushed Egypt to confrontation with Israel. The shape
that those confrontations took is consistent with my argument on the role
that nuclear weapons play in disputes under the shadow of nuclear
monopoly. In the 1969–1970 War of Attrition, Egypt pursued a (very) limited
war strategy. In 1973, Egypt launched a limited offensive that was more
expansive than in 1969–1970. As such, it took additional steps to minimize
the risks of nuclear use. Throughout both periods, Egypt pursued various
policies to raise the costs of escalation for Israel. It would be a mistake to
argue that Egyptian behavior was solely the product of the Israeli nuclear
monopoly. Nevertheless, Egyptian leaders clearly took the Israeli nuclear
arsenal into consideration. Egyptian behavior highlights the paradox of conventional military weakness when facing a nuclear-armed adversary. On the
one hand, weak states can ﬁght precisely because they lack the capabilities
to pose a major danger to the nuclear weapon state. On the other hand, that
same conventional weakness makes it difﬁcult to achieve success.
e g yptia n beh avi o r
Egypt had no intention of displacing Israeli forces in 1969–1970. Though
Nasser occasionally spoke of attempts to reconquer the Sinai by 1970, no
such plans were in place.83 Kenneth Pollack notes that the plan that did
emerge was to “harass and attack the Israelis along the canal, [with] lowintensity strikes but on a constant basis.”84 Egypt had two goals. First, it
hoped to put some pressure on Israel to show that controlling the Sinai did
not guarantee security. Second, Nasser wanted to more directly engage the
United States and the Soviet Union in pushing for a diplomatic settlement.
Indeed, intermittent artillery barrages in late 1968 were “Nasser’s way of
signaling to the Israelis and the Americans that lack of political progress
would lead to further escalation quite soon.”85 As those proved ineffective,
Egypt moved to the more sustained use of force to accomplish the same
goal. Egyptian leaders were prepared to suffer greater losses than the Israelis,
but they were not ready for the conﬂict to escalate into a larger war.86
In short, Egyptian plans would not create a major danger to Israel. The
target along the canal was in an isolated area. Moreover, the lack of any
effort for a major crossing provided a natural stopping point for the ﬁghting
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that could not threaten to move deeper toward Israel. Egypt would not be
threatening Israel’s homeland, its nuclear arsenal, or the destruction of a
signiﬁcant portion of the IDF.
Egyptian behavior during the War of Attrition matched this planning. In
March 1969, Egypt began intensive artillery barrages and undertook smallscale commando raids into the Sinai. As the conﬂict continued, Egypt took
heavy losses but did not escalate the level of violence. Force attrition necessitated that the Egyptians rely even more on the Soviet Union, with Nasser
traveling to the Soviet Union in December 1969 and again the next month
to secure more active Soviet involvement in Egyptian air defense. Israeli
deep penetration raids against the Egyptian heartland beginning in January
1970 added urgency to these Egyptian requests.87 Though the Egyptian
motive for increased Soviet support was the deteriorating military situation, the general Soviet involvement would also raise the costs to Israel for
any nuclear strike. Following greater Soviet involvement, the war reverted
to limited strikes by both sides until the cease-ﬁre in August 1970.
Egypt planned for a limited offensive in 1973. Though the attack across
the Suez Canal would be massive, it centered on simply crossing the canal
and then digging in for the inevitable Israeli counterattack.88 During a
meeting with the Egyptian Armed Forces Supreme Council on October 24,
1972, the military pressed Sadat on the ultimate goal for the operation. “Is
the object the liberation of the occupied territories or is it merely a resumption of military activities so as to give you a better chance of a political solution?” Sadat replied: “Breaking the ceaseﬁre.”89 Sadat had long noted that
he needed to take only “ten centimeters” of land across the canal in order to
make progress. The “plan was set for a comprehensive ‘local’ war in which
only conventional arms would be used,” Egypt’s General Mohammed elGamasy wrote in his memoirs.90 True, Sadat told President Hafez al-Assad
of Syria that Egypt would go farther and seize the strategic Giddi and Mitla
passes and from there move to retake the entire Sinai. Privately, though,
Sadat ordered the military to focus on taking six to ten miles on the east
side of the canal. Further plans were a ruse to maintain Syrian support.91
Improved civil-military relations and training gave Sadat the conﬁdence
his military would execute the orders for a limited, rather than an expansive, attack.92
Egyptian behavior matched the underlying planning. On October 6–7 the
Egyptians moved ninety thousand soldiers and 850 tanks across the canal
under the cover of an artillery barrage and surface-to-air missiles.93 Egyptian commando teams operated in the Israeli rear to disrupt reinforcements.
The main body of troops then moved to eliminate the Bar-Lev line and set
up defensive positions. Egyptian forces beat back hasty Israeli counterattacks on the sixth and eighth, inﬂicting heavy losses on Israeli armor and
air forces. The Egyptians advanced steadily, hoping to reach their goal of a
six- to nine-mile penetration. Sadat and Ismail Ali, the commander in chief
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and war minister, refused to press the attack forward to the Giddi and Mitla
passes deeper in the Sinai for several days, despite pressure from Egyptian
generals.
The scale of the Egyptian assault could potentially have created a danger
to Israel, which would have raised the beneﬁts for nuclear strikes early in
the conﬂict. While Egypt never planned to advance deep into the Sinai,
Israel could not be expected to know that at the start of hostilities. Moreover, Israel would need to fully mobilize its society and resources to prosecute the war.
Egyptian leaders offset these dangers by seeking outside support and
communicating the limited nature of their assault to the Israelis. Early in
the war Sadat used back channels to communicate to Kissinger, and through
him to Israel, that Egypt “did not intend to deepen the engagements or
widen the confrontation.”94 While the message raised other issues, Ismail
later asserted that none were new except “the commitment not ‘to intensify
the engagements or widen the confrontation.’” He added that “where we
had committed ourselves not to deepen the engagements . . . our aim was to
safeguard our dense population centers and our vital economic interests.”95
Kissinger took the Egyptian pledge seriously. At a meeting of the Washington Special Action Group [WSAG] that evening, he argued that his
“judgement is that he [Sadat] will cross the Suez and just sit there. I don’t
think he will penetrate further.”96 Kissinger subsequently replied to Sadat
that “the United States will use its maximum inﬂuence to prevent any
[Israeli] attack on [Egyptian] civilian targets. Strong representations to that
effect have been made to the Israeli Government.”97 Any limitations on conventional retaliation would also apply to nuclear retaliation. Thus the US
served two purposes. It could constrain Israel, raising the costs of major
conventional and nuclear retaliation. The US would also communicate that
Egypt did not seek to inﬂict a massive defeat on Israel, removing a beneﬁt
of major conventional or nuclear retaliation.
In addition to encouraging Israeli restraint, the Americans and Soviets
sought to end the ﬁghting. Kissinger initially attempted to organize a ceaseﬁre that returned forces to the pre-October 6 lines. To entice the Egyptians,
he offered high-level US involvement in working toward a “just peace.”98
Syria was also pressing the Soviets for an early cease-ﬁre.99 As a result, the
Soviets presented plans to Egypt that called for a cease-ﬁre in place. Sadat
seemed to have achieved his goals: there was greater superpower involvement, and Egypt had demonstrated combat prowess, challenging Israeli
“invincibility.” Yet Sadat rejected the cease-ﬁre appeals as well as efforts to
involve the United Nations.100 Moreover, within a few days he would order
Egyptian forces to advance farther into the Sinai.
Why did Sadat reject the offer and subsequently order Egyptian forces
to advance? Answering this question is important to establish that
Egypt’s strategy was limited. Several factors inﬂuenced Sadat’s decision
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to reject the initial cease-ﬁre proposals. Most importantly, the initial proposals might not allow Egypt to reacquire the Sinai. Sadat’s primary goal
was to fully involve the United States to put pressure on Israel to withdraw. A return to the status quo ante with only a promise of US support
seemed to trade away Egyptian gains for very little. Even the Soviet proposal for a cease-ﬁre in place with only vague future promises would not
guarantee US involvement. As Sadat explained to Soviet ambassador
Vinogradov, “The United States had to be advised to use its inﬂuence on
Israel to give up her policy.”101 As Yoram Meital points out, Sadat realized well before the war that the “longer the Egyptian forces succeeded
in holding a strip of land east of the Suez Canal, the greater the chance
for intervention on the part of the great powers as well as by the Arab
states.”102
Second, initial success created incentives to attain the best possible outcome. The Egyptians were surprised at how successful their crossing of the
Suez Canal had been. Egyptian planners had estimated 10,000 to 30,000
casualties; the actual number was 208.103 The Egyptians were not alone in
their surprise; the success shocked the Israelis, Soviets, and Americans as
well. Kissinger had predicted that Israel would win quickly once it mobilized its forces. When the Israeli ambassador informed him that Israel had
lost four hundred tanks to Egypt and one hundred to Syria, Kissinger
exclaimed: “500 tanks! How many do you have? We should get [White
House chief of staff General Alexander] Haig here. . . . Explain to me, how
could 400 tanks be lost to the Egyptians?”104 A longer war that inﬂicted
higher losses on Israel would have the added beneﬁt of driving home the
point that Israel could not avoid negotiations forever out of a belief that the
Arab forces were militarily helpless. Prior to the war, Saudi Arabia had
encouraged Egypt to hold out to gain more time to gather Arab support,
which would increase pressure on the Americans.105
Those factors did not necessitate that Egypt advance deeper into the
Sinai, though. The primary impetus for the advance was mounting Israeli
pressure on Syria. Israel had concentrated its initial effort against the Syrians. With Syrian forces on the verge of collapse, Assad pressed Sadat to
allow Egyptian armies to advance in accordance with prewar arrangements.106 The goal was therefore not decisive Israeli defeat, but to prevent
the collapse of the Syrian position. Importantly, the Soviet ambassador
Vinogradov told Sadat that the Soviet high command had given its approval
for such an operation.107 With Soviet backing, the Egyptians made the limited assault to take the passes. Egyptian generals voiced their opposition,
knowing that any advance would move beyond Egyptian air defenses and
open holes in their lines. When Chief of Staff Shazli protested the order, his
superior Ismail Ali said the attack had to go forward. “It is a political decision,” he explained.108 The result was unsurprising: the Egyptian advance
was beaten back with heavy loss. The Israeli Defense Forces advanced
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rapidly. By October 16, Israeli advance units had crossed the Suez Canal
into Egypt, and an Israeli crossing in force took place on October 18.109
The collapsing military situation at that point pushed Sadat to accept a
cease-ﬁre in place.110 He approved Kissinger’s visit to Moscow and agreed
to accept the joint US-Soviet proposal. Israel, itself now having attained a
decisive military victory, accepted the cease-ﬁre reluctantly and completed
encircling the Egyptian Third Army prior to halting its advance. The Israeli
actions infuriated Sadat, but there was little Egypt could do at that point.
Despite the military defeat, Sadat succeeded politically. Egypt maintained
forces on the eastern side of the canal, and secured greater US involvement
in the dispute. The stage was set for six years of negotiation, which would
lead to the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty and restoration of Egypt’s control
of the Sinai.
e g ypti a n n uclea r vi ews
Israel’s nuclear progress caused considerable concern within Egypt.
For example, Sadat, then president of the Egyptian National Assembly,
told Dean Rusk in 1966 that regarding an Israeli nuclear weapon, Egypt
“felt equal concern and would be forced [to] launch [a] preventive war if
Israel acquired [a nuclear] bomb.”111 Though Egypt did not launch
that preventive war, unease over the Israeli nuclear arsenal remained
and inﬂuenced Egyptian policy. Efforts were made to raise the costs of
any Israeli nuclear use, and there was a general belief that as long as
Egypt posed only a minor threat, the beneﬁts of nuclear use for Israel
would be low.
Egyptian leaders believed that the limited danger to Israel would reduce
the risks of a nuclear strike. It is not the case that Israeli nuclear capabilities
did not enter into Egyptian planning, but rather that, consistent with my
argument, the nature of Egyptian plans and capabilities meant that the
danger to Israel would be low and with it the likelihood of nuclear use.
Highlighting the underlying thinking, one Egyptian military ofﬁcial
recalled that in “1973, we knew that Israel had nuclear weapons, missiles
with armed nuclear warheads. So there was some gambling that Israel
would not go nuclear unless we crossed their borders. That was not in our
plan, or even in our capacity.”112 Similarly, General Gamasy and Egyptian
government spokesman Tahseen Basheer both expressed the belief that as
long as Egypt did not threaten Israel’s pre-1967 borders, nuclear use was
unlikely.113 Kenneth Pollack stated that “a number of Egyptian generals,
including Gamasy,” made the case that in 1973 the Egyptian military was
“never going past the bridgeheads. There was not a chance the Israelis were
going to use nuclear weapons.”114 Such beliefs could have been expected
during the 1969–1970 confrontation when Egypt was both weaker and the
ﬁghting more limited.
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Egyptian thinking also tracked with American assessments at the time.
“We must at least contemplate the possibility that, faced with a massive
Arab attack, Israel might launch a pre-emptive nuclear strike,” argued the
assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs Paul
Warnke.115 At the height of the October War, a National Security Council
memorandum noted that “the Israelis will probably use an atomic bomb
before they concede the 1967 borders.”116 In 1991, William Quandt, a
member of the NSC at the time of the war, wrote that Israel might make
“a nuclear threat . . . if Egyptian troops broke through at the passes [that
is, deeper in the Sinai and thus closer to Israel proper]. None of this had to
be spelled out in so many words by the Israelis.”117 If Israel’s closest ally
after 1967 believed Israel might use nuclear weapons in certain situations, it
would be surprising if Israeli adversaries did not take nuclear weapons into
consideration.
To reiterate, my claim is not that Israeli nuclear weapons forced Egypt to
pursue limited military options. Egypt lacked the conventional capabilities
to do much more than it did. That is precisely the point. Egypt could pursue
its limited aims with the hope that nuclear use would be unlikely. Even
then, in language similar to the theoretical framework introduced in
chapter 1, any attack would be a “gamble.” To further reduce the beneﬁts of
a nuclear strike for Israel, the Egyptians communicated their limited intentions to the Israelis through the Americans. Egyptian leaders also identiﬁed
additional factors that would raise the costs for nuclear use and pursued
several policies to reinforce those factors where possible.
Chief among those was the belief held in both Cairo and Damascus that
the Soviet Union and United States would constrain Israeli nuclear use.118
Ofﬁcials in Damascus at the time did not believe Israeli nuclear strikes
likely “because the Soviet Union and the United States would not have permitted such an event to happen.”119 Nasser reportedly told a disappointed
Gadafﬁ in 1969 that it was impossible to destroy Israel because “neither the
Russians nor the Americans would permit a situation that might lead to
nuclear war.”120 Donald Neff writes that in 1972–1973, the Egyptian general
staff concluded that the “superpowers would not allow a complete victory
by either side.”121 Moreover, Egyptian leaders conveyed a belief the United
States had strong inﬂuence over Israel throughout this period. During the
1973 war, Egypt relied on the United States both to communicate limited
Egyptian aims and constrain Israel. The decision to convey Egypt’s limited
intentions was thus consistent with the belief that the United States could
exercise a restraining inﬂuence on Israeli nuclear use, except in cases of a
threat to Israeli survival.122
The Egyptian expectation of external constraint against Israeli nuclear
use was reasonable. There is some evidence that the Soviets provided guarantees against an Israeli nuclear strike. The New York Times reported in February 1966 that during the December visit of Soviet deputy defense minister
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Andrei Gretchko to Cairo, the Soviets “promised to give President Gamal
Abdel Nasser a guarantee of nuclear protection if Israel developed or
obtained such weapons.”123 Nasser allegedly told Al-Ahram editor
Mohamed Heikal that the Soviet Union would supply Egypt with a nuclear
umbrella if Israel threatened nuclear use, and Heikal claimed in 1973 that
the Soviet Union had previously “guaranteed” the Aswan High Dam
against Israeli nuclear attacks.124 There are reasons to doubt the Soviets
offered a nuclear security guarantee, but that does not preclude conventional security guarantees if Israel was to escalate to nuclear use.125 Indeed,
US ofﬁcials took seriously the possibility of Soviet action. “Should Israel
brandish nuclear weapons, the Soviets would counter it and it would be
very dangerous for Israel,” Kissinger explained to US senators following
the October War.126
Soviet support was not simply rhetorical. In addition to supplying Egypt
with weapons and training, the Soviet Union intervened directly, albeit in a
limited manner, in 1970 following Israeli deep-penetration attacks and
raised the prospect of joint intervention with the United States during the
October War to prevent the destruction of the Egyptian Third Army.127 It
was not unreasonable, then, to conclude that the Soviets would act in the
event of nuclear use against one of its clients, even if the bulk of its advisers
had left in 1972. In sum, the Soviets likely did attempt to assuage Egyptian
fears, US ofﬁcials in both the Johnson and Nixon administrations considered it likely the Soviets would move to counter any overt Israeli nuclear
actions, and the Soviet Union intervened when Israel struck Egyptian targets in 1970. Israeli leaders would have to take the Soviet reaction into
account. If faced with its own destruction, Israel may have judged the beneﬁts of nuclear use sufﬁcient to set the potential costs aside; but as long as
Egypt could not pose a major threat, such costs would loom larger.
More puzzling is Egyptian reliance on the United States. The United
States had inﬂuence over Israel, but why would the United States use that
on Egypt’s behalf? Extended deterrence guarantees are considered difﬁcult
to make credible in the best of circumstances.128 The United States was not
even an Egyptian ally. Indeed, Maria Post Rublee rightly points out that
Egyptian leaders would likely discount the depth of any US commitment
because Egypt “has not received any formal security guarantee from the
United States and knows that Washington would side with Tel Aviv over
Cairo.”129 Egyptian leaders never lost an opportunity to complain about
unreserved American support for Israel.
There were nevertheless grounds for the Egyptian belief that the United
States would act to constrain Israeli nuclear use. To begin with, the centerpiece of Sadat’s strategy in 1973 was to force the Americans to engage.
Sadat expected US involvement. On nuclear weapons more speciﬁcally, the
Egyptians were aware of the general US nonproliferation policy. This was
hardly a secret, as the United States openly pushed states to sign the
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Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.130 US ofﬁcials ﬂatly told Egypt that they
opposed the introduction of nuclear weapons into the Middle East. In a
1966 meeting with Sadat, Secretary of State Rusk “stressed [the] unalterable
US commitment [to] oppose [the] proliferation [of] nuclear weapons,”
adding that the introduction of “nuclear weapons into [the] Near East arms
race would cause [the] US [to] react very harshly. . . . Israel [is] under no
illusions about [the] US stand on nuclear weapons proliferation.”131 As
Rublee demonstrates, part of the Egyptians’ reason for abandoning their
own nuclear program was the understanding that US policy was ﬁrmly
against nuclear proliferation.132
The United States eventually did accept an Israeli nuclear weapon capability, of course. Yet indicative of ongoing American concern with proliferation in the region, President Nixon and Prime Minister Meir made
arrangements, the precise details of which remain unknown, by which
Israel would exercise nuclear restraint in return for US conventional support and an end to US pressure on Israel to abandon its nuclear program.
Subsequent “documents suggest that Meir pledged to maintain nuclear
restraint—no test, no declaration, no visibility.”133 Use of nuclear weapons
against Egypt would obviously create “visibility” and make a declaration
superﬂuous. That could lead to further nuclear proliferation in the Middle
East or the direct introduction of Soviet nuclear weapons in the region.
In addition to proliferation concerns, the United States feared Israeli
nuclear use would directly harm American security and inﬂuence. US and
Soviet leaders both hoped to keep conﬂicts in the area limited for fear that
escalation might draw the two superpowers into direct confrontation.134
Assistant Secretary of Defense Warnke outlined a fearful scenario in 1968 in
which Israeli nuclear use prompted Soviet retaliation. In that event, the
United States faced “totally unacceptable alternatives. The ﬁrst of these, a
nuclear strike by the United States, is almost unthinkable. If directed against
the Soviet Union, it would lead inexorably to all-out nuclear war. If directed
against an Arab state, it would virtually compel Soviet retaliation against
U.S. territory, particularly in view of the fact that Israel would have been
the ﬁrst to resort to nuclear arms.”135 Such concerns were not overly
alarmist. After all, the mere suggestion by the Soviets on October 24, 1973,
that they might intervene to prevent Israeli destruction of the Egyptian
Third Army prompted the United States to move various forces and raise
its alert status to Defense Condition (DefCon) III.136 Even if Soviet units did
not intervene directly in the ﬁghting, an expansion of any Egyptian-Israeli
conﬂict to nuclear use that inﬂicted a major defeat on Arab forces would
provide the Soviets an opportunity to gain inﬂuence in the region. That
would undermine the long-term US foreign policy goal to reduce the Soviet
role in the Middle East.137
Throughout this period, Egyptian leaders also worked to delegitimize
the Israeli nuclear program and pursued chemical weapons to raise the
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costs of any Israeli nuclear strike. “Egypt worked in two tracks,” one former
Egyptian military ofﬁcial explained. “We tried to get rid of Israel’s nuclear
weapons through diplomatic efforts, and we sought military alternatives
such as strong conventional forces, surface-to-surface missiles, and chemical weapons options.”138 Egypt signed the Nonproliferation Treaty on the
ﬁrst day it opened for signature in the hope that this would increase US
pressure against the Israeli nuclear program and as a way to signal that
Israel’s nuclear program placed it outside the international community.139
Egypt also sought to leverage biological and chemical weapons to raise
the costs of any Israeli nuclear use. Though there are reasons to doubt the
extent of the Egyptian biological weapons program, in 1970 Sadat stated
that “Egypt has biological weapons stored in refrigerators and could use
them against Israel’s crowded population.”140 Egypt remains outside the
Chemical Weapons Convention, refusing to join until Israel signs the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.141 As in the 1991 Iraq case, Egyptian elites
recognized that chemical weapons were not equivalent to nuclear weapons.
Yet as Rublee notes, the Egyptian chemical capability “may have helped
assuage both security concerns and psychological needs: Egypt would not
be left without any defense against a WMD attack and in fact could launch
one of its own.”142
Though the focus in this chapter has been on Egyptian decision making,
it is worth brieﬂy addressing Syrian behavior during the October 1973
War. The Syrian plan was limited as well, largely centered on retaking the
Golan Heights. As Kenneth Pollack notes, Syrian forces “were to concentrate on seizing the small number of points of entry onto the Golan from
Israel, sealing the plateau to prevent a counterattack by reserve units
assembling in Galilee and trapping the Israeli forces defending the
Golan.”143 When asked about the possibility of Israeli nuclear strikes,
Murhaf Jouejati related that Syrian leaders made two calculations. The
ﬁrst, noted above, was the Soviet and American restraining inﬂuence on
Israel. The second was that “part of the reason why the Syrian army
stopped on October 7 where it did . . . was to send the signal to Israel that
the Syrian attacking force did not have the intention of going any
further. . . . So Syrian leaders were sending a signal, ‘We’re not going to go
any further. Don’t panic.’”144 In addition, President Assad planned for
and then pressed the Soviet Union to push an early cease-ﬁre. Victor
Israelyan relates that Assad explained to the Soviet ambassador on
October 4 that “after the initial victories of the Arabs, the Soviet Union
should promptly initiate a cease-ﬁre resolution in the United Nations
Security Council.” The “military phase” would take only one or two
days.145 Much of the motivation for the cease-ﬁre was to consolidate gains
and avoid an Israeli conventional counterattack. Had the cease-ﬁre been
quickly enacted, though, it would also allay Israeli fears that the Syrian
army would rapidly advance into the heart of Israel. Ultimately, Syrian
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forces enjoyed some initial success but were unable to reach key Jordan
River bridges and secure the heights before the Israeli counterattacks.146
The basic Egyptian behavior toward Israel is consistent with my argument. An intense political dispute pitted Egypt against Israel. Egypt was
markedly weaker than Israel. That conventional military imbalance and
the shape that the conﬂict took provided low beneﬁts for Israel to use
nuclear weapons. Egyptian leaders gambled that various costs associated
with using nuclear weapons could loom large. They frequently discussed
the Israeli nuclear arsenal and pursued various steps to further minimize
the already low likelihood of an Israeli nuclear strike. Nuclear weapons
did not deter Egyptian action, but neither were they irrelevant to Egyptian considerations.
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China versus the United States

On November 25, 1950, military forces of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC)1 launched a series of massive attacks against advancing American and
South Korean troops. The assault was devastating, routing portions of US
forces and compelling a lengthy retreat back down the Korean Peninsula.
The Korean War, which had only recently seemed destined for a decisive
American victory, settled into a bitter stalemate before negotiations ended
the ﬁghting in 1953. Barely a year later in 1954, and then again in 1958, the
PRC shelled offshore islands controlled by the Nationalist Chinese exiled on
Taiwan (Formosa) after their defeat in the Chinese Civil War. The assaults
necessarily involved the United States, the main patron of the Nationalists.
All three Chinese actions occurred in spite of the American atomic monopoly.
Why did the PRC risk such a devastating assault just as the American nuclear
capabilities were becoming more substantial in 1950? Why did the PRC then
escalate tensions twice more in such a short period if it became more cognizant of the destructive power and danger of nuclear weapons?2
I argue that China pursued several strategies to minimize the likelihood
of an American nuclear strike. In each confrontation the Chinese perceived
a growing danger to what they considered vital interests. Nevertheless,
China did not rush into war in 1950. Mao Zedong, leader of the PRC, took
several steps, most notably pursuing Soviet support, to help reduce the
risks of ﬁghting the United States. Additionally, the ﬁghting itself posed
little danger to the United States outside the Korean Peninsula. Though
publicly the Chinese sought to downplay the dangers of nuclear strikes to
discourage American attempts at nuclear blackmail, in private they took
the American nuclear arsenal very seriously. In both Taiwan Straits crises,
the Chinese took several steps to avoid ﬁghting the United States.
This chapter relies on several types of sources. To begin with, it incorporates secondary sources, many based on declassiﬁed Chinese documents, as
well as memoirs and statements by participants. I note if there is widespread
disagreement or multiple compelling interpretations for events. I also directly
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incorporate Chinese and Soviet-bloc documents translated to English. Many
of these are available at the Cold War International History Project (CWIHP)
and can be accessed online. These allow me to reconstruct, at times day by
day, the events surrounding Chinese decision making as well as interrogate
the role that nuclear weapons played. There are a number of cases where
nuclear weapons can be shown to have had a direct inﬂuence on speciﬁc Chinese decisions during their confrontations with the United States. There
remain limits to the conclusions that one can draw, and, as in the other cases,
it is important to note that many factors beyond nuclear weapons inﬂuenced
Chinese decision making. Finally, I supplement these sources with declassiﬁed American documents, particularly when assessing the military balance.
I expand on this argument in the rest of the chapter. I ﬁrst outline the
nuclear and conventional military balance. Next, I review the background
for the three disputes investigated: the 1950 Korean War, the 1954 Taiwan
Straits Crisis, and the 1958 Taiwan Straits Crisis. The third section examines
Chinese behavior and strategies to raise the costs and lower the beneﬁts for
the Americans to execute a nuclear strike.

The Military Balance
The United States ﬁelded a more destructive nuclear force in 1950 than
several nuclear-armed states possess in 2019. The PRC was a conventionally
weak opponent relative to the United States. Its military and economic
capabilities allowed it to do little more than pursue ground operations
within mainland China or the immediate vicinity.
t h e n uclea r b a la n ce
Nuclear monopoly existed between the United States and the People’s
Republic from the ofﬁcial birth of the PRC on October 1, 1949, to China’s
ﬁrst nuclear test on October 16, 1964. The Chinese were obviously aware of
the American atomic capability given the US use of nuclear weapons
against Japan and subsequent US policy. The American nuclear arsenal was
small, however, with a limited delivery capability from 1945 to 1949.3
Beginning in 1950, the US nuclear arsenal grew rapidly. As table 4.1
shows, the number of US strategic nuclear warheads, not counting the
introduction of tactical nuclear warheads, grew from approximately three
hundred in 1950 to more than forty-six hundred by 1964. The introduction
of thermonuclear weapons into the US arsenal in 1954 is apparent by the
jump in total yield. In 1955 the ﬁrst lightweight hydrogen bomb, the B15,
entered service, with a yield of 3.4 megatons.4
US delivery capabilities were rapidly improving as well. The B-29 and B-50
(essentially a modiﬁed B-29) were phased out in the early 1950s, replaced by
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Table 4.1 US nuclear weapons, 1949–1964
Year

Total nuclear warheads

Strategic nuclear warheads

Total yield (megatons)

1949

170

170

4.19

1950

299

299

9.53

1951

438

438

35.25

1952

841

660

49.95

1953

1,169

878

72.80

1954

1,703

1,418

339.01

1955

2,422

1,755

2,879.99

1956

3,692

2,123

9,188.65

1957

5,543

2,460

17,545.86

1958

7,345

2,610

17,303.54

1959

12,298

2,496

19,054.62

1960

18,638

3,127

20,491.17

1961

22,229

3,153

10,947.71

1962

25,540

3,451

12,825.02

1963

28,133

4,050

15,977.17

1964

29,463

4,654

16,943.97

Sources: Department of State, “Fact Sheet: Transparency in the U.S. Nuclear Weapons Stockpile,” April 29,
2014, https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/225555.pdf; “Estimated U.S. and Soviet/
Russian Nuclear Stockpiles, 1945–94,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 50, no. 6 (1994): 58–59.

the B-36, B-47, and, beginning in 1955, the B-52.5 Increases in range and airborne refueling allowed American aircraft to strike targets throughout China’s populated and industrial areas. American intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBMs) and submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) began
entering service in 1959 and 1960, respectively. Though range and deployment locations meant not all missiles could strike Chinese targets, the number
of platforms threatening China nevertheless increased. Finally, on June 20,
1953, President Eisenhower began transferring operational nuclear weapons
to direct military control. This reversed Truman-era policies that had kept
nuclear weapons largely separated from the military.6
t h e co nven tio na l ba la n ce
The conventional balance was highly asymmetric in favor of the United
States throughout the period of American atomic monopoly. Figure 4.1
shows that the United States always had at least a 10:1 advantage in per
capita GDP. In most years the advantage was 15:1 or more. This allowed the
United States to extract a great deal more from its society and ﬁeld a larger
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Figure 4.1 Economic ratios, 1950–1964
Source: Gleditsch Expanded GDP data version 6.0 (September 2014), http://ksgleditsch.com/
exptradegdp.html.

quantity and better quality of weapons, as well as sustain advanced forces
in battle. The overall ratio of US to Chinese GDP was less extreme because
of China’s large population, but always greater than 4:1 and in most years
5:1 or more. In the early 1950s China was recovering from devastation
wrought by years of warfare against Japan and its own civil war. Massive
amounts of infrastructure were destroyed, agricultural land abandoned,
and industrial centers shuttered. More than forty million people were
unemployed in 1950, and famine was widespread.7
US ofﬁcials were cognizant of the power imbalance. In 1948, the director
of the policy planning staff at the State Department, George Kennan, wrote
that the area that China occupied had such little power potential that “in
any war in the foreseeable future China could at best be a weak ally or at
worst an inconsequential enemy.”8 After the Korean War, US observers concluded that China had made impressive gains, but numerous obstacles
meant that it was “unlikely that they can soon achieve a modern economy
or major economic capabilities.”9 Similarly, one 1960 National Intelligence
Estimate found that “Communist China has made impressive gains in
industrial and military strength.” Nevertheless, China would “continue to
face major economic problems for many years to come.”10
Rough indicators for the military balance also show an American advantage. This too was somewhat tempered by China’s larger population, which
in 1950 was 570 million people, compared to 150 million in the United States.
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Figure 4.2 Military ratios, 1949–1964
Source: Correlates of War, National Material Capabilities, version 5.0, http://www.correlatesofwar.org/
data-sets/national-material-capabilities.

This allowed China to ﬁeld a larger military force than the United States, a
point driven home to American leaders on the battleﬁelds of Korea. Though
even in this key area one notes that the Chinese advantage over Americans
in raw numbers of soldiers, sailors, and airmen was never greater than 3:1,
and in several years the United States actually ﬁelded a larger military. The
US advantage becomes more apparent when comparing levels of military
spending per soldier. As ﬁgure 4.2 shows, that ratio often exceeded 10:1 in
favor of the United States and was greater than 8:1 throughout the 1950s.
More detailed assessments of the military balance reinforce the picture
created by the rough indicators on military size and spending. PRC manpower and terrain provided a major advantage against any attempts at
invasion or major offensive actions against the PRC homeland. Yet the PRC
had little power projection capability, no ability to strike the US homeland,
and no ability to quickly conquer territory that would decisively alter the
balance of power.11 Finally, both sides had the ability to implement modern
force employment techniques of differential concentration and defense in
depth at the operational level, with cover, concealment, dispersion, and
suppressive ﬁre at the tactical level. This is not to say both sides did so in
every engagement or always would have in potential conﬂicts, but that the
PRC did not have an advantage in this regard. When both sides are capable
of implementing this modern system of force employment, imbalances in
material and technological capability prove decisive.12
The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) units had limited ﬁrepower capabilities. For military equipment, the Chinese relied heavily on what they
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could capture and Soviet support.13 In October 1950, Mao informed Stalin
that China could ﬁeld large numbers of ground troops “thanks to available
reserves, but as to technological equipment of Chinese troops they totally
count on the assistance of the Soviet Union.”14 Mao may have exaggerated
somewhat to gain additional Soviet aid, but not by much.15 On the eve of
the Korean War, Marshal Lin Biao argued that an American division possessed ten to twenty times the ﬁrepower of its Chinese counterpart.16
Despite initial surprise and manpower advantages, the PLA was consistently unable to annihilate American combat formations.17 As Zhang concludes, during the Korean War the Chinese military, “although a gigantic
force of some 5 million men, lacked naval and air arms. Its soldiers were
irregulars, its equipment was heterogeneous and largely obsolete . . . [and]
its command and control structure was rudimentary.”18
Chinese capabilities increased after the Korean War but continued to
decisively lag the Americans. In his detailed study of the PLA, Xiaobing Li
notes that “after the Korean War, Chinese generals were convinced that the
Chinese military was a regional force, not a global one.”19 For instance,
Marshal Nie Rongzhen recalled that during the 1950s the “conventional
weapons we could produce at the time were far behind, in capabilities and
qualities, those of the technologically advanced countries.”20 Throughout
the 1950s, the Chinese sought to reverse what Mao called the “backward
conditions” of the military, relying heavily on Soviet support.21
The Chinese had little ability to project power over water. Attempted
amphibious assaults in 1949 against the Nationalist islands of Jinmen and
Dengbu ended in disaster.22 The Chinese military subsequently increased
its amphibious capabilities and overcame the Nationalists, taking several
islands immediately off the mainland coast. China primarily ﬁelded small
gunboats and torpedo boats, frequently relying on commandeered civilian
vessels for troop transport. These would be ineffective against American
naval capabilities.23 The PLA Air Force (PLAAF) had only formed in 1949
and so was extremely limited at the outset of the Korean War. Though its
capabilities increased after the war, the PLAAF lacked effective bombing
capabilities and had difﬁculty projecting power beyond the PRC’s shore.24
American assessments were similar to those of the Chinese. The Central
Intelligence Agency surmised in early November 1950 that “the Chinese
Communists could probably make available as many as 350,000 troops . . .
for sustained ground operations in Korea and could provide limited air
support and some armor.” Chinese forces would thus be capable of “halting
further UN advance northward” or “forcing UN withdrawal to defensive
positions further south.”25 At best, though, the Chinese could force a stalemate. There was no danger to the United States unless the conﬂict escalated
to a general war involving the Soviet Union. After the war the United States
viewed China as a capable but minor adversary with minimal power projection ability. The National Security Council noted in November 1953 that
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on “the basis of the Korean experience, and of our intelligence as to the
level and quality of Chinese Communist forces not committed in the Korean
theater, it may be estimated that the Chinese Communists, with continued
assistance from the USSR, have a considerable capability for defending
mainland China against amphibious or ground assault; modest defensive
and offensive air capabilities; limited amphibious capabilities; and negligible naval capabilities.”26 Later National Intelligence Estimates noted Chinese military improvements but concluded that China remained
“dependent on the USSR for most major items of military equipment.”27

Dispute Overview
Mao declared the formation of the PRC on October 1, 1949. The ﬁrst task,
common to most states, was to minimize threats to PRC territory. This focus
was reinforced by the Chinese memory of the hundred years (or century) of
humiliation, from the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries as foreign
powers effectively negated Chinese sovereignty over large parts of the
country.28 Thus, in September 1949 Mao stressed to the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference that “no imperialist will be allowed to
invade our territory again.”29
The second task centered on consolidating control of Han Chinese areas
outside the PRC. These included Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan. All three
areas have been so signiﬁcant that Chinese leadership terms disputes over
their status “domestic affairs (neizheng), not interstate conﬂicts.”30 For
example, Zhou Enlai argued in April 1955 that the “relationship between
China and the Jiang Jieshi [Chiang Kai-shek] clique [on Taiwan] is an
internal issue. The relationship between China and the United States is an
international issue.”31 Taiwan attracted the most attention. As Zhang Baijia
and Jia Qingguo write, Chinese leaders have long regarded reuniﬁcation
with Taiwan as a “core national interest[;] it is highly unlikely that any Chinese leader has ever entertained the idea of sacriﬁcing Taiwan for other
interests.”32 Indeed, upon its formation the PRC set the “liberation of
Taiwan” as one of its key strategic goals.33 “The fact that Taiwan belongs to
China can never be altered no matter what obstructionist tactics American
imperialism may adopt,” Zhou stated on June 28, 1950.34
The PRC initially sought to avoid a major confrontation with the United
States. True, the Communists looked to complete their victory by conquering
Taiwan. US leaders were willing to accept that outcome at that point,
though.35 Chinese suspicions of US intentions and ideological afﬁnity led
Mao to “lean” toward the Soviet Union, signing the Sino-Soviet Treaty in
February 1950. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) nevertheless made several public and private overtures to engage the United States. “If the United
States (and Great Britain) cut off relations with the GMD [Nationalists], we
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could consider the issue of establishing diplomatic relations with them,”
argued Mao.36 Though negotiations came to little, China was reluctant to
risk a confrontation.37 When North Korea raised the possibility of invading
South Korea on May 13, 1950, Mao sought clariﬁcation that the Soviets had,
in fact, assented. The new leader feared such a move would provoke the
United States. Mao ultimately bowed to the wishes of his new ally, despite
misgivings.38
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) launched its assault
on South Korea on June 25, 1950. President Harry Truman quickly decided to
act, securing UN Security Council approval on June 27 to assist South Korea
to repel the attack owing to the absence of the Soviet delegation. The United
States also placed the Seventh Fleet between Taiwan and the mainland.
Though the US argued this would neutralize the Nationalists, it blocked Chinese efforts to take the island and contributed to Chinese hostility.39
The PRC leadership quickly considered the possibility of involvement
and took steps to minimize the danger. As PLA commanders agreed during
a July meeting, it was better “to repair the house before it rains.”40 The principal policy result was the movement of troops to the Korean border.41 Mao
contemplated some form of military involvement as early as mid-July. Yet
he did not push this policy aggressively, and the Chinese leadership continued to focus on the danger of a US victory when considering intervention.42 Throughout the summer, as Shen Zhihua points out, “with the
[North] Korean People’s Army still advancing south, and with no prospect
of the U.S. military crossing the 38th parallel, the question of possibly
deploying Chinese forces still seemed remote.”43 As late as August 19, Mao
declared that “if the US continues its operations in South Korea with its
current-level forces, soon the KPA [Korean People’s Army] will drive them
out of the Korean Peninsula.”44 The movement of forces would be a hedge
against uncertainties and allow China to appear a loyal ally, all while taking
on very little risk at that time.
The situation changed rapidly in September. American and UN forces
routed DPRK troops following the amphibious landing at Inchon. The success provided a tantalizing opportunity to the Americans to roll back communism in Asia. On September 27, Truman authorized General Douglas
MacArthur to cross the prewar border between North and South. South
Korean (Republic of Korea, ROK) forces crossed on September 30, followed
by MacArthur’s October 1 ultimatum calling for North Korea’s unconditional surrender. American troops crossed the border six days later on
October 7 and steadily advanced northward.45
As early as July, the PRC leadership had set an American advance into
North Korea as an explicit condition for intervention. Zhou informed the
Soviet ambassador Nikolai Roshchin that the Chinese army would
engage the Americans in the guise of volunteers if the Americans moved
north of the thirty-eighth parallel.46 “If the U.S. imperialists won the war,
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they would become more arrogant and would threaten us. We should not
fail to assist the Koreans,” Mao argued during an August 4 meeting with
Central Committee members.47 Similarly, the director of the political
departments in the Chinese People’s Volunteer Force, Du Ping, recalled
that at a meeting of the Northeast Military Region commanders on
August 13, “all attending commanders believed that if imperialist
America occupied all of Korea, it would retrace imperialist Japan’s old
path to invade our Northeast and North China. . . . Where would we then
have to resist?”48
The American decision thus created a growing sense of danger to the
Chinese homeland. If the United States occupied North Korea, the end
result would almost certainly be US troops permanently deployed in a
hostile country directly adjacent to China. Mao outlined the basic logic in a
draft telegram for Stalin on October 2, arguing that if “we allow the United
States to occupy all of Korea, the revolutionary strength of Korea will
suffer a fundamental defeat, and the American invaders will run more
rampant, with negative effects for the entire Far East.”49 Mao summarized
the security concerns again on October 13, telling Roshchin that “if the U.S.
troops advance up to the border of China, then Korea will become a dark
spot for us [the Chinese] and the Northeast will be faced with constant
menace.”50 Moreover, northeast China contained the main industrial
strength of the country, as well as the main supply lines to the Soviet
Union.51 As Paul Godwin concludes, “Should Beijing come to Pyongyang’s
aid, China would be confronting the most powerful state in the industrial
world. Mao nevertheless feared more a uniﬁed Korea on China’s borders
under U.S. control.”52
Mao’s view was widely shared. For example, after an agonizing night
contemplating intervention, Marshal Peng Dehuai, who would command
Chinese “volunteers” in Korea, argued during a Politburo meeting on
October 5 that “sending the troops to aid Korea is necessary. . . . If the
American military places itself along the Yalu River and in Taiwan, it could
ﬁnd an excuse anytime it wants to launch an invasion.”53 Peng’s statement
was unlikely to have been made simply to earn Mao’s approval. “Given
Peng’s reputation for forthrightness and frankness,” Andrew Scobell
argues, “if the general had concluded that intervention was wrong, he
would undoubtedly have stated his opinion, as he did on other occasions
much to his detriment.”54 China could not “sit back with folded hands and
let the Americans come up to their border,” Marshal Nie informed Indian
diplomat K. M. Panikkar over dinner on September 25. “We know what we
are in for, but at all costs American aggression has to be stopped.”55 The
Chinese concern was sufﬁciently clear that American intelligence accurately captured it. “The Chinese Communists probably genuinely fear an
invasion of Manchuria despite the clear-cut deﬁnition of UN objectives,”
CIA director Walter Bedell Smith wrote to Truman on November 1.56
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On the night of October 19, Chinese forces began crossing the Yalu into
North Korea.57 As I discuss in more detail below, the PRC leadership was
not eager for a ﬁght. At a key Politburo meeting on October 2, many top
ofﬁcials were skeptical of intervention.58 Ultimately, Mao’s arguments were
sufﬁcient to sway hesitant ofﬁcials.
Chinese forces again challenged the United States in 1954–1955 by
shelling territory controlled by American-backed Taiwan (the Republic of
China, or ROC). Chinese ofﬁcials had watched nervously following the end
of the Korean War as US-Taiwanese ties deepened. Particularly alarming
was discussion of a US-ROC defense treaty. In the wake of divisions in Germany, Korea, and Vietnam, this seemed to portend a permanent division
between Taiwan and the mainland.59 “In order to break up the collaboration
between the United States and Chiang Kai-shek, and keep them from
joining together militarily and politically,” Mao told Zhou in July 1954, “we
must announce to our country and to the world the slogan of liberating
Taiwan.”60 Earlier that month, Mao had argued in the Politburo that “we
should destroy the chances of the United States to conclude the treaty with
Taiwan. We should think of ways to achieve this objective, including
enhancing our propaganda. . . . Our objective is to put pressure on the
United States so that [it] will not conclude the treaty with Taiwan.”61 The
PRC thus initially responded to the situation with public warnings against
any attempts to alter Taiwan’s status.62
The failure to arrest the deteriorating situation led to more confrontational measures. The PRC accelerated preparations to seize several of the
Dachen islands, some two hundred miles north of Taiwan and close to the
mainland. Peng Dehuai, then defense minister, explicitly linked the military action to the threat from US-ROC treaty negotiations. The offensive
would “attack the American-Chiang mutual defense plot,” he argued.63 On
September 3, 1954, PLA artillery began the ﬁrst of seventy barrages over the
next two months against Jinmen Island.
The situation nevertheless deteriorated further from the Chinese perspective. American and ROC ofﬁcials continued negotiations, signing the
defense agreement in December. Zhou labeled the move “open aggression”
and warned the United States it would have to accept the consequences.64
Mao concurred, stating that the treaty “is not by any means a defense
treaty. . . . It is a treaty of total aggression.”65 The bombardment of Dachen
subsequently intensiﬁed to “make it clear that the Chinese Government
and people ﬁrmly stand against the [US-Taiwan] treaty of aggression.”66 In
addition to signaling hostility, the CCP leadership sought to determine the
precise physical territory that the treaty covered. Su Yu, the chief of the general staff, issued an operation order on November 30 stating that the “East
China Military Region should attack and seize Yijiangshan Island on or
around December 20 to force the scope of the so-called ‘defense treaty’ that
America and Chiang are about to sign to exclude our coastal islands that
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the enemy occupies.”67 The offensive was delayed for nearly a month, but
on January 18, 1955, PRC forces seized Yijiangshan Island. The assault
killed 567 ROC soldiers and captured another 519. The United States evacuated ROC forces from nearby islands, which the PRC then occupied. China
continued its advance, so that by the end of February it controlled the
Dachens, Beiji, Nanji, and a series of smaller islands.68 With the scope of the
American commitment now probed, the US-ROC treaty a reality, and
American military threats increasing, the PRC sought to defuse tensions.
The crisis effectively ended on April 23, 1955, when Zhou expressed a
desire for negotiations with the US government during a meeting with
Asian and African leaders in Bandung, Indonesia.69
Two years of relative quiet followed until August 23, 1958, when Chinese
forces began shelling Jinmen and Mazu. Artillery barrages continued for
two months, killing and wounding nearly twenty-ﬁve hundred ROC personnel. The crisis subsided when Zhou resumed negotiations with the
Americans in September. On October 25 the PRC announced that it would
shell Jinmen only on odd-numbered days. By then it had abandoned plans
to seize Jinmen and Mazu as part of the liberation of Taiwan. Shelling continued through 1961, when the Chinese stopped using live ammunition
and instead switched to propaganda leaﬂets. The shelling stopped entirely
in 1979.70
Several factors pushed Mao to act. He may have been seeking to
increase his stature in the international Communist movement by challenging the United States during the latter’s intervention in Lebanon. Yet
Chinese preparations for military action began well before the Lebanon
issue came up, and China commenced shelling after the crisis was
resolved.71 There is evidence that Mao believed a crisis against an external
enemy could mobilize domestic support for his development programs.72
As he put it on September 5, “A tense situation can mobilize the population, can particularly mobilize the backward people, can mobilize the
people in the middle, and can therefore promote the Great Leap Forward
in economic construction.”73
A critical factor once again proved to be perceptions that Taiwan was
sliding toward permanent separation from the mainland. As M. Taylor
Fravel argues, “as the situation deteriorated across the Taiwan Strait in late
1957, China’s leaders began to contemplate military action.”74 SinoAmerican negotiations had stalled in December 1957, US military deployments appeared to increase, including the deployment of nuclear weapons
to Taiwan in 1958, and the ROC ramped up statements proclaiming an
intention to take back the mainland.75 US policy, Zhou warned in February
1958, threatened to make two Chinas a reality.76
The Chinese goal centered on arresting the movement toward an independent Taiwan. PRC leaders understood their action would antagonize
the United States. According to Wu Lengxi, then editor of the People’s Daily
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who would later become deputy director of the Central Committee’s Propaganda Department, Mao’s goal was “to punish the Americans” for their
Taiwan policy.77 Before the start of the bombardment, Mao wrote to Peng
Dehuai to “prepare to shell Jinmen now, dealing with Jiang [Chiang Kaishek] directly and the Americans indirectly.”78 After shelling began, Zhou
and Mao made it clear to the Soviet foreign minister Andrei Gromyko that,
in Zhang’s words, “China’s bombardment was intended mainly to ‘punish
the KMT [ROC]’ and ‘pressure the United States not to pursue a ‘twoChinas’ policy.’”79 As Mao explained to the Politburo Standing Committee
on August 23, “Our demand is that American armed forces withdraw from
Taiwan, and Jiang’s troops withdraw from Jinmen and Mazu. . . . We did
not put the Americans in the wrong; they did it by themselves—they have
stationed several thousand troops on Taiwan, plus two air force bases
there.”80
The US response included the dispatch of additional forces to the region,
clariﬁcation of its commitment to Jinmen and Mazu, and escorting ROC
resupply efforts to the islands. The Eisenhower administration did not rule
out nuclear use, but against a low-level challenge and a conventionally
weak adversary the administration saw little beneﬁt and numerous costs in
the early use of nuclear weapons.81 Mao sought to assure his colleagues (as
well as nervous Soviet ofﬁcials) that the Americans would be hesitant to
use force. But he refrained from escalation.
The PRC moved to defuse the crisis once the bombardment seemed to
only further the prospects of a permanent division with Taiwan. When
negotiations began on September 15, the PRC rejected an American ceaseﬁre proposal. A cease-ﬁre would only strengthen the ROC position, making
separation more likely. PRC leaders countered again and again that they
would reduce tensions if the Americans withdrew all forces from Taiwan
and the Straits. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles then expanded the
cease-ﬁre option on September 30, hinting the Americans would be willing
to remove ROC forces from Jinmen and Mazu. Though this seemed to meet
part of the PRC objectives, Zhou warned that Dulles’s proposal in reality
would “seize this opportunity to create two Chinas. . . . In one word, Dulles’
policy was designed to exchange Jinmen and Mazu for Taiwan and
Penghu.”82
A ﬁrmer division was the very thing the PRC hoped to prevent. “Honestly, we do want to take over Jinmen and Mazu,” Mao argued on September 30. “But this is not just about Jiang; this is especially about U.S.
policy, which needs to be taken into consideration.”83 Mao now fell back on
his “noose” concept. It was an acceptable outcome for Jinmen and Mazu to
remain in America-backed ROC hands. “Whenever necessary, we may shell
them,” Mao explained a few days later. “Whenever we are in need of tension, we may tighten this noose, and whenever we want to relax the tension, we may loosen the noose.”84
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The Role of Nuclear Weapons
The Chinese pursued several different avenues to minimize the risks of a
nuclear strike. In every case Chinese military action was directed to an area
that had a natural stopping point, and the PRC took various steps to hedge
against a nuclear strike. In 1954 and 1958 they were careful to limit the
scope of their actions. My argument predicts a conventionally weak NNWS
may escalate to war if it believes it is in its interest. During the Korean War
the Chinese posed no threat to the American homeland, to the US military
outside the Korean peninsula, or to the US nuclear arsenal. At the same
time, the Chinese sought to inﬂict serious losses on US forces operating in
Korea. They therefore pursued additional means to raise the costs of any
American escalation. Speciﬁcally, Mao was hesitant to intervene without
assurances of Soviet support. In the ﬁrst section I outline the general Chinese behavior, before turning in the second section to more explicitly link
nuclear weapons to this behavior.
c h i n ese behav i o r
Despite their general belief that intervention in the Korean War was necessary for security reasons, the Chinese leadership agonized over the ﬁnal
decision to ﬁght. In an effort to deter the Americans, the PRC issued several
warnings that an advance to the Yalu risked war. Zhou explained to Soviet
ofﬁcials on September 18 that the Western countries were concerned about
Chinese and Soviet intervention. “We should take advantage of the fear of
the Western countries and take actions to demonstrate our intentions,” he
argued. “From this perspective, China’s transfer of troops from the south to
the northeast was enough to upset the British and American governments.”85 On October 2, Zhou asked the Indian ambassador to warn the
Americans that China would enter the war if US forces crossed the thirtyeighth parallel.86 The Americans did not halt their advance.
Having accepted the necessity of war in Korea, China initially sought to
avoid directly confronting US forces. Mao told Zhou on October 13 that the
Chinese People’s Volunteers (CPV) would “concentrate on ﬁghting the
[South Korean] puppet army” while avoiding American troops. “If we can
eliminate several divisions of the puppet army in the ﬁrst phase, the Korean
situation will take a turn in our favor.”87 Indeed, there was some hope that
no ﬁghting at all would occur, and that the Chinese would simply present
the Americans with a fait accompli that would deter any further American
advance. As Mao explained, if the CPV intervened quickly north of American positions, then “the U.S. and its puppet troops, concerned [by the
intervention of China], would stop their advance northward and thus we
would be able to protect the areas north of the Pyongyang-Wonsan front . . .
from being occupied by the enemy.”88 Mao and Peng’s plans in late October
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after the CPV crossed into North Korea continued to focus on avoiding
combat with the United States, instead focusing on wiping out “three or
even four [ROK] puppet divisions with a surprise attack.” If such an attack
was successful, the thinking went, American forces would have to reconsider their advance.89 The Chinese would then set up a defensive perimeter
in the northern part of North Korea to build up their forces, gain greater
Soviet air support, and launch a larger counteroffensive if necessary. The
ﬁrst campaign (October 25 to November 8) went largely to script. However,
it did not halt the American advance, and there was no new diplomatic
effort. The CPV then disengaged in an effort to lure the Americans farther
north for a massive counterattack.90
The second campaign (beginning November 25) planned to, and did,
inﬂict a large number of casualties on US military forces. Despite its scope,
the Chinese strategy would not threaten US forces outside Korea, the US
homeland, its regime, or its nuclear arsenal. The strategy focused on
defeating US forces currently operating in Korea, capturing South Korean
territory, and then switching to a defensive posture. The United States would
again be presented with a choice to escalate further or halt the ﬁghting. The
Central Military Commission highlighted the coercive nature of Mao’s
strategy on December 4, stating that “we will mainly aim at eliminating the
enemy [strength] and ﬁrst of all wipe out the ROK forces. [With this action]
we will be in a stronger position to compel [the] United States imperialists to
withdraw from Korea.”91 Mao hoped the UN would allow elections for the
Korean people to select a single government under UN and Chinese and
Soviet supervision. This was not simply a rationalization brought on by
stalemate; at that point CPV forces were still rapidly advancing, and US formations had yet to stabilize. The limited nature of the advance was credible
because China had no way to project power beyond the continent to harm
US interests elsewhere in the Paciﬁc, to say nothing of the US homeland.
The Chinese also took steps to avoid making a broader declaration of war
against the United States, further limiting the danger posed to the Americans. Mao accepted advice to term Chinese forces “volunteers” to highlight
the “unofﬁcial nature” of the PRC’s involvement.92 Peng explained to his
subordinates prior to intervention that “at present [we] do not want to ﬁght
a major war. Nor do we intend to declare war on America, but only to assist
the Koreans’ revolutionary war under the name of People’s Volunteers.”93
The Chinese would not seek to escalate the war by confronting Americans
or American allies elsewhere. Hostilities would be limited to the Korean
Peninsula. After the conﬂict settled into a stalemate, the PRC took various
steps to prevent further escalation. For example, the Chinese air force, in a
reciprocal action to US forces not engaging north of the Yalu River, refused
to allow air strikes south of the thirty-eighth parallel.94
The Chinese would still be inﬂicting large casualties on the Americans,
despite the limited overall danger to the United States. As such, the
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Chinese also sought ways to increase the costs of escalation for the United
States. In particular, the Chinese sought a Soviet commitment of air forces.
The problem was that the Soviets were hesitant to offer such support. As
the situation in Korea deteriorated for the North Koreans, the Soviets
increased pressure on China to intervene. Stalin cabled Mao on October 1
urging intervention. On October 7 he again reminded Mao that the SinoSoviet alliance would likely deter any American expansion of the war. For
added encouragement, Stalin suggested a windows logic, arguing that a
war now would be better than in several years when Japan and South Korea
would be stronger.95 Yet the Soviets were unwilling to become directly
involved. They initially offered air support and material resources to the
PRC, but had begun backing away from those commitments as early as
August. Then in early September Stalin withdrew the 151st Air Division,
which, notes Donggil Kim, meant that, “in effect, Soviet air cover for Northeast China was removed.”96
With Soviet support wavering, China balked at the prospect of ﬁghting.
On October 2, Mao seemed ready to enter the ﬁght—he even drafted, but did
not send, a telegram to Stalin to that effect—but faced intense opposition
within his own government. “We originally planned to move several volunteer divisions to North Korea,” Mao informed the Soviet ambassador. “However, having thought this over thoroughly, we now consider that such actions
may entail extremely serious consequences.”97 After several days of debate,
on October 5, the Chinese Politburo adopted a resolution to send troops to
North Korea, conditional, as Kim highlights, “on Soviet assistance.”98 On
October 7, the leader of the Soviet military mission in North Korea reported
on Sino-Korean discussions, relaying that Mao told the North Koreans that
“we [China] will do whatever we can, but we can’t send troops. . . . Although
the Chinese army is large, they don’t have modern weapons, aviation, and a
navy.”99 On October 8, North Korean leader Kim Il Sung brieﬂy celebrated an
apparent PRC decision to intervene.100 The situation remained ﬂuid, though.
China was still uncommitted. In a ﬁght with the Americans, Mao explained
to Roshchin on October 6, China would “completely depend on Soviet assistance.”101 That assistance appeared doubtful.
To clarify the Soviet position and secure support, Mao dispatched Zhou
and Lin Biao to meet with Stalin. During their meetings, Stalin backed away
from his commitment to provide Soviet air support. On October 11, Zhou
and Stalin jointly signed a telegram to Mao that said Chinese forces “should
not cross the Korean border, so as to avoid falling into a disadvantageous
situation.”102 While the meeting was taking place, Mao authorized his military commanders to execute plans to move all four armies into North
Korea.103 Upon hearing the news from Moscow, Mao abruptly reversed
himself. On October 12, he informed Peng that the “order of 9 October will
not be implemented for the time being; all units of the 13th Army [Group]
are hereby required to stay where they are to undergo more training, not to
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begin operations.” He also ordered his top commanders back to Beijing for
consultations.104 Reﬂecting the view that Beijing would not intervene, on
October 13 Stalin counseled a despondent Kim Il Sung to abandon the peninsula and set up a regime in exile.105
China’s leaders reversed themselves once again on October 13, deciding
at the Politburo meeting that day that China would intervene after all. As
noted, Mao reiterated the basic strategic necessity for intervention, warning
that the Americans would pose a “constant menace” if they advanced to
the Chinese border.106 In addition, Mao convinced skeptics that even though
the Soviets could not be counted on to supply air forces to ﬁght over Korea,
Stalin remained committed to providing air protection for China itself.107
Mao then telegrammed Zhou and made clear, notes Shen, that the “Chinese
troops would not attack American armies before the arrival of Soviet air
volunteers and weaponry.”108 On October 14, Molotov and Stalin reiterated
to Zhou that Soviet air forces would protect Chinese territory but not enter
Korea for at least two months.109 On October 17 Mao once more brieﬂy held
up intervention but, satisﬁed by Zhou that the Soviets would provide air
defense, gave the ﬁnal green light to go forward.110
The Soviets then increased their support. After initial CPV engagements,
the Soviet chief military adviser in North Korea, M. V. Zakharov, told Zhou
on October 29 that the Soviet Air Force would take “charge of air defense at
Andong” next to the Yalu River, as well as engage in limited operations in
North Korea. By November, Soviet pilots began operating over the Yalu.111 At
the end of October, Mao and his generals were no longer discussing just annihilating South Korean forces but also “the American 24th Division, [and a]
unit of the First American Cavalry Division.”112 As the CPV pushed US troops
back that winter, Chinese leaders remained in daily contact with Moscow.113
During and after the Korean War, the Chinese also undertook various
hedging policies. On the battleﬁeld, Mao and Zhou approved a February
1952 recommendation by Nie Rongzhen to dispatch nuclear specialists to
Korea to help Chinese troops prepare “for possible nuclear strikes.”114 In
1953 the CPV constructed fortiﬁcations including “in the frontline battleﬁeld, Anti-Atom shelters . . . built deep in the middle of the mountains.”115
Strategically, in late 1950 China shifted raw materials and industrial
machinery away from coastal areas and into the interior.116 Zhang highlights that to “prepare for a general nuclear attack, Beijing stressed the
importance of a national defence system. The Central Military Commission
had already decided on the construction of national defence works in
August 1952.”117 Robert Pape notes that “U.S. intelligence reported air-raid
drills and the building of air-raid shelters and anti-aircraft facilities in
Shanghai, Beijing, Shenyang, Guangdong, Hubei, and other places. Also
reported were evacuations of population, heavy industrial equipment, and
other supplies from Shenyang, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, and cities
along the Manchuria-Korea border.”118 And in early 1955 China made the
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decision to construct a nuclear capability of its own to deter nuclear strikes
or attempts at atomic blackmail.119
In 1954 and 1958 China limited its behavior in a number of ways. First,
in both cases the PRC targeted isolated areas—islands—that could clearly
signal limited intentions. The islands were also located very near to the
Chinese mainland. At its closest point, Jinmen is less than two miles off
China’s coast, but approximately 140 miles from Taiwan.120 The initial targets in 1954–1955 were farthest from American forces, with the intent of
keeping the conﬂict limited. The Chinese were able to ﬁght several
engagements with ROC forces in early 1954.121 “Chinese leaders also took
diplomatic measures to demonstrate that the PLA’s actions would be limited to islands very near the mainland coast,” notes Niu Jun.122 If the
Americans forced the ROC to abandon the islands, it did not markedly
worsen their position elsewhere. Indeed, US ofﬁcials during both crises
noted that the military utility of the islands was limited. The key concern
was the psychological implications of withdrawal that might negatively
affect the ROC.123
In both cases the PRC sought to avoid directly attacking US military
forces. “We shall never be the ﬁrst to open ﬁre on U.S. troops, and [we] will
only maintain a defensive position there so that we should avoid direct
conﬂict to the best of our ability,” Mao stated in June 1954 in support of
decisions not to engage US forces.124 “At present,” the Central Committee
concluded on July 24, “the direct target of our military struggle is Chiang
Kai-shek and his cohorts in Taiwan. The United States should not be treated
as our direct target; we should conﬁne the conﬂicts with the United States
to the diplomatic arena only.”125
The Chinese maintained this position as they began military operations.
In December, Mao delayed an assault after the United States began a series
of naval maneuvers in the area. The seizure of Yijiangshan the next month
was done in part to probe US intentions. China continued to place emphasis
on avoiding any direct engagement with US forces. General Nie Fengzhi,
commander of Chinese air forces in the campaign, spoke personally with
his pilots to make clear they were not to engage American aircraft. The
PLAAF was prohibited from striking Dachen when American ships were in
the area and not allowed to engage US forces, even when they violated PRC
airspace, unless directly attacked. When Chinese leadership believed that
US naval movements indicated a willingness to defend the Dachen Islands,
Mao ordered the assault halted. As it became apparent that the United
States was evacuating ROC forces from Dachen, the Central Military Commission refused requests to strike, for fear it would involve the Americans.
Mao personally made clear on at least two occasions during their island
campaigns that the PLA should “let the enemy evacuate safely.”126
PRC caution was apparent during the 1958 crisis as well. The Chinese
hoped that as long as they limited the means employed to compel the
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Nationalists to evacuate Jinmen, they could minimize the risks involved.
During the crisis, Zhou told the Soviet foreign minister that “the PRC has
taken into consideration the possibility of the outbreak in this region of a
local war of the United States against the PRC, and it [China] is now ready
to take all the hard blows, including atomic bombs, and the destruction of
[its] cities.”127 Despite such boasts, the PRC once again sought to avoid
major hostilities with the Americans. At a Central Military Commission
combat operations meeting on July 17, Peng Dehuai ordered the PLA to
avoid contact with American forces, though Chinese leaders realized they
might inadvertently kill Americans in large-scale shelling.128 Nervous about
the operation, Mao endured a sleepless night before the initial scheduled
assault and ordered the attack postponed. The shelling did not commence
until August 23. American targets were to be avoided, and PLA aircraft
were told not to go beyond Jinmen and Mazu, to minimize the chance of
confronting American planes.129 On August 25 Mao explained the need for
caution. “The problem was not the 95,000 Nationalist troops stationed
there—this was easy to handle. The problem was how to assess the attitude
of the American government. Washington had signed a mutual defense
treaty with Taiwan. The treaty, however, did not clearly indicate whether
the U.S. defense perimeter included Jinmen and Mazu.”130 After learning in
early September that US ships were escorting ROC vessels, Mao’s instructions were clear: “attack the KMT [ROC] ships only. Don’t attack the U.S.
ships. If the U.S. ships open ﬁre, don’t return ﬁre without an order.” The
Chinese commander in the region, Ye Fei, asked for clariﬁcation three times.
Mao remained ﬁrm.131 As discussed above, after the American cease-ﬁre
offer that threatened to deepen Taiwan’s division from the mainland, Mao
decided against escalating the crisis. Instead, Jinmen remained in Chiang’s
hands with a face-saving noose logic developed.
c h i n ese nu cle a r vi ews
Chinese behavior was not only consistent with reducing the beneﬁts and
raising the costs of nuclear use for the United States. There was also a link
between Chinese thinking on nuclear weapons and their actions. During the
Korean War, Chinese leaders highlighted potential reasons to discount
nuclear weapons that focused on the minimal beneﬁts or high costs that
nuclear use would entail for the United States. Chinese generals asserted in
August 1950 that “an [American] atomic bomb used on the battleﬁeld would
inﬂict damage not only on the enemy’s side but also on friendly forces.”132
The generals then turned to a cost argument, highlighting that “the people
of the world opposed the use of nuclear weapons; the United States would
have to think twice before dropping them.”133 In a public document, the
PRC argued that another American use of nuclear weapons against Asia
would offend morality. “The peoples of Asia and around the world will rise
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against” America. The “prospect of losing moral grounds and consequently
political support” might restrain US nuclear use.134 Nie Rongzhen reported
to Zhou in early 1952—after two years of ﬁghting—that “the US might want
to test its tactical atomic weapons in Korea . . . [but] the enemy won’t use the
weapon on a large scale.” Military leaders in Beijing argued that “the United
States is under great pressure of world opinion and is also deterred by possible Soviet nuclear retaliation from doing this in the Far East.”135
Even with these considerations, the PRC was concerned over the nuclear
issue. As noted in the previous section, Nie Rongzhen suggested better preparing Chinese forces in Korea for possible nuclear strikes. In addition, the
PRC leadership agonized over the initial decision to intervene. Nuclear
weapons factored into that debate. For instance, during a Central Military
Commission meeting on October 6, 1950, Shen and Li reported that Marshal Lin Biao cautioned against intervention because the United States
might “attack China with atomic bombs and a large-scale air offensive.”136
And the Chinese took various steps to hedge against the possibility of
American nuclear strikes.
Raising the costs for nuclear use by enlisting Soviet support also proved
critical. To be sure, securing Soviet air support was done in part to satisfy
conventional needs for CPV forces facing a superior American opponent.
There was a strategic aspect at play as well, though. Evidence for this comes
from two sources. First, Mao wrote to Zhou on October 13, during the
height of the campaign to secure Soviet support, that only “if the Soviet
Union is able within two to two-and-a-half months to provide air assistance
to our Volunteers in Korea, and also to mobilize air cover over Beijing,
Tianjin, Shanghai, Ningbo, and Qingdao, can we then be free of the fear of
comprehensive bombing.”137 Late on October 6 Mao made the point directly
to the Soviet ambassador, stating that in his opinion Soviet air cover was
necessary for the “largest industrial centers: Shanghai, Tianjin, Beijing,
Mukden (Anshan, Fushun). [He] believes that the Americans can, ﬁrst of
all, destroy from the air the Chinese industrial base, disorganize economic
life and mess up communications.”138
Second, as noted in the previous section, the PRC ultimately decided to
intervene without Soviet air support in Korea but with Mao’s assurances
that the Soviets would provide air support for Chinese territory. This would
make little sense if the Chinese leadership was solely interested in Soviet
air support for its operational or tactical utility. It does, however, follow if a
major Chinese concern was American nuclear strikes against Chinese cities.
Thus, Soviet air power in the defense of the mainland could provide strategic defense if American air attacks commenced. Such support would
hopefully deter the United States from initiating broad air-atomic attacks in
the ﬁrst place for fear of provoking a broader war with the Soviet Union.
The assertion by a Chinese editorial in 1950, echoed by military leaders two
years later, that it was “the United States who should be afraid of using
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atomic bombs against us, because its densely concentrated industries are
more vulnerable to serious damage by Soviet nuclear retaliation,” was
likely not just propaganda but reﬂected underlying thinking by the CCP.139
Near the end of the war Zhou highlighted the role that the Soviet Union
played in increasing the costs of nuclear escalation for the Americans.
“Right after he took the presidency, Eisenhower ﬁred empty cannons to
scare people. He talked about . . . nuclear intimidation, and . . . invasion of
China’s mainland. . . . [The] two could not be accepted by America’s allies
lest these cause a world war.”140 Zhou was correct in noting that some
American allies opposed nuclear use for fear it would lead to major hostilities with the Soviet Union. Particularly early in the conﬂict, Western leaders
worried about their strength relative to the Soviets.141 The cost of widening
the war would reduce the incentives for nuclear use.
US nuclear forbearance during the Korean War did not lead the Chinese
leadership to dismiss the possibility of future nuclear strikes or nuclear blackmail. Chinese military leaders agreed after the war that they must prepare to
“ﬁght a general war on the assumption that it will break out any time soon
and it will be on a grand scale and nuclear.”142 In addition, despite severe
resource constraints, China began pursuit of its own nuclear deterrent in 1955.
The Chinese directly addressed US nuclear capabilities during the 1954–
1955 Taiwan crisis. Zhou noted in April 1955 that the Eisenhower administration was “openly boasting of nuclear missiles as conventional weapons
and preparing for nuclear war.” The Chinese press reported on stories
highlighting that “the Seventh ﬂeet was equipped with tactical nuclear
bombs and any action to attack Taiwan would have to go through [the
Americans] ﬁrst.”143 President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles increased
rhetoric regarding the possibility of nuclear use, including in the Taiwan
Strait, if necessary. Shortly thereafter, the PRC sought to defuse the situation. The timing of events, while hardly deﬁnitive, is suggestive that the
nuclear threat played a role in defusing the crisis.144 As Todd Sechser and
Matthew Fuhrmann point out, China did not abandon its determination to
control Taiwan or accept a US presence in the area in response to such
threats.145 More broadly, though, the Chinese were aware of the American
nuclear monopoly and engaged in only limited behavior they believed
would not invite major retaliation. Thus any nuclear threats made in 1955
did not introduce the nuclear issue into the situation; the Chinese were
already factoring nuclear weapons into their decision making. Examining
the crisis, Shu Guang Zhang concludes that “Chinese forces would have
tried to take Jinmen, Mazu, and the other offshore islands if Beijing leaders
had not been concerned about the nuclear threat.”146
There is direct evidence the American nuclear monopoly inﬂuenced Chinese leaders in 1958. Wu Lengxi recalled that in late October “Chairman
Mao said that we only had ‘hand grenades’ right now, but no atomic bombs.
‘Hand grenades’ could be successful for us to use in beating Jiang’s troops
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on Jin[men]-Ma[zu], but not a good idea to use in ﬁghting against Americans, who had nuclear weapons. Later, when everybody had nuclear
weapons, very likely nobody would use them.”147 Wu’s recollection is likely
authentic; his references to Mao’s statements on other occasions track with
available documents from the period.148 Mark Ryan, David Finkelstein, and
Michael McDevitt note that the noose policy Mao ultimately adopted
seemed “a ﬁg leaf designed to obscure the fact that any serious PLA attempt
to retake the offshore islands of Jinmen and Mazu may well have triggered
a sizable U.S. retaliation, including nuclear strikes.”149
Chinese leadership, and Mao in particular, frequently downplayed the
utility of nuclear weapons. A skeptic could conclude that any nuclear discussions were minor ones and that the broader Chinese view toward
nuclear weapons was dismissive. For example, during an interview with
Anna Louis Strong, an American correspondent, Mao famously remarked
that the “atomic bomb is a paper tiger which the US reactionaries use to
scare people.”150 To sway reluctant members of the CCP prior to the Korean
War, Mao asserted that the United States “may bomb [us] with the atomic
bomb, but we will respond with our hand-grenades. We will then catch
your [America’s] weakness to tie you up and ﬁnally defeat you.”151 In a
1955 meeting with the Finnish envoy to China, Mao argued that “the Chinese people are not to be cowed by U.S. atomic blackmail. . . . The United
States cannot annihilate the Chinese nation with its small stack of atom
bombs. Even if the US atom bombs were so powerful that, when dropped
on China, they would make a hole right through the earth, or even blow it
up, that would hardly mean anything to the universe as a whole, though it
might be a major event for the solar system.”152 Chinese propaganda reinforced these points. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs released a document in
December 1950 highlighting that “we should smash the myth of the atomic
bomb” and listing the bomb’s limited physical effects.153 Press reports in the
spring of 1955 reiterated that the Chinese people “are not afraid of atomic
bombs but we don’t want a nuclear war.”154
The evidence does not support the claim that the Chinese simply did not
fear nuclear weapons. Chinese leadership understood the power of nuclear
weapons. They worried that possession of a nuclear arsenal would
embolden actors and be used to intimidate nonnuclear-armed states. In
September 1953 Marshal Peng Dehui told the Central People’s Government
Council that the PRC must pay more attention to the “new weapon’s
‘omnipotence’ which US imperialists have applied in blufﬁng, threatening,
and scaring people.”155 The determination to avoid blackmail and deter
nuclear strikes was an important factor motivating the Chinese atomic program, again highlighting the fear within the CCP leadership.156 “Imperialists assess that we only have a few things and then they come to bully us,”
Mao argued in 1954. “They say, ‘how many atomic bombs do you have?’”157
During an enlarged Politburo meeting in 1956 Mao proclaimed that “in
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today’s world, if we don’t want to be bullied by others, we should have
atomic weapons by all means.”158 Foreign Minister Chen Yi expressed a
similar sentiment, arguing that “I cannot be very ﬁrm at the negotiating
tables without that bomb.”159
As long as China did not have nuclear weapons, though, it made sense to
act as if the weapons did not convey much leverage. Chinese statements
dismissing nuclear weapons were aimed at convincing the United States it
could not gain from nuclear threats. George Quester outlined the basic
logic, arguing that “to discourage nuclear attacks” NNWS leaders would
“deny any military signiﬁcance for atomic weapons,” and to “discourage
intimidation, the pain-inﬂicting or terroristic effects of nuclear weapons
must also be minimized.”160 After the Cold War, John Lewis Gaddis highlighted that both “Stalin and Mao quickly sensed that the way to defuse
this [nuclear] danger was to deprecate it, to treat it as a ‘paper tiger’ whose
capacity to frighten people depended solely upon their willingness to be
frightened.”161 Similarly, Fravel and Medeiros argue that Mao disparaged
nuclear weapons “to persuade the Chinese public not to be intimidated
by the highly destructive weapons possessed by China’s opponents.”162
Minimizing the utility of nuclear weapons thus played an important role in
bolstering public morale and deterring American conﬁdence that the US
could compel China to alter its behavior.
More generally, Mao counseled that it made little sense to become paralyzed in fear of American nuclear weapons. In September 1958 he argued to
the Supreme State Council that if “the imperialists deﬁnitely want to ﬁght a
war and attack us ﬁrst, using atomic bombs, it does not matter whether you
fear ﬁghting a war or not.” Fear or no fear, the enemy might still attack with
atomic bombs. “If that were the case,” he asked, “what should be our attitude? Is it better to fear or not to fear? It is extremely dangerous [for us] to
fear this and fear that every day.”163 Constant fear would lead to paralysis
with no gain; it was necessary then to remain steadfast in the face of danger
in order to move forward. The Chinese did not want a major war, Mao frequently stated. “Nevertheless,” he argued the prior May, “there is also the
possibility of war.” There were “war maniacs” in the world, after all.164 It
made sense then to not engage in fatalist thinking; that would only facilitate American nuclear blackmail.
Mao also distinguished between short- and long-term events. In the long
term, imperialists were “paper tigers” who would succumb to the forces of
history. American nuclear weapons could not arrest that trend, even if China
suffered greatly in a nuclear strike. Why fear nuclear weapons, or paper
tigers more generally, at all then? As Mao asked rhetorically shortly after the
1958 Taiwan crisis, “Some people say that, since it is a paper tiger, why don’t
we attack Taiwan?”165 The issue was that paper tigers had teeth; even if they
were destined to fail in the long run, they could do great damage in the near
term. Mao’s argument that “we are afraid of atomic weapons and at the
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same time we are not afraid of them” was therefore not a contradiction.166
Or, as he put it more generally on another occasion, “The temporary appearance is real, but in the long run it is made of paper. We have always maintained that we must give it serious attention tactically but regard it with
contempt strategically.” In the long run, “strategically,” nuclear weapons
could not alter history. Yet “tactically,” in the short term, they were very dangerous.167 Thus Mao could argue that nuclear weapons were paper tigers
but simultaneously that a “war of atomic and hydrogen bombs is of course
terrible since many people will die. That is why we oppose a war.” In other
words, it made little sense to invite a devastating confrontation, particularly
because long-term historical forces were on the side of the Communists.
Better to be cautious. Though even then there could be no guarantee. “Everything in the world,” he noted in September 1958, “needs a safety factor.”168 It
was always prudent to hedge and prepare for the worst.
If nuclear monopoly was a constant throughout this period and a consistent
inﬂuence on Chinese decision making, what explains variation in Chinese
behavior? Speciﬁcally, why were the Chinese so much more cautious in 1954
and 1958 than in 1950? To begin with, other factors aside from nuclear
weapons mattered. As I note in chapter 1, nuclear weapons are not the only
factor that inﬂuences NNWS decision making. The PRC’s ability to act clearly
mattered. CPV ground forces could strike the exposed US divisions as they
marched northward in Korea. By contrast, the Chinese had no real naval capability that could overcome the US Seventh Fleet. Nuclear monopoly in conventionally asymmetric relationships favoring the NWS permits aggressive
actions by the NNWS, but it does not compel the NNWS to engage in a war in
which it has no conventional strategy to attain its objective. Still, in 1954 and
1958 the PRC could have elected to target American forces more directly with
artillery and aircraft in an attempt to compel US concessions. It chose not to.
Thus conventional inability to act, while an important factor, cannot be the
whole explanation for Chinese restraint in 1954 and 1958 relative to 1950.
Several factors likely inﬂuenced Chinese decision making. These include
new credibility for the American nuclear arsenal, the immediacy of the
American threat, and changes in outside support. My argument does not
incorporate these factors systematically. The purpose of the framework
developed in chapter 1 was to simplify by focusing on the costs and beneﬁts of nuclear strikes given NNWS strategies and the conventional military
balance. While these explanations do not conﬁrm the theory, then, they are
consistent with its general emphasis on speciﬁc strategic factors that inﬂuence the likelihood of nuclear use.
First, the capability of the US nuclear arsenal and statements hinting at
nuclear use increased from 1950 to 1958. This may have made the US nuclear
deterrent more credible over time and thus have a greater effect. Though as
I showed above, the PRC was already factoring nuclear weapons into its
decision making and engaging in behavior to minimize the risks of a nuclear
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strike in 1950. Moreover, even if Mao was not fully cognizant of the destructive nature of nuclear weapons in 1950, other Chinese ofﬁcials were. Mao’s
top lieutenants, including Zhou Enlai, Chen Yi, and Nie Rongzhen, “kept
pushing Mao to pay more attention to nuclear-weapon programmes.”169
Mao’s views were primary, but there was debate on foreign policy issues.
Second, the PRC leadership may have perceived the danger as more
immediate in 1950 than in 1954 or 1958. In 1950, American combat forces
were actively advancing toward a key Chinese strategic and industrial
region, and China feared US leaders had aggressive intentions.170 In 1954
and 1958 there was no overt military action being taken by the United
States. China was willing to live with a separate Taiwan as long as there
was a possibility it would eventually be uniﬁed with the PRC. As Mao put
it at the end of the 1958 crisis, “not taking Jinmen-Mazu would have little
impact on our construction of a socialist country. Jiang’s troops on JinmenMazu alone could not cause too much damage.”171 In Korea the issue was
intervening in an existing war against an advancing military that could
pose a large threat. With Taiwan, the issue was starting hostilities without
any imminent military threat.
Finally, Chinese views on the value of Soviet support declined markedly
during the 1950s. The Sino-Soviet treaty increased PRC conﬁdence in the
Soviet Union, although the CCP maintained misgivings.172 The Soviets
were tough negotiators but generally fulﬁlled their initial promises. Despite
tense negotiations and some Chinese disappointment, the Soviet Union did
dispatch air forces at the outset of the Korean War. Thus the PRC leadership
had reasons to view Soviet support as credible.
The Chinese became more skeptical of Soviet backing during and after
the Korean War.173 Decline in Soviet support, considered so critical when
debating intervention, contributed to China’s decision to end the ﬁghting.
Stalin’s death on March 5, 1953, resulted in the new Soviet leadership
pushing for an end to the Korean War. As Soviet support waned, the Chinese, many eager to end the costly ﬁghting, began making concessions in
negotiations with the Americans. The Soviets then withdrew their pilots in
May 1953. When talks resumed in June the Chinese quickly accepted UN
terms. As Pape notes, with “the withdrawal of Soviet pilots . . . China’s
capacity for defense against nuclear air strikes was substantially reduced.”174
There is little evidence to support Dulles’s and Eisenhower’s later claims
that new nuclear threats compelled China to quit the war. That does not
mean, though, that the American nuclear capability was absent from Chinese consideration as Soviet support dissipated. The US nuclear ability had
been a constant; what changed was the nature of external support.
In some ways, 1954–1955 seemed the high point for the Sino-Soviet alliance. Soviet advisers and support poured into China. During the 1954
crisis, Mao telegrammed Nikita Khrushchev that “the great alliance
between China and the Soviet Union increasingly reveals its extraordinarily
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great role in promoting the common prosperity of the two countries’ security and defending the peace in the Far East.”175 Yet as Xiaobing Li notes,
during “the 1954–55 Taiwan Strait Crisis, Moscow complained about China’s aggressive actions and expressed its unwillingness to use its atomic
weapons if the United States retaliated over the PLA’s invasion of Taiwan.”
Beijing worried about “decreasing protection from the Soviet Union’s
nuclear umbrella.” The Soviets were hesitant to encourage action that
risked a major confrontation over what to them was a minor issue.176 Mao
also undoubtedly remembered that the Soviet Union under Stalin had
refused to support an attack on Taiwan in 1949.177 Khrushchev turned down
a Chinese request for Soviet support for China’s nuclear research in 1954,
telling China that “it is too expensive to develop your own nuclear
weapons.”178 Though the Soviets would eventually agree to some support,
Matthew Kroenig points out that in “the early 1950s, when Sino-Soviet ties
were at their strongest, Moscow continually rebuffed Beijing’s requests for
nuclear assistance.”179 Alongside American nuclear threats, questions about
the scope of the Soviet nuclear umbrella contributed to the Chinese decision in January 1955 to initiate their own nuclear weapons program.
Tensions steadily increased prior to the 1958 crisis. In January of that year,
the Soviets proposed jointly constructing and operating a long-wave radio
station on Chinese territory.180 The Chinese replied that they would accept
Soviet technology but would be solely responsible for paying for and operating the project. The PRC would share intelligence, but under no circumstances would they allow the Soviets to establish a military base in China.
The Soviet leadership, somewhat tone deaf on Chinese sensitivities, continued to press for a truly joint enterprise. Then in July they upped the ante
by proposing a joint submarine force in East Asia. Mao ﬂatly rejected the
proposal. On July 22 Mao berated the Soviet ambassador, highlighting a
litany of past Soviet offensives. “You may accuse me of being a nationalist or
another Tito, but my counterargument is that you have extended Russian
nationalism to China’s coast.”181 Soviet policy heightened Mao’s fear of
Soviet domination and growing desire to no longer play ‘little brother.’
Inviting Soviet support for the Jinmen operation was out of the question.
That might mean lower costs for US escalation, but it was a price that had to
be paid, given the competing priorities. In any event, in January 1958 Mao
reportedly argued that the Soviet nuclear umbrella was “unreliable.”182
China did not even bother to seek Soviet support prior to the 1958
shelling of Jinmen. The Chinese staff did inform the Soviet Ministry of
Defense that they were undertaking some preparations regarding Taiwan.
During a tense meeting in 1959, then, Mao reminded Khrushchev that they
had “informed you about our intentions regarding Taiwan a month ahead,
before we began shelling the off-shore islands.” Khrushchev responded
that the Chinese had “reported to us not about your policy on this issue,
but about some separate measures.”183 Khrushchev had a right to be upset.
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When he had visited Mao from July 31 to August 3, 1958, to alleviate the
growing Sino-Soviet tensions, Mao did not mention the coming operation.184 Had Mao seriously sought Soviet support, he surely would have
raised the issue directly with the Soviet leader less than a month before the
attack. If Mao had been considering asking for support, Khrushchev dashed
any hopes during the meeting. The Soviet leader expressed concern that
new tensions in the area could lead to a dangerous situation and suggested
that China accept the status quo. The implication was that China would
face the United States alone in the event of a conﬂict over Taiwan.185
Subsequent Soviet support during the 1958 crisis was a bit of political
theater. Alarmed by the American reaction to the shelling of the offshore
islands, Khrushchev asked the Soviet ambassador to ascertain Chinese
intentions and dispatched Gromyko to Beijing for consultations. Mao and
Zhou assured the Soviets that the PRC was carefully managing the confrontation and had no intention of escalating the dispute. Only after receiving
such assurances did the Soviets issue statements supporting the PRC.
“Khrushchev’s response,” writes Gaddis, “was wholly in character. He
waited until Zhou, with Mao’s approval, had loosened the ‘noose’ by
calling for a resumption of talks with the United States; then he issued a
blunt warning to the Americans. . . . It was his [1956] Suez [Crisis] ploy all
over again: an attempt to look tough by claiming credit for an outcome
already determined.”186 Indeed, in October 1959 Khrushchev seemingly
conﬁrmed the Soviet hesitancy, telling Mao that “between us, in a conﬁdential way, we say that we will not ﬁght over Taiwan, but for outside consumption, so to say, we state the contrary, that in case of an aggravation of
the situation because of Taiwan the USSR will defend the PRC.”187
Chinese behavior is consistent with my argument. In each case when China
confronted the United States, the Chinese acted in a way that created limited dangers for the United States. While much of the limitations were due
to their own low conventional military abilities, these would necessarily
reduce the threat to the Americans and thus create low beneﬁts for nuclear
use. The PRC also took various steps to hedge in the event of nuclear use,
such as preparing troops for nuclear strikes, relocating some industry, and
exploring civil defense procedures. In the most forceful action, the attack in
Korea in 1950, the Chinese leadership sought external support. This would
raise the costs to the Americans for any nuclear escalation. There is also
good process evidence that the Chinese leadership consistently took nuclear
weapons into account when making these decisions. Given the stakes
involved, the leaders believed they had no choice but to act. Even then,
they pursued various means to raise the costs and lower the beneﬁts of
nuclear use for the Americans.
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The Soviet Union versus the United States

On June 24, 1948, the Soviet Union severed all land connections between
Berlin and the Western-occupied regions of Germany. The Soviet action
constituted the ﬁrst direct confrontation with the United States involving
the two superpowers’ military forces in the nascent Cold War. Soviet
behavior is puzzling because the Soviet atomic program was rapidly progressing. While an exact date for completion was uncertain, the Soviets
could have waited until they acquired their own nuclear capability to offset
the US atomic monopoly. According to the basic deterrence logic, the
Soviets should have waited to directly challenge the United States until
they could retaliate in kind. Why did the American nuclear monopoly fail
to block Soviet action? Were American nuclear weapons simply irrelevant?
Finally, why did this case not escalate to war?
I argue that the Soviet Union proceeded cautiously throughout the
period of American atomic monopoly. That restraint continued during
the Berlin crisis and is attributable in part to US nuclear monopoly. The
Soviets avoided a direct challenge to the United States outside their
immediate sphere of inﬂuence prior to 1948. From the Soviet perspective,
the worsening security situation in Germany in 1948 necessitated action.
The subsequent Berlin blockade was designed to exert considerable pressure on the Americans. As a conventionally capable nonnuclear power,
though, the Soviets imposed tight constraints on their actions for fear of
ﬁghting a war with the United States that would turn nuclear. As a result,
no war occurred despite the Soviet ability to inﬂict a rapid military defeat
on the United States in a key area of the world for both countries. This
case is thus important to examine alongside the other cases in this book
because it provides an example of a conﬂict not escalating to war. Consistent with the framework developed in chapter 1, Soviet leaders took steps
to reduce the beneﬁts of nuclear use for the Americans by reducing the
danger to the United States during the crisis and taking steps to hedge
against an American nuclear attack. For example, the Soviets ﬁrst probed
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the US position and pressed the United States in a geographically isolated
area. They also undertook few major military preparations for a broader
conﬂict. When the Americans succeeded in circumventing the blockade,
the Soviet Union accepted defeat rather than escalate the conﬂict. The
Soviets explicitly took the US nuclear arsenal into consideration
throughout this period. Publicly, Soviet leaders worked to downplay the
danger of nuclear weapons to demonstrate resolve in an effort to discourage American policies. Privately, though, the Soviet leadership feared
a US nuclear strike if war occurred.
While Soviet behavior was largely consistent with my argument, the
case has several limitations. First and foremost, Soviet leaders clearly took
the US nuclear arsenal into account during this period, but there is little
direct evidence that they explicitly factored in a potential US nuclear
response during their decision making for the Berlin Crisis itself. This
case therefore relies on general Soviet views of the US nuclear arsenal and
the congruence of Soviet behavior with my argument’s basic expectations.
Second, and related, there are limited primary sources available from the
Soviet side for this case. In this chapter, I therefore rely on declassiﬁed
American documents and secondary sources that draw on Russian
sources. Declassiﬁed private conversations between Soviet and American
leaders help provide insight into Soviet motives and interests. These
sources must be carefully interrogated, because Soviet leaders may have
had incentives to convey speciﬁc messages to their American counterparts. Nevertheless, other scholars have usefully employed this method
to assess a state’s decision making when direct documents from that state
were absent.1
The rest of this chapter proceeds in three sections and a summary. First,
I review the military balance between the United States and the Soviet
Union. I show that the United States had a modest nuclear arsenal and that
the Soviet Union had sizeable conventional military capabilities relative to
the United States. Next, I provide a basic overview for the Soviet-American
dispute. In the third section I demonstrate that Soviet behavior during the
Berlin Crisis was congruent with my argument and that the Soviet leadership feared the American nuclear monopoly.

The Military Balance
This section reviews the military balance between the United States and
Soviet Union during the period of American atomic monopoly, from July
1945 to August 1949. Though the focus in this book is on nonnuclear
weapon state views, I include a discussion of the nuclear aspects of US military planning for two reasons. First, this reinforces the argument that the
conventional military balance did not favor the United States. Second,
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Soviet espionage almost certainly made their leaders aware of the general
contours of these plans.
t h e n uclea r b a la n ce
The American nuclear arsenal and delivery capabilities were limited
from 1945 to 1949. Table 5.1 lists the total number of American nuclear
weapons and yield in megatonnage. The yields during this period were
low relative to what would come after the United States tested a thermonuclear, or hydrogen, bomb, on November 1, 1952.
The United States faced difﬁculties delivering nuclear weapons against
Soviet targets as well. The B-29 Superfortress was the only platform that
could deliver nuclear weapons from 1945 into 1948. Not all B-29s were conﬁgured to carry nuclear weapons, though. From 1946 until mid-1948 the
United States had only approximately thirty to thirty-ﬁve bombers that
could deliver nuclear weapons, in the 509th Bomb Group based in Roswell,
New Mexico. Range limitations meant that the aircraft had to be stationed
abroad in order to hit targets in the Soviet Union. In 1948 it took a
thirty-nine-person Air Force crew nearly two days to assemble a single
weapon. In mid-1948 these assembly teams could make only two bombs
ready per day.2 Upon taking command of Strategic Air Command in late
1948, General Curtis LeMay ordered a simulated attack. Edward Kaplan
notes that no crew managed to hit the target successfully, and that “of 303
runs . . . the circular error probable was 10,100 feet, outside the effective
radius of a Hiroshima-sized weapon.”3 B-50 and B-36 bombers began
entering service in June 1948. The B-36 had a range of seventy-two hundred
miles, allowing for it to “ﬂy an Arctic route to reach the Soviet Union from
bases in the United States without in-ﬂight refueling.”4 The effect of the
new arrivals was limited by lack of operational experience and small numbers, though. Compounding these problems was the lack of detailed targeting information and US ﬁghter escorts for the bombers.5
Table 5.1 US nuclear weapons, 1945–1949
Year

Total nuclear warheads

Strategic nuclear warheads

Total yield (megatons)

1945

2

2

0.04

1946

9

9

0.18

1947

13

13

0.26

1948

50

50

1.25

1949

170

170

4.19

Source: “Estimated U.S. and Soviet/Russian Nuclear Stockpiles, 1945–94,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
50, no. 6 (1994): 59.
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Figure 5.1 Economic ratios, 1945–1949
Source: Angus Maddison Project 2010 database, https://www.rug.nl/ggdc/historicaldevelopment/
maddison/releases/maddison-database-2010.
Note: Data for Soviet GDP per capita for 1945 estimated using 1946 population.
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ratio US to USSR GDP per capita

ratio US to USSR GDP

The conventional balance between the United States and the Soviet
Union was roughly even during this period. The American advantage was
largest in economic capabilities. Initially, the Americans enjoyed a large 5:1
advantage in per capita gross domestic product (GDP). The ratio rapidly
decreased as the Soviet Union recovered from World War II’s devastation
(ﬁgure 5.1). A similar story is apparent when examining the overall economies. By 1949, the US advantage was less than 3:1. The Soviet potential for
growth was not lost on US observers. For example, in 1944 Admiral William Leahy commented on the “recent phenomenal development of heretofore latent Russian military and economic strength . . . which has yet to
reach the full scope attainable with Russian resources.” In April 1945, the
Ofﬁce of Strategic Services, forerunner to the Central Intelligence Agency,
concluded that “Russia’s natural resources and manpower are so great that
within a relatively few years she can be much more powerful than either
Germany or Japan has ever been.”6 The comparison to Germany was
telling, as it had taken Soviet power combined with American power to
defeat Germany in World War II. In other words, the United States could
expect an even greater struggle if conﬂict with the Soviet Union occurred.
Soviet and American military forces were comparable, using rough indicators for troops and military spending. Figure 5.2 shows that the Soviet
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Union enjoyed a consistent advantage in total military personnel. In 1948,
the Soviets had a 2:1 superiority against the United States. The Red Army
consisted of an estimated 175 divisions that could rapidly expand to 320
divisions thirty days after mobilization.7 The United States spent slightly
more per soldier than the Soviet Union, but by 1947 that ratio had dropped
considerably. In short, the Soviets had a large military, and its soldiers
received funding similar to that of US forces on a person for person basis.
To be sure, the forces were not fully comparable. The Soviets lacked a strategic air force and blue-water navy, while the Americans were deﬁcient in
ground troops. The similarity in spending is actually more surprising as a
result, because naval and air forces are more capital intensive than land
forces.8
In Europe the Soviets enjoyed a decisive military advantage. The British
prime minister Winston Churchill worried that the American troop drawdown following World War II left the Soviets in a preponderant position on
the Continent. As he pointed out in 1945, “Anyone can see that in a very
short space of time our [Allied] armed power on the Continent will have
vanished except for moderate forces to hold down Germany. . . . What will
be the position in a year or two, when the British and American Armies
have melted and the French have a handful of divisions . . . and when
Russia may choose to keep two or three hundred [divisions] on active service.”9 By 1948 the United States had only 114,550 army and air force
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Figure 5.2 Military ratios, 1945–1949
Source: Correlates of War, National Material Capabilities, version 5.0, http://www.correlatesofwar.org/
data-sets/national-material-capabilities.
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personnel in Germany, with the main combat formations consisting of just
two division equivalents engaged in occupation duty.10 To supplement this
in an emergency the Americans could call on ten divisions spread around
the globe. The British estimated that in March 1949 Western forces, including
American troops, could muster only ten divisions, plus some assorted brigades, to counter any Soviet attack. The Soviets had approximately 30–35
divisions in Eastern Europe outside the Soviet Union, with another 135–140
inside the Soviet Union itself. To that total the Soviets could add 90–100 less
capable divisions from their East European satellites.11
Soviet ground forces were of comparable or superior quality to their
American counterparts, though Soviet naval and air forces were qualitatively inferior. The Soviet military had defeated the vaunted Wehrmacht
only a few years earlier in some of the toughest ﬁghting of the war. In
August 1945 Soviet troops swept aside Japanese troops located on the Eurasian continent. During the course of World War II, the Red Army had mastered operational and tactical practices for modern warfare.12 The experience
gained during the war left the Soviets a capable military force.
Soviet divisions also became better equipped after the war. As Karber
and Combs write, “The peacetime Soviet military structure of 175 divisions kept and made use of much of the armament that had formerly supplied a 500-division wartime force.”13 In 1948, US intelligence estimated
that Soviet mechanized and riﬂe divisions possessed two-thirds and onehalf the combat power of American armored and infantry divisions,
respectively.14 Peacetime strength for most Soviet divisions was short of
100 percent, but that could be quickly expanded, potentially in as little as
ﬁve days.15 “Even a brief comparison of these opposing strengths leads to
the conclusion that Soviet conventional forces in Germany, and in Europe
as a whole, were considerably superior in terms of overall strength, ﬁrepower, combat potential, and combat capabilities to opposing Western
forces stationed in the region during the Berlin blockade,” writes Victor
Gobarev.16
The quantitative and qualitative realities in Europe led American military planners to estimate that the Red Army could quickly conquer much of
Western Europe. National Security Council document 20/4, approved by
President Truman in November 1948 and the key document outlining general American policy at the time, argued that “present intelligence estimates
attribute to Soviet armed forces the capability of over-running in about six
months all of Continental Europe and the Near East as far as Cairo. . . .
Meanwhile, Great Britain could be subjected to severe air and missile bombardment.”17 Other analyses put the timeframe for Soviet conquest in as
little as two months.18 To be sure, some estimates exaggerated Soviet capabilities and downplayed difﬁculties that the Red Army would face in any
offensive operation. Yet even if American intelligence did overestimate
Soviet capabilities prior to 1948, it was not by enough to change the
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underlying dynamic that Western conventional military forces were insufﬁcient to defend Europe.19 Few senior American ofﬁcials thought the
Soviets would deliberately begin a war. Rather, they worried that war
might occur through accident or miscalculation by one side or the other.20 If
war came, however, US leaders recognized they faced a formidable
adversary.
American planners assumed that in any war American forces would initially retreat prior to launching a counteroffensive. It was taken for granted
and then made explicit that any counterattack would include a nuclear
component. That is, given the conventional military balance—the existing
Soviet capabilities, and the ability of the Soviet Union to sustain an industrialized war, particularly if it could incorporate the industrial production
potential of Western Europe—the United States war plans necessarily relied
on nuclear use. As Steven Ross argues, “The JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] felt
they had no choice but to rely heavily on atomic weapons.”21 Allied troops
would withdraw from the Continent to Great Britain and the Cairo-Suez
areas, possibly holding the Italian and Iberian peninsulas.22 By the summer
of 1946, planners assumed that “the principal initial effort against the USSR
had to consist of an air offensive effort, probably deploying atomic
weapons,” notes Ross.23 Thereafter it was generally supposed that following the initial Anglo-American withdrawal, the United States would
engage in an atomic campaign to degrade Soviet military and industrial
capabilities. Given the state of US nuclear forces, the campaign would be
slow, despite the desire of some ofﬁcials for a rapid air offensive. The
United States would in essence be replaying World War II, with nuclear
weapons substituting for conventional ordnance delivered by ﬂeets of
bombers. The atomic campaign by itself would not be enough to defeat the
Soviet Union. As the air atomic campaign progressed, the United States
would rely on its vast industrial and manpower reserves to mobilize a
ground force capable of either threatening Russia directly or retaking
Europe and occupying key points.
Presidential policy came to endorse nuclear use. Harry Truman held out
hope in the early postwar period that some form of international control of
nuclear weapons might emerge and remained cautious about using nuclear
weapons again. Truman kept the nuclear arsenal outside military control in
peacetime. Indeed, few in government or the military knew the total
number of nuclear weapons the United States possessed.24 Despite the lack
of guidance, when Secretary of the Army Kenneth Royall noted that there
was doubt atomic weapons might be available in a conﬂict, the State
Department replied that “we know of no opinion in the Government which
would warrant the Defense Establishment in ceasing to plan on the use of
the bomb.”25 Truman provided more formal guidance when he approved
NSC 30 on September 16, 1948. In the oft-quoted conclusion, the decision
was made that the United States “must be ready to utilize promptly and
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effectively all appropriate means available, including atomic weapons.”26
Defense Secretary James Forrestal recalled that “the President said he
prayed that he would never have to make such a decision [to use nuclear
weapons again], but that if it became necessary, no one need have a misgiving but that he would do so.”27
One might object to assessing the US-Soviet conventional military balance as even, because several rough indicators place the US decisively
ahead, and the Soviet Union could not signiﬁcantly threaten the US homeland during this period. This objection ignores the ability of the Soviet
Union to seize vital regions that could seriously threaten US security in
the long term. The United States had, after all, recently fought a massive
war in large part to keep totalitarian regimes from attaining hegemony in
Europe and Asia.28 American ofﬁcials in the postwar world identiﬁed
Western Europe, Japan, and the Middle East as critical regions because of
their industrial potential and/or resource endowments.29 US planners
were not particularly worried that the Soviet Union could seize Japan, but
were greatly alarmed at the Soviet ability to seize all of Europe as well as
key parts of Asia and the Middle East. NSC 20/4 argued that “Russian
seizure of these areas would ultimately enhance the Soviet war potential,”
resulting in “an eventual concentration of hostile power which would
pose an unacceptable threat to the security of the United States.”30 Most
alarming was the prospect of Soviet direct or indirect control of Germany.
Secretary of State George Marshall argued that the United States could not
“permit [the] reestablishment of German economic and political unity
under conditions which are likely to bring about effective domination of
all of Germany by [the] Soviets. It would regard such an eventuality as the
greatest threat to [the] security of all Western Nations, including [the]
US.”31 The nature of economic production at the time was conducive to
occupying powers exploiting industrial production and resources for
gain.32 Soviet control of Europe would thus force the United States to massively increase defense spending, harm the US economy, and put the
Soviets in a position to defeat the United States. Even short of actual
defeat, many feared that in such a world the United States would be forced
to become a garrison state, its free institutions under strain. In sum, the
Soviet Union was a major conventional threat, against which military and
civilian leaders believed nuclear weapons offered signiﬁcant military
beneﬁts.

Dispute Overview
Initial postwar Soviet policy centered on expanding its inﬂuence and consolidating its World War II gains. Yet the Soviets continually avoided
direct confrontation with the United States. At various points the Soviets
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pushed for a role in administering Italy and its former colonies. The Americans refused, but the Soviets did little, accepting the American position
and signing a peace treaty with Italy in February 1947.33 The Soviet
Union also brieﬂy sought an occupation zone in Japan. “Russian public
opinion would be gravely offended if the Russian troops had no occupation area in any part of the territory of Japan proper,” Stalin wrote to
Truman on August 16.34 Truman, willing to risk offending Russian public
opinion, refused. On August 27 the Soviet military determined that in
“order to avoid creating conﬂicts and misunderstandings with the allies, it
is categorically forbidden to send any kind of ship or plane whatever in
the direction of [the northernmost Japanese island of] Hokkaido.”35 The
United States rejected Soviet requests for a governing role in Japan, and
the Soviet leadership let the matter rest. From 1945 to 1947 Stalin kept a
tight lid on French and Italian Communists. “Stalin chose not to encourage
revolution in Europe or Asia,” explains David Holloway. “To have done so
would have created a risk of war with the Western allies.”36 Rather, the
Soviet dictator encouraged local Communists to work within coalition
governments.37
Arguably the ﬁrst set of crises pitting the Soviet Union against the United
States occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. In each
case, though, Soviet probes were limited and quickly reversed. Soviet
troops initially remained in Iran after the agreed-upon withdrawal date of
March 2, 1946. The Iranians sought US support and took the issue to the
new United Nations. The Soviets removed all their troops by May. Later,
when the Iranian regime reneged on an oil agreement the Soviets did not
reintroduce troops.38 The Soviets pressed Turkey for control of the Turkish
Straits at several points in 1945 and 1946. On August 7, 1946, the Soviet
Union issued a diplomatic note requesting revision of the treaty governing
the straits and moved modest military forces in the region. The Turkish
government, with US and British support, rejected the Soviet proposal.39
Following a brief back-and-forth, the Soviets did not press the matter, and
the issue died. Stalin limited support to Greek Communists because he recognized a predominant Western role there. The Soviets counseled the
Greek Communists against conﬂict with the monarch in 1945, did not
permit Greek Communists to meet with Stalin and Vyacheslav Molotov
during a Moscow visit in 1946, and did not recognize the Greek Communist provisional government in 1947.40 The March 1947 Truman doctrine
extending support to Turkey and Greece therefore caused little alarm in the
Soviet Union.41 For Soviet leaders this merely replaced British with American power in an area in which they had already decided not to overtly
challenge the West.
Events involving Germany were of much greater concern. Soviet leaders
had long directed their attention toward Germany. While the war was still
being fought, Stalin informed Winston Churchill that he “thought that
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Germany had every possibility of recovering from this war and might start
on a new war within a comparatively short time. He was afraid of German
nationalism.”42 As Geoffrey Roberts concludes, it “cannot be overemphasized that for Stalin the resolution of the German question—the problem of
how to contain or tame German power and aggression in Europe—was the
key to Soviet postwar security.”43 Soviet policy evolved over time, but the
core focus on creating either a weak Germany or one amenable to Soviet
inﬂuence remained constant. In June 1945 Stalin instructed the East German
Communist Party (KPD) to work for a united Germany “via a united KPD
[and] united central committee . . . a united workers party in the centre.”44
In 1946 he pushed for the merger of the East German Communist and
Socialist parties to increase Communist, and with it Soviet, inﬂuence. Stalin
might have been willing to give up the Soviet position in the eastern zone
of Germany, but only in exchange for a Germany completely detached from
the West. That would leave an isolated Germany vulnerable to Soviet inﬂuence in the future.45
Stalin’s views were widely shared. Maxim Litvinov, often recognized as a
pro-Western voice in Soviet affairs, argued for dismembering Germany into
seven units.46 Ivan Maiskii made the case to Molotov in a memorandum
that Germany should be militarily weakened.47 The German issue remained
critical to the Soviet Union throughout the rest of the Cold War, ﬁguring
prominently even in US-Soviet negotiations in 1989–1991.48 The consistency
of Soviet concern was not lost on the Americans, who recognized that the
Soviet Union had an intense interest in Eastern Europe and Germany. For
instance, George Kennan argued in PPS/13 in 1947 that the Russians would
oppose a united, independent Germany because it would “exercise a highly
disruptive inﬂuence on communist power in Eastern Europe. Rather than
risk that, the Russians would probably prefer a continuance of the present
status, under which they are at least sure of being able to neutralize the
political potential of eastern Germany.”49
The Soviets therefore paid close attention to American policy that might
harm Soviet interests in Germany. Though American policies were largely
defensive to counter growing Soviet power, those policies nevertheless constituted a problem for the Soviets.50 The ﬁrst major challenge was the European Recovery Program (ERP), or Marshall Plan, that threatened to pull
Germany to the West. The US secretary of state George Marshall announced
the policy to revive and bind Western European countries to undercut
Soviet inﬂuence in June 1947.51 US leaders recognized that for the Marshall
Plan to succeed it must include German participation. Germany remained
the economic engine for Europe. To attain German participation, it was necessary to provide the Germans with some political autonomy to govern
their own affairs. Some form of German state had to be created. Toward this
end, the Americans and British sought to merge their (previously merged)
occupation zones with the French zone. Beginning in February 1948 the
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three countries met in London to establish what would become a West
German government. The meeting culminated in the agreement on June 1,
1948, of the London Conference recommendations.52 The Western powers
would create a German state with modest external controls directly integrated with Western Europe economically, and perhaps eventually politically and militarily, in order to restrain West German freedom of maneuver.
On June 18, 1948, the American military governor in Germany, General
Lucius Clay, informed the Soviet Union that a new currency would soon be
introduced into the Western zones.53
For Soviet leaders these policies were a step too far. The Soviet position
would only grow worse as Germany recovered and integrated itself into a
West European bloc. The Soviets initially considered allowing their East
European satellites to participate in the Marshall Plan. They quickly
reversed themselves, judging participation as a threat to Soviet inﬂuence.
For instance, in June 1947 Nikolai Novikov, the Soviet ambassador to the
United States, cabled the Kremlin that “the outlines of a Western European
bloc directed against us [the USSR] are patently visible. The State Department is now working furiously on this plan.”54 More ominously, the plan
threatened to pull a large part of Germany away from the Soviet Union.
“This is a matter not of propaganda or political blackmail but a real threat
of the political and economic division of Germany and the inclusion of
western Germany with all its resources in a western bloc created by the
United States,” warned Soviet Foreign Ministry ofﬁcial Andrei Smirnov on
October 3, 1947.55 Molotov explained the Soviet about-face on allowing
their East European satellites to participate on July 8, arguing that “under
the guise of formulating a plan for the reconstruction of Europe, the initiators of the conference in fact desire to establish a Western bloc with the
participation of Western Germany.”56 The alarm increased throughout 1948
as the Marshall Plan became law and German statehood progressed.
Smirnov warned on March 6, 1948, just days before the Senate voted to
pass the ERP, that the “Western Powers are transforming Germany into
their stronghold and will include it in the formation of a politico-military
bloc directed against the Soviet Union and the countries of the new
democracy.”57
As the situation in Germany deteriorated from Moscow’s point of view,
Soviet behavior became more confrontational. In the fall of 1947 Stalin
instructed Communist parties in France and Italy to end their cooperative
policies and work to frustrate the Marshall Plan.58 In March 1948 US diplomat Robert Murphy noted that the “Soviet delegation now seizes upon
every question on the agenda and every statement by any other delegation
no matter how simple, how friendly or how innocent, to launch violent
propaganda attacks on the other three delegations.”59 Later that month the
Soviet Union’s Marshal Vasily Sokolovsky “walked out of the allied control
council, with the result that it ceased to function.”60
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Soviet intransigence went beyond diplomatic wrangling and Communist
subterfuge, though, distinguishing it from earlier behavior. Following the
failure of the four-party London Council of Foreign Ministers meeting in
the fall of 1947, the Soviets began harassing Western land and air transports
to and from Berlin. In March 1948, Soviet authorities reduced the number of
passenger and troop trains moving between Berlin and the Western zones
in what was later termed a “baby blockade.” Murphy cabled that the
Soviets “undoubtedly will continue with [the] series of strictures and
annoyances which it has inaugurated affecting our continued presence in
Berlin.”61 The Soviets believed their harassment was effective. “Our control
and restrictive measures have dealt a strong blow at the prestige of the
Americans and British in Germany,” the Soviet Military Administration in
Germany informed Moscow. “The German population believes that the
Anglo-Americans have retreated before the Russians and that this testiﬁes
to the Russians’ strength.”62
The currency reform provided the catalyst for the blockade. After
learning of it on June 18, Marshal Sokolovsky replied two days later that
the American-led initiative was illegal, constituted the division of Germany, and would necessitate a Soviet response.63 On June 19, the Soviet
Union suspended road trafﬁc between the Western occupied zones and
Berlin. Five days later, the Soviets severed all rail and river transportation. Berlin was effectively blockaded by land, reachable from the West
only by air.64
Soviet ofﬁcials made clear that their concerns went beyond the new currency to the broader issue of a West German state. In private conversations
they highlighted the “danger of war” and asked “whether [the] US did not
consider that it was skating on very thin ice in respect of its recent actions
in Germany.”65 At a meeting of the four military governors on July 3, Sokolovsky “made no special reference to the currency situation.” Rather, he
highlighted the relation of “the Berlin situation to the London Conference
as a whole. He made it quite clear that he was not prepared to answer any
question on the resumption of trafﬁc unless the results of the London Conference were also to be discussed.”66 Stalin reiterated the basic Soviet position during a meeting with the US, British, and French ambassadors on
August 3. The Soviet leader rebuffed overtures to end the blockade in
exchange for negotiations over the currency issue. The whole German
problem was urgent, he insisted. Stalin “understood that a sort of parliamentary council was to be formed soon, and that this would set up a
German government.” He added ominously that if “this went ahead, the
Soviet government would be faced with a fait accompli and there would be
nothing left to discuss.”67 Though Stalin hinted at negotiating space on the
London decisions, the Americans remained skeptical.68 Molotov vindicated that skepticism three days later, opening a meeting with the Western
ambassadors by critiquing the failure to postpone the formation of a West
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German government. The Soviet foreign minister insisted postponement
was necessary for a satisfactory solution.69
The Soviet goal, then, was to pressure the United States to attain a favorable political outcome on an issue they believed deeply affected their security. If the United States sought to stay in Berlin, the Soviets hoped the
Americans would be forced to negotiate on the German problem as a whole
in order to maintain their position. If instead the US refused to negotiate,
the blockade could make the American position in Berlin untenable. In that
event, the US would have to abandon Berlin, allowing the Soviets to consolidate their position in Eastern Germany and stabilize their empire.
A Western withdrawal might also discredit the United States, frustrating
US efforts in Western Europe.70
Inaction was simply not an option. As early as March 12, Smirnov wrote
that the Soviets needed “to take measures which would not merely restrict
separate actions by the USA, Britain and France in Germany but would
actively disrupt their plans to put together a Western bloc including Germany.”71 On the eve of the blockade Molotov bluntly explained that “if we
were to lose in Germany we would have lost the [last] war.”72 Nikita
Khrushchev later wrote that the Western initiatives in Germany “represented a direct threat to our national security, a challenge to the impregnability of our borders. . . . Stalin imposed the blockade as an act of survival.”73
In their detailed analysis, Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov conclude that “under these circumstances, a division of Germany into East and
West would constitute for Stalin a major geopolitical defeat that would be
particularly damaging in view of the continued American atomic monopoly.
For Stalin, accepting this defeat would be worse than risking a confrontation with the only country to possess the Bomb.”74

The Role of Nuclear Weapons
The American nuclear monopoly did not prevent the Soviet Union from
confronting the United States in June 1948. The Soviet Union was careful
throughout the crisis, though. In this section I ﬁrst demonstrate that Soviet
behavior was congruent with my argument. Speciﬁcally, Soviet leaders limited their aims and means throughout the crisis, which reduced the danger
to the Americans. As a conventionally powerful NNWS, the Soviet Union
ultimately accepted a political defeat rather than escalate to war. The Soviet
Union also took some steps to hedge against nuclear use. There were limited options for the Soviet Union to raise the costs to the United States
because there was no third party that the Soviets could turn to that could
constrain the Americans. The Soviets did, though, seek to appeal to public
opinion to delegitimize nuclear weapons. The second section examines
Soviet decision making. I show that Soviet leaders consistently took the
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American nuclear arsenal into account. At times they explicitly linked their
behavior to fear of American nuclear strikes.

Soviet Behavior
The Soviets reduced the danger to the United States, and with it the military beneﬁts of nuclear use, in several ways before and during the Berlin
Crisis. First, the Soviets did not immediately institute a full blockade.
Throughout the spring of 1948 they engaged in low-level harassment of
Western access to Berlin. This allowed Soviet leaders to gauge American
reactions to interference.
Second, the Soviet Union pressed the United States over a discrete issue.
Berlin’s isolation deep inside the Soviet occupation zone provided an
opportunity to exert limited pressure against the United States. Berlin provided a logical stopping point. If the Soviets absorbed Berlin, it did not
directly threaten any of the other Western occupation zones in Germany or
the rest of Western Europe. Soviet assertions that they did not seek a
broader confrontation therefore had an inherent credibility. The Soviets
could take action to frustrate US policy without having to cross Western
territory. It would be the Americans that would have to make the ﬁrst
move. As Zubok notes, Stalin “felt conﬁdent in his ability to adjust his use
of force around West Berlin to avoid provoking a war and to make the
Western powers look responsible for the crisis.”75
Third, there was no preparation for an immediate military campaign.
True, the Soviets deployed some military forces at the outset of the crisis
and steadily increased troop strength in Eastern Europe in the next several
years. However, there was an “absence of any evidence of Soviet preparations for a military emergency.”76 After reviewing Russian archives, Victor
Gobarev concludes that the Soviet military force in Germany was “not
ready to attack Western Allied forces on short notice because it had not
been assigned such a task.”77 US intelligence and political ofﬁcials, for their
part, took note of the lack of preparation and adopted a restrained view of
Soviet force deployments and capabilities.78
Fourth, the Soviet blockade was far less aggressive than it could have
been, given Soviet capabilities. To begin with, the Soviets avoided seriously
interfering with the airlift. The decision to keep the air corridors open
reﬂected the Soviet desire, as Vojtech Mastny puts it, “to avoid a possible
military clash there—which it would have itself had to initiate if it had
wanted to use its ﬁghters to make the blockade fully effective.”79 Trachtenberg adds that throughout the crisis “Soviet policy was not nearly as confrontational as many western ofﬁcials had feared. The airlift, for example,
was successful because the Soviets chose not to interfere with it. Even nonviolent measures, especially the jamming of radars, would have gone a
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long way toward compromising its effectiveness. But the Soviets continued
to work with western ofﬁcials at the Berlin Air Safety Center, managing the
air routes into the city, and thus bizarrely ‘doing something to help the airlift which was undermining their blockade.’ ”80
Occasional Soviet threats failed to materialize. For instance, the commander of the American airlift, General William Tunner, recalled the Soviets
announced on one occasion that they would ﬂy in formation over Berlin
and East Germany, including the air corridor. “The threatened formation
never developed.” Indeed, Tunner characterized most Soviet actions as
“silly and childish stunts.”81 Though there was a collision between a Soviet
and British transport prior to the blockade on April 5, 1948, Daniel Altman
notes that it “was the sole collision of this sort during the crisis.”82 Few
instances of Soviet target practice with live ammunition occurred close to
Western aircraft. “Frequent Soviet warnings of aerial gunnery practice and
formation ﬂying in the air corridors did not materialize in threatening
form,” General Clay later wrote.83 The Soviets did sometimes use searchlights to interfere with Western pilots’ vision at night, but the tactic was
easily overcome and never caused a crash.84
In addition, the Soviets imposed only a partial blockade. They restricted
Western access to the city but did not close off the Western sectors of Berlin
from supplies coming in from the Soviet occupation zone. Legitimate and
black market trade ﬂourished as a result. Even after a crackdown on such
trade in late 1948, the Soviet Union continued to permit the legal trade of
food, coal, and other goods.85 The Ofﬁce of the Director of Intelligence
noted in October 1948 that “the vast majority of the needs of the population
and industry in the Western sectors are still met through East-West trade,
which is only slightly less necessary to the Soviet sector than to the western
parts of the city.”86 William Stivers notes that “if Moscow were at last to
seal the city off, the airlift would fail; and should America still insist on
holding Berlin, more forceful means would be required, heightening the
risk of war.”87 True, the Soviet decision to allow trade stemmed from a
number of factors that included economic considerations and an inability
to completely seal off the zone. Yet the Soviets could have done much more.
They chose not to.
Finally, the Soviets ultimately accepted a political defeat rather than escalate. At the outset of the crisis, time seemed to be on the Soviet side. Ofﬁcials on both sides doubted the ability of an airlift to supply the city.88 As
early as August 1948, when the future of the airlift was still very much in
doubt, though, it was clear the Soviets sought to manage tensions. “Stalin
and Molotov were undoubtedly anxious for [a] settlement,” Smith reported
after one meeting with the two Soviet leaders. “Both [were] literally dripping with sweet reasonableness and [a] desire not to embarrass.”89 As time
wore on and the airlift continued, Stalin elected to end rather than escalate
the confrontation. In exchange for lifting the blockade, the Western powers
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agreed to attend a new Council of Foreign Ministers meeting to discuss
various German issues.90 The ministerial meeting reafﬁrmed the end of the
blockade, and the Soviets recognized an “obligation to take measures necessary to ensure the normal functioning and utilisation of rail, water and
road transport for such movement of persons and goods, and such communications by post, telephone and telegraph” between the occupation
zones.91 This was a major political victory for the United States. Prior to the
blockade, the United States and its allies had struggled to ﬁnd a justiﬁcation for their right to access the city.92 The ministers’ meeting resulted in the
Soviets conﬁrming the Western transit and communication rights. The
Soviets also failed to alter US policy on the formation of a new West German
state.
Both before and during the Berlin Crisis the Soviets took additional steps
to reduce the beneﬁts or raise the costs of nuclear strikes. These include
various civil defense measures put in place by the Soviet Union, as well as
the intense Soviet effort to develop their own nuclear device. In terms of
raising costs, the Soviet Union undertook various diplomatic initiatives
during this period to ban nuclear weapons and organize public opinion
against nuclear use. As I discuss in the next section, these were done explicitly to counter the American nuclear monopoly.93
s oviet n uclea r vi ews
Soviet leaders understood the destructive potential of nuclear weapons.
They worried that the United States would use nuclear weapons in any war
with the Soviet Union. Soviet leaders downplayed the signiﬁcance of
nuclear weapons at the time to demonstrate resolve, not because they discounted the danger. This is not to claim that Soviet decision making was
solely the product of the US nuclear arsenal. Moreover, Soviet leaders, like
their American counterparts, did not expect their opponent to deliberately
launch a war anytime soon. Yet there is good evidence that the US nuclear
capability contributed to the Soviet desire to restrain its behavior and avoid
even a limited war with the United States.
Soviet leaders quickly grasped the importance of nuclear weapons and
the danger the American atomic monopoly posed. Despite Stalin’s publicly
dismissive attitude, discussed in more detail below, he asserted that the
atomic bomb was a “powerful thing, pow-er-ful.”94 As early as October
1942 Stalin is said to have berated scientists who suggested asking President Franklin Roosevelt about the American atomic program for being
“politically naïve if you think that they would share information about the
weapons that will dominate the world in the future.”95 During the war, the
Soviets created an impressive intelligence apparatus to gain information
on Anglo-American nuclear efforts.96 The pressure of total war with Germany and high costs of a long-shot program prevented the Soviet Union
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from devoting many resources to the nuclear program during the war. Yet
Stalin quickly ordered a crash program to develop a nuclear weapon as
soon as the ﬁghting stopped. To attest to the intensity of Soviet leaders’
interest, the state poured resources into the program despite the struggling
Soviet economy. “Hiroshima has shaken the whole world. The balance has
been broken,” Stalin told his scientists. “Build the bomb—it will remove
the great danger from us.”97 After the Soviet atomic test in August 1949,
Stalin remarked that if “we had been late with the atomic bomb by a year
or year and a half, then we perhaps would have gotten it ‘tested’ against
ourselves.”98
Stalin was not alone in his assessments. “Soviet nuclear scientists agreed
with Stalin that the American atomic monopoly was a terrible danger for
Soviet security,” concludes Vladislav Zubok. Stalin “was ﬁrmly convinced—
along with most of his ministers and scientists—that only a similar force
could deter the United States from using its atomic weapons again.”99 Alexander Werth, the Sunday Times correspondent in Moscow at the time, wrote
that news of Hiroshima “had an acutely depressing effect on everybody. It
was clearly realized that this was a New Fact in the world’s power politics,
that the bomb constituted a threat to Russia, and some Russian pessimists
I talked to that day dismally remarked that Russia’s desperately hard victory over Germany was now ‘as good as wasted.’ ”100 In 1946 Major General
G. I. Pokrovskii outlined the beneﬁts nuclear weapons conveyed: “Atomic
aviation bombs will be effective in destroying deep underground installations, large dams and hydroelectric plants, heavy naval vessels . . . and the
most important transport junctions.”101
Soviet intelligence determined that the United States would likely use
nuclear weapons in the event of war. While it is unclear the extent to which
Stalin and other top ofﬁcials knew the precise details of American war
plans, Raymond Garthoff notes that “Soviet intelligence also obtained
highly sensitive secret US and UK assessments of possible military measures to meet a potential Soviet threat, including contingency war plans
involving employment of atomic weapons.”102 Ofﬁcial histories of Russian
intelligence contain references to September 1945 US plans “in which the
USSR was already seen not as an ally but as enemy number one, against
which war should be conducted with the employment of atomic
weapons.”103 In Novikov’s September 1946 telegram to Moscow, heavily
inﬂuenced by Molotov and often seen as a parallel to George Kennan’s
“Long Telegram,” the Soviets warned that within the United States there
were discussions about “a war against the Soviet Union, even a direct call
for this war with a threat to use the atomic bomb.”104 Mastny concludes that
American war plans “were unlikely to remain hidden from the Russian
enemy, whose intelligence supplied accurate enough information about
America’s ﬁghting potential, including the number of atomic bombs in its
arsenal.”105 In any event, US ofﬁcials at times spoke quite openly about
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intentions to strike Soviet cities with nuclear weapons. One such incident in
1948 elicited a formal protest from the Soviet embassy. Referencing remarks
by the commander of the Strategic Air Command, General George Kenney,
published in Newsweek, the Soviets complained on June 9 (prior to the
Berlin blockade) that the article “set forth a plan to use American air forces,
air bases and atomic bombs against the Soviet Union, particularly for the
destruction of Soviet cities such as Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov,
Odessa, and others.”106
The Soviet Union pursued plans to defend against and minimize dangers
of a nuclear attack. At the beginning of the Berlin Crisis on June 30, 1948,
the Soviet Politburo approved new antiaircraft defense forces, focusing on
Moscow in particular. Gobarev concludes that the discussion and decision
was likely “prompted by Soviet misgivings regarding a possible US Air
Force nuclear attack in the event the ongoing Berlin crisis escalated further.”107 This occurred, it should be noted, before American B-29s arrived in
Great Britain.108 More generally, Holloway argues that “defense against
atomic attack was a central focus of Stalin’s military policy.”109 Soviet military plans in late 1946 and early 1947 included missions to “repel an enemy
air attack, including one with the possible use of atomic weapons.”110 The
Soviet military upgraded its interceptor aircraft, early warning radars,
increased the quantity and quality of antiaircraft guns, and began research
and development in antiair missiles all in an effort to deny American airpower access.111 To be sure, some of these initiatives would have occurred
regardless. They were given added urgency by the US nuclear threat. The
Soviet Union also explored options to attack American air bases in Eurasia
that could be used to deliver nuclear ordnance.
Soviet concerns existed despite the limited nature of the American
nuclear arsenal. The US arsenal was small, difﬁcult to deliver, and ﬁssion
weapons had limited (relative to what would come) destructive power.
This did not lead Stalin and other Soviet leaders to dismiss the American
nuclear monopoly. True, the limited American nuclear arsenal contributed
to Stalin’s conﬁdence that the United States would not suddenly attack the
Soviet Union, because nuclear weapons alone could not win the war.112 As
Stalin explained in 1949, “America is less ready to attack than the USSR [is]
to repulse an attack.”113 This is different from, and should not be conﬂated
with, claiming that Stalin did not carefully consider the American nuclear
arsenal when pursuing policies that might lead to war. In other words,
there was reason for optimism that the Americans would not launch a
sudden attack. That did not cause the Soviet leadership to believe they had
little to fear if war broke out for other reasons. Stalin’s personal representative to China from May 1948 to January 1950 recalled that “Stalin assessed
the correlation of forces in the world soberly enough and strove to avoid
any complications that might lead to a new world war.”114 The fact that an
American atomic blitz prior to 1949 would not be more destructive than the
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1941 German invasion was not particularly good news. The Soviets had no
desire to experience that level of destruction again.
There is evidence that even a few atomic bombs created a large amount
of concern among Soviet leaders. The American nuclear monopoly, combined with the vast US mobilization potential and the difﬁculty the Soviets
would have in striking the United States, generated a formidable challenge.
For example, Andrei Gromyko recalls that upon learning of the atomic
bomb, “our General Staff had their heads in their hands. . . . [They] seriously considered that the USA, as soon as it had to its credit 10–15 atomic
bombs, could in a possible war with the USSR deploy them against the
major cities and industrial centers. The Kremlin and General Staff were nervous.”115 In 1950 Stalin expressed concern that even “a few” atomic bombs
could destroy Moscow.116 With no way for the Soviets to interrupt American production, moreover, the United States could continuously replenish
its nuclear arsenal during the course of a conﬂict.
Soviet concerns thus centered on the basic American ability and
apparent willingness to deliver nuclear weapons if war occurred. The
general nature of the problem helps to explain the Soviet nonresponse to
the one, admittedly weak, US attempt at nuclear signaling during the
Berlin Crisis. On July 15 the United States announced it would deploy
sixty B-29s to Britain. Two groups were subsequently deployed and
arrived by the end of the month.117 The B-29s dispatched were not nuclear
capable, no nuclear weapons were deployed, and there was little American effort, overt or otherwise, to use the deployment to pressure the
Soviets. The Soviets were likely aware of the emptiness of the American
gesture, which partially accounts for Soviet indifference.118 Beyond that,
though, the Soviets had already considered US nuclear strikes. They
believed that in a war the United States would likely use nuclear weapons.
The B-29 deployment provided no new information. The Americans were
still unlikely to launch a nuclear strike unless the situation deteriorated,
and they were still likely to use nuclear weapons if the crisis did escalate
to war. In that event, the Soviets could probably not prevent American
aircraft from reaching Great Britain. Soviet behavior also posed no threat
to the American bombers. There was no real change in the military situation. Throughout the crisis, even before the B-29 deployment, the Soviets
carefully managed their behavior. Soviet leaders had set their own red
lines and adhered to them before and after the arrival of the American
aircraft.
Soviet leaders publicly downplayed the importance of the bomb
throughout the period of American nuclear monopoly. Outwardly, the
Soviets maintained that nuclear weapons had little inﬂuence on the balance
of power. For instance, in a widely publicized interview in September 1946,
Stalin, in language similar to Mao’s, claimed that “atomic bombs are meant
to frighten those with weak nerves, but they cannot decide the outcome of
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a war, since atomic bombs are quite insufﬁcient for that.”119 The next month,
at a speech before the UN General Assembly, Molotov belittled attempts to
rely on an atomic monopoly.120
The Soviet Union took this hard line to demonstrate resolve in an effort
to deter American attempts at nuclear compellence. It was not the case
that Soviet leaders sought to downplay the nuclear threat in public
because they dismissed the US nuclear arsenal in private. Rather, they
sought to weaken American conﬁdence in the utility of nuclear weapons.
The Soviet leadership feared American efforts at atomic blackmail. Immediately after Truman informed Stalin of the successful nuclear test, the
Soviet dictator told Lavrentiy Beria that “Truman is trying to exert pressure, to dominate. His attitude is particularly aggressive toward the Soviet
Union. Of course, the factor of the atomic bomb [is] working for
Truman.”121 Molotov recalled that the “bombs dropped on Japan were not
aimed at Japan but rather at the Soviet Union. They said, bear in mind you
don’t have an atomic bomb and we do, and this is what the consequences
will be like if you make a wrong move!”122 Soviet intelligence and veterans of the atomic program recalled that “the Soviet government interpreted [the atomic bombing of Japan] as atomic blackmail against the
USSR, as a threat to unleash a new, even more terrible and devastating
war.”123 The Soviets thus explicitly linked their ﬁrm stance to the American nuclear monopoly. “A policy of blackmail and intimidation is unacceptable to us,” Stalin argued. “We therefore gave no grounds for thinking
that anything could intimidate us.”124 And at the September 1945 Council
of Foreign Ministers meeting in London, Molotov deliberately took a hard
line to show that the Soviet Union would not be intimidated by nuclear
weapons. He argued that his 1946 UN address was motivated by a desire
to “set a tone, to reply in a way that would make our people feel more or
less conﬁdent.”125
Soviet efforts to delegitimize nuclear weapons aimed to further undercut
the American nuclear arsenal. “Beginning in 1946,” writes Michael Gordin,
“Andre Zhdanov, Stalin’s second in command, orchestrated a publicrelations campaign with a dual function: to embarrass the United States so
they would not use their atomic advantage, and to assure their own client
states that the absence of a Soviet deterrent was not a liability.”126 These
instrumental efforts to delegitimize the bomb, it was hoped, could cause US
leaders to be more cautious in using nuclear weapons for fear of domestic
and international public backlash. In other words, these initiatives would
raise the costs of nuclear use for the Americans.
The US atomic monopoly subtly inﬂuenced Soviet behavior. This argument
is at odds with claims that the American nuclear monopoly encouraged
Stalin to run risks.127 This conﬂates obstinacy with a willingness to escalate
confrontations. True, the Soviets probed the American position and directly
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confronted the Americans in Berlin. The Soviets were certainly ruthless in
their occupation zone, and their intransigence during negotiations was a
major contributor to the outbreak of the Cold War. But the Soviets avoided
escalating their disputes. The Soviets had a number of reasons for behaving
cautiously beyond the atomic bomb. Yet it is not the case that the bomb
played little, if any, role in Soviet decision making (aside from their decision
to acquire one of their own) during the period.128 Rather, Soviet behavior
was most consistent with David Holloway’s conclusion that the American
atomic monopoly “probably made the Soviet Union more restrained in its
use of force, for fear of precipitating war. It also made the Soviet Union less
cooperative and willing to compromise, for fear of seeming weak.”129
Soviet actions were largely consistent with my argument. As a conventionally powerful NNWS relative to its opponent, the Soviet Union behaved
with restraint during the Berlin Crisis. While there is not “smoking gun”
evidence that the American nuclear arsenal led to speciﬁc Soviet policies
during the crisis, there is good process evidence that the Soviet leadership
considered nuclear weapons an important element of state power and
believed the United States would use nuclear weapons during a war.
During the Berlin Crisis the Soviets took steps to minimize the danger to
the United States. This would reduce the beneﬁts of using nuclear weapons,
diminishing the likelihood of nuclear strikes. The Soviets also sought to
take advantage of public opinion to raise the costs of nuclear use for the
United States. The speciﬁc US force posture does not appear to have encouraged Soviet belligerence. The United States had a paltry arsenal that was
not at that time deeply integrated with its military.130 Nevertheless, Soviet
leaders were concerned with the American nuclear arsenal. During their
most direct confrontation from June 1948 to May 1949, the Soviet Union
posed a much smaller danger than they could have to the United States,
ultimately conceding rather than escalating.
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The world has lived with nuclear weapons for more than seventy years.
There is still much that we do not know about nuclear politics and
strategy, though. For some, nuclear weapons are the absolute weapon and
cast a large shadow over international politics. This claim errs by ascribing
too large a role to nuclear weapons. The frequency with which nonnuclear
weapon states challenge and resist nuclear-armed states demonstrates the
limits of the nuclear shadow. For others, the effects of force structure,
norms, and extended deterrence offer evidence that nuclear weapons play
a marginal role in many (most) situations. While these factors help explain
conﬂict in nuclear monopoly, many such arguments go too far by assigning
little if any role to nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons cast a deﬁnite but
limited shadow in nuclear monopoly. The shadow shifts in scope and shape
based on a number of factors, yet it looms in the background of any
dispute.
The framework developed in chapter 1 received support from four
detailed case studies. The analysis allowed for an examination of the strategies and processes by which conﬂict in nuclear monopoly occurred. In this
chapter I brieﬂy explore two key sources of danger that the nonnuclear
weapon state (NNWS) can pose to the nuclear weapon state (NWS) across
additional cases. I ﬁnd support for my argument that the danger to the
NWS will be low. I ﬁrst demonstrate that wars in nuclear monopoly are
more likely to be fought when there are large power imbalances in favor of
the NWS. This observation holds even when comparing wars in nuclear
monopoly to wars between nonnuclear weapon states. Next, I examine all
wars in nuclear monopoly to show that during the actual ﬁghting there is
typically little danger to the NWS.
I conclude with broader implications for nuclear politics. In the introductory chapter, I argued that conﬂict in nuclear monopoly posed a puzzle for
many traditional deterrence and compellence explanations. Moreover,
much of what we know about nuclear weapons and conﬂict focuses on
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situations when both sides have nuclear weapons. This book joins a small
but growing literature on conﬂict in nuclear monopoly. It incorporates
insights on the costs of nuclear use, force structures, and nuclear nonuse
norms to help understand the patterns of conﬂict when only one side has
nuclear weapons.1 I return to these theoretical and policy issues here.

Power and War in Nuclear Monopoly
My argument expects war in nuclear monopoly to be unlikely when the
nonnuclear weapon state is powerful relative to its nuclear-armed opponent. The reason is that the beneﬁts of nuclear use are larger for the NWS
against a conventionally capable NNWS than a conventionally weak nonnuclear opponent. This is not to claim that it is great to be weak in international politics. A weak NNWS faces all sorts of challenges and may avoid
war if it believes it lacks a conventional strategy for success. The NNWS
has the option, though, of ﬁghting if it ﬁnds such a strategy. A powerful
NNWS must worry much more intently that nuclear weapons will be used
in any war and thus is less likely to escalate a dispute. Such wars are essentially “selected out,” leaving only those wars between powerful nuclearweapon states and weak NNWS opponents. This dynamic should be
absent when two or more nonnuclear weapon states confront one another.
Indeed, in those cases wars between conventionally similar opponents are
likely to be fairly common because both sides can reasonably believe that
they would win.
This leads to the basic observable implication assessed in this section:
wars in nuclear monopoly are more likely to be fought when there are large
power imbalances in favor of the NWS, and the typical power imbalance
between opponents will be larger than when no participant to a political
dispute has nuclear weapons. In the rest of this section I ﬁrst brieﬂy discuss
the data. I then show that the historical record generally supports my
argument.
p ow er a nd war
The case study chapters relied on multiple indicators for power. In this
chapter I use two of those indicators: per capita GDP and military spending
per soldier. Both are widely available across cases and capture core parts of
my argument. Military spending per soldier accounts for the possibility
that a state with a larger military may nevertheless be overmatched by a
smaller but better trained and equipped opponent.2 Moreover, some forces
critical to power projection, such as naval and air forces, are more capital
intensive than large numbers of ground troops. The lower the offensive
capabilities of the NNWS, the less danger it poses to the nuclear-armed
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opponent.3 I use economic development as an additional indicator of military power for the post–World War II period. As Michael Beckley demonstrates, economic development is one of the best predictors of military
effectiveness.4 Most basically, “economic development improves a state’s
ability to produce high-quality military equipment and skillful military
personnel.”5 Moreover, developed economies can maintain advanced
equipment and modern force employment techniques.6 Less developed
states may be able to purchase weapon platforms from abroad, but they
will be ineffective at integrating those with supporting infrastructure or
operating them on the battleﬁeld. I follow Beckley and use per capita gross
domestic product to measure economic development.7
I include the widely used Composite Indicator of National Capabilities
(CINC) for comparison and transparency but do not rely on it. First, CINC
conﬂates long-term and immediate military power by including measures
such as total population, iron and steel production, and energy consumption, alongside military personnel and military spending.8 My argument
centers on whether the NNWS poses a large immediate danger that requires
nuclear weapons to offset. Even if the NWS has more latent power, that
advantage may not have time to manifest itself before the NNWS is able to
defeat the NWS’s conventional forces. Second, CINC is problematic in the
post–World War II period. It overvalues certain indicators, such as domestic
steel production, that do not take into account changing sources of conventional power or qualitative advantages.9 For instance, CINC codes the
Soviet Union as surpassing the United States in 1971 and holding a superior position until 1988. Yet this was precisely the period during which the
Soviet Union fell hopelessly behind the United States economically and
militarily.10
I use the ratio of NWS to NNWS capabilities in each category to assess
relative power. When neither state has nuclear weapons, I use the ratio of
the more powerful state’s capabilities to the less powerful state’s capabilities. It is important to note the subtle difference in ratios. In nuclear
monopoly it is possible for the ratio to be less than 1 if the NWS is less powerful conventionally than the NNWS. By contrast, the lowest value that the
ratio can take when neither side has nuclear weapons is 1, indicating perfectly balanced capabilities.
I code nuclear monopoly when only one side has nuclear weapons and
the other side does not. When neither state has a nuclear weapon, I code the
pair as nonnuclear.11 I use the Correlates of War (COW) list of wars, which
deﬁnes war as hostilities between states involving a minimum of one thousand battleﬁeld deaths per year.12 A number of conﬂicts coded as war seem
to be borderline cases (see table C.1, below), but including all wars identiﬁed by external coding criteria increases conﬁdence that I did not simply
select conﬂicts that would accord with my argument. Indeed, excluding
many of the borderline cases (such as South Africa versus Cuba in 1987 or
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the Soviet Union versus Hungary in 1956) would strengthen my argument.
In wars with multiple participants I compare the power ratios for each
NWS-NNWS pairing. I use pairs of states—dyads—because that is the
standard in quantitative conﬂict studies, and it is difﬁcult to aggregate
measures such as per capita GDP across several actors ﬁghting on the same
side. Several wars in nuclear monopoly—such as the Korean, Vietnam, and
Gulf Wars—involve large US-led coalitions that include states without
nuclear weapons on both sides. Including all these dyads as examples of
NNWS-NNWS interactions would be problematic, because many of the
NNWS participants would not have fought in the absence of US leadership.
Moreover, the additional states fought on the side of the nuclear power,
further enhancing NWS capabilities against the nonnuclear opponent.
I therefore count only two nonnuclear weapon states at war when no participant had nuclear weapons or when both sides were major independent
participants in a larger conﬂict in nuclear monopoly, such as North and
South Korea in the Korean War.13 Appendix A provides additional discussion of the coding.
analysis
The data conform to my argument’s expectations. Table C.1 lists all wars
in nuclear monopoly. The NWS almost always had a large power asymmetry in its favor. In several wars the NWS was part of a multistate coalition that further shifted the power imbalance in its favor. Chinese
capabilities relative to Vietnam were similar in 1979 and 1987, but in both
cases the sheer preponderance of material capabilities allowed the NWS to
overcome this gap.

Table C.1 Wars in nuclear monopoly
Nuclear
state(s)

Nonnuclear
state(s)

Korean War

United
States

China
North Korea

10.8

1956

Suez War

United
Kingdom

Egypt

16.8

2.3

9.4

1956

Soviet vs.
Hungary

Soviet
Union

Hungary

1.2

5.3

33.9

1965

Vietnam
War

United
States

Vietnam
(North)

19.9

13.3

50.5

1967

Six Day
War*

Israel

Egypt

7.4

2.5

0.2

Year

War

1950

138

GDP per
capita ratio

Military spending
per soldier ratio

20.6

15.6
missing data

CINC
ratio
2.4
106.5

Year

War

Nuclear
state(s)

Nonnuclear
state(s)

GDP per
capita ratio

Military spending
per soldier ratio

CINC
ratio

Iraq

1.0

2.4

0.7

Jordan

1.8

3.9

2.1

Syria

2.0

5.5

1.1

1969

War of
Attrition

Israel

Egypt

11.0

1.6

0.3

1973

October
War

Israel

Egypt

11.9

2.9

0.4

Iraq

3.0

3.8

1.2

Jordan

5.5

11.6

3.8

Saudi Arabia

0.1

1.4

1.2

Syria

3.2

7.1

1.8

1979

ChinaVietnam I

China

Vietnam

1.3

1982

Falklands
War

United
Kingdom

Argentina

5.0

3.0

3.5

1982

Lebanon

Israel

Syria

7.2

4.7

1.1

1987

Angola**

South
Africa

Angola

1.9

2.9

7.1

Cuba

1.5

5.8

2.5

1987

ChinaVietnam II

China

Vietnam

2.0

0.8

8.6

1991

Gulf War

France

Iraq

12.7

2.5

2.6

12.1

4.9

3.1

United
States

17.9

4.6

16.4

6.2

12.4

69.9

43.8

151.1

17.6

56.7

216.4

116.4

12.7

57.7

2.9

16.7

80.5

22.9

Kosovo

United
States

Serbia

2001

Afghanistan

United
Kingdom

Afghanistan

United
States
Iraq

13.4

United
Kingdom

1999

2003

missing data

United
Kingdom
United
States

Iraq

Note: * Israel likely produced a nuclear weapon during or immediately prior to the war.
** May 2018 Correlates of War, Interstate War Dataset lists a discrete start date for this phase of the war
over Angola.
Sources: Zeev Maoz, Paul L. Johnson, Jasper Kaplan, Fiona Ogunkoya, and Aaron Shreve, “The Dyadic
Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) Dataset Version 3.0: Logic, Characteristics, and Comparisons to
Alternative Datasets,” Journal of Conﬂict Resolution 63, no. 3 (March 2019): 811–35; National Material
Capabilities, Version 5.0; Kristian Skrede Gleditsch, Expanded Trade and GDP Data, Version 6.
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The major outlier is Israel. It frequently fought wars by itself against
multistate coalitions. It is also the only NWS in the data to face an opponent with a higher GDP per capita: Saudi Arabia in 1973. Yet in that case
Saudi Arabia was only minimally involved in the actual ﬁghting; it did
not enter the war for several days after the war began.14 The CINC ratio of
capabilities, again with the notable exception of Israel, also favors the
NWS by large margins. I addressed the Israeli qualitative superiority in
chapter 3, arguing that in actuality Israel had a sizable military
advantage.
While the list of wars is informative, it lacks a comparison to ﬁghts
involving only nonnuclear weapon states. I next compare the various
power ratios between two states in wars in nuclear monopoly to wars
between nonnuclear armed states. I use the median rather than average
ratio to ensure that outliers—such as the United States versus Afghanistan—
do not drive the results. Figure C.1 shows the ratio for, ﬁrst, all warring
dyads in nuclear monopoly (Monopoly); second, excluding the Suez,
Hungary, Kosovo, and Iraq 2003 wars, where the NWS demand centered on
pre-dispute territorial or regime change (Monopoly—demand); and third,
dyads in wars in which the COW dataset codes the NNWS as the initiator
of the overall war (Monopoly—initiation). It then displays the power ratio
for NNWS-NNWS warring dyads (Nonnuclear).
The results show that wars in nuclear monopoly tend to be fought with
a larger power asymmetry—favoring the NWS in monopoly—than NNWS
wars. When using GDP per capita the ratio is three to ﬁve times greater in
nuclear monopoly than between nonnuclear weapon states. Military
spending per soldier allows a comparison with wars fought prior to the

12
10

ratio

8
6
4
2
0

GDP per capita
Monopoly

Spending per soldier

Monopoly—demand

Monopoly—initiation

CINC
Nonnuclear

Figure C.1 Median capability ratios by nuclear balance, GDP per capita data, 1950–2010;
spending and CINC, 1816–2010
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nuclear era. The results are similar; the median ratio is nearly twice as
large in nuclear monopoly than nonnuclear relationships. The gap narrows when including only NNWS initiators, but there is still a noticeable
difference. The small number of cases when applying the initiator
condition—there are only nine dyads ﬁghting wars in nuclear monopoly
using GDP per capita and only eight using the spending per soldier
measure—cautions against making strong inferences. The CINC score is
the exception, though this is driven by Israel. Excluding Israel, the median
ratio in nuclear monopoly is generally higher than dyads in wars that had
no nuclear-armed states.15
Finally, I examine the percentage of disputes in different balances of
power that escalate to war. Many nuclear weapon states are also conventionally powerful. There are notable exceptions, but if there are few disputes between actors with similar capabilities, there would be few
opportunities for war. The fact that so many weak nonnuclear weapon
states still end up in ﬁghts against nuclear opponents suggests that they are
willing to discount nuclear arsenals and so does not necessarily contradict
my argument, but it would qualify the results. I operationalize political disputes by examining militarized interstate disputes (MIDs): “united historical cases of conﬂict in which the threat, display or use of military force
short of war by one member state is explicitly directed towards the government, ofﬁcial representatives, ofﬁcial forces, property, or territory of another
state.”16
I divided all disputes and wars into two sets of balanced and unbalanced
categories. There is little guidance for the cutoff between balanced and
unbalanced pairings in international politics. I ﬁrst considered cases where
the NWS was up to three times as powerful relative to its nonnuclear opponent to be a NNWS advantage or roughly balanced pairing. I coded ratios
where the NWS is three times as powerful or greater as unbalanced. The 3:1
threshold has primarily been used (and critiqued) to identify imbalances at
the operational and tactical levels, but it has also been used at the strategic
level.17 I also used a 2:1 threshold, so that an NWS twice as powerful as its
opponent is considered to have a large advantage.
In nuclear monopoly, the percentage of disputes that escalate to war
is generally higher when the NWS has a large advantage. The basic relationship between power and war therefore holds when accounting for
the greater number of asymmetric disputes in nuclear monopoly. As
ﬁgure C.2 shows, as per capita GDP becomes more favorable to the NWS,
the percentage of disputes that become wars increases substantially. This
is true for both a 3:1 and 2:1 threshold for NWS advantage. By contrast, in
disputes between two nonnuclear armed states, a slightly smaller percentage escalate to wars when per capita GDP is unbalanced. The relationship for the spending-per-soldier metric offers mixed support for my
argument. There is only a small increase in the percentage of wars when
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% MIDs that escalate to war

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Monopoly

Nonnuclear

Monopoly

GDP per capita
Less than 3:1

3:1 or greater

Nonnuclear

Spending per soldier
Less than 2:1

2:1 or greater

Figure C.2 Percentage of disputes that escalate to war, GDP per capita data, 1950–2010;
spending and CINC, 1816–2010

the NWS has at least a 3:1 advantage compared to when it does not.
Indeed, there is a slightly larger shift using this measure in nonnuclear
relationships.18 When shifting to a 2:1 advantage, the results show a major
change in the direction my argument predicts. The percentage of disputes
that become wars when the NWS has a large advantage is nearly triple the
percentage of disputes that do so when the NWS does not. The basic
reason for this is that there are a number of wars where the NWS enjoys
only slightly less than a 3:1 advantage. At the same time, there are very
few wars, but a sizable number of disputes, where the NWS approaches a
2:1 or less advantage. There is little change for wars between nonnuclear
weapon states.
In sum, across a wide variety of measures, evidence suggests that war in
nuclear monopoly tends to be fought when the NWS has a large conventional military advantage. The median power imbalance is larger in nuclear
monopoly than in wars involving only nonnuclear weapon states. Israel is
an outlier, though it enjoyed a strong qualitative advantage over its opponents that aggregate material indicators can mask. With one exception, a
larger percentage of disputes become wars in nuclear monopoly when the
NWS has a large advantage. There is also a noticeable difference with
NNWS wars, where the inﬂuence of power was more modest. Each metric
has limitations, the results do not control for a variety of factors, and some
qualify the strength of the overall arguments. Nevertheless, the general
consistency of the ﬁndings increases conﬁdence that the logic accounts for
additional cases.
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War Conduct in Nuclear Monopoly
This section reviews the conduct of the wars in nuclear monopoly. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 discussed ﬁve wars involving the United States (Korea,
Gulf War, Iraq 2003) or Israel (War of Attrition, October War). This
chapter considers those along with eleven others: the 1956 Sinai War; the
1956 Soviet-Hungary War; the 1965 Vietnam War; the 1967 Six Day War;
the 1979 and 1987 China–Vietnam wars; the 1982 Falklands War; the 1982
war over Lebanon; the 1987 war over Angola; the 1999 Kosovo War; and
the 2001 Afghanistan War. Appendix B contains a discussion for each of
the eleven additional wars. In this section I summarize the main results.
In doing so, I establish a basic congruence between nuclear monopoly
and the conduct of wars. Unlike in the case study chapters, however, I do
not investigate the NNWS internal decision making to ascertain the
degree to which the nonnuclear weapon states discussed nuclear
weapons.19
My argument predicts that the conduct of military operations during
wars in nuclear monopoly will generate little danger to the NWS. As long
as the danger to the NWS is low, the beneﬁts of nuclear use will also be low.
This allows any costs associated with nuclear use to loom large. My claim is
not that the NNWS will necessarily alter its behavior; in many cases it lacks
the capabilities to deploy more threatening forces or pursue more ambitious objectives. That is precisely the point, though. A state that cannot do
more will pose little danger to the NWS; wars that pose more danger should
be unlikely to occur in the ﬁrst place.
I look for several indicators that there is limited danger to the NWS
during the war. First, the war should pose little threat to the NWS’s homeland or nuclear arsenal. As such, the bulk of the ﬁghting will be away from
the NWS, on or near NNWS territory. The evidence strongly supports this
expectation. I found no evidence in any of the sixteen wars that the NNWS
threatened the NWS’s survival or nuclear arsenal.20 In ten of the wars, the
ﬁghting took place entirely outside the NWS territory.
In the six cases where part of the ﬁghting did take place on NWS territory, it was isolated and posed little threat of a large invasion. Vietnam
launched occasional minor incursions into China during their decade-long
ﬁght. Argentina invaded isolated British territory when it took the Falkland
Islands, but there was no danger that Argentina would advance farther.
Israel endured the most attacks on territory that it controlled.21 There was
some limited ﬁghting on Israeli territory in 1967, largely involving Jordan.
In 1970, the Egyptian military conducted raids and artillery attacks on
Israeli territory, but there were no major operations. The notable exception
was the 1973 October War. I discussed the limited nature of the Egyptian
and Syrian offensives in chapter 3.
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Second, my argument expects the NNWS to use either a defensive
strategy or a limited aims offensive strategy. Again, the conduct of the
wars corresponds to these expectations. Argentina used a limited aims
offensive, quickly shifting to the defensive and seeking negotiations after
capturing the Falklands. The North Vietnamese pursued offensive operations in South Vietnam, but these posed no threat to expand beyond that
territory. As noted, the Vietnamese launched minor incursions into China
during their ﬁghting, but otherwise relied on a defensive strategy. Egypt
relied on artillery barrages in 1970, and Egypt and Syria pursued limited
aims offensives in 1973. China’s attack in Korea in 1950 is the possible
exception. While Chinese leaders initially considered adopting a defensive
posture in Korea, they switched to a more expansive attack plan. The Chinese sought external support prior to their assault, though, and could not
project power beyond the Korean Peninsula. In every other war the NNWS
used defensive or guerrilla strategies. To be sure, these states may have
launched offensives on their territory, such as Angola and Cuba against
South Africa, but they did not conduct operations on the opponent’s
territory.
Third, the NNWS should generally impose only modest losses on the
NWS. This necessarily involves killing NWS soldiers and destroying equipment, which may lead to a political defeat for the NWS. Importantly,
though, the conduct of the war should not threaten the wholesale destruction of the NWS military or leave the NWS defenseless. Battleﬁeld deaths
provide one grim indicator for relative losses. In most of the wars, the
ﬁghting was very lopsided in favor of the NWS (table C.2). In others, the
NNWS fought tenaciously and inﬂicted signiﬁcant losses on the NWS. Yet
in no case did the NWS losses risk military collapse or present the NWS
with the possibility of being unable to defend its regime and territory. This
is not to trivialize the losses of either side, and estimating battleﬁeld deaths
is a difﬁcult endeavor. The results are nevertheless consistent with the argument’s expectations.

Table C.2 Estimated battleﬁeld deaths in nuclear monopoly wars, 1945–2010

Year

War

Nuclear
state(s)

1950

Korean War

United States

1956

Suez War

United
Kingdom

144

Battleﬁeld
deaths
54,487
22

Nonnuclear
state(s)

Battleﬁeld
deaths

China

422,612

North Korea

316,579

Egypt

3,000

Nuclear
state(s)

Battleﬁeld
deaths

Year

War

1956

Soviet vs.
Hungary

Soviet Union

720

1965

Vietnam War

United States

58,153

1967

Six Day War

Israel

1,000

Nonnuclear
state(s)
Hungary
Vietnam (North)
Egypt
Iraq

1969

War of Attrition

Israel

368

1973

October War

Israel

2,838

2,500
5,000

Egypt

7,700

8,000

Falklands War

United
Kingdom

255

Argentina

1982

Lebanon

Israel

455

Syria

1987

Angola

South Africa

Gulf War

France

2

United
Kingdom

100

Vietnam

1982

1991

23
3,500

China

1,800

278

Syria
China-Vietnam I

China

30

Egypt

1979

China-Vietnam
II

10,000

Syria

Saudi Arabia

1987

700,000

6,100

Jordan
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CONCLUSION

Implications for Nuclear Politics
States without nuclear weapons have pursued a variety of means when
challenging or resisting a nuclear-armed opponent during intense political
disputes that seemed to be worsening. The most direct way to reduce conﬂict in nuclear monopoly, then, is to address the underlying political disputes. Yet when political disputes occurred (and they are likely to continue
to occur), nonnuclear weapon states devised strategies around nuclear
monopoly. These strategies took advantage of the costs and beneﬁts associated with nuclear use for the nuclear-armed state. The NNWS leaders discounted the likelihood of nuclear use when they perceived the costs of use
as outweighing the beneﬁts for their opponent. They tempted fate, pursuing strategies that they believed would fall short of their opponent’s red
line for nuclear use.
There were several common elements across the cases as the NNWS
probed the limits of the nuclear shadow. Islands were often the center of
conﬂicts. China in 1954 and 1958, as well as Argentina, sought to use military force around islands and limit the danger to the NWS. The Soviets put
pressure on the isolated position of Berlin—essentially a Western island in
a sea of Soviet-occupied territory. Even with the expansive Chinese intervention in 1950, there was a natural stopping point at the end of the Korean
Peninsula, beyond which the Chinese could not go. Additionally, the
Soviets, Chinese, and Iraqis all undertook various civil defense measures to
reduce the damage of a nuclear strike. This could both minimize the beneﬁts of a strike but also served to hedge in case the conﬂict escalated. Leaders
often downplayed the danger of nuclear weapons to minimize any efforts
at nuclear coercion.
The NNWS also pursued various means to raise the costs of a nuclear
strike. Egyptian and Iraqi leaders at times hoped that chemical or biological weapons could serve as a deterrent by harming the nuclear opponent
or its allies. At the same time, they avoided using those weapons ﬁrst. The
Egyptians and Chinese both attained external support they hoped would
restrain nuclear escalation. Interestingly, the Egyptian attack in 1973 and
Chinese intervention in 1950 were the two largest offensives against a
nuclear opponent. It is perhaps not surprising that the leaders in both
countries then went to such lengths to ensure outside assistance. Finally,
the Soviet, Chinese, and Egyptian leaders all sought to leverage global
public opinion against large-scale war in general and nuclear weapons in
particular.
More generally, weak nonnuclear weapon states were more likely than
powerful nonnuclear weapon states to ﬁght a war against a nuclear-armed
opponent. The Soviet Union sought to push the United States during a
period of nuclear monopoly. In contrast to weaker actors, though, the
Soviets behaved much more cautiously and ultimately conceded rather
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than ﬁght. Examination of all wars found that wars in nuclear monopoly
are in fact fought only when there is a large power imbalance in favor of the
nuclear-weapon state. Moreover, those wars in nuclear monopoly that did
occur posed little danger to the nuclear weapon state. This reduced the beneﬁts of nuclear use and allowed any costs to loom large.
I conclude with some broader implications for nuclear strategy and politics. To begin with, it became fashionable after the Cold War to argue that
the world had entered a “second nuclear age” that replaced the (allegedly
simpler) bipolar superpower nuclear standoff.22 Others have pushed back
against this narrative of bifurcating the nuclear era.23 This book reinforces
the latter; there is more continuity in the nuclear era than often appreciated.
To the extent that the “ﬁrst nuclear age” is taken to mean the Cold War era,
nuclear strategy and politics were not limited even then to the US-Soviet
standoff or bilateral arms control. To be sure, the bulk of the attention
focused on the superpower confrontation. This was quite reasonable and
expected, given the scope of the arsenals and intensity of the dispute. Yet
throughout the nuclear era, states have struggled to manage nuclear proliferation involving new actors, and newly nuclear-armed states have developed force postures and doctrines quite different from those of the
superpowers.24 Similarly, nuclear-armed states found themselves embroiled
in conﬂicts with nonnuclear-armed opponents during and after the Cold
War. The United States has never fought a war against a nuclear-armed
state (at least at the time of this writing). At the same time, the United States
found itself in disputes and at war with numerous nonnuclear opponents
throughout the Cold War and beyond.
Scholars have long debated how many nuclear weapons and what
delivery capabilities are enough to be a credible threat and inﬂuence adversary calculations. These debates have focused exclusively on situations
when both sides have nuclear weapons.25 This book shifts the focus to
nuclear monopoly and ﬁnds small arsenals can have an effect. Chinese,
Egyptian, and Soviet leaders all took the prospect of nuclear use very seriously even when the opponent possessed relatively limited or unsophisticated nuclear arsenals. For their part, Iraqi leaders did not consider the size
and sophistication of the US arsenal in their deliberations. Rather, Saddam
Hussein and his lieutenants spoke of the destruction of two or three cities
and twenty-kiloton yields. To paraphrase Kenneth Waltz, when nuclear
weapons are involved, there is less necessity for ﬁne-grained calculations;
the possibility of even a few nuclear strikes focuses the mind.26 Studies that
focus exclusively on whether conﬂict occurred or not and code such outcomes as a nuclear deterrence or compellence failure may therefore erroneously conclude that nuclear weapons do not inﬂuence conﬂict.
Indeed, one of the central ﬁndings in this book is the problem of equating
deterrence or compellence success with nuclear weapon inﬂuence. The
presence of conﬂict or failure does not mean that nuclear weapons had no
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inﬂuence on decision making. Binary outcomes of conﬂict / no conﬂict or
victory / defeat can certainly inform assessments of the role that nuclear
weapons play.27 Analysts are right to note that nuclear weapons did not
deter the Soviets from blockading Berlin, they did not deter the Egyptians
or Chinese from launching military assaults, and they did not compel the
Iraqis to abandon Kuwait. A ﬁne-grained analysis of decision making
among NNWS leaders that goes beyond aggregate outcomes shows that in
each case decision makers clearly recognized the danger of nuclear strikes.
They were able to pursue strategies that they believed would not invite
nuclear retaliation. Moreover, certain types of conﬂict are less likely to
occur. The inﬂuence of nuclear weapons is often subtle, shaping the speciﬁc
policies that NNWS leaders pursue to avoid nuclear strikes even when they
decide to confront a nuclear-armed opponent.
Moreover, as noted above, the evidence in this book highlights that
there are similar dynamics at play across diverse situations. Regardless of
the nuclear force posture adopted, powerful nonnuclear-armed states
have avoided war with nuclear-armed opponents. Norms were referenced or used instrumentally by very different leaders operating in
diverse domestic environments. In situations of both extended and direct
deterrence, NNWS leaders sought to probe the costs and beneﬁts of
nuclear use for their nuclear-armed opponents. States without nuclear
weapons have also relied on extended deterrence of their own to raise the
costs of nuclear use for their opponent. At times these were alliances with
a nuclear-armed state, such as China seeking Soviet commitments prior to
intervention in the Korean War. But the state need not be an ally or friend.
Egypt sought to leverage US inﬂuence over Israel to rein in the latter’s
nuclear program and even restrain Israel during the October War. Iraqi
leaders sought (though failed to receive) Soviet and French support to
slow the US march to war, and if there was no war there would be no
danger of nuclear strikes.
The limits of the nuclear arsenal should be apparent as well. Many fear
that nuclear monopoly will allow a nuclear-armed state to dominate its
nonnuclear opponents. For instance, Merrill and Peleg argue that “when
the compeller enjoys a monopoly over nuclear weapons, he can virtually
dictate conditions to the compellee.”28 Former Israeli ambassador to the
United States Michael Oren writes that “Iran with military nuclear capabilities will dominate the Persian Gulf and its vast oil deposits, driving oil
prices to extortionary highs.”29 In 1995 the New York Times reported that
American and Israeli ofﬁcials feared that with “a nuclear arsenal . . . Iran
could also try to dominate its neighbors on the Persian Gulf, including
Iraq. . . . Such domination, they say, could lead to Iranian control of the ﬂow
and price of oil to the West.”30 If nuclear weapons allow states to dictate to
nonnuclear opponents, then the beneﬁts of preventive military strikes to
arrest proliferation increase substantially.31
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This book joins other studies that suggest a state with a nuclear weapon
cannot simply dominate nonnuclear opponents.32 In political disputes, an
NNWS has a number of strategies available to it to offset an opponent’s
nuclear advantage. Nonnuclear states have resisted in the past; they will
ﬁnd ways to do so in the future. To be sure, the international community
has a general interest in nonproliferation and working to avoid wars
involving any nuclear-armed states. Yet calls for military action to rein in
nascent nuclear programs may invite more problems than they solve.
Nuclear weapons offer some political leverage and inﬂuence to nonnucleararmed states, but they are not a panacea.
Indeed, there are deﬁnite limits to overt attempts at nuclear coercion. In
the cases examined, the NNWS leadership factored nuclear weapons into
their decision making based on the existence of a nuclear capability and
general force posture. Efforts during crises or wars to threaten nuclear use
often had little effect, because the NNWS had already taken the nuclear
issue into consideration. For instance, Secretary of State James Baker’s
veiled threat in January 1991 may have not mattered much, because the
Iraqis had already considered the possibility that chemical weapons could
invite nuclear retaliation.33 Likewise, even had the B-29s dispatched to
Britain in 1948 been nuclear capable, they would not have revealed any
new information to the Soviet Union. The Soviets believed that the Americans were unlikely to deliberately start a war but very likely to use nuclear
weapons during a war. If the Egyptians were aware of the Israeli “operational check” in 1973, potentially through the Soviets, it would not have
altered their basic view that as long as the conﬂict remained limited, the use
of nuclear weapons would be unlikely. To the extent the alert alarmed the
United States, it would be fulﬁlling the Egyptian goal of more directly
involving the Americans in the dispute.
The analysis nevertheless points to several factors that can inﬂuence the
political utility nuclear weapons offer their possessors. For instance, during
a period of unipolarity, the options for nonnuclear-armed states to turn to
other great powers to restrain a nuclear opponent should decrease. This
would reduce one cost of nuclear use and therefore increase the likelihood
that the beneﬁts of use outweigh the costs, enhancing the utility of nuclear
weapons for regional actors. States are unlikely to be able to control polarity,
though. A more manipulable policy lever is a state’s conventional military.
A state may gain greater political utility from its nuclear arsenal if it reduces
its conventional capabilities. In those cases, the lack of conventional alternatives expands the military missions that only the nuclear arsenal can
accomplish. This enhances the beneﬁts of nuclear weapons and makes it
more likely that the beneﬁts will exceed the cost. Despite this potential beneﬁt, it is not likely to be an attractive policy option. Some of the reasons will
be familiar to students of American nuclear strategic history. One of the
critiques of the Eisenhower administration’s massive retaliation policy and
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underinvestment in conventional arms (from the critics’ perspective) was
that it left the president with only the option of nuclear use or retreat in a
crisis. The ﬂexible-response alternative faced its own shortcomings, of
course, and was only partially implemented by the United States.34 The
basic drawback of tying one’s own hands remains, however. It does nothing
to reduce the costs of nuclear use. Rather, it increases the beneﬁts by
removing any alternatives, making it more likely that beneﬁts will outweigh costs. Any additional leverage comes at the expense of being forced
to endure the costs of nuclear use or capitulation if a nonnuclear adversary
miscalculates and elects to ﬁght. Particularly for countries such as the
United States, ﬂexibility is probably more valuable against nonnuclear
opponents than any additional leverage from the nuclear arsenal.
There are a number of limitations and challenges to the analysis. These
limit the strength and scope of the conclusions in a number of ways. To
begin with, I bracketed factors such as polarity, regime type, civil-military
relations, and leader personality that may systematically inﬂuence conﬂict
in nuclear monopoly. Nor did I consider how nuclear latency—the possession of enrichment and reprocessing facilities that can be used to acquire,
sometimes very quickly, a nuclear weapon—might inﬂuence conﬂict in
nuclear monopoly.35 Next, the case studies traced the origins of each dispute, but the basic framework introduced in chapter 1 and tested throughout
the book did not evaluate how disputes over diverse issues may lead to
variation in NNWS behavior. I also focused exclusively on nuclear
monopoly in an effort to isolate its effects. As a result, it is unclear how the
insights in this book travel to cases of extreme nuclear asymmetry when
both sides possess nuclear weapons, such as the dispute between the
United States and North Korea today. On the one hand, it is possible that
North Korea may discount the US nuclear arsenal owing to the overwhelming American conventional advantage. On the other hand, the fact
that North Korea has even a small number of nuclear weapons and is developing more-capable delivery platforms may mean that the beneﬁts of US
nuclear strikes to offset that threat are very high, making nuclear use more
likely and inducing additional North Korean caution. Future research can
usefully incorporate these additional factors and examine different strategic dynamics to better understand the role of nuclear weapons in international conﬂict.
At the time of this writing, no nuclear weapons have been used since
1945. This should be cause for celebration, but not for complacency. It is
easy to draw the wrong lesson from the many conﬂicts in nuclear monopoly.
One should not conclude that nuclear weapons provide no utility in nuclear
monopoly. Nuclear weapon states have not been able to avoid all ﬁghts, but
in political disputes they have avoided having to ﬁght against major offensives that threaten their survival or against more conventionally capable
nonnuclear opponents. These beneﬁts of nuclear possession will continue
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to pose obstacles to nonproliferation and global zero efforts. Proponents of
these agendas must directly address these incentives to continue to make
progress.
At the same time, one should not abandon efforts to manage nuclear proliferation and conﬂict. There have been a number of political disputes and
even wars in nuclear monopoly. So far none have resulted in nuclear strikes.
That does not mean that there is no danger of nuclear use in similar disputes in the future and that therefore such conﬂicts are little cause for concern. After all, the only use of nuclear weapons to date has occurred in
nuclear monopoly. In nuclear monopoly after 1945, leaders in states without
nuclear weapons have generally acted in a restrained manner, sought to
leverage the strategic environment to minimize the likelihood of nuclear
use, or pursued strategies that posed little danger to the nuclear-armed
state. If those conditions change in the future—if a powerful state without
nuclear weapons escalates to a war against a nuclear-armed opponent or
pursues expansive aims, for instance—then this book cautions that the
world could witness the ﬁrst nuclear strikes since August 1945.
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Counting Wars in Nuclear Monopoly

In this appendix I ﬁrst discuss in more detail how I generated the list of wars
and disputes used in the conclusion chapter.1 Counting conﬂicts involves a
number of decisions that can inﬂuence the results. I therefore next present
several sensitivity analyses for the conclusion results using alternative lists
of conﬂicts and relative capability thresholds. With one exception, discussed
below, the results are robust to alternative speciﬁcations. That change in
results reinforces my basic argument by highlighting that power asymmetries in the overall war favor the nuclear weapon state (NWS) side. The last
section then shows that a powerful nonnuclear weapon state (NNWS) is
not more likely to win disputes prior to ﬁghting.
I took the basic list of wars from the May 2018 Correlates of War (COW)
Interstate War Dataset available on the COW home page. I follow standard
practice and count only the ﬁrst year of each war. For example, the COW
dataset codes the United States at war with China in 1950, 1951, 1952, and
1953. I count only the war onset in 1950 and drop the years 1951–1953.
When large US-led coalition wars occurred in nuclear monopoly (Korea,
Vietnam, Gulf, Iraq 2003) I excluded warring dyads between nonnuclear
weapon states unless they were major independent participants in the
war.2 Including all the other dyads in these coalition wars as examples of
NNWS-NNWS interactions would be problematic because many of the
states without nuclear weapons would not have fought absent the presence
of the United States. Moreover, the additional states fought on the side of
the nuclear power(s), further enhancing NWS capabilities against the nonnuclear opponent.
I used the May 2018 dyadic Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) to
capture political disputes that might escalate to war in order to generate
the percentage of disputes that escalated across different power balances.
The MID coding decisions do not affect the basic comparison of median
power ratios and war. I again count only the ﬁrst year of each individual
MID but do not drop subsequent years if an MID is ongoing. For instance,
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the United States and China experienced a militarized dispute beginning in
1949 that continued into 1950 (no. 634). The two nations then had two more
disputes in 1950 (nos. 633 and 51). In this case I counted three militarized
disputes: one in 1949 (634) and two in 1950 (633 and 51). This captures the
intuition that each dispute was a potential opportunity for war, and one in
fact became the Korean War. There is thus a subtle difference with many
dyadic conﬂict studies. In those studies, only one MID is counted per year,
even if two states experienced numerous disputes in the same year. In cases
where a MID began in one year but escalated to war in the next year I use
data for the year that the dispute escalated to war. For example, I count
both the war and MID for the Gulf War between the United States and Iraq
in 1991, even though the MID that became the Gulf War began in 1990. In
other words, I do not consider the MID in 1990 to be a separate opportunity
for war. This avoids erroneously claiming a dispute did not escalate to war
when in fact it eventually did. I do not count any MIDs that occur during
an ongoing war because these could not escalate to war since the countries
were already at war. Thus I do not count any MIDs between the United
States and China in 1951, 1952, or 1953.
I use three alternative lists of wars to assess the robustness of the median
power ratios. I ﬁnd that the basic results from the conclusion chapter do not
change. Figure A.1 includes all warring dyads in US-led nuclear monopoly
coalition wars. Figure A.2 reports the results using the alternative war dataset generated by Reiter, Stam, and Horowitz, which ends in 2007.3 It drops
the Korean War as a nuclear monopoly war because they code the Soviet
Union as a participant. Figure A.3 excludes wars involving Israel and uses
only the CINC measure, which was an outlier in the conclusion. In two
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Figure A.1 Median capability ratios by nuclear balance—all warring dyads, GDP per capita
data, 1950–2010; spending and CINC, 1816–2010
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Figure A.2 Median capability ratios by nuclear balance—alternative war measure, GDP per
capita data, 1950–2007; spending and CINC 1816–2007
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Figure A.3 Median capability ratios by nuclear balance, excluding Israel, 1816–2010

of the three nuclear monopoly lists the median ratio is now larger than in
wars between two nonnuclear states.
Next, I include the additional warring dyads in US-led coalition wars
in nuclear monopoly (ﬁgure A.4) to examine the percentage of MIDs that
become wars. The results for the spending measure are similar to those
in the conclusion chapter. The pattern for wars between two nonnuclear
weapon states does noticeably change for per capita GDP, though. The
reason and direction of the change are consistent with my argument’s
underlying logic and an artifact of using dyads. Speciﬁcally, every new
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Figure A.4 Percentage of disputes that escalate to war using all warring dyads, GDP per
capita data, 1950–2010; spending and CINC, 1816–2010

nonnuclear-versus-nonnuclear dyad with a power imbalance greater than
3:1 occurs when the stronger nonnuclear state is ﬁghting on the side of the
United States. In the few cases in nuclear monopoly wars when the nonnuclear state had an advantage over another nonnuclear state on the nuclear
state’s side, the advantage was less than 3:1. For example, Figure A.4
includes a warring dyad between nonnuclear Britain and nonnuclear
North Korea in 1950. Britain had a nearly 8:1 advantage in per capita GDP
over North Korea. This shows up as an asymmetric dispute between two
nonnuclear weapon states escalating to war. In reality, it is an NNWS ﬁghting alongside an NWS, which results in an even greater NWS advantage
against the NNWS. Thus while the other results are robust to alternative
coding decisions, in this instance they are sensitive but in a way that reinforces the original coding decision to exclude these dyads in order to best
assess the difference between wars in nuclear monopoly and wars involving only nonnuclear weapon states.
Finally, I examine the median capability ratios in disputes that the nonnuclear state wins versus those that it loses. My argument predicts that
wars in nuclear monopoly are more likely when the NNWS is weak,
because it poses a smaller danger to the NWS that minimizes the risks of
nuclear strikes. An alternative explanation might be that this pattern occurs
because a powerful NNWS is likely to win a dispute against an NWS prior
to war. Therefore, war is unlikely to occur in those situations. Weak nonnuclear states, by contrast, may have no recourse but to ﬁght, because the
nuclear opponent will otherwise dismiss their demands. The MIDs dataset
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Figure A.5 Median capability ratios and dispute victors, GDP per capita, 1950–2010;
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codes dispute victories, which provides the ability to assess one observable
implication for this alternative argument. Speciﬁcally, in disputes against
nuclear-armed opponents, we should observe the power ratio to be more
favorable to nonnuclear weapon states when they win than when they lose.
COW codes victory in the last year of a dispute in contrast to the rest of the
analysis, which focuses on the ﬁrst year of a dispute. As a result, the results
are not fully comparable, although the vast majority of disputes begin and
end in the same year. I follow Maoz et al. and code a state as winning if the
dispute ends in its victory or the other side yielding.4 I code all other outcomes as draws.
Approximately 90 percent of the disputes ended in a draw; neither side
did much winning. Not surprisingly, the NWS won twice as many disputes
that didn’t escalate to war as the NNWS (forty-one to twenty). Surprisingly,
though, the median ratio for spending per soldier shows that the NWS had
a smaller advantage when it won a dispute compared to when it lost (ﬁgure A.5). The median NNWS that won was at an 8:1 disadvantage, while
the median NNWS that lost (meaning an NWS victory) was at a 4:1 disadvantage. In other words, when a NNWS did manage to win, the power
ratio for the NNWS was actually less favorable than when it lost using this
measure. Using per capita GDP, there is little noticeable difference when
the NNWS wins versus when it loses. The NNWS is at approximately a 4:1
disadvantage when it loses (NWS victory) and a 4.5:1 disadvantage when it
wins (NNWS victory). Including the victor of disputes that escalated to war
does not meaningfully alter the ﬁndings. These results should be treated
with some caution, given the small numbers and difﬁculties coding victory
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and defeat. Yet they suggest that powerful nonnuclear weapon states winning disputes without having to ﬁght is not the reason for observing the
pattern that wars in nuclear monopoly tend to be fought when the NNWS
is conventionally weak relative to the NWS. Most disputes end in draws,
and while nonnuclear weapon states lose more overall, those that do win
are as often, if not more often, weak nonnuclear weapon states rather than
powerful ones.
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Additional Cases

The Correlates of War database reports sixteen discrete wars in nuclear
monopoly. These wars serve as the basis for general discussion of conduct
of war in nuclear monopoly in the conclusion chapter. Five of these were
addressed in the case study chapters: the Korean War (chapter 4), the War
of Attrition and the October War (chapter 3), and the Gulf War and the Iraq
War (chapter 2). In this appendix I brieﬂy discuss the remaining wars: the
1956 Sinai War; the 1956 Soviet-Hungary War; the 1965 Vietnam War; the
1967 Six Day War; the 1979 and 1987 wars between China and Vietnam;
the 1982 Falkland Islands War; the 1982 war over Lebanon; the 1987 war
over Angola; the 1999 Kosovo War; and the 2001 Afghanistan War. I focus
on the portions identiﬁed as interstate wars. Conﬂict and instability after
the end of organized interstate hostilities between states are beyond the
scope of my analysis.

Sinai War (1956)
The 1956 Sinai (or Suez) War pitted Egypt against Israel, France, and nucleararmed Great Britain. The dispute centered on control of the Suez Canal.
Following the coup that deposed Egypt’s King Farouk, the new Egyptian
government sought to assert its control over the important waterway that
cut through its territory. Recognizing its limited options, the British government agreed in October 1954 to remove British troops by 1956. On June 13,
1956, the last British soldiers left the Suez Canal Zone. President Gamal
Abdel Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal Company a little over a month
later, on July 26. The move, on top of other Egyptian rhetoric, alarmed
ofﬁcials in London. The British prime minister Anthony Eden then conspired with French and Israeli leaders to retake the canal. The plan called
for Israeli forces to attack Egypt in the Sinai, strengthening Israeli borders.
Britain and France would then demand an end to the ﬁghting and call for
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both sides to withdraw from the area. Next, they would introduce troops
to seize the canal. Israel dutifully attacked on October 29, followed by the
planned Anglo-French ultimatum on October 30. When ﬁghting continued,
British and French aircraft attacked Egypt, followed by the introduction of
ground troops on November 5.1
Discussion of nuclear weapons in the war typically center on Soviet
nuclear threats. The general consensus is that those threats had little inﬂuence on British and French decision making.2 Rather, US pressure—including
economic coercion—compelled the European powers to reverse course and
withdraw their forces by the end of December, handing Nasser an important
political victory. The British nuclear monopoly relative to Egypt gets little
attention. The British had developed a capable bomber force by 1956 that
could deliver nuclear weapons, and British bases in the region could have
been used as staging areas for nuclear strikes against Egypt.3
The British homeland, its nuclear arsenal, and its military faced no danger throughout the war. Without the prospect of military defeat, there were
minimal beneﬁts of nuclear use. Any nuclear-related costs—and Britain
endured economic and political costs for the conventional military action
alone—would therefore loom large. The lack of military danger to Britain
from the conduct of the war is evidenced in several ways.4 To begin with,
all the ﬁghting took place outside British territory. Moreover, the Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF) conducted the bulk of ground operations and were
involved in the most intense ﬁghting. Egyptian military performance was
uneven, with some units ﬁghting tenaciously and others quickly abandoning their positions. As a whole, though, Egyptian forces were poorly
coordinated across the theater and were unable to execute counterattacks,
allowing the IDF to make steady progress. The Egyptian air force posed
little threat. Initial British-French attacks destroyed large numbers of Egyptian aircraft on the ground. From October 31 to November 2 the Egyptians
lost more than 150 aircraft. Egypt then withdrew forty aircraft to bases out
of Anglo-French range, but this removed their ability to engage in the ﬁghting.5 Anticipating the Anglo-French attack, Nasser ordered the military to
fall back from the Sinai on November 1 to meet the new threat. The withdrawal was poorly coordinated, though, and the retreat quickly turned into
a rout. As Kenneth Pollack notes, “only one Egyptian battalion returned
from the Sinai intact and capable of engaging in combat operations.”6
The Anglo-French invasion faced little opposition. The Egyptians reasonably concentrated their defense to protect Cairo from an expected British
assault. However, the two allies targeted Port Said and Port Faud, massing
a British infantry division, airborne brigade, and marine commando brigade
alongside a French airborne division, parachute battalion, and mechanized
brigade for the assault. The supporting naval force consisted of six aircraft
carriers with modern jet aircraft. Out of position, with their air forces immobilized or destroyed, the Egyptian troops were woefully overmatched. For
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example, the Egyptian force at Port Said consisted of two reinforced battalions of reservists and four self-propelled guns.7 British and French paratroopers seized key objectives on November 5 and easily beat back Egyptian
counterattacks. On the sixth, British forces began amphibious landings
against little opposition; most Egyptian defenders had ﬂed. Total British and
French losses from the operation were 26 killed and 129 wounded.8

Soviet Invasion of Hungary (1956)
The conﬂict began with popular demonstrations in Budapest on October 23.9
The protesters called for the return of ousted former leader Imre Nagy and
demanded a series of economic and political reforms. They also sought the
end of any Soviet presence in the country. Fighting erupted between government forces and the demonstrators, quickly spreading across most of
the country. Rebels, in many cases joined by Hungarian troops, seized key
installations such as radio stations, party headquarters, and the Ministry of
the Interior. By October 28 the CIA reported that rebel forces were “in control of most of Hungary outside of Budapest.”10 Nagy returned to power
on October 24 and initially requested the support of Soviet troops to help
restore order. Soviet forces in the country had already been mobilizing as
the Soviet leadership debated their response. On October 25 Soviet forces
ﬁred on demonstrators outside the Hungarian parliament, killing sixty. The
Soviet forces subsequently disengaged from the ﬁghting, awaiting Moscow’s decision, but mobilization outside Hungary continued. The Nagy
government openly identiﬁed with the rebels by October 29 and called for
the withdrawal of all Soviet forces on October 30. Hungary subsequently
announced its intention to withdraw from the Warsaw Pact.
The Soviet leadership decided on October 31 to use the Red Army to
restore Soviet inﬂuence.11 While the political effect of Hungary leaving
the alliance would have been large for the Soviet Union—Soviet leaders
worried that the loss of Hungary would destabilize the Soviet position in
Eastern Europe and possibly even lead Hungary to enter the American
orbit—the immediate military danger that Hungary posed to the Soviet
Union during the ﬁghting was nonexistent.12 The Soviets invaded on
November 4 with a massive force of two hundred thousand troops and
some twenty-eight hundred tanks that engaged and overwhelmed Hungarian freedom ﬁghters and military troops.13 The entirety of the ﬁghting
took place on Hungarian territory, with no danger to the Soviet state. The
Hungarian freedom ﬁghters and allied military forces fought with defensive and guerrilla tactics; there was no capability of any major offensive
against the Soviet Union. While the Hungarian forces fought determinedly,
“hurling Molotov cocktails and even themselves at the turrets and treads
of the Russian tanks,” they were simply outmatched.14 The Soviets suffered
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modest losses during the campaign. Precise casualty estimates vary, but
the Correlates of War reports 720 Soviet battleﬁeld deaths, compared to 926
Hungarian battleﬁeld deaths.15 That coding includes the interstate war portion of the conﬂict and does not include civilian casualties or losses earlier
during the initial uprising. Some estimates place those in the thousands.

Vietnam (1965–1973)
In 1919, in the wake of the Great War, a young Vietnamese man named
Nguyen Ai Quoc, who would later go by his more famous moniker Ho
Chi Minh, traveled to Paris. He had hopes of presenting the US president,
Woodrow Wilson, with Vietnamese desires for greater political power and
freedoms under French rule, appealing to Wilson’s calls for greater selfdetermination.16 Less than thirty years later, following another world war,
the Vietnamese and the United States found themselves on opposing sides.
The United States was initially hesitant to back French efforts to maintain
control of Indochina. Yet the US position shifted as the struggle became
embroiled in Cold War dynamics. Indeed, by the early 1950s the US was no
longer a reluctant French patron but instead a strong proponent of French
efforts to counter the growth of communism, and with it fears of Soviet
inﬂuence, in Vietnam. The French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 ﬁnally
led to French withdrawal.17
The United States remained involved as Vietnam split into North and
South, what would become respectively the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and the Republic of Vietnam (ROV).18 The United States opposed
national elections, fearing Ho Chi Minh had effectively seized the nationalist mantle and could out-organize noncommunist opposition. Instead, the
US backed the staunch anticommunist Ngo Din Diem’s effort to create a
viable South Vietnamese state. Throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s, a
Communist insurgency, the Viet Cong, supported by the North Vietnamese government in Hanoi, gained strength and controlled sizable parts of
the countryside. By the end of 1963 US involvement included sixteen thousand military advisers, though some fought alongside ROV units. Despite
US support, Diem failed to build popular support and was overthrown in
November 1963. In June 1964 North Vietnamese troops began directly participating in Viet Cong operations, and in September the ﬁrst North Vietnamese regiment moved down the Ho Chi Minh Trail to South Vietnam.19
President Lyndon Johnson and his advisers saw little chance of victory but
believed that the United States could not afford to walk away. The fear was
that abandoning the ROV would call into question US credibility globally. In a series of decisions in 1964 and 1965, then, Johnson dramatically
escalated the US presence and combat operations. US ground operations
continued until August 1972, and large-scale air operations ended with the
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termination of the Linebacker II bombing campaign on December 29. After
a brief cease-ﬁre, North Vietnam launched an assault on the South. South
Vietnam continued to be unable to stand on its own despite the years of US
involvement. After Saigon fell in April 1975, Hanoi consolidated control of
the newly uniﬁed Vietnam.
The United States homeland or interests in regions outside Southeast Asia
faced no danger throughout the war. This is not to minimize the American
losses suffered. Yet the entirety of the ﬁghting took place in and around
Vietnam, thousands of miles from American territory. The Viet Cong relied
primarily, though not exclusively, on guerrilla tactics, while the North
Vietnamese Army would engage in conventional and mechanized military operations. Importantly, though, they were unable to project power to
threaten American interests outside the region. Their stated limited aims to
unify the country were therefore credible. While they inﬂicted losses, they
were unable to decisively defeat the US military or cause the US homeland or key positions in Europe and the Paciﬁc to be left defenseless. The
sheer number and scope of military engagements make a full review of the
combat beyond the scope of this chapter. In brief, North Vietnamese forces
inﬂicted major losses on South Vietnamese forces but struggled to notch
any battleﬁeld victories against the United States.20 The sustained Rolling
Thunder bombing campaigns by US forces proved ineffective against guerrilla operations. When North Vietnam adopted more conventional operations, the Linebacker I and II bombing campaigns did help contribute to
North Vietnamese ﬂexibility in negotiations that ended the US presence.21
Hanoi was ultimately able to achieve a political victory by inﬂicting losses
on the United States that were out of proportion to American interests in
the conﬂict. Years of inconclusive ﬁghting in a country many saw as not
vital to US security took its toll. Especially after the Tet Offensive in 1968,
opposition to the war grew within the US public and ultimately among the
soldiers asked to ﬁght for an unpopular cause with little apparent prospect of success. The US military generally remained effective in combat but
began to suffer a decline in morale and discipline.22 While not discounting
American losses, it is clear that the Vietnamese lost more relative to their
American opponents. From 1959 to 1975 the United States lost 58,178 killed
and over 300,000 wounded (150,000 of which were hospitalized). Estimates
are more difﬁcult for the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong. Using conservative ﬁgures leads to approximately 730,000 North Vietnamese troops and
Viet Cong killed, along with 65,000 North Vietnamese civilians.23

Six Day War (1967)
As noted in chapter 3, the inclusion of the Six Day War as a conﬂict in
nuclear monopoly is debatable. The Dimona nuclear reactor came online in
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1964, and two years later Israel likely had the ability to produce weaponsgrade ﬁssile material. By early 1967, US intelligence estimated that Israel
could construct a nuclear weapon in six to eight weeks.24 Avner Cohen’s
authoritative work on the Israeli nuclear program concludes that it was not
until immediately prior to the war that “Israel ‘improvised’ two deliverable
nuclear explosive devices.”25 Egyptian leaders were aware of Israeli nuclear
progress and understood after 1967 that Israel had nuclear capabilities. Yet
in May–June 1967 it is doubtful that Egyptian leaders believed Israel possessed a functioning nuclear device.26 I nevertheless include a more detailed
discussion here as a check against excluding a potential relevant case.27
The road to the Six Day War began with escalating Israeli-Syrian tensions
and subsequent Egyptian troop deployments into the Sinai Peninsula in May
1967.28 More provocatively, on May 17–18, Nasser requested that UN forces
withdraw from the area, and on May 22 he announced that Egypt would
close the Tiran Straits to Israeli shipping.29 On May 17 and May 26, Egyptian
aircraft overﬂew the Dimona reactor, generating alarm within Israel.30
Despite these moves, there is little evidence that Nasser or other Arab
leaders intended to launch a war against Israel. If conﬂict came, the Egyptians would ﬁght defensively. Egypt failed to undertake offensive preparations, with the ﬁnal operational plan calling for a forward defense of the
Sinai.31 Moreover, as noted in chapter 3, the Egyptian military was unreliable
because its leader, Field Marshal Muhammad Abd al-Hakim Amer, treated
the armed forces as his “own personal ﬁefdom,” where personal loyalty was
more important than military competence.32 Though Egypt had a modest
advantage in troop numbers and military platform quality, it lacked a decisive conventional advantage to overcome its other deﬁciencies. As President
Lyndon Johnson told Israel’s foreign minister Abba Eben on May 26, “Our
best judgment is that no military attack on Israel is imminent, and, moreover, if Israel is attacked, our judgment is that the Israelis would lick them.”
In case he had not been clear, he added that “you [Israel] will whip the hell
out of them.”33 Nasser’s motives appeared to center on overturning the post1956 Suez War status quo, attaining a propaganda victory to offset Egyptian
setbacks in Yemen and elsewhere in the region, and deterring further Israeli
action against Syria or future action against Egypt.34 As Nasser told UN
Secretary-General U Thant on May 24, Egypt had “achieved its goal by
returning to pre-1956 position, with one difference: that they [the Egyptians]
were now in a position to defend their country and their rights.”35
Similarly, Syria and Jordan were in no position to launch major conventional offensives against Israel. Israeli and Jordanian forces were relatively
evenly matched in numbers and equipment, even with the bulk of the IDF
engaged with the Syrians and Egyptians. Jordan planned for a forward
defense of the West Bank. The one limited offensive element in its planning
centered on capturing part of Jerusalem in the expectation that Israel would
seize large parts of the West Bank elsewhere.36 “Amman’s major objective
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during the Six Day War was simply to survive intact,” Pollack tersely concludes.37 The Syrians enjoyed a quantitative superiority along the Golan
Heights, but two decades of political turmoil had taken its toll on the Syrian army. Its troops were poorly equipped, trained, and led. The Syrians
focused primarily on the defense of the Golan. Even after being told (incorrectly) that Egyptian forces had routed the IDF, the Syrians launched only
a few uncoordinated air strikes and staged a single limited offensive that
Israeli settlers stopped largely unassisted.38
Egyptian planning prior to the war did include the possibility of air
strikes against the Dimona nuclear facility. This appears to contradict my
argument that the NNWS should avoid targeting the NWS’s nuclear arsenal. The Egyptian planning, which Cairo was never able to implement, is
not a major challenge to my argument, though. To begin with, Egypt was
not planning to target Israel’s nuclear arsenal. Egypt was likely unaware
that Israel had nuclear weapons, or of the precise location of those weapons. Also, my argument focused on the difﬁculty of eliminating an opponent’s nuclear arsenal. This is discrete from a situation when a state believes
the opponent has no nuclear weapons to begin with. In that case, a strike
against the opponent’s ability to produce the necessary material can eliminate the future nuclear danger without any risk of immediate nuclear retaliation. Finally, Egypt did not intend to start a war over Dimona, but if war
did occur, then Dimona would be an attractive target.39
The Egyptian deployment to the Sinai and ongoing tensions with Syria
created serious problems for Israel. Israeli leaders had previously identiﬁed the closing of the Tiran Straits as a “red line” that would necessitate
war, and feared potential attacks against Dimona.40 More basically, though,
Israel could not afford to maintain mobilization indeﬁnitely to offset Egyptian moves. As Zeev Maoz notes, during the crisis “one-ﬁfth of Israel’s labor
force was mobilized. The Israeli economy came to a screeching halt.”41 The
ongoing crisis was creating an intolerable domestic situation for Eshkol,
who resigned the post of defense minister (he retained the prime minister
position) on June 1, with Moshe Dayan selected to take up the post.42 In
addition, several in the government saw an opportunity to avoid a possible diplomatic defeat and substantially alter the military-political climate
in the region.43
Israel launched a series of strikes beginning on June 5 that resulted in a
decisive victory. The conduct of the war accords with my argument: there
was little danger to Israeli territory, regime survival, or its nuclear arsenal
during the ﬁghting. Indeed, Israel dramatically increased its territory, to
take control of the Golan Heights, the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and the
Sinai Peninsula. The Israeli attack began with Israeli Air Force strikes that
caught Egypt by surprise, essentially eliminating the Egyptian air force on
the ground.44 Israeli ground forces quickly advanced in the Sinai. While
individual Egyptian units at times fought admirably, they were unable to
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respond to the fast-moving Israeli charge. Amer ordered a general retreat on
the afternoon of June 6 that quickly turned into a rout.45 On June 5, Amman
ordered a more robust offensive than previously planned in response to
erroneous Egyptian claims of military success.46 That offensive never progressed, though, as Israeli counterattacks on the ﬁfth and sixth occupied
the Jordanian forces in the West Bank. At 10 p.m. on June 6, King Hussein
ordered the Jordanian military to retreat. Though the king rescinded the
order, the Israeli advance and Jordanian confusion created a hopeless situation for Jordan by the morning of June 7.47 As noted above, the Syrians
launched only a single and ineffective ground offensive during the ﬁrst few
days of the war. Combat was limited to an occasional Syrian air raid and
artillery exchanges with the IDF. Israel began its major offensive against
Syrian positions in the Golan on June 9 after the defeats of Egypt and Jordan. Syrian troops fought determinedly at times but undertook no offensives and indeed failed to even reposition forces or launch counterattacks
in service of their broader defensive posture.48

China versus Vietnam (1979 and 1987)
The Correlates of War codes two wars between China and Vietnam in
nuclear monopoly. The 1979 war was the larger and deadlier ﬁght, after
which low-level ﬁghting continued throughout the 1980s. I discuss both
wars together because of the continuous hostility during the period. Tensions between Vietnam and China had been increasing throughout the
1970s, brought on by the end of US-Vietnamese ﬁghting and Chinese
realignment toward the United States. The Vietnamese role in Southeast
Asia was steadily increasing, culminating in the Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia in late 1978. Vietnamese persecution of ethnic Chinese living in
Vietnam also increased. Vietnamese assertiveness and growing ties to the
Soviet Union alarmed Beijing. The Chinese invasion, dubbed the “Punitive
War,” sought to inﬂict military and civilian damage in an effort to deter
further Soviet and Vietnamese expansion in the region.49
The conduct of the war is congruent with my argument’s expectations.
The ﬁghting took place almost entirely on Vietnamese rather than Chinese
territory. Vietnam was on the defensive throughout the conﬂict, relying on
both conventional and guerrilla means. The military performance of the
Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was found wanting in a number
of cases. While both sides endured losses, Vietnamese forces likely suffered
more. In addition, China inﬂicted signiﬁcant damage on Vietnamese infrastructure and civilian assets while suffering no comparable losses. In short,
there was never any major danger to China.
The initial Chinese attacks on February 17 caught the Vietnamese by surprise and quickly broke through the Vietnamese front lines. Progress then
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slowed. In the east, PLA units struggled against determined militia resistance
and rugged terrain. They ultimately succeeded in taking their main objectives
of Cao Bang and Dong Dang by February 25.50 In the west, the assault against
the provincial capital Lao Cai proceeded methodically against entrenched
Vietnamese forces. Superior Chinese numbers allowed the Chinese to capture Lao Cai on February 20–21.51 The Chinese inﬂicted substantial losses on
Vietnamese militia and People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN) forces, though
Chinese units suffered as well. One battalion of the 308th PAVN Division,
3rd Battalion, 460th Regiment, conducted a limited incursion into Yunnan to
attack a PLA position in China on February 23. But there was no sustained
PAVN offensive into Chinese territory.52 After the seizure of Lao Cai in Vietnam, the recently arrived PLA 149th Division then moved to seize Sa Pa.
Enemy action, rain, and difﬁcult terrain slowed the advance. The Vietnamese
countered, with the 316th PAVN Division putting up a determined blocking
action in what was some of the most intense ﬁghting of the war. After a week
of continuous action, the 149th had lost 420 soldiers, while the PAVN 316th
and supporting units lost an estimated 1,398 killed, 620 wounded, and 35
captured.53
Chinese forces in the east then moved to take the main target of Lang Son.
As Xiaoming Zhang notes, that was the route that “Chinese imperial armies
had historically used to invade Vietnam.” The city controlled key rail and
road networks that could threaten Hanoi less than 140 kilometers away.54
After pausing to regroup, China launched the offensive on February 27
with seven divisions, totaling roughly eighty thousand troops. The ﬁghting
was again intense, but by March 1 PLA forces were shelling Lang Son.55 The
Vietnamese ordered their forces to fall back on March 2, and on March 4 Chinese forces crossed the Ky Kung River to capture the southern portion of the
city. Casualties mounted on both sides, but the Vietnamese suffered greater
losses. In addition, China had turned Lang Son “into a ruin.”56
On March 5 Chinese leaders announced they had “achieved the expected
objectives” and would “withdraw all troops back to Chinese territory.”57
Beijing had planned for only a short campaign, but the intensity of Vietnamese resistance and PLA struggles likely contributed to China’s decision.58 China’s withdrawal announcement did not end the ﬁghting. Over
the next two weeks PLA forces engaged in various battles against dispersed
Vietnamese forces. As the editorial of the Vietnamese party journal Nhan
Dan put it on March 7, Vietnam would allow Chinese withdrawal, but that
did not mean providing a “red carpet exit.”59 Indeed, PAVN forces managed to rout the PLA’s 448th Regiment when the latter engaged in an illconceived operation to gain military experience.60 Beyond the military
engagements, the PLA operational commander Xu Shiyou “ordered PLA
troops to destroy everything they could along their way home.”61 The damage was extensive. The war ended on March 16 when Chinese forces completed their withdrawal.
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Precise estimates of the losses during the monthlong ﬁghting are difﬁcult to come by. The 2010 Sarkees and Wayman Resort to War (the basis
for the COW dataset) reports 13,000 Chinese and 8,000 Vietnamese battleﬁeld deaths.62 This makes the 1979 war the only one in the COW dataset in
which the NWS suffered greater losses. Other reports list approximately
10,000 battleﬁeld deaths on each side, while Xiaobing Li lists 26,000 Chinese casualties (the Vietnamese number for Chinese killed) and 37,300 Vietnamese troops killed.63 This does not include civilian losses, which were
almost exclusively inﬂicted on the Vietnamese side. In any event, the losses
to China, while not insigniﬁcant, did not threaten the destruction of the
PLA and were close to Vietnamese military losses.
Military clashes along the Sino-Vietnamese border continued for the next
decade. Fighting again took place primarily in Vietnam. China launched a
series of limited offensives in 1980 to capture key positions in the Luojiaping Mountains along the border. In 1981 PLA operations concentrated
on small areas along both the Guangxi and Yunnan borders. Vietnamese
counterattacks failed to dislodge Chinese forces, so that the two sides
remained locked in a low-level confrontation with occasional Chinese
artillery bombardments in 1982–1983.64 In April 1984 the PLA launched a
series of offensives in the Laoshan area supported by heavy artillery bombardment. Vietnamese counterattacks in June and July ended in failure.
For the next several years PLA forces rotated in and out of the area in an
effort to provide combat experience to the troops.65 As Zhang notes, Chinese troops wondered “why they had to ﬁght for hills on the Vietnamese side of the border in ‘self-defense.’”66 Vietnamese sapper commando
units conducted occasional raids beyond Chinese lines. From 1979 to 1986
Vietnamese aircraft overﬂew Chinese airspace on at least twelve occasions,
but most such incursions lasted only a few seconds or minutes.67 For the
most part, Vietnamese operations after 1984 were limited to attacks against
Chinese encroachments into Vietnamese territory. There was no major
offensive launched into Chinese territory, although the border itself was
contested.68 Sarkees and Wayman code the simmering dispute as having
escalated to a war from January 5 to February 6, 1987, with eighteen hundred Chinese and twenty-two hundred Vietnamese battleﬁeld deaths.69
Chinese-Vietnamese relations improved at the end of the decade, in part
due to the end of the Cold War, and Chinese troops withdrew and returned
to China in 1992.70

Falkland Islands (1982)
The United Kingdom fought a nonnuclear-armed opponent once again in
April 1982 when Argentina invaded the Falkland (Malvinas) Islands. The
ﬁghting was intense at times, and the British ﬂeet faced real danger from
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Argentine aircraft. Yet the conduct of the war posed little threat to Great
Britain. My argument does not predict that the NNWS will avoid trying to
harm the NWS. After all, the NNWS must have some conventional strategy
that can outlast or inﬂict losses so that the NWS will negotiate. In the end,
though, the ﬁghting took place far from the core British territory, the Argentines used limited means and did not (because they lacked the ability) go
beyond their limited aims, and the British suffered modest losses.71 The
actual conduct of the war, despite the geographic disparity in favor of
Argentina, testiﬁes to the British conventional advantages.
The roots of the dispute traced back to the British occupation of the
islands in 1833 that ended control of the islands by what would become
Argentina.72 The intensity of the dispute had waxed and waned over the
decades. In December 1981 the leaders of the Argentine military junta,
President Leopoldo Galtieri, Admiral Jorge Anaya, and Brigadier General Basilio Lami Dozo, decided to invade the islands. A desire to distract
from domestic problems drove the decision. As Amy Oakes notes, there
is “a considerable degree of scholarly consensus regarding the degree to
which the junta was inﬂuenced by the rising social unrest when it planned
to invade the Falklands.”73
Though the focus in this appendix is on the conduct of war rather than
nuclear views prior to ﬁghting, the nature of the conﬂict warrants a somewhat lengthier treatment.74 Importantly, the junta did not initially expect
Great Britain to respond with military force at all. If Britain did not ﬁght,
this would necessarily rule out the use of British nuclear weapons. As Oakes
concludes, the “simple truth is that Argentina’s leaders would not have
considered an invasion if they thought the United Kingdom was prepared
to go to war over the islands.”75 Galtieri later stated that “such a stormy
reaction as was observed in the United Kingdom had not been foreseen.”76
Argentine diplomats in London and New York reported to Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa Méndez prior to the war that Britain would likely impose
economic sanctions and sever diplomatic relations, but would avoid military action.77 Several British actions prior to the invasion reinforced this
view. Most notable was the British decision to remove its only semipermanent naval presence, the HMS Endurance, from the region.78 Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher’s decision to use military force surprised Argentina and
even some British and Americans.
The Argentine strategy, doubting a British military response, centered
on a bloodless operation to capture the Falklands, present Britain with a
fait accompli, and seek negotiations. “Occupy to negotiate” was the basic
objective.79 Initial plans called for withdrawing the bulk of the invasion
force and leaving behind a ﬁve- to seven-hundred-man garrison to maintain order.80 As Richard Thornton concludes, as late as March there was no
“concept, let alone plan, to defend the Malvinas against a British attempt to
recapture the islands.”81
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Perceptions of American neutrality, if not support, also worked to
embolden Galtieri and his lieutenants. Relations between the United States
and Argentina warmed with the election of Ronald Reagan, buoyed by a
shared anticommunism. Some felt Argentina had become a “privileged
ally” to the United States.82 “We expected that the US government would
act as a real-go between, a real neutral friend of both parties interested in
the full implementation of the UN Charter,” Méndez stated. The United
States might even lean on Great Britain to avoid any military action as it had
done in 1956 during the Suez War.83 The United States did initially push for
a negotiated solution. Ultimately, though, the “special relationship” led the
Americans to side openly with the British, dashing Argentine hopes.
The Argentines pursued their planned limited-aims offensive. They
could do little more than take the islands, because they lacked signiﬁcant
power-projection capability. Their claims of limited intentions thus had
high credibility. Argentine forces seized the islands on April 2 in an operation that resulted in no British deaths. The British estimated Argentina lost
ﬁve dead and seventeen wounded.84 With the onset of winter looming, and
with it any chance of British military operations, Argentina succeeded in
presenting Britain with a fait accompli and sought negotiations.
Once it was clear Britain would not negotiate, the Argentines undertook
few defensive preparations. They neglected to extend the runway at Port
Stanley to enable the deployment of several types of aircraft, forcing them
to ﬂy from the mainland, which reduced combat capability. The Argentine commander, General Mario Menéndez, dispersed his troops in static
positions ill-suited to fending off a British attack. Argentina’s best units
remained deployed along the Chilean border.85
The British forces engaged were qualitatively superior to their Argentine counterparts.86 Argentina had the advantage of ﬁghting much closer to
home, though. Buenos Aires sought to inﬂict sufﬁcient damage on the British task force to deny Britain the ability to retake the islands or, at the least,
make the effort to retake the islands too costly. While this would weaken
British power projection abilities, it would not leave Britain defenseless.
Argentina’s task was aided by the limited air support that the British ﬂeet
could muster, and British surface vessels were particularly vulnerable to
the French-made long-range Exocet missiles. US estimates were cognizant
of the challenges that Britain would face and the potential for British losses.
Nevertheless, as a US National Security Council brieﬁng report noted on
April 28, “Britain has the means—whatever Argentina does—to isolate the
islands, disable the airstrip, and attack the defenders, who are likely to run
short of supplies in three weeks.”87
In any event, the conduct of the war ended up inﬂicting only modest losses on British forces, with Argentina sustaining relatively larger
losses. On May 1, the British task force executed an attack against various military targets to convince the Argentines a landing was imminent.
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The British engaged four Argentine Mirage III ﬁghter-attack aircraft,
destroying two while losing one Harrier aircraft. Britain suffered minor
damage to surface ships, although in one case the Argentine planes barely
missed the destroyer Glamorgan with two-thousand-pound bombs. Later,
the British intercepted two Canberra light bombers, destroying one. The
response was actually much less than Argentina had intended. Argentina
dispatched ﬁfty aircraft from land and their aircraft carrier, the Vienticinco
de Mayo, to assault the British forces. Yet a third of the aircraft were forced
to turn back when they failed to connect with airborne refueling tankers.
Thirty planes did manage to reach the Falklands, but only six managed to
locate British forces.88
The Argentine navy recognized their vulnerability to British submarines and proceeded cautiously. The British located and disabled the
Argentine submarine Santa Fe on April 25. After brieﬂy moving toward
the Falkland Islands, by May 2 Argentine surface ships had turned
back toward the mainland.89 In what became a contentious incident, the
submarine HMS Conqueror torpedoed the cruiser Belgrano. The World
War II–era Belgrano sank within an hour, killing 321 Argentine sailors.90
The Argentine navy subsequently refused to venture forth for the duration of the conﬂict, remaining within twelve miles of the Argentine coast.91
That policy had the virtue that it minimized Argentine naval losses, which
would otherwise have been higher. It also accounts for the discrepancy in
the number of surface vessels damaged between the two opponents. Simply put, the Royal Navy was engaged throughout the ﬁght, the Argentine
navy was not.
The Argentine air forces proved the most dangerous for the British.
The most dramatic success came on May 4. Exploiting a gap in British
low-level aircraft defenses, two Super Étendard aircraft each launched
one Exocet missile at the British task force. One struck and disabled the
destroyer HMS Shefﬁeld, which later sank.92 After British troops began
landing, forcing British ships to operate near the islands, Argentine aircraft managed to sink several British ships, including the frigates Ardent
and Antelope (May 21 and 23–24), the logistic landing ship Galahad (June 8),
the cargo ship Atlantic Conveyer (May 25), and the destroyer Coventry
(May 25).93 Several more sustained damage. Importantly, though, Argentina failed to hit either British aircraft carrier or troop transports prior
to the landings. As D. George Boyce notes, British aircraft armed with
Sidewinder AIM-9L missiles “forced the Argentine pilots to deliver their
bombs from a low altitude without adequate time for defusing—which
resulted in the large number of Argentine bombs which hit their targets
but failed to explode.”94
The air attacks were taking a signiﬁcant toll on Argentina, though. It
is doubtful their air force could have sustained the ﬁght much longer.
During the week of May 21 alone, Argentina lost twenty-one planes.95
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Indicative of the direction the ﬁghting was going, on May 25 US Secretary of State Alexander Haig implored Thatcher “not to try to crush the
Argentines.”96 British and Argentine accounts of total aircraft losses differ.
The British Ministry of Defense reported they faced 120 fast jet aircraft,
along with numerous other aircraft. Argentina claims it deployed eightyone Mirage IIIs, Vs, and A4 Skyhawks. The British report the destruction of 109 Argentine aircraft of all kinds, including thirty-one Skyhawks
and twenty-six Mirage jets. Argentina reports the loss of only thirtyfour Mirages and Skyhawks—though even that smaller number would
account for more than 40 percent of the force Argentina claims to have
deployed.97 The British lost a total of ﬁve Harriers to ground ﬁre, none in
air-to-air combat.98
Land engagements ended in decisive British victories. The ﬁghting was
intense at times—involving aircraft, artillery, and light armor alongside
infantry maneuvers—but resulted in few British casualties. On April 25,
British soldiers retook South Georgia to the south and east of the Falklands with little resistance. On May 15, a British special forces raiding party
surprised one hundred Argentine defenders at Pebble Island, destroying
“eleven Pucara turboprop ground support aircraft, an ammunition dump,
and other installations before departing.”99 British forces landed at San Carlos, East Falklands, on May 21. Argentine troops did not seriously contest
the landings. Indeed, throughout the campaign Argentina failed to mount
any counterattacks against the British advance. British mobility and superior ﬁrepower overwhelmed the Argentine defenders. The main assault on
Port Stanley began on June 12; Argentina surrendered on June 14.100 “Even
without the word ‘unconditional,’ the surrender was total and comprehensive,” writes Freedman.101
In this environment—an initial belief that Britain would not oppose the
invasion, a limited-aims offensive against an isolated target, and subsequent ﬁghting that posed little danger to British territory or nuclear forces—
it would be surprising that the junta discussed the British nuclear arsenal
at all. Yet they did just that. Based on interviews with former ofﬁcials,
T. V. Paul reports that Buenos Aires “considered the chances of Britain using
its nuclear forces against Argentina, in the event of its losing the conventional battle.”102 This reﬂects a basic costs-beneﬁts logic. According to one
Argentine account, a West German ofﬁcial remarked after the war that it
was best for Argentina they had not done more damage to the British ﬂeet.
“Queried about this apparent contradiction, he elaborated: ‘otherwise,
Mrs. Thatcher’s government would have resorted to the use of nuclear
weapons against the mainland.’”103 While it is unclear whether that particular exchange occurred, former Ministry of Defense ofﬁcial Michael Quinlan recalls that Thatcher “would have been prepared actually to consider
nuclear weapons had the Falklands gone sour on her.” In particular, had
Britain lost an aircraft carrier, Thatcher told Quinlan, she “would have been
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willing to face up to the real eventuality of [nuclear] use.”104 It is unlikely
Britain ever came close to using nuclear weapons, given the conventional
asymmetry and low danger to Britain throughout, but the basic logic in
these accounts is consistent with the framework developed in this book:
nuclear use is more likely to be considered as the military beneﬁts increase
and begin to outweigh the associated costs. In the end, Lawrence Freedman
writes in the ofﬁcial British history of the conﬂict that during his research
he “found no references to any consideration of nuclear employment. This
was never taken seriously as a realistic possibility.” He adds that “while
there was never any thought of strategic nuclear use the possibility of tactical nuclear use was less readily dismissed.” The British leadership also took
pains to transfer nuclear weapons onboard surface naval vessels to the carriers, which had more robust safety measures, and eventually move them
back to Great Britain.105
In addition, similar to the other cases examined in this book, there is
some evidence that the NNWS discounted the likelihood of nuclear use
because it believed external actors would constrain the nuclear opponent.
As Paul notes, Argentine ofﬁcials believed that “the US and USSR would
have prevented it if the British threatened to use nuclear weapons in a
small conventional theater.”106 Argentina could also point to global public opinion against nuclear weapons—heightened during the 1980s amid
renewed Cold War tensions and debates about impending American
intermediate nuclear force deployments to Europe—as a further restraint
against nuclear use.107 Argentine ofﬁcials went so far as to raise the issue
publicly. “I don’t think a country with nuclear arms will use them against
a country that doesn’t have them,” the head of the Argentine National
Atomic Energy Commission Castro Madero argued on May 28. Echoing
language used by Stalin and Mao to deter nuclear threats, he went on
to characterize nuclear discussions as a “psychological action” against
Argentina.108 For their part, the British were aware of potential psychological advantages of conventional and nuclear strikes. During a British cabinet meeting on April 16, Thatcher highlighted that although “there was
in reality no intention of attacking the Argentine mainland, there might
be some military advantage in the Argentines being afraid of that; the
fact that the Vulcans were being given conventional bombing practice in
Scotland was in any case likely to become known. . . . Though the Vulcans
were associated in the public mind with their long-standing nuclear role,
there was of course no question of their carrying nuclear weapons in the
present context.”109 Left unexplained was what might lead the “present
context” to change.
There is evidence Argentine leaders believed that their own nuclear
weapon might offset the British nuclear advantage. As Thornton concludes,
for many at the time, “a nuclear weapons capability would permit Argentina
to deal with Great Britain over the Falkland Islands dispute from a position
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of equality, if not strength.”110 To be sure, at most Argentina explored
a nuclear device, and Brazil likely loomed larger in Argentine calculations.111 That did not stop CIA analysts from worrying during the conﬂict
that “the Argentine leadership might somehow calculate that the chances
for a favorable outcome would have been greater if Argentina possessed a
nuclear weapons capability.”112 Argentina provided reasons for such concerns. As the agency noted later that year, during the war “Buenos Aires
asserted publicly that its adherence to nonproliferation rules had placed it
at a clear disadvantage. . . . Buenos Aires [claimed it] could not continue to
accept a discriminatory situation that denies Argentina the legitimate use
of nuclear materials for its national defense.” The report concluded that
Argentine military leaders probably “believe that if their country had possessed nuclear weapons . . . the British would not have been so quick to
send so large an expeditionary force against them.”113 Julio Carasales, a former senior Argentine foreign affairs ofﬁcial, would later acknowledge that
the Falklands War “caused some Argentine citizens, for the only time in
Argentinean history, to want the country to possess nuclear weapons. . . .
The fear that their [British nuclear weapons] mere presence inspired put
the Argentinean forces at a disadvantage. More than one Argentinean thus
considered that the outcome could have been different, or at least the defeat
would not have been so humiliating, if his country had possessed nuclear
weapons, even without using them.”114
A very large danger to Britain could generate sufﬁcient beneﬁts from
nuclear use to offset any associated costs. Yet the nature of the participants
and conduct of the war meant that the danger to the United Kingdom was
low, and Argentina could gamble that Britain would not resort to nuclear
strikes. The Falklands were British territory, but they were located nearly
eight thousand miles from the British homeland. Their contribution to the
British economy or strategic position were minimal, the islanders were not
granted full British citizenship, and Britain had been reducing its presence
in the South Atlantic for several years.115 The entire ﬁght took place on and
in the immediate vicinity of the islands, which were approximately four
hundred miles from Argentina.

War over Lebanon (1982)
On several occasions in the late 1970s and early 1980s Israeli forces attacked
individuals associated with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
who were residing in Lebanon. At the same time, Syria had intervened in
the Lebanese Civil War in 1976, occupying Eastern Lebanon and attempting
to maintain order.116 This put Syrian and Israeli units in close proximity,
and the two occasionally collided, ﬁghting brieﬂy in April 1981, after which
Syria deployed some surface-to-air missile units to Lebanon.117 Limited
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attacks against the PLO proved insufﬁcient from Israel’s perspective,
and so Israeli leadership, spearheaded by Defense Minister Ariel Sharon,
elected for a larger operation. In particular, Israel sought to eliminate the
PLO presence in Beirut. The assault would necessarily bring Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) into contact with the Syrian military, which Israel sought
to expel from Lebanon.118 The immediate catalyst for the war came on
June 3 when the Abu Nidal organization, a splinter group of the PLO,
gravely wounded Israel’s ambassador to the United Kingdom.119 Israel
launched Operation Peace for Galilee on June 6; Israeli forces would remain
in Lebanon until May 2000,120 their operations there directed largely at various non-state actors. In this section I focus on the portion of the ﬁghting
against Syria, which constituted a war between two states.
The initial Israeli invasion consisted of two major advances to attack the
PLO and engage Syria. The Israeli cabinet was reluctant to authorize military operations against Syrian forces, and so the IDF sought to threaten Syrian forces to provoke a response.121 During a series of clashes around Ayn
Zhaltah on June 8, the Syrians inﬂicted only minimal damage but managed
to delay the IDF. As Kenneth Pollack concludes, that delay “was one of the
most important factors in preventing the complete destruction of the Syrian army in Lebanon.”122 That same day, Israeli forces also attacked a Syrian task force at Jazzin. On June 10 the IDF broke through Syrian defenses
in the Bekaa Valley and proceeded methodically northward. In addition to
the ground ﬁghting, Israel systematically dismantled Syrian air defenses in
Lebanon and easily defeated Syrian Air Force (SAF) efforts to contest the
skies. Through September the SAF lost eighty-six Soviet-made MiGs to the
Israeli Air Force without destroying a single Israeli aircraft.123 Israel consistently defeated Syrian troops but was unable to completely rout its Syrian opponents, which generally retreated in good order. As a result, Syria
remained a factor in Lebanon.124
The conduct of the war resulted in little danger to the NWS, consistent
with my argument. Syria’s President Hafez Asad cautiously observed the
Israeli invasion and sought to avoid overtly provoking the Israeli forces.
Once ﬁghting began, Syria fought primarily on the defensive, setting
ambushes against advancing Israeli units at various places. The ﬁghting took place in Lebanon; Syria did not threaten Israeli positions in the
Golan Heights or the Israeli homeland. Syrian aims centered primarily on
maintaining the status quo of their position in Lebanon, avoiding a massive military defeat, and guarding against any possible Israeli advance on
Damascus itself. Though Syrian forces fought with determination at various points, they inﬂicted only modest losses on the IDF. Pollack reports the
grim relative tally: “the Syrians lost 1,200 dead, 3,000 wounded, and 296
prisoners in addition to 300–350 tanks, 150 APCS [armored personnel carriers], nearly 100 artillery pieces, twelve helicopters, 86 aircraft, and 298 SAM
[surface-to-air missile] batteries. Against the Syrians during 6–25 June, the
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Israelis suffered 195 killed and 872 wounded in addition to 30 tanks lost
(with another 100 damaged) and 175 APCS destroyed and damaged.”125

War over Angola (1987)
The war over Angola was part of the broader Angolan civil wars. Angolan
revolutionaries long contested Portuguese rule. The ongoing conﬂict contributed to a coup and popular revolution in Portugal that overthrew the
fascist dictator António Salazar. Angola then achieved independence in
1975. Several different groups fought for control of the country. The Correlates of War provides one interstate war number but two separate start
and end dates, breaking the conﬂict into two separate interstate wars.
This is unusual, but there are a number of other wars that are part of
longer ongoing conﬂicts (e.g., China versus Vietnam and Egypt versus
Israel) that are similar. I include the 1987 war here to avoid arbitrarily
excluding a case.
The ﬁrst interstate war began in October 1975 when, as Michael Clodfelter writes, “outside intervention had rapidly turned what was basically
a tribal war into an international affair.”126 That phase ended in February
1976 and involved no nuclear-armed states. The Soviet Union backed Cuba
and Angola—in particular the Popular Movement for the Liberation of
Angola (MPLA)—but limited its involvement to aid and advisers. Internal and unconventional ﬁghting continued, with Angola and Cuba facing a
determined guerrilla resistance from the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) operating primarily in southern Angola. This
suited the interests of South Africa, which controlled Namibia and sought
“to deny a southern Angolan sanctuary to Namibian insurgents and to
maintain a buffer against the Angolan regime.”127
In August 1987 a new Angolan offensive pressed into southern Angola.
The offensive was the beginning of the second interstate war, which COW
codes starting on August 4, 1987, when South Africa made the decision to
undertake a sizable intervention to halt the offensive. The war occurred
between, on the one side, Cuba and Angola (with Soviet-supplied equipment and advisers), and on the other, nuclear-armed South Africa. The war
ended in June 1988, with a formal cease-ﬁre on August 5 of that year. The
Tripartite Agreement signed on December 22 committed the Cubans and
South Africans to withdraw from Angola.128
South Africa faced little danger throughout the war. Rough indicators of
the balance of power understate the South African advantage. For example, South Africa’s per capita GDP was only slightly larger than those of
Cuba (1.5:1) and Angola (1.9:1). Yet the 1985 Military Balance concluded
that “South Africa remains the only African country capable of signiﬁcant force projection operations against her neighbors.” Although Angola
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might be capable of conventional operations against South Africa, even
with Soviet and Cuban assistance Angola “is stretched to her limits containing the forces of UNITA and could not also defend against a major South
African offensive.”129 As Narang concludes, “South African defense and air
forces were both quantitatively and qualitatively superior to their primary
regional threats, even with the deployment of Soviet surface-to-air missile
batteries in the region.”130 Cuban forces were capable, but they were operating thousands of kilometers from their home and so posed little danger to
South African territory.
The ﬁghting itself took place in Angola, far from South African territory. The initial Angolan offensive advanced from the strategic town of
Cuito Cuanavale into UNITA territory before being stopped in a series of
conventional battles near the Lomba River by smaller South African and
UNITA forces. In one particularly lopsided engagement on October 3,
South African forces killed over six hundred Angolan troops and destroyed
or captured 127 tanks, armored cars, and other vehicles, at a cost of one
South African killed and ﬁve wounded.131 The advance then “turned into
a headlong retreat over the 120 miles back to the primary launching point
at Cuito Cuanavale,” writes Chester Crocker, an American diplomat at the
time, who would help negotiate an end to the ﬁghting.132 The South Africans harassed the retreating forces the entire way. On November 15 Cuban
leaders decided to reinforce the beleaguered Angolan forces to prevent a
deeper UNITA–South African advance. Cuba increased its troop strength
in Angola and rushed reinforcements to Cuito Cuanavale.133 The arrival
of Cuban reinforcements stabilized the defenses, though domestic South
African political constraints, which prevented Pretoria from committing
large numbers of reinforcements, simpliﬁed the defensive effort. The battle
essentially ended in March, with South African forces shifting to a defensive posture in the area.134
As Cuito Cuanavale ended, Cuban forces moved to threaten southwest
Angola. Cuba’s Fidel Castro hoped that this would put pressure on South
Africa and aid the Cuban position in negotiations.135 As Peter Liberman
notes, “Castro warned at the time that South Africa risked ‘serious defeat’
and hinted at an offensive into Namibia.”136 Despite the bluster, “Cuba
never seriously contemplated a decisive military showdown with Pretoria,” concludes Stephen Weigert. Moreover, “Castro had secretly agreed
with Moscow that Cuban troops would not cross the Angolan/Namibian
border.”137 Cuban-Angolan and South African forces instead fought a series
of small engagements in Cunene Province. Neither side gained a decisive
advantage, and combat effectively ended following bloody air and ground
clashes on June 26–27.
South Africa possessed only a rudimentary nuclear capacity. As the
chief of the South African Defense Forces from 1985 to 1990, General
Jan Geldenhuys, recalled, “Invasions were seen as slight possibilities,
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adventurous transgressions of borders on such small scale that nuclear
capability never came into the picture.”138 South Africa gave little thought
to using its nuclear weapons against military or civilian targets. “No offensive tactical application of nuclear weapons was ever foreseen . . . as it was
fully recognized that such an act would bring about nuclear retaliation on
a massive scale,” writes Waldo Stumpf.139 Rather, Pretoria contemplated
using the nuclear weapons in a “catalytic” manner to generate outside
involvement, particularly from the United States. Andre Buys, the chair of
the strategy group for the state arms procurement and production agency
(Armscor) recalled that only if all efforts to elicit support failed, then “the
last step would . . . be to threaten to use nuclear weapons on the battleﬁeld
in self-defense.”140
Nuclear weapons played only a minor and indirect role in South African
thinking during the Angolan War. South Africa reopened its Kalahari test
site in 1987, though the precise date is contested. The activity was limited
to Armscor building a hangar above a test shaft, pumping out water, and
checking the shaft’s readiness.141 Buys told Liberman in 1999 that the decision was made because “for the ﬁrst time the government started considering the possibility that we might lose the war militarily.” Stage two of South
Africa’s nuclear strategy—covert signaling or secret acknowledgment of
the nuclear arsenal—would “come into operation once we were confronted
by a serious and escalating military threat. We got close to that in 1987 . . .
in Angola.”142 As one South African counterintelligence ofﬁcer noted, “we
knew satellites would see the whole thing . . . Soviet and Western intelligence were suddenly convinced we were serious about nuclear weapons
and the West began to put pressure on the Soviets to get the Cubans to
withdraw from Angola.”143 It is debatable if the chain of events worked out
this way; as noted, Castro sought to avoid a major conﬂict but sought some
form of battleﬁeld victory to assist in negotiations. In any event, congruent
with my argument’s predictions, the danger to South Africa was minimal
throughout the war against Angola and Cuba.

Kosovo (1999)
The Correlates of War identiﬁes the primary participants in the Kosovo
War as the nuclear-armed United States against nonnuclear Yugoslavia
(Serbia). Violence erupted in the Yugoslavian province of Kosovo in
March 1998 following the killing of twenty-four ethnic Albanians by Serbian police on February 28.144 Serbian efforts to assert control resulted in
the displacement of tens of thousands of people.145 US mediation efforts
stabilized the situation brieﬂy but ultimately collapsed as the Kosovo
Liberation Army (KLA) was able to reconstitute itself, leading to Serbian
redeployment of its forces.146 President Slobodan Milošović of Yugoslavia
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rebuffed US demands to cede Serbian control of Kosovo. In response,
NATO launched Operation Allied Force on March 24, 1999. Air strikes
continued until June 9, when Serbia agreed to a peace proposal. The combination of mounting costs, Russian pressure, and the reduction in US
demands put forth in the G8 (Group of 8) foreign ministers peace proposal led to Serbian acquiescence.147
There was no danger to the nuclear weapon state. The ﬁghting was
entirely fought in Yugoslavian territory. No NATO ground troops were
used, though there is debate whether the threat of a ground invasion contributed to Serbian concessions.148 Regardless, the campaign was fought
entirely with NATO naval and air strikes, which typically operated out
of range of effective Serbian counter-ﬁre. The Correlates of War lists two
American and ﬁve thousand Serbian battleﬁeld deaths.149 The Serbian goal
to maintain rule over Kosovo and not expand the conﬂict were credible
because Serbia could not do more; Serbia struggled to even interfere with
NATO operations over its own homeland. As Phil Haun notes, Serbian
strategy was limited to inﬂicting “combat losses on NATO aircraft and aircrew, making it either too costly for NATO to continue air operations or, at
a minimum, creating tension among NATO countries that might cause a
ﬁssure in the alliance.”150 In sum, the ﬁghting was entirely on NNWS territory, the NNWS had limited and defensive aims, and there were very low
losses to the NWS.

Afghanistan (2001)
As of this writing, US combat operations continue inside Afghanistan. The
United States (along with Britain and other allies) acted in response to the
terrorist attacks by al-Qaeda on September 11, 2001, that destroyed the two
towers of the World Trade Center in New York City and part of the Pentagon. The United States initially demanded that the Taliban government of
Afghanistan hand over al-Qaeda’s leaders, including Osama bin Laden, and
shut down al-Qaeda training camps.151 The Afghan government refused US
demands. The interstate war phase of the conﬂict began on October 7, 2001,
with US air strikes and ended on December 22, 2001, with the installation of
the interim Afghani government led by Hamid Karzai.152
The danger to the United States and the United Kingdom from Afghanistan was minimal. To be sure, al-Qaeda had managed to coordinate an
operation that constituted the worst attack on US soil since Pearl Harbor.
Yet the interstate war with Afghanistan involved ﬁghting far from the
nuclear weapon states. The major US involvement initially was special
operations forces and air strikes that assisted Northern Alliance ground
forces that opposed the Taliban. Taliban and al-Qaeda ﬁghters were unable
to defeat moderately skilled opponents that had American support,
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though they were able to resist effectively against unskilled opponents.153
Prior to the attack, concludes Haun, the “probability of U.S. victory against
Afghanistan . . . was high and cost of ﬁghting relatively low.”154 During
the war “sixteen Americans had died in defeating the Taliban, 15 of them
in (predominantly air) accidents or in friendly ﬁre incidents. . . . Taliban
losses were uncounted but numerous.”155 In sum, the interstate portion of
the war was fought on NNWS territory against an adversary that fought
defensively.
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